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Introduction 
 
With IMVIP 2018 the series of Irish Machine Vision and Image Processing conferences reaches a landmark 
occasion: IMVIP 2018 is the 20th edition in a series of which the inaugural meeting was held at the Magee 
campus of Ulster University in 1997. Ulster University hosted IMVIP again in 2003 and 2008 (at the 
Coleraine campus) and in 2014 (at Magee). Now, in 2018, Ulster University hosts IMVIP for the fifth time, 
and for the first time at the Belfast campus, under the organisation of the School of Computing. 
 
In the two decades since 1997, the IMVIP conference has been hosted throughout the island of Ireland: 
four times at the National University of Ireland, Maynooth (1998, 2001, 2007 and 2017), three times at 
Dublin City University (1999, 2006 and 2011) and at Trinity College Dublin (2004, 2009 and 2015), twice at 
Queen’s University Belfast (2000 and 2005) and at the National University of Ireland, Galway (2002 and 
2016), and at the University of Limerick (2010).  
 
IMVIP is established as Ireland's primary meeting for those researching in the fields of machine vision and 
image processing, providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and the presentation of research conducted 
both within Ireland and worldwide. 
 
IMVIP is a single track conference consisting of high quality previously unpublished contributed papers 
focussing on both theoretical research and practical experiences in all areas of computer vision. After a 
rigorous review process, this year 22 papers were selected for oral presentation at the conference, with a 
further 10 selected for poster presentation. We thank sincerely the members of the Programme Committee 
for generously giving their time, effort and expertise in reviewing the submissions.  
 
Continuing the tradition of inviting internationally-renowned experts in the theory and application of 
computer vision to IMVIP, we are delighted to have keynote presentations at IMVIP 2018 from Prof. Hiroshi 
Ishikawa, Director of the Computer Vision and Analysis Lab at Waseda University, Tokyo; Prof. Jiri Matas, 
Centre for Machine Perception at the Czech Technical University, Prague; and Prof. dr. Zeno Geradts, senior 
forensic scientist at the Netherlands Forensic Institute and Professor of Forensic Data Science at the 
University of Amsterdam. 
 
IMVIP is run in association with the Irish Pattern Recognition and Classification Society (iprcs.org), a 
member   organisation of the International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR) and the International 
Federation of Classification Societies (IFCS). In addition to IPRCS, we would like to thank the School of 
Computing at Ulster University for their support for and sponsorship of IMVIP 2018. 
 
The Organising Committee extends a warm welcome to all speakers and delegates of the 20th Irish 
Machine Vision and Image Processing Conference, and we hope that you will thoroughly enjoy both the 
professional and social aspects of IMVIP 2018 in Belfast. 
 
 
Bryan W. Scotney 
Ulster University 
August 2018  
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Keynote Speaker: Prof. Hiroshi Ishikawa 
 

 
 

 
 

Director of the Computer Vision and Analysis Lab  

Department of Computing and Engineering  

Waseda University 

Tokyo 

Title: Structured Prediction by Fully Convolutional Deep Neural Networks 

 
Abstract: Best known for its breakthrough on the classification problem of general images, deep learning 

is now increasingly applied to other, more complex tasks. Whereas the output of a 
classification algorithm is a simple label, these tasks require more structured output such as an 
image. In this talk, I will present some recent results in our research in image transformation 
problems such as colorization of greyscale images and image completion. A fully convolutional 
network is suited to such tasks as it can handle input and output images of any size without 
relearning. 
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Keynote Speaker: Prof. Jiri Matas 
 

 
 

 
 

Centre for Machine Perception  

 Department of Cybernetics  

 Czech Technical University  

 Prague 

Title: Multi-Class Multi-Instance Model Fitting in Computer Vision 

 
Abstract: Many computer vision problems can be formulated as data fitting. In multi-class multi-instance 

fitting, the input data is interpreted as a mixture of noisy observations originating from 
multiple instances of multiple model types, e.g. as k lines and l circles in 2D edge maps, as k 
planes, l cylinders and m point clusters in 3D laser scans, as multiple homographies or 
fundamental matrices consistent with point correspondences in multiple views of a non-rigid 
scene. 
 
After reviewing the evolution of data fitting methods including the Hough Transform, RANSAC 
and PEARL, I will present a novel method, called Multi-X, for general multi-class multi-instance 
model fitting. The proposed approach combines global energy minimization using alpha-
expansion and mode-seeking in the parameter domain. Multi-X outperforms significantly the 
state-of-the-art on the standard dataset, runs in time approximately linear in the number of 
data points at around 0.1 second per 100 points, an order of magnitude faster than available 
implementations of commonly used methods. 
 
I will also show how to plug efficiently and effectively the energy term into RANSAC. The 
resulting GC-RANSAC employs graph cut as local optimization to achieve state-of-the-art 
results. 
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Keynote Speaker: Prof. dr. Zeno Geradts 
 

 
 

 
 

Senior forensic scientist at the Netherlands Forensic Institute, 

and Professor of Forensic Data Science 

University of Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

Title: Machine Vision and Image Processing in Forensic Science 

 
Abstract: The forensic science community makes since the last decades much more use of machine 

vision. The algorithms and computing power have been improved. Image processing is 
routinely used in cases of CCTV, and intelligent search by machine vision is also progressing. An 
overview is given of the current state of the art, concerning face comparison as well as other 
biometric features such as posture, gait and hand and feet comparison. In robbery cases 
sometimes hands are a feature that can be used. 
 
For child abuse cases also the feet are sometimes used for additional evidence, although 
research on algorithms for feet comparison is rare. The challenge in forensic science is also the 
combination of features and reporting of the evidence as a likelihood ratio. Since deep learning 
algorithms are more widely used, and calculation speed is improving, the use of camera 
identification based on Photo Non Uniformity (PRNU) is also progressing. Some expectations in 
combined analysis are given with big data analysis systems as well as faster results in forensic 
science based on these methods, for instance in the European Union Horizon2020 project 
ASGARD. 
 
Currently there are also many efforts in the anti-forensic field, such as morphing of faces and 
forging PRNU. Detection of those forgeries is a research topic that is expected to attract much 
more attention in the future. 
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Seam carving for content-aware wide-angle projection of panoramic
photography

Darren Coughlan and Paul Cuffe

School of Electrical Electronic Engineering, University College Dublin

Abstract

This paper presents a new method for the wide-angle projection of panoramic photographic imagery.
The proposed methodology uses seam-carving techniques to improve the conformality of an equal-area
projection of an image. Fundamentally, any wide-angle projection from a omnidirectional scene will contain
distortion, however the aim of this method is to strategically introduce this distortion in areas of low salience
in the image, to better preserve the appearance of the important content.

Keywords: Seam carving, omidirectional photography, wide-angle projection, panoramic photography

1 Introduction

In recent years there has been an increase in the use of omnidirectional cameras. With these devices and their
associated stitching/montage software, it is possible to capture the entire scene around the camera, allowing
the viewer to see 360◦ horizontally by 180◦ vertically [Scaramuzza, 2014]. By contrast, traditional wide angle
cameras have a limited angle of view in the range of about 60◦ to 80◦ from centre. This paper proposes a new
method to project a very wide-angle section of a captured spherical image to a flat plane. A field-of-view in the
range of natural human vision is the goal here: up to perhaps 180◦ horizontally by 120◦ vertically.

The problem of representing a curved surface in a planar form is an ancient and well-documented area
of research, due to its central relevance in cartography [Snyder, 1987]. All projections of the sphere contain
some form of distortion in either area, conformality or interruption [Gauss, 1828] and cartographers must rou-
tinely make compromises between these [Van Wijk, 2008]. Likewise, for panoramic photographic images, any
projection to a flat plane will necessarily result in distortion of either shape or size.

There are various extant approaches to this problem of wide-angle projection. For instance, the method of
[Zelnik-Manor et al., 2005] improves the appearance of wide angle panoramas by the use of multi-plane projec-
tion. This method is not content-aware, and sharp distortion is noticeable if the edge of a projection plane passes
through an area of importance in the image. In a similar way, the Panini projection [Sharpless et al., 2010] uses
a fully three-dimensional scene, generated by a linear projection through the centre of the sphere. The image
then shows a perspective view of part of the scene, allowing very wide-angle images to be created, up to 170◦.
It is especially suited to architectural subject matter.

Work in [Zorin and Barr, 1995] has articulated a method for correction of perceptual distortions in images
by compromise between the preservation of straight lines and shapes of objects in the image. Similar work
[Zhu et al., 2011] has presented an implementation of an ellipsoid-based model for the correction of wide-
angle images. This has proven fruitful as a lightweight implementation of distortion correction. Perhaps the
most similar work to the present method would be [Carroll et al., 2009]. This work is similar in that they seek to
achieve a compromise between straight lines and shape constancy while avoiding the distortion of salient lines
in the image, which are manually marked by the user. This is achieved through an optimization approach which
accounts for both the user input lines, and low-level salience measures and face detectors. The methodology
presented here seeks to maintain this content-aware projection without the need for user guidance.
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The primary contribution of this paper is in achieving similar results to those above using seam-carving
[Avidan and Shamir, 2007] techniques, whereby no user interaction is required. The raw equirectangular output
from the camera is first mapped to an equal-area projection, whereby objects in the planar image are congruent
to their size in the panoramic sphere. Altering the dimensions of such an equal-area image to achieve confor-
mality without content-awareness would simply result in a classic projection like the Mercator, whereby salient
objects in the image would no longer be equal-area (the island of Greenland is a well-known example from car-
tograpy). Instead, the present technique seeks to achieve local conformality in areas of visual importance, with
distortion moved to areas of less significance. The proposed method achieves this by incrementally introducing
seams of low energy pixels into an equal-area projection, with the lengths of these seams chosen to restore the
image’s conformality.

2 Methodology

The proposed technique has two stages: first, the raw output of the camera is projected to an equal-area format.
Then, a section of the equal-area projection has seams inserted to restore its conformality in a content-aware
way.

2.1 Equal-area projection

Before conformality can be restored, the raw image should first be projected to an area-preserving form.

2.1.1 Equirectangular

The equirectangular projection is important for panoramic imagery since it is typically the raw output format
from omnidirectional cameras. The equirectangular projection is neither equal area or conformal: it projects
the spherical image to a cylinder, and then unrolls this cylinder to a flat plane. The equations describing
this projection are quite simple, as the x and y coordinates are direct mappings from the lines of longitude
λ and latitude φ, respectively. This simple mapping is why the equirectangular image format is used for
omnidirectional photography.

x = (λ−λ0)cosφ1 (1)

y = (φ−φ1) (2)

Where λ0 and φ1 are the central meridians in the spherical projection. Hence the equirectangular projection
has coordinates from -180◦ to 180◦ in the x-axis and -90◦ to 90◦ in the y-axis

2.1.2 Sinusoidal

The sinusoidal projection is a pseudocylindrical equal-area projection. There are several other equal-area pro-
jections which would also be suitable as a starting point for manipulation, such as the Mollweide or the Boggs
eumorphic. The sinusoidal equal-area projection is chosen here due to its simplistic construction equations,
which are below:

x = (λ−λ0)cosφ (3)

y =φ (4)

where, φ is the latitude and λ is longitude. This projection has straight horizontal parallels which are
equidistant. The meridians are half sinusoidal curves of varying amplitude. Scale is constant along the central
meridian and the length of each horizontal parallel is proportional to the cosine of the angle of latitude. The
image will contain distortions of conformality whereby the shapes of objects are not correct. Likewise, the
projected image is not rectangular which is not convenient for presentation purposes.
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2.2 Content aware restoration of conformality

2.2.1 Graph creation

Seam carving adjusts image dimensions in a content-aware way by adding or removing low energy seams of
pixels, found using shortest path algorithms on an appropriately-weighted graph [Avidan and Shamir, 2007].

The raster image of the sinusodial projection is transformed to a graph G whereby each node in the graph
represents a pixel in the image. Each node in this network is then assigned six different attributes:

1. x and y-locations of the pixel in the original equirectangular image

2. Red, green and blues channel values

3. Greyscale luminosity

The graph is constructed to have directed edges in a six-connected format, to allow the seam calculation to
be performed using shortest path algorithms. This connectivity is shown in fig. 1: each node has six connected
edges, three incoming, and three outgoing. These edges are weighted by the absolute value of the difference in
their luminosity value as in equation 5 which denotes the weight of the edge connecting nodes i and j .

W (ei→ j ) = |iLU M − jLU M | (5)

This weighting is imposed so that when shortest paths through the graph are calculated, they will tend
not to cross over edges in the image. This causes the shortest path calculation to act like an edge-detector
would, avoiding visually salient content, and so this important content will tend to maintain the equal-area
characteristic achieved with the initial sinusoidal projection.

Figure 1: Connective structure of nodes, numbered as
though in a 3 × 3 image (w x = width of image = 3)

When calculating the paths of lowest energy it is
important that each seam contains exactly one node
from each row, such that the rows will increase in
width by one pixel when seams are duplicated in the
image. For this reason, the edges are directed to en-
sure seams do not travel back up through the image
and no edges exist between adjacent pixels to ensure
a downward calculation of seam connectivity, as in
fig. 1.

The manipulation in the top and bottom of the
image will be opposite since the meridians are sinu-
soidal curves which need to be straightened. There-
fore, the initial graph G is split into two separate
graphs Gtop and Gbot tom . The directed edges in
Gbot tom are reversed for calculation of seams in the
opposite direction (i.e up towards the equator) The
algorithm is symmetrically applied to each hemisphere in turn.

2.2.2 Seam carving methodology

For the present novel purposes of conformality restoration, low-energy seams of varying lengths are added to
the image, to optimally pad it out. For instance, many extra pixels need to be added to restore conformality at
the higher latitudes in the sinusoidal projection, as the length of each parallel is proportional to the cosine of its
latitude. The present technique seeks to equalize the width of these: each parallel should have the same width
as the equator in the processed image. Therefore, the amount of pixels introduced per row must be proportional
to the cosine of its lattitude, per equation 3. The top row will have the most pixels introduced: these pixels will
be in seams extending downwards through the image, thinning out towards the equator.
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Figure 2: Subgraph connectivity, showing the node
numbering scheme. A shortest path calculated from
Source to Destination is equivalent to finding the
shortest path from any node in the top row to any node
in the bottom row

With φ+ as the upper vertical field of view, the
number of pixels required to pad the top row in Gtop

is N = w x − cos(φ+)w x where w x is the horizontal
pixel resolution at the equator. Therefore, N seams
will be introduced, all starting at the top row, φ+, but
terminating at lower latitudes such that each row has
the appropriate amount of padding pixels introduced
i.e ∝ cos(φ)

To calculate these shortest path seams in Gtop ,
an appropriate loop creates a new subgraph on each
iteration. In order to calculate the shortest path seam
from top to bottom of these subgraphs, two additional
nodes must be added as a source and destination. The
source node is connected with directed edges of equal
weight to each node in the top row of pixels, and the
destination node is connected to each of the bottom
row of pixels with directed edges of equal weight.
This structure can be seen in fig. 2.

Once this shortest path has been calculated, the
source and destination nodes are removed from the
seam, and the seam is duplicated and inserted one
position to the left, shifting the existing pixels to the
right. This process is repeated for each row, to create
a shifted image of more conformal dimensions.

This process is repeated for Gbot tom in an in-
verted format such that the source node is connected to the bottom row of nodes and destination node is
connected to the top row of nodes. This therefore creates a bottom image which is also adjusted to confor-
mal dimensions.

These images are then connected and adjusted such that each row of pixels is centred in the image. This
creates a spatially varying conformal and equal-area projection of the wide angle image.

3 Implementation

The methodology was implemented in Python using the OpenCV library [Bradski, 2000] for image processing
and NetworkX [Hagberg et al., 2008] for graph manipulation. The G.Projector [Schmunk, 2017] tool was used
to create the sinusoidal projection. Omnidirectional photographs were captured using an LG 360 CAM (R105),
for an image resolution of 5660 × 2830 pixels.

4 Results

4.1 Example processing steps

As an example of the processing steps, the algorithm is applied to an image taken in small garden, as shown in
fig. 3. This is quite an enclosed space due to hedgerow and the house itself. The goal is to present a wide-angle
section of the spherical image in fig. 3 (a), centred on 0◦. The sinusoidal projection of this is shown in fig. 3
(b). As a target, the field of view of human eyesight is sought. This is approximately 100◦ vertically by 140◦

horizontally. As a result, the centre of the image is taken in the range 120◦ vertically, by 180◦ horizontally,
slightly wider than the desired output, due to necessary subsequent cropping. In fig. 3 (c), the seams inserted
into this section of the sinusoidal projection are shown in red. As a rectangular section is extracted from the
sinusoidal projection, this raster will traverse a wider lattitude at its top and bottom: this explains why the
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(a) The raw
equirectangular
camera output →

(b) The sinusoidal
projection of the
scene →

(c) Seams are in-
serted, shown here
in red →

(d) The final
cropped wide-
angle image →

Figure 3: Four steps in the processing of an example image taken in a rainy suburban garden
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(a) UCD Engineer-
ing Building

(b) UCD O’Reilly
Hall

(c) UCD O’Brien
Centre for Science,
downstairs

(d) UCD O’Brien
Centre for Science,
looking out

Figure 4: Four example output wide angle images that have been processed using the novel methodology
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straightened image in fig. 3 (c) flares out in an hourglass shape. A cropped subimage to compensate for this
effect is shown in fig. 3 (d), where the seams are not shown in red but instead using colours duplicated from
adjacent pixels.

The final output of the algorithm, in fig. 3 (d) still contains some points of distortion, however it can be
seen that aspects of the image such as the hedgerow appear more straightened. The roof of the house still
shows some barrel distortion. This is where approaches such as that of [Sharpless et al., 2010] could perhaps
be useful, as the user could draw straight lines on the image to be preserved. At the base of the image, the
operator’s hand is also visible in a stretched and distracting form, however this is an artifact of the capture and
stitching process, and is beyond the scope of the present discussion.

4.2 Other example images

Four other example images demonstrating the algorithm are shown in fig. 4. As a qualitative summary, the most
successful image is perhaps fig. 4 (a) where an attractive wide angle view of a lake is presented. By contrast,
fig. 4 (b) shows a weakness of the algorithm: the vertical columns appear jagged due to the irregular way that
the seams are introduced. The seams are calculated based on a simple shortest path through the weighted graph:
an improved technique might instead introduce seams with the explicit goal of maintaining the straightness and
conformality of edges in the image. Similar artefacts can be perceived in fig. 4 (c) & (d). These images also
show quite noticeable barrel distortion,

5 Conclusions & Future Work

New methods have been described to improve the presentation of wide angle images through the use of seam
carving techniques. The results indicate that the seam carving holds promise for the wide angle projection
of photographic imagery. However, more sophisticated objectives for inserting seams, such as the enhance
the rectilinearity of salient image features, seem necessary if projection free of noticeable distortion is to be
achieved.
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Figure 1: Colour mismatch correction and detection based on the spherical Voronoi diagram.

Abstract

Stereoscopic omnidirectional images (ODI) when viewed with a head-mounted display are a way to gen-
erate an immersive experience. Unfortunately, their creation is not an easy process, and different problems
can be present in the ODI that can reduce the quality of experience. A common problem is colour mismatch,
which occurs when the colours of the objects in the scene are different between the two stereoscopic views.
In this paper we propose a novel method for the correction of colour mismatch based on the subdivision
of ODIs into patches, where local colour correction transformations are fitted and then globally combined.
The results presented in the paper show that the proposed method is able to reduce the colour mismatch in
stereoscopic ODIs.

Keywords: Virtual reality, 360-video, colour matching, binocular rivalry, stereoscopic 3D

1 Introduction

One of the most popular formats to deliver virtual reality experiences is 360-video which is often referred to
as VR-video or cinematic VR. Shooting 360-video is a technological challenge as there are many technical
limitations which need to be overcome, especially for capturing and post-processing in stereoscopic 3D (S3D).
360-video is often captured with an omnidirectional multi-camera rig and stitched together in post-production
[Zhang and Liu, 2015]. In general, the limitations inherent in 360 videos result in artifacts which cause visual
discomfort when watching the content with a head-mounted display. The artifacts or issues can be divided
into three categories: binocular rivalry issues (e.g. colour mismatch), conflicts of depth cues (e.g. vergence-
accomodation conflicts), and artifacts which occur in both monocular and stereoscopic 360-degree content
production (e.g. stitching artifacts) [Knorr et al., 2017].

In this paper, we focus on binocular rivalry issues, in particular on colour mismatch detection and correction
in S3D omnidirectional content as illustrated in Figure 1. Colour mismatch in multi-camera systems is an
inherent problem due to different camera and lens characteristics, different illumination and reflections resulting
from different camera orientations, etc. Such colour mismatches occur during the stitching and blending process
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Figure 2: Overall system for colour mismatch correction and detection.

of multiple views into a single monocular panorama, but also between the left and right view of a stereoscopic
panorama, which often result in visual discomfort [Knorr et al., 2012].

In this context, we introduce a novel approach and entire system for colour mismatch correction and detec-
tion in S3D omnidirectional content. The system consists of three main modules: pre-processing, local colour
correction between the left and right stereoscopic ODIs, and colour mismatch detection as shown in Figure 2.
During the pre-processing step, we compute a spherical Voronoi diagram and extract Voronoi patches in the
equirectangular projection (ERP) format of the left and right ODI. Then, we estimate pixel correspondences
between the corresponding patches in both views and apply a local colour transfer in order to match the colours
of the corresponding patches, which is the main contribution of this paper. Finally, our patch-based colour
mismatch detection module [Croci et al., 2017] measures and visualises colour mismatch, which might still be
present, between the left and right stereoscopic ODIs. While the entire colour correction approach is applied in
the RGB colour space and uses a colour transfer approach introduced in [Grogan and Dahyot, 2017], the colour
mismatch detection module is applied in the Lab colour space and uses colour statistics analysis proposed in
[Reinhard et al., 2001]. This allows a more objective and independent evaluation of still existing colour discrep-
ancies between the views. Finally, we evaluate the entire system on 15 S3D ODIs with large colour mismatch
and show that our system improves the quality of the ODIs significantly.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, related work in artifact detection and
colour correction is reviewed. Then, in Section 3, we describe the proposed system for the subdivision of the
ODI into patches, the colour correction step, and the colour mismatch detection. In Section 4, the proposed
colour correction method is evaluated with 15 S3D ODIs. Finally, in Section 5, the paper concludes with a
discussion and future work.

2 Related Work

Colour mismatch detection and colour correction in stereoscopic and multi-view applications has been an ongo-
ing research topic for many years. In [Dong et al., 2013], a method for detecting stereo camera distortions based
on statistical models was presented in order to evaluate vertical misalignment, camera rotation, unsynchronised
zooming, and colour mismatch in S3D content.

A large variety of artifact detection methods, including a method for the detection of colour mismatch, was
introduced in [Voronov et al., 2013]. More recently, in [Knorr et al., 2017, Croci et al., 2017], S3D quality
assessment methods for stereoscopic ODIs were introduced which also focus on colour mismatch detection.

In the computer vision and multi-view video processing communities, the initial efforts on solving colour
mismatches between multiple views used exposure compensation (or gain compensation) [Xu and Mulligan,
2010]. This approach adjusts the gain level of images to compensate for appearance differences caused by
different exposure levels. However, this approach may fail in the case of local differences e.g. caused by lens
flares or polarization.

[Wang et al., 2011] proposed a robust algorithm to correct the colour discrepancy between images, which
neither requires a colour calibration chart/object, nor explicitly compensates for the image as a whole. Instead,
they correct the image region by region using local feature correspondences. In [Zheng et al., 2017], a method
is proposed that combines global and local colour information to correct colour discrepancies between stereo-
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Figure 3: Spherical Voronoi diagram and disparity compensation.

scopic image pairs. The algorithm uses dense stereo matching and global colour correction to initialise colour
values, and then improves the local colour smoothness and global colour consistency of the resulting image.

For large baseline multi-view video, [Ye et al., 2017] introduced a robust colour correction method that en-
forces spatio-temporal colour consistencies and gradient preservation by solving a global optimization problem.
The authors of [Xia et al., 2017] proposed an effective colour correction method for multi-view image stitching
which first finds coherent content regions in inter-image overlaps, and then parameterise a colour remapping
curve as transform model.

The image processing and computer graphics communities were developing similar colour manipulation
methods, called colour transfer techniques. These methods transfer the colour feel from a palette image to
a target image, and assume that the content of the images is different. The earliest work in this area was by
[Reinhard et al., 2001], who proposed transforming the mean and standard deviation of each colour channel
in the target image to match that of the palette image. Since then, more complex techniques have been used
to model the colour distributions of the images more accurately, including histograms and Gaussian Mixture
models [Pitie et al., 2005, Tai et al., 2005]. While global colour transfer functions are often used, including
affine, radial basis and optimal transport functions [Pitié and Kokaram, 2007, Grogan et al., 2017, Bonneel
et al., 2016], local techniques have also been proposed to allow for more flexibility in the recolouring [Wang
et al., 2010, Shih et al., 2013]. Recently, Grogan and Dahyot [Grogan and Dahyot, 2017, Grogan et al., 2015]
proposed a colour transfer technique that could also be enhanced to take into account colour correspondences
between the target and palette images, ensuring the method could be used to colour correct images of the same
scene. They showed that this method performed as well as other state of the art colour corrections techniques,
with the advantage of being more robust to correspondence outliers. In this paper, we extend this method so
that it can be used to successfully colour correct stereoscopic ODIs.

3 Proposed Method

The complete system for the correction and detection of colour mismatch is illustrated in Figure 2. Its three main
components, that is, the pre-processing step, the local colour correction, and the colour mismatch detection are
described in the next sections.

3.1 Pre-processing Step

The first step is the subdivision of the ODI into approximately equally sized patches based on the approach
described in [Croci et al., 2017]. This ensures both a local colour correction of image patches and a localisation
of colour mismatches in the detection module. First, a spherical Voronoi diagram [Aurenhammer, 1991] is
computed from n evenly distributed points on the sphere as illustrated in Figure 3a. The evenly distributed
points Pi = (Xi ,Yi , Zi ) with i = 1. . .n on the sphere are defined by the following equations:
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αi = (i −1)π·(3−p
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n
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)
, di =

√
1−Z 2

i , Xi = di ·cos(αi ) and Yi = di ·si n(αi ), where αi

is the azimuthal angle and di is the distance of the point from the z-axis. From the n evenly distributed points,
the spherical Voronoi diagram basically partitions the surface of the sphere ΩS into n cells V Ci , where each
point in the cell V Ci is closer to the corresponding point Pi than to any of the other evenly distributed points
P j . Formally, the cell V Ci is defined as follows:

V Ci = {P ∈ΩS | dS(P,Pi ) ≤ dS(P,P j ) ∀ j 6= i }, (1)

where dS(P,Pi ) is the spherical distance between the current point P and the point Pi , i.e., the length of the
shortest path on the surface of the sphere connecting these two points.

Next, we map each cell V Ci of the spherical Voronoi diagram to a planar image patch Πi . For each cell, a
planar patch is positioned on the centroid of the cell, tangent to the sphere. The points on the sphere and the
planar patch are related by central projection, and the pixel values of the patch are computed by sampling the
ODI in ERP format using bilinear interpolation. The resolution of each patch is defined by the pixels per visual
angle, a parameter that is kept constant for each patch. In the presence of disparity, it can occur that a region
inside a Voronoi cell in one view is outside the same cell in the other view. In order to cope with the disparity,
we add a border around the Voronoi cell when the patch is extracted, as shown in Figure 3b.

The number of patches and thus the size of each patch influences the reduction of the colour mismatch. If
the colour mismatch is localised in a small region and the patch is large, then the proposed method could have
difficulty in matching the colours between the two views. We have empirically found that 30 patches is a good
number for most of the ODIs that we have processed.

3.2 Local Colour Correction

The local colour correction component of the system involves first estimating colour correspondences
{c(k)

L ,c(k)
R }k=1..m between corresponding patches of the left and right view. We investigated two methods for

the estimation of correspondences: the Semi-Global Block Matching approach [Hirschmuller, 2008] and the
Coarse-to-Fine PatchMatch approach [Hu et al., 2016], but we found no significant difference between the
colour correction results generated using these approaches.

For each patch, we use the correspondences to estimate a colour transformation which recolours the patch
of the right view so that it is more similar to the left, using the method proposed in [Grogan and Dahyot,
2017]. For each patch, we fit two Gaussian Mixture models GM ML and GM MR to the left and right colour
correspondences respectively:

GM MY (x) = 1

m

m∑
k=1

N (x; c(k)
Y , hI), with Y ∈ {L,R}, (2)

where x ∈R3 are colour values of the RGB colour space, and each Gaussian N is associated with an identical
isotropic covariance matrix, hI. The goal is to align the two Gaussian Mixture models by warping the right one
as follows:

GM M ′
R (x|θ) = 1

m

m∑
k=1

N (x; φ(c(k)
R ,θ), hI), (3)

where φ represents a parametric Thin Plate Spline (TPS) transformation controlled by the parameter θ. Tech-
nically, the alignment beteween GM ML and the warped GM M ′

R is obtained by minimising the L2 distance
between them. This L2 technique has been shown to be robust to correspondence outliers, and the smooth TPS
function ensures that similar colours in the patch remain similar after recolouring, eliminating artifacts in the
gradient of the image which can appear when using other recolouring methods [Pitie et al., 2005].

Once the transformations φi have been estimated for each patch Πi , they have to be combined to recolour
the entire ODI of the right view. To ensure that there are no harsh colour changes between patches in the re-
coloured ODI, we use weight masks to blend the transformations. For each transformation φi , a corresponding
weight mask Gi is computed. The masks Gi are in ERP format and their pixel values are used to weight the
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contributions of each of the transformations when recolouring the ODI. To compute the value of a pixel in the
weight mask Gi , the spherical distance between this pixel in the spherical ODI and the centroid of the Voronoi
cell V Ci is computed, and a Gaussian function is applied to it. In this way, in Gi , pixels that lie close to the
centroid in the ODI will have higher weights than those further away. Then, when recolouring the ODI of the
right view IR in ERP format to its corrected version ÎR , the colour of the pixel at location ( j ,k) is given by:

ÎR ( j ,k) =
∑n

i=1 Gi ( j ,k) ·φi (IR ( j ,k),θ)∑n
i=1 Gi ( j ,k)

. (4)

In this manner, each local colour transformation has the most influence in the area from which it is estimated,
and the colour transformations are smoothly blended without creating any artifacts at the patch borders.

3.3 Colour Mismatch Detection

The colour mismatch detection applied after the colour correction of the ODI, and useful for getting feedback
on the remaining colour mismatch, is a simplification of the colour mismatch detection proposed in [Croci et al.,
2017]. The simplification is obtained by discarding the saliency, since it is not available for all the 15 ODIs
processed in this paper. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the detection module also uses Voronoi patches for colour
mismatch detection and localization. First, the ODI is partitioned into patches. Then, correspondences are
computed for corresponding patches between the two views using the Semi-Global Block Matching approach
introduced in [Hirschmuller, 2008]. The correspondences are necessary in order to identify the regions that are
present in both views of the patch. From the common regions, the colour means µL and µR , and the colour
standard deviations σL and σR are estimated in the Lab colour space as proposed in [Reinhard et al., 2001].
Finally, for each patch Πi the following colour mismatch score is computed:

C MSi =
√∥∥µL −µR

∥∥2 +λ‖σL −σR‖2, (5)

where λ is a tuning parameter that was set to one for the analysis of the ODIs. The patch scores can be visualised
with the jet colourmap and overlaid with the ODI in ERP format as shown in the teaser in Figure 1. In order to
get the global score C MSg l obal for the entire ODI, the patch scores are simply averaged:

C MSg l obal =
∑n

i=1 C MSi

n
. (6)

4 Results

In order to evaluate the proposed method, we selected 14 ODIs with the highest colour mismatch scores from
the dataset introduced in [Croci et al., 2018], and one ODI which was captured with a 360◦ mirror-rig. Figure 4a
shows a bar chart with the global colour mismatch scores computed with Equation 6 before and after applying
the proposed colour correction method. In this figure, one can see that the novel approach is able to reduce the
colour mismatch in all ODIs by an average of 74%. The largest score reduction, equal to 89%, was observed
for ODI 1.

Figure 4b shows for four ODIs the individual colour mismatch patch scores and their visualisation using
the jet colourmap before and after colour correction, together with some close-ups. ODI 1 is a clear example
of strong colour mismatch where our method is able to significantly reduce it, as can be clearly seen in the
close-up. ODI 2 and ODI 3 also show a strong colour mismatch localised to a particular region. Even in these
two cases, our method fixes the mismatch. For ODI 4, the close-up shows how even minor colour mismatches
can be corrected.

Apart from the good results, we also observed some limitations of the proposed method. Since the method
is based on pixel correspondences between corresponding patches in both views, colour mismatch correction
and detection are dependent on the pixel correspondence accuracy. Another limitation occurs when the patch is
too large compared to the region with colour mismatch, or when the patch contains regions with different types
of colour mismatch. In this case the colour mismatch is reduced only partially.
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(a) Global colour mismatch scores before and after colour correction (used camera rigs are specified in brackets).

(b) Sample ODIs with colour mismatch visualisation (red: strong mismatch, blue: no mismatch) and close-ups before and
after colour correction.

Figure 4: Results.
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5 Conclusions

This paper presented a solution to the problem of colour mismatch in stereoscopic ODIs, which can cause visual
discomfort. The proposed approach first divides the ODI into patches using the spherical Voronoi diagram from
evenly distributed points on the sphere. In each patch a colour transformation is fitted from correspondences in
the RGB colour space, and then the colour transformations are combined together using weight masks based on
the spherical distance from the centroid of the Voronoi cells. In order to analyse colour mismatch objectively
and independently, the processed ODI is analysed in the Lab colour space using an alternative correspondence
estimation approach.

The results show that the proposed approach is able to reduce the colour mismatch significantly. This
conclusion was obtained by computing the global and local patch colour mismatch scores before and after ap-
plying the colour correction approach on different ODIs. In particular, 89% is the largest global score reduction
that was observed. However, the proposed method is not exempt from limitations related to the accuracy of
the correspondence estimation, and the misalignment of the patches with the region characterized by colour
mismatch.

In the future, we plan to improve the proposed approach by tackling some of the limitations, especially the
misalignment of the patch with the region affected by colour mismatch. The plan is to investigate the possibility
to have adaptable patches to the region with colour mismatch.
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Artifacts reduction in JPEG-Compressed Images using CNNs
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Abstract

The most popular MPEG and JPEG image compression formats can produce a combination of distorting
effects in images such as blurring, ringing and blocking artifacts. We propose an approach that mitigates this
undesirable compression drawback based on the use of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Our solution
enhances the visual quality of decompressed images by automatically correcting any such artifacts. We also
show experimentally that our proposed CNN architectures can give the same or better results compared to
the existing deeper architectures that are more costly computationally.

Keywords: JPEG Compression Artifacts, Image Enhancement, Convolutional Neural Networks, Deblock-
ing, Deblurring.

1 Introduction

It has become commonplace to apply lossy compression, e.g., JPEG and HEVC-MSP, to images and videos
to save storage space and bandwidth. A lot of attention has been attracted to enhancing the quality and com-
pression power of algorithms, in particular, in large companies operating huge image and video volumes like
Facebook and Twitter. Compression is a family of data encoding techniques that often rely on inexact approx-
imations to represent the encoded content in order to achieve the most competitive performance. This leads to
undesirable artifacts such as blurring, blocking and ringing, which are addressed by artifact reduction methods.

JPEG compression is probably the widest used lossy image compression approach. The underlying tech-
nique separates an image into 8×8 pixel-blocks followed by the Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) ap-
plied to each block separately. In order to achieve compression, the quantization is then performed on the DCT
coefficients, which inevitably results in the appearance of visual artifacts. Blurring appears because the high-
frequency components are lost. Ringing, also referred to as the Gibbs phenomenon, takes place because of the
coarse quantization of the high-frequency components. Finally, the blocking artifacts are due to the separate
processing and encoding of blocks without consideration and, hence, loss of adjacency information between
the blocks.

There are many different methods that have been proposed in the literature to deal with the different
types of artifacts, some of which targeting specific types of compression side-effects. For example, de-
blocking methods are utilized to decrease the blocking artifacts by applying filters on or across the borders
[Reeve and Lim, 1984, Nosratinia, 1999, List et al., 2003, Wang et al., 2013], or using thresholding by wavelet
transform [Liew and Yan, 2004] or by Shape-Adaptive DCT transform (SA-DCT) [Foi et al., 2007]. Although
these methods deal reasonably well with blocking artifacts and ringing effects, the results suffer from blurring.
Other methods consider compression as distortion which requires reconstruction techniques [Yang et al., 1995,
Sun and Cham, 2007, Jung et al., 2012, Jancsary et al., 2012]. These methods output sharpened images featur-
ing smooth regions and noisy edges. More recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been used
to mitigate the compression artifacts and restore the distorted images [Dong et al., 2015, Svoboda et al., 2016a]
delivering state-of-the-art results.

The aim of this work is to propose CNNs of reduced size that effectively suppress artifacts of JPEG-
compressed images. The size reduction allows one to handle training as well as deployment of such CNNs
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more efficiently. Firstly, we present a novel CNN (referred to as SA-CAR6) for image restoration which deliv-
ers better performance than the state-of-the-art CNN-based models [Dong et al., 2015, Svoboda et al., 2016a]
and employs less parameters. Smaller models are a clearly better option since they reduces the computational
complexity, and allow us to avoid problems of big networks such as overfitting, vanishing or exploding gradi-
ents, etc. Secondly, we consider several CNNs with different parameter counts (DA-CAR3, DA-CAR4, DA-
CAR5) to show that we can get the same or better results using smaller networks with a lower parameter count.

2 Related Work

A variety of methods have been proposed to reduce the artifacts in JPEG compressed images. These can gen-
erally be divided into two main types: deblocking methods and restoration methods. The deblocking meth-
ods are focused on suppressing ringing and blocking artifacts and various types of filters have been utilized in
the spatial domain to remove the blocking artifacts [Reeve and Lim, 1984, Nosratinia, 1999, List et al., 2003,
Wang et al., 2013]. Wavelet transform has also been employed to perform denoising in the frequency do-
main [Liew and Yan, 2004]. One of the most recent state-of-the-art deblocking methods is the Pointwise Shape-
Adaptive DCT [Foi et al., 2007]. This approach, however, is not capable of reproducing sharp edges and it
oversmoothes the image textures. On the other hand, restoration methods deal with the compression as dis-
tortion operation which requires restoration, These methods include: projection on convex sets based method
(POCS) [Yang et al., 1995], solving a MAP problem (FoE) [Sun and Cham, 2007], and sparse-coding-based
methods [Jung et al., 2012]. The current state-of-the-art method is the Regression Tree Fields based method
(RTF) [Jancsary et al., 2012].

Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [Goodfellow et al., 2016] have been successfully applied
to reconstruct images corrupted by JPEG compression [Dong et al., 2015, Svoboda et al., 2016a], as well as
to related image enhancement problems, such as super-resolution [Dong et al., 2014, Kim et al., 2016], mo-
tion deblurring [Sun et al., 2015, Svoboda et al., 2016b], non-blind image deconvolution [Xu et al., 2014], text
deblurring [Hradiš et al., 2015] and image denoising [Jain and Seung, 2009]. Dong et al. utilized the CNN
to remove the compression artifacts (AR-CNN: Artifacts Removing using Convolutional Neural Network)
[Dong et al., 2015]. The structure of AR-CNN depends on Super Resolution CNN (SRCNN) which was pro-
posed to infer high resolution images from lower resolution input [Dong et al., 2014]. The SRCNN architecture
consists of 3 layers: feature extraction layer, non-linear mapping layer, reconstruction layer, and this structure
has been set according to the sparse coding method. The 3-layers SRCNN was not sufficient to restore com-
pressed images, so extra feature enhancement layers were added to SRCNN after the feature extraction layer to
enhance the extracted features, which resulted in a 4-layers AR-CNN.

Svoboda et al. proposed two different convolutional networks for JPEG restoration called L4 and L8 Resid-
ual architectures [Svoboda et al., 2016a]. Similar to Kim et al. for super-resolution [Kim et al., 2016], resid-
ual learning was adopted in L4 and L8, where the network learns the residual image r = x− x̂. The estimated
residual image r is then subtracted from the corrupted input x to get the restored output image x̂, instead of
learning the reconstructed whole image directly. Their approach is based on the idea of “deeper is better”, but
deeper networks take a long time to train and may suffer from overfitting and vanishing or exploding gradients.
To alleviate this problems, the skip architecture was employed [Long et al., 2015] as well as residual learn-
ing [He et al., 2016]. The skip architecture allows the network “shortcut” the input to the intermediate layers.
This allows the more complex image content to be used in the middle layers as the local context information,
since is it critical for reducing the impact of artifacts.

3 Methodology

The proposed CNNs are used to learn an end-to-end mapping F which takes corrupted images x as input and
outputs the restored images x̂ = F (x), without pooling, deconvolution or full-connected layers. We only resort
to convolutional layers and element-wise activation functions in the form of leaky rectified linear unit (leaky
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ReLU) [Maas et al., 2013]. In the absence of pooling and deconvolution layers, the filter size is the only factor
that affects the output image size. Zero padding should be used to compensate for the size decrease if one wants
the output of the same size.

3.1 Formulation

The first hidden layer (patch extraction and representation) extracts the overlapping patches from the input
images and then represents each patch as a high-dimensional vector. The last layer, also called reconstruction
layer, assembles the restored image by aggregating the patch-wise representations. The structure of a CNN is
as follows:

F0(x) = x (1)

Fi (x) = max
(
0,Wi ∗Fi−1(x)+bi

)
i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,L−1} (2)

F (x) =WL ∗FL−1(x)+bL (3)

where x is the compressed image and Wi and bi are the filters and biases. Wi is comprised of ni filters which
support ni−1× fi × fi ; n0 is the number of channels in the input image and fi is a filter size. Fi (x) are the feature
maps in the layer i , and F (x) is the reconstructed output image which has the same size as the input image. L is
the number of convolutional layers in the architecture. The activation function type employed is Leaky ReLU.

3.2 Optimization

The filter weights in each layer are initialized by a robust initialization method proposed in [He et al., 2015] for
ReLU. The aim is to recover images {F (xi )} from the corresponding JPEG-compressed {xi } that are as similar as
possible to the set of ground truth images {yi }. The estimation of Θ= {W1,W2, . . . ,WL ,b1,b2, . . . ,bL} is required
to specify the end-to-end mapping function F . The cost minimization between the reconstructed images F (x,Θ)
and its original images y is applied. The MSE function C (Θ) is employed as the training loss function:

C (Θ) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

||F (xi ;Θ)−yi ||2 (4)

The minimization is performed using using Adamax [Kingma and Ba, 2014], which is a technique to optimize
CNNs at faster convergence rates.

3.3 CNN architecture and training

CNN can be shaped to different structures for deep learning problems such as the direct architecture (Fig. 1a)
and skip architecture (Fig. 1b). In the direct architecture, the image is transfered successively through layers
from the input layer to the output layer. This approach is used in many tasks of low-level image processing
[Dong et al., 2014, Dong et al., 2015, Hradiš et al., 2015, Svoboda et al., 2016b], and it often results in high
performance. On the other hand, a skip architecture interrupts the successive flow of data by allowing skip
connections to merge layers that have undergone different processing paths. There are several main merger
operations, such as concatenating, adding, subtracting, etc. The skip architecture may alleviate some specific
problems of propagating information through deeper networks, such as, specifically, vanishing and exploding
gradients [Long et al., 2015, He et al., 2016, Svoboda et al., 2016a].

In this work we consider both types of CNN architectures. We propose two CNNs which we refer to as
Direct Architecture Compression Artifacts Removal (DA-CAR) network and Skip Architecture Compression
Artifacts Removal (SA-CAR). For DA-CAR version, we experiment with 3, 4, and 5 layer architectures (DA-
CAR3, DA-CAR4 and DA-CAR5, respectively). For the skip-based architecture we consider 6 layers (SA-
CAR6), the third layer is concatenating activation (feature maps) between the first layer and the second layer
(2+1).
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Figure 1: Different structures of the CNN networks: direct and skip architectures.

For CNN architectures the training time is typically proportional to the size of training samples and the
total parameter count Wtot al :

Wtot al =
L∑

i=1
ni−1 ×ni × f 2

i (5)

The testing (inference) time efficiency is of critical importance for practical use and also increases with the
number of parameters. Deep learning can efficiently process big data sizes for training and one of the ways to
reduce overfitting, is by using a smaller network with fewer parameter. The advantage of smaller networks is
overwhelming when they practically allow one to achieve the same or even higher performances on the same
training dataset. In this work, we endeavour to do just that: propose smaller network architectures that perform
better.

4 Experimental results

In Sec. 4.1 we present the dataset employed and in Sec. 4.2 the metrics used for evaluation and comparisons.
Sec. 4.3 reports evaluation resulsts and comparisons with state-of-the-art models.

4.1 Data & training

The BSDS500 dataset [Arbelaez et al., 2011] contains 400 training images that were used for training all net-
works, and 100 images we have employed to perform validation. LIVE1 dataset [Sheikh et al., 2005] is used as
test set and it has 29 images often used for super-resolution [Yang et al., 2014] and image quality assessment
[Wang et al., 2004]. The training images are split into 33×33 sub-images {yi }. These sub-images are generated
from the ground truth images with a stride of 10, to create 521,984 sub-images. We have transformed the RGB
images into YCbCr color model to deal with gray-scale by using the Y channel (luminance component). The
network is trained on a batch size of 64. The JPEG-compressed images {xi } are generated from the gray-scale
sub-images using MATLAB JPEG encoder. We have used two different quality settings: q = 10 (low qual-
ity), and q = 20 (mild quality). The number of training epochs is set to 60. All implementations are in Keras
(Python, TensorFlow backend), with training and experiments run on the following system: Intel(R) Core i7
CPU (2.80 GHz), 16GB RAM, GTX Geforce 1050 GPU.

4.2 Quantitative metrics for comparisons

Three different metrics are employed to evaluate the quantitative performance and assess the perceptual quality
of the restored images. The first metric is the peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) that is related to the MSE used
as a cost function for optimizing the networks. PSNR does not provide an assessment of perceptual quality. The
second metric is the structural similarity (SSIM) [Wang et al., 2004] which quantifies the perceptual quality.
PSNR-B [Yim and Bovik, 2011] is the third metric considered. It constitutes a modification of PSNR which
takes into account the blocking effect factor (BEF). PSNR-B is more sensitive to blocking than SSIM.
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Table 1: Average image reconstruction results reported by PSNR (dB), PSNR-B (dB) and SSIM on the LIVE1
dataset for JPEG quality q = 10 (best result in bold, second best result in italic).

Architecture
Number
of Layers Filter size Feature maps PSNR PSNR-B SSIM

Parameter
count

Input JPEG-decompressed - - - 27.77 25.33 0.791 -
SA-DCT [Foi et al., 2007] - - - 28.65 28.01 0.809 -
SRCNN [Dong et al., 2015] 3 (9-1-5) (64-32-1) 28.91 28.52 0.818 8,032
AR-CNN [Dong et al., 2015] 4 (9-7-1-5) (64-32-16-1) 28.98 28.70 0.822 106,448
DA-CAR3 3 (9-7-5) (64-32-1) 29.08 28.71 0.823 106,336
DA-CAR4 4 (9-3-3-5) (64-32-32-1) 29.07 28.71 0.823 33,632
DA-CAR5 5 (9-5-5-5-5) (32-32-32-32-1) 29.14 28.77 0.825 80,192
L4 Residual 4 (11-3-3-5) (48-64-64-1) 29.08 28.71 0.824 71,920
[Svoboda et al., 2016a]
SA-CAR6 6 (9-5-5-5- (32-32-32-32- 29.16 28.80 0.826 131,392

(2+1) 5-5) 32-1)

Table 2: Average image reconstruction results reported by PSNR (dB), PSNR-B (dB) and SSIM on the LIVE1
dataset for JPEG quality q = 20 (best result in bold, second best result in italic).

Architecture
Number
of Layers Filter size Feature maps PSNR PSNR-B SSIM

Parameter
count

Input JPEG-decompressed - - - 30.07 27.57 0.868 -
SA-DCT [Foi et al., 2007] - - - 30.81 29.82 0.878 -
AR-CNN [Dong et al., 2015] 4 (9-7-1-5) (64-32-16-1) 31.29 30.76 0.887 106,448
L4 Residual 4 (11-3-3-5) (48-64-64-1) 31.42 30.83 0.890 71,920
[Svoboda et al., 2016a]
L8 Residual 8 (11-3-3-3- (32-64-64-64- 31.51 30.92 0.891 220,064
[Svoboda et al., 2016a] (4+1),(6+1) 1-5-1-5) 64-64-128-1)
SA-CAR6 6 (9-5-5-5- (32-32-32-32- 31.52 30.97 0.892 131,392

(2+1) 5-5) 32-1)

4.3 Benchmark comparisons

AR-CNN [Dong et al., 2015] is based on feature enhancement and an extra layer was originally added after
the feature extraction layer to further refine and enhance the features. Our DA-CAR3 architecture allows us
to achieve the same performance by using only three layers when using suitable filter sizes (see Table 1). In
practice, AR-CNN (9-7-1-5) is better than SRCNN (9-1-5) because of the larger filter size in the second layer
of AR-CNN (9-7-1-5).

Our proposed network DA-CAR3 with 3 layers using direct architecture with filter sizes (9-7-5) performs
better than both the 3 layers SRCNN (9-1-5) and the 4 layers AR-CNN (9-7-1-5) while roughly using the same
number of parameters. Our proposed DA-CAR4 network has fewer parameters (30% of the parameters of AR-
CNN, see Table 1) with equivalent performance to DA-CAR3. This is achieved by selecting a suitable filter
sizes with the number of layers. DA-CAR5 network achieves even better results using more parameters (75%
of the parameters of AR-CNN network). The results of L4 on LIVE1 dataset is better than AR-CNN for JPEG
quality q=10 (Tab. 1) and for JPEG quality q=20 (Tab. 2). L8 (which merges layers: 4+1 and 6+1), which has
been trained for the quality q = 20 only [Svoboda et al., 2016a], is better than L4 (Tab. 2). Svoboda et al. used
the residual learning and the skip architecture to avoid the problems inherent to deeper networks. Our new
architecture SA-CAR6 (it merges layers: 2+1) outperforms L4 and L8, by using around 60% of the number
of parameters of L8 (see Tab. 1 and Tab. 2). Figures 2 and 3 present image processing results obtained by
employing the proposed and benchmark architectures.
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Original JPEG SRCNN AR-CNN L4
PSNR / SSIM /PSNR-B 32.46 /0.856 /29.64 34.18 /0.903 /33.78 34.37 /0.908 /33.98 34.47 /0.911 /34.16

DA-CAR3 DA-CAR4 DA-CAR5 SA-CAR6
34.42 /0.909 /34.06 34.43 /0.909 /34.08 34.52 /0.911 /34.20 34.60 /0.912 /34.28

Original JPEG SRCNN AR-CNN L4
PSNR /SSIM /PSNR-B 25.77 /0.778 /23.02 27.24 /0.813 /26.83 27.40 /0.819 /26.97 27.47 /0.821 /27.00

DA-CAR3 DA-CAR4 DA-CAR5 SA-CAR6
27.44 /0.820 /26.96 27.43 /0.819 /26.98 27.53 /0.823 /27.06 27.56 /0.824 /27.12

Figure 2: Qualitative evaluation of reconstruction quality using different networks for JPEG quality q = 10.

5 Conclusion

The network performance significantly depends on the size of filters across the architecture. If the suitable filter
size is used, the same or higher performance is achieved in comparison with deeper structures. High numbers
of parameters used in the network lead to an increase in the computation burden and the time required for both
training and inference. In practice, the choice between networks performing the same task may often be made
based on the hardware limitation and energy consumption requirements. We have proposed and evaluated
the performance of smaller CNN architectures with carefully selected structural layout. Our evaluation and
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Original JPEG L4 L8 SA-CAR6
PSNR /SSIM /PSNR-B 33.97 /0.892 /31.44 35.51 /0.916 /35.26 35.56 /0.917 /35.33 35.66 /0.919 /35.44

Figure 3: Qualitative evaluation of reconstruction quality using different networks for JPEG quality q = 20.

benchmark comparisons demonstrate that many of the state-of-the-art image enhancement and JPEG artifacts
suppression models can be shrunk without compromising their qualitative performance.
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Abstract

Large image galleries are notoriously difficult to categorise and navigate without a great deal of manual
organisation. We present a new methodology that could enable a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) system
for image retrieval, as an alternative to the automated tagging approaches recently emerging. We propose
a regression framework that allows us to effectively map EEG signals into a visuo-semantic feature space,
where the stimulus image can be matched. We use a set of intermediate features ranging from low-level
edge detection, to the semantic properties of an image’s depicted content, reflecting theoretical and empirical
knowledge of how the brain processes visual input and extracts meaning from it. A real-world system would
need to generalise to images not seen during training, so we use zero-shot learning to decode image features
from brain activity. Using our approach under this challenging setting, we were able to decode left-out
individual stimuli at a rate significantly above chance.

1 Introduction

This project is based in the field of BCI, a system which directly measures brain activity associated with the
user’s intent and translates the recorded brain activity into corresponding control signals. There are numer-
ous and varied BCI applications such as in research [Rajendra Acharya and Fujita, 2015, Bhat et al., 2015] and
assistive technology [Schwartz et al., 2006, Yin et al., 2015]. We intend to produce a system enabling us to
decode features about the stimulus image a user is looking at from their brain activity for the purpose of image
retrieval.

The approach outlined in this paper is built upon research showing that it is possible to decode information
about current semantic [Mitchell et al., 2008, Palatucci, 2011, Murphy, 2009] and visual [Sajda et al., 2010,
Leeds et al., 2013] processing from neural activation. We will employ data-driven techniques such as signal
processing and machine learning to find a relationship between a user’s neural response and the semantic/visual
features we can compute about the stimulus image. We use an intermediary feature space [Mitchell et al., 2008,
Palatucci, 2011] rather than classifying directly over a set of images; to train a system to directly categorise an
image never seen before, we would need a huge representative image set. This would be impractical for us to
collate and train over, so finding a relationship to a latent space defined by a set of feature models which could
be used to describe any given image provides us an alternative.

We expect that the different levels of information in our feature set will reflect different stages of neural pro-
cessing. Meaningful object vision has been shown to be a hierarchical, incremental process [Carlson et al., 2007,
Carlson et al., 2013], so we expect that the most useful time for detecting low-level visual processing (such as
edge/colour detection) would be sooner after stimulus onset than high-level semantic processing. We will run
this analysis across our feature sets to assess how informative each set is and how much redundancy lies be-
tween them. Given the former assumption, we would expect that the lower-level visual features (e.g. Gabor
texture features) would be more informative early in each trial and higher-level features related to the image
content (e.g. GloVe semantic vectors) would be more informative later (see Section 2.1 for more detail on
image feature models used). We will run a sliding window analysis to test this theory.
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The two main approaches for recording brain activity involve either measuring changes in blood oxygena-
tion (such as in functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)), or measuring the electrical activity (such as
in Electroencephalography (EEG) or Magnetoencephalography (MEG)). Typically the former will have bet-
ter spatial resolution and will be less susceptible to noise, and the latter will have better temporal resolution.
Additionally, both fMRI and MEG will boast a better signal to noise ratio than EEG at a cost of logistic acces-
sibility. The recorded brain data we will be using to test our approach was initially gathered by the authors of
[Murphy, 2009] using EEG, as the the paper targeted a similar problem and behavioural paradigm is suitable.
We require a paradigm which encourages the participant to consider a series of single object images with min-
imal distractions, at a rate no faster than 2Hz [Carlson et al., 2013]. More detail on the brain data can be found
in Section 2.1.3.

The inspiration for our project is the plan to create a system allowing a user to open their large, unorganised
photo gallery and mentally visualise a particular image, which the system would identify, retrieve and display.
In order to investigate the feasibility of such a system, the work detailed here attempts to solve a more realistic
version of the problem, where images were explicitly viewed by participants, rather than imagined.

1.1 State of the Art

A common approach in EEG analysis involves several relatively clearly defined patterns known as Event Re-
lated Potentials (ERPs). One such pattern is the Steady State Visually Evoked Potential (SSVEP) in which
brain signals will fluctuate at the same frequency as a visual stimulus. Spelling systems based on SSVEPs
[Yin et al., 2015] present several options on a screen which each flicker at a different rate, and whichever op-
tion is fixated by the participant will be reflected in their brain activity.

An alternative approach in a similar vein is using Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP)
[Sajda et al., 2010]. This typically leverages a different ERP in the P300 defined as the third positive peak
following the onset of some stimulus. Stimuli are displayed one after another at a rate of around 10Hz. Partic-
ipants attend these images searching for a particular target image or characteristic. When this target is shown,
changes in the timing and strength of the P300 can be detected.

The two ERP-based approaches above could be modified to fit our problem of image exemplar decoding,
however it would involve presenting the entire gallery of images until the target is shown. While this may be
feasible in a research paradigm, it would be impractical for a real-world application.

The most simple form of image decoding from brain data involves determining which of a finite set of
categories the stimulus image falls within rather than determining the particular image exemplar displayed.
Studies such as [Haxby, 2001] and [Murphy, 2009] have achieved strong results by applying a linear classifier
to brain data.

There are relatively few studies which attempt zero-shot decoding of image stimuli from brain data. The
most appropriate of these are the aforementioned [Mitchell et al., 2008, Palatucci, 2011] along with [Kay et al., 2008,
Sudre et al., 2012, Clarke et al., 2015]. Both [Mitchell et al., 2008] and [Palatucci, 2011] made use of fea-
ture spaces purely defined by semantic models, whereas [Kay et al., 2008] relied upon a visual model. The
research performed by [Sudre et al., 2012] and [Clarke et al., 2015] builds upon these by demonstrating an
improvement to predictive power by utilising a feature space comprising of both visual and semantic fea-
tures. The work presented in this study differs from the latter two above studies mostly in the technology
used to record the brain data. Recordings made with fMRI [Mitchell et al., 2008, Kay et al., 2008] or MEG
[Sudre et al., 2012, Clarke et al., 2015] will be of a much higher quality, however the recording equipment
required is much more large, complex, and expensive, making it impractical for many real-world BCI applica-
tions. It is also worth noting that direct accuracy comparison would be difficult even with another EEG study
[Palatucci, 2011] given our study makes use of a different dataset of brain recordings with a slightly different
recording paradigm and equipment.
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2 Methodology

In this paper, we propose to model the relationship between a EEG feature space and a visuo-semantic feature
space. Once those feature spaces are created by automatically deriving discriminative features from either the
EEG sensors or the image file, a linear regression model is trained to reflect the relationship from the former to
the latter space. Finally, EEG features from a test trial withheld from the set used to train the regression model
is projected into the visuo-semantic space. A nearest neighbour search is performed using the projected image
features along with the features computed for all images in the gallery to predict which image is most likely the
test stimulus.

2.1 Image Feature Sets

The feature sets used in this study were chosen to best reflect both brain activity and state of the art in their
field in order to give our algorithm the best chance of discovering a stable mapping and to generalise to images
not seen during training. The components of human vision we chose to represent cover low-level edge/texture
detection, colour, and keypoint description. The higher level processing of visual input such as categorising
between mammal or tool is less completely understood, so we model the rest with semantic features. It is
likely that each time an image is presented to the participant approximately the same neural processes will
occur, however there will be small differences in timing and order that will change which brain features are
informative. With that in mind, in the implementation of all these image feature sets we attempted to generalise
as much as possible away from embedding spatial details into our model by using histogram representations.
In order to minimise the impact of overfitting, we used default or general values for the parameterisation of our
feature extraction models (details in following subsections). Future work will aim to optimise these settings.

Once we generate a feature vector from each feature set, we must normalise them to ensure sets typically of
different scale are not ignored when calculating similarity. We chose to perform row-wise normalisation so the
values in each feature vector would range from zero to one, as we felt the scale of features within the feature
set would be informative and should be maintained. We repeat this process of generating feature vectors for
each image in our gallery, these vectors are then collated to form a matrix which serves as our image feature
space. In order to control the large resulting dimensionality and its imbalance between feature sets, we applied
PCA to reduce each feature set to 32 features. This PCA transformation was fitted using the training data each
iteration of cross-validation and also applied to the test data to avoid influence of the withheld epochs. More
detail on the cross-validation used can be found in Section 2.2.

2.1.1 Visual Feature Sets

We chose a number of feature sets that are calculated from the low-level perceptual properties of images. The
Gabor Filter Bank is a well established computer vision technique for modelling edge and texture detection,
and functions in a very similar way to the lowest level of human visual processing [Hamilton, 2013]. Each
of these filters represents an edge with a particular orientation and spatial frequency, and applying these to an
image highlights the areas where there is a match. We generate a bank with 8 evenly spaced orientations and 4
spatial frequencies ranging from 2 to 5. The rest of the parameters were fixed at ksize=(31, 31), lambda=6.0,
gamma=0.5 and psi=0 to result in a bank of 32 filters. Each image in our feature set was convolved with each
filter, and the result summed to generate a histogram of 32 dimensions for each image.

We next create a feature set modelling colour information in images. We used a global HSV histogram, as
there is some evidence that a HSV colour space comes closer to reflecting human vision than an RGB colour
space [Hutchison and Mitchell, 1973]. Each HSV channel is coded using 16 bins to result in a histogram of 48
features.

The highest level visual processing was modelled using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Lindeberg, 2012].
SIFT is a well established and commonly used general computer vision model for describing keypoints in an
image. It locates these keypoints using difference of Gaussian over different scales and describes the local
pixels with general orientation. In order to again abstract spatial data away from our feature set, a Visual Bag
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Of Words (VBOW) implementation [Yang et al., 2007] is used to generate a histogram over a codebook of pre-
computed SIFT descriptors. This approach involves generating SIFT keypoint descriptors for a large corpus
of images then selecting the top X most informative descriptors to compile a codebook. In order to accurately
generalise to any given image this codebook must be trained across a large representative set of images, so we
made use of a codebook generated by the well-known image database Imagenet [Deng et al., 2009]. We fed
our stimulus set into their SIFT feature kit and produced a histogram indicating how often each ’visual word’
appeared in the image. This feature kit made use of Dense SIFT meaning that instead of searching for natural
key points in an image, it uses a regularly sampled in a grid instead.

2.1.2 Semantic Feature Set

We next generated a feature set that described semantic information about the objects in the images, but which
did not make use of low-level visual properties. We chose a set derived with the Global Vectors for Word
Representation (GloVe) algorithm as it is well established [Güçlü and van Gerven, 2015, Trask et al., 2015]
and large well trained vector sets are easily available. In the cases where our stimulus was a Multi-Word
Expression (MWE) and did not appear in the set, we took the mean of its composite words in a similar way to
the approaches in [Mitchell and Lapata, 2010]. For example the stimulus ’plaster trowel’ was set to the mean
of the vector for ’plaster’ and the vector for ’trowel’. This will become more of an issue when we move on
to more naturalistic, unlabelled images in contrast to our highly controlled, single object images set on a gray
background.

2.1.3 EEG Feature Set

The EEG data analysed here was recorded for the study [Murphy, 2009] which used an EEG headset to record
the brain activity of participants as they were presented with a series of stimulus images. The images were com-
prised of 60 grayscale photographs; 30 of land mammals and 30 of hand tools, on a neutral gray background.
These images were presented to the participant six times each for a total of 360 epochs per recording. The par-
ticipants were instructed to silently name the image with whatever term occurs naturally while their brainwaves
were recorded with a 64-channel EEG headset at 500Hz. The recordings were band pass filtered at 1-50Hz
in order to remove noise unrelated to brain activity and downsampled to 120Hz before applying Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) to attempt to identify and remove noise caused by eye-movement. More details of
the paradigm and preprocessing can be found in [Murphy, 2009].

Figure 1: Paradigm used in [Murphy, 2009].
Following preprocessing, each EEG recording is a 3D-matrix measuring nE x nS x sR where nE is the

number of epochs in the recording, nS is the number of sensors in the recording headset, and sR is the sampling
rate. In our case this results in a matrix of 360 x 64 x 120. EEG data can be categorised as very noisy given the
fact that there will always be brain activity present unrelated to the paradigm and imperfections introduced by
the recording equipment. It is also highly collinear as features recorded at spatially close sensors and similar
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times will reflect very similar electrical sources. Finally, it is difficult for a participant to maintain concentration
for long paradigms meaning there are often few epochs, complicating training of machine learning techniques.

2.2 Regression Mapping

The continuous EEG data recordings were cut into 360 one-second epochs corresponding to the presenta-
tion of each of the images in the EEG recording session. Each one-second epoch begins at the presenta-
tion onset of the image on the screen. We then trained an L2 regularised linear regressor from scikit-learn
[Pedregosa et al., 2011] to predict the image features outlined above from the epochs. L2 regularisation is
suited to EEG data with its high channel collinearity and high feature count versus trial count. We chose a
linear regression model because it is relatively fast and there is precedent for its use in this kind of intermediary
feature-space learning [Mitchell et al., 2008]. In this first analysis with this method we used a simple exhaustive
search of regularisation parameter settings.

We performed leave-one-class-out cross-validation to avoid accuracy inflation from overfitting and to create
a zero-shot learning scenario. In each iteration of the train/test split we leave epochs associated with one
stimulus out of the training set, and use this training set to train a separate linear regression model to predict
a value for each image feature. The withheld epochs are then used for testing. We make a prediction into the
visuo-semantic space with each of these test epochs using the linear regressor and compare the projected feature
vectors with the vector we have derived in advance for each image in our gallery and rank them by Manhattan
distance to generate a sorted list of candidates.

Figure 2: This is a representative figure showing the flow of information and processes during a single fold of
cross-validation. In the final step the true target features are in the second position of the sorted list resulting in
a rank of two.

3 Results

We performed two main experiments on our data, exemplar decoding with a sliding 50ms window over the
neural activations of an epoch and exemplar decoding using the whole epoch. Experiments were performed for
each feature set in isolation as well as in combination to evaluate the influence of each feature set. As evaluation
metric, we use a Cumulative Match Characteristic curve [Moon and Phillips, 2001] over the resulting sorted
list of candidates and calculate the Area Under the Curve (CMC AUC). We then normalise this AUC value by
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converting it to a percentage of the best possible result with chance accuracy at 50%. Given the difficulty of
this zero-shot scenario and the low likelihood of getting the stimulus image as first candidate, the CMC AUC
should be more sensitive to small improvements than a classification accuracy score.

3.1 Experiment 1: Sliding Window Analysis

In this first experiment, the zero-shot exemplar decoding is performed using a short segment of the total epoch
and using a sliding window strategy. We used 50ms windows with 25ms overlap between 0ms and 500ms. In
each window we used raw EEG data from all channels to make predictions and calculate an accuracy. This
setting aims to explore the temporal evolution of our chosen feature sets where low level features should be
more informative earlier, while high level features will have a stronger relationship with later brain activity. It
also aims to validate the feature sets by comparing their behaviour with our current knowledge of the human
visual and semantic processing.

Results for this experiment are depicted in Figure 3. Looking a temporal development across the epoch, we
can see a number of expected patterns according to neuroscience. The initial large peak present in all feature
sets occurs around 100ms which is in line with the findings in [Carlson et al., 2013]. We can also see that while
the semantic feature set does also peak before 100ms, it has a second later peak around 250ms as the visual sets
tend toward chance. These findings are in accordance with our understanding of brain image processing, which
indicates our proposed image features are representative of the brain activity and therefore useful for BCI.

Finally, the total visuo-semantic combination, while apparently dominated by the semantic features, slightly
improves the decoding in comparison to the semantic set even after the visual sets begin to fall off.

Figure 3: AUC Results for Window Decoding.

3.2 Experiment 2: Full Epoch Analysis

In this first experiment, the zero-shot exemplar decoding is performed using the full 1000ms epoch. The goal
is to evaluate the maximum performance achievable for our approach for brain image decoding.

Feature Sets Total Semantic Visual SIFT HSV Gabor
Average CMC AUC(%) 59.79 59.25 59.54 56.75 59.03 59.5

Table 1: Decoding Results Across Different Feature Combinations.
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Decoding accuracies presented in Table 1 indicates how, by using the full epoch, the final performance
improves regarding experiment 1, as it could have been expected. In addition, results confirm most findings in
the previous experiment. The combination of visual and semantic feature sets outperform any set in isolation,
although both semantic and Gabor features in isolation are representative of the brain decoding mechanism.

4 Discussion

The main motivation behind our choice of a variety of feature sets was to make use of the different levels of
information processing involved in human vision. From our results it can be observed that low level visual fea-
tures exhibit very similar peak decoding times, suggesting that there is shared information between the feature
sets, but also that they correlate with human brain activity as they peak at the expected 100ms timestamp. The
timing of the second later peak of the semantic curve in Figure 3 would suggest that it does reflect processing
conceptually more abstract than visual characteristics. Semantic features also exhibit a strong early peak, and
there are a number of possible explanations. It may be that this set contains some of the same information as
the visual sets, perhaps derived from the fact that semantically similar objects also tend to share some visual
characteristics (e.g. ’car’ and ’truck’ versus ’apple’ and ’pear’.). Finally, we might expect earlier parts of the
EEG timecourse to be more informative as processing is more automatic, less subject to top-down control, and
so more consistent in its timing.

The spread of results in Table 1 is exactly as expected with the exception of the generally poor performance
of SIFT. However, the decoding deltas are so small that it would be difficult to draw any concrete conclusions
from this. We can see at least in Figure 2 that the differing curves for each feature set suggest that there is
differing useful information in these different sources.

5 Conclusion

We have shown with this initial approach that we can decode exemplars significantly above chance using an
intermediate feature space. Our results demonstrate that this model of zero-shot learning has viability for the
task, and that our assumptions about a sequence of visual processing stages mapping to a range of feature sets
have an empirical basis. That said there is still much room to improve predictions. Future work could involve
pushing the responsibility of selecting useful features elsewhere, such as to the distance metric. We would
expect this to improve the poor performance of our semantic set and combination sets. We may also gain some
performance in optimising some of the parameterisation of our image feature extraction, or trying other feature
sets more closely related to neural processes. It may also be worth searching for non-linear relationships.
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Abstract

Double random phase encoding is one of the most studied techniques in optical encryption. It encrypts
an input image to stationary white noise using two statistically independent random phase masks. When
the input image is an amplitude image, the first mask is not required for decryption, and this has led to a
preponderance in the literature to consider only the second mask (key) in security analysis. However, the
first mask must also be kept secret because knowing the first mask and a plaintext-ciphertext image pair
allows one to directly solve for the key. Any error in one’s knowledge of the first mask leads to an imperfect
estimation of the key. In this paper, we examine how errors in the key are amplified when decrypting
previously unseen encrypted images. In particular, we find that with 10% error in the first phase mask the
decrypted images would be completely unrecognisable. The obvious approach to improve the quality of the
first phase mask is to consider phase retrieval (given that the mask is already so close to the correct key).
However, its convergence can slow considerably after the initial iterations. In this context, we introduce a
greedy algorithm to improve the estimation of the key from a phase retrieval algorithm. We compare how
accurately each of the phase retrieval and greedy approaches quantify the security implications of an attacker
having an imperfect estimation of the first mask.

Keywords: optical encryption, double random phase encoding, phase retrieval, optical image processing

1 Introduction

Since the optical image encryption technique called double random phase encryption (DRPE) was proposed
by Réfrégier and Javidi [Refregier and Javidi, 1995], optical encryption has received a lot of attention, because
of the possibility of much higher image encryption and decryption throughputs compared with conventional
data encryption. DRPE and its variants are continually being analysed for their security [Carnicer et al., 2005,
Gopinathan et al., 2006, Peng et al., 2006b, Peng et al., 2006a, Frauel et al., 2007, Situ et al., 2007, Monaghan
et al., 2007, Monaghan et al., 2008, Naughton et al., 2008, Monaghan et al., 2009, Situ et al., 2010, Rajput
and Nishchal, 2013a, Rajput and Nishchal, 2013b, Li et al., 2017]. DPRE has been shown to be vulnerable to
several attacks including the chosen-ciphertext and chosen-plaintext attacks [Carnicer et al., 2005, Peng et al.,
2006a], in which it is assumed an attacker can access either the encryption or decryption devices using their
own images. For example, with an impulse function, the perfect decryption key can be readily obtained. Also,
DRPE is susceptible to a known-plaintext attack based on phase retrieval techniques [Peng et al., 2006b], as
well as heuristic-based algorithms that approximate the decryption key [Gopinathan et al., 2006]. Recently, a
known-ciphertext attack was proposed to recover the unencrypted image from the cyphertext alone owing to the
fact that their energy spectral density functions are identical [Li et al., 2017]. Furthermore, with two plaintext-
ciphertext image pairs, the exact decryption key can be obtained by solving a linear system of equations [Frauel
et al., 2007].

The basic principle of the DRPE system requires one to encode a primary image to stationary white noise
by the use of two statistically independent randomly generated masks, and a Fourier transform operation. The
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numerical representation of the encryption process can be described as

G(u, v) =F { f (x, y)exp[iθ(x, y)]}exp[iϕ(u, v)], (1)

where the F means the Fourier transform, the f (x, y) and G(u, v) denote the plaintext image and the Fourier-
domain encrypted output. The terms exp[iθ(x, y)] and exp[iϕ(u, v)] are the randomly generated masks placed
in the input image domain and Fourier domain, respectively. θ(x, y) and ϕ(u, v) stand for independent white
sequence randomly taking value between (0, 2π]. The two masks form the key; the resulting keyspace contains
Q2M N possible keys. Q is set of different phase levels possible for each mask pixel, M ×N is the size of the
mask. If the encryption key is known, the linearity of the system means that the original image can be easily
recovered by a simple reverse operation of the encryption process. It is worth noting that an advantage for the
attacker when the input f (x, y) is amplitude image (8 bits), is that the first mask is not required for decryption.
In such cases, the second mask (in the Fourier domain) can be regarded as the only key in the system. For
convenience, we also refer to the second mask as the key in this paper. We believe that this is the reason that
the first mask has yet to be carefully studied in DRPE cryptanalysis. However, it does not mean that the mask
does not need to be kept secret from the attacker; if one has one plaintext-ciphertext image pair and the first
mask one can infer straightforwardly the key from

exp[−iϕ(u, v)] = F { f (x, y)exp[iθ(x, y)]}

G(u, v)
. (2)

In this paper, we consider the case where an attacker has one known plaintext-ciphertext image pair and
imperfect knowledge of the first mask, and the attacker attempts to deduce the key using Eq. (2). We will
demonstrate that errors in the first mask are amplified in the recovered key through propagation and multiplica-
tion with G−1 in Eq. (2). We recommend a solution using phase retrieval to significantly improve the quality of
the mask. In cases where phase retrieval has converged to a non-optimal solution, we will show that the quality
of the key can be further enhanced using a greedy algorithm.

2 Error propagated and enlarged in the decryption key

Figure 1 illustrates how errors in one’s knowledge of the first phase mask propagate, and are amplified, when
calculating the second mask using Eq. (2) based on a known plaintext-ciphertext image pair. The plaintext
image of the known pair [Fig. 1(a), ‘Lena’] has dimensions 256× 256 pixels, and Fig. 1(b) and (c) are the
phase distributions in the two masks, respectively. In this experiment, a number of pixels (10% in total) in the
first mask (‘baboon’) were replaced by uniformly randomly chosen values according to two different schemes:
arbitrarily distributed over the mask [Fig. 1(d)] and contiguous [Fig. 1(g)]. In each case, the noisy first masks
were used to calculate the second phase mask (‘cameraman’) using Eq. (2). The known plaintext-ciphertext
image pair used in Eq. (2) were Fig. 1(a) and that image encrypted with the error-free phase masks Fig. 1(b)
and (c).

It can be seen that although the amount of pixels that were replaced by uniform randomly chosen values
in each case was modest (10%) the errors in the second phase mask [Figs. 1(e) and (h)] are significant. In
each case, this results in a very low quality decrypted image [Figs. 1(f) and (i)]. We have not performed a
systematic quantitative measurement of error amplification for various different input images, phase masks,
and noise schemes. However, as a visual comparison, an equivalent amount of noise was applied to the second
phase mask for each of the two schemes, shown in Figs. 1(j) and (k), respectively. The corresponding decrypted
outputs were similarly without significant noise, one of which is shown in Fig. 1(l).

Comparing the decrypted images in Figs. 1(i) and (l) suggests that error in one’s estimation of the first phase
mask has a more significant impact than the equivalent error in the second phase mask, and that at little as 10%
error in the first phase mask may render the decrypted output unusable. While in principle this phenomenon
(which in conventional cryptography can be referred to as an avalanche effect) has positive benefits for the
security of optical encryption, its positive benefits can only be quantified by characterising how difficult it is
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Figure 1: Illustration of errors in the first mask being amplified in the calculation of the second mask: (a) the
known plaintext 256×256 pixel image; (b) the phase values in the first (input plane) mask; (c) the phase values
in the second (Fourier plane) mask; (d)–(f) the first mask with 10% incorrect pixels, the recovered key using
Eq. (2), and the corresponding decrypted output, respectively; (g)–(i) as with (d)–(f) but this time the 10%
incorrect pixels are contiguous in the first phase mask; (j) and (k) what the second phase key would have
looked like if it only contained 10% incorrect pixels; (l) the decrypted output using the mask from (k).
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for an attacker to improve their estimate of the first phase mask in cases where it is not known perfectly. This
motivates the search for techniques to do just that.

3 Noise reduction in first phase mask (phase retrieval)

The sensitivity to decryption of noise in the first phase mask may limit use of Eq. (2) in known plaintext attacks
where there is imperfect knowledge of the first phase mask. An obvious approach to improve the estimation
of the first phase mask is the well-known family of phase retrieval techniques. The Gerchberg-Saxton (GS)
algorithm is an early but efficient phase retrieval technique, which provides a solution to the problem of phase
retrieval from two intensity measurements. Each iteration of its operation, using a Fourier transform intensity
pair, from Feinup [Fienup, 1980], can be summarised as

1. Obtain the Fourier transform of the estimated image domain.

2. Replace the amplitude in the complex-valued Fourier transformed signal with the known Fourier domain
amplitude.

3. Inverse Fourier transform the now constraint-satisfied complex-valued Fourier domain.

4. Replace the amplitude in the image domain with the known image domain amplitude.

This process can be repeated until the number of iterations exceeds a preset value or the error in the estimation
reaches a predefined threshold.

We use root-mean-squared error (RMSE) to measure convergence, defined as

RMSE=
[

M−1N−1
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

( f (x, y)−| f ′
k (x, y)|)2

] 1
2

, (3)

where f (x, y) is the known intensity constraint in the image domain, f ′
k (x, y) = | f ′

k (x, y)|exp[iθ′(x, y)] is the
retrieved complex-valued image domain after the k th iteration, and each image contains M × N pixels. The
estimate of the first mask can be regarded as the retrieved phase exp[iθ′(x, y)] after the k th iteration.

We demonstrate the applicability of phase retrieval to the situation of imperfect knowledge of the first phase
mask by re-using the plaintext image and two masks from Fig. 1(a)–(c). This time, 70% of the pixels in the
first mask (‘baboon’) were replaced with uniformly randomly chosen values, representing in gross terms 30%
partial knowledge of the first phase key. As expected, this resulted in a very poor estimation of the second
phase mask and decrypted image [see Figs. 2(e) and (f), respectively]. After phase retrieval (RMSE tracked in
Fig. (3)) has been applied (using the known plaintext-ciphertext image pair) to improve the estimation of the
first phase mask, there is significant visual improvement [see Figs. 2(h) and (i)].

However, crosstalk between the retrieved phase pixels and those corresponding amplitude pixels with low
intensity is visible in the first phase mask [see Fig. 2(g)]. Further iterations did not appreciably eliminate this
crosstalk. We suggest an alternative approach in these situations where phase retrieval has converged to a
sub-optimal solution.

4 Noise reduction in first phase mask (greedy pixel estimation)

We introduce a greedy algorithm that allows one to individually estimate the optimal phase value at each pixel
of the decryption key. The basic principle behind greedy algorithms is that they optimise locally, or for each
parameter individually, without considering the global context. As such, they can be very efficient, but also
ineffective in most situations. A greedy approach, that, for example, optimises each pixel individually, would
not seem feasible for the problem of improving the estimation of the first phase mask, because the correctness of
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(a) (b) (c)

(g) (h) (i)

(d) (f)(e)

Figure 2: Phase retrieval to improve estimation of the first phase mask: (a)–(c) plaintext image and first and
second phase masks, respectively; (d)–(f) phase masks and decrypted image, respectively, after 70% of the
pixels in the first phase mask have been replaced with uniformly randomly chosen values; (g)–(f) phase masks
and decrypted image after phase retrieval.
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Figure 3: Tracking RMSE during phase retrieval to generate the results shown in Figs. 2(g)–(i). The error
became relatively stable after 500 iterations.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the keyspace transformation: (a) The keyspace using an intensity-based error metric
contains several decryption keys that yield zero decryption error (each differing by a constant phase from the
original encryption key); (b) in the transformed keyspace error is measured using the complex-valued fields, so
exactly one phase mask yields zero decryption error. Illustration shows the curve generated from Eq. (4) using
(ii) the original first phase mask used for encryption (which yields an error of zero for exactly one phase mask),
and (iii) the first phase mask obtained using the greedy pixel estimation algorithm.

each pixel’s phase is dependent on the other pixels in the phase mask. This is a consequence of the well-known
fact that there are multiple equivalent solutions in the keyspace for conventional DRPE.

A basic requirement for our greedy pixel estimation algorithm is that we remove this correctness depen-
dence between phase mask pixels. Therefore, we propose a keyspace transformation that reduces the number
of correct solutions to exactly one, using

RMSEC =
{

M−1N−1
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

| f (x, y)exp[iθ(x, y)]− f ′
k (x, y)|2

} 1
2

, (4)

where the f ′
k (x, y) is the complex-valued decrypted result in the image domain, f (x, y) is the plaintext image

from the known plaintext-cipertext image pair, and exp[iθ(x, y)] is the estimate of the first phase mask.
We measure the full complex-valued field of the decrypted output, rather than the decrypted intensity only.

Therefore, exactly one phase mask from the key space will yield a RMSEC of zero. The relevant transformation
of the keyspace is illustrated in Fig. 4, with the existence of multiple solutions in the keyspace before the trans-
formation, and exactly one perfect decryption key after the transformation. The number of possible decryption
keys before transformation is equal to the number of phase quantization levels Q in the half-open range [0,2π).
With the greedy pixel estimation algorithm, we use Eq. (4) to find which key most closely approximates the
original key. We optimise each pixel of the second phase mask independently, iteratively searching the Q quan-
tization levels for the level that minimises the decryption error. For higher values of Q, this search should take
longer but be more accurate.

As with the direct approach of obtaining the second phase key defined in Eq. (2), the performance of the
greedy algorithm depends on the quality of the estimate of the first phase mask. Since the result from the phase
retrieval algorithm is a moderately close approximation of the second phase mask, the greedy algorithm can
be immediately applied after phase retrieval. An illustration of the keyspace using the input and phase mask
images used thus far in this paper is shown in plot (iii) of Fig. 4(b). Figure 5 shows visually the improvement
in performance of the greedy algorithm over phase retrieval as Q is increased, as measured by examining the
visual quality of the second phase mask. Since the number of quantization levels in the original encryption key
was 256, we believe that Fig. 5(d) is representative of the best quality achievable with the greedy algorithm.
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Figure 5: Visual quality of the second phase mask obtained using the greedy pixel estimation algorithm with
different numbers of phase quantization levels: (a) the mask recovered using phase retrieval; (b) Q = 64, (c) Q =
128, (d) Q = 256.

Given the linear computational complexity costs of the greedy algorithm that allows optimization of each
pixel of the key independently of the others, the greedy algorithm can be characterized as a trivially-parallelizable
algorithm that would be very amenable to efficient computation using multiple processors.

5 Conclusion

For amplitude-encoded DRPE, an attacker need only find or approximate the Fourier domain key (the second
phase mask), which has led to a lack of interest in studying the importance of the first phase mask. It is essential
to keep the first mask secret because if it is known by an attacker, only one plaintext-ciphertext image pair is
required to recover the decryption key. If a high quality estimation of the first phase mask is available to an
attacker, a modest number of phase retrieval iterations will reveal the key. For lower quality estimates of the
first phase mask, the errors in the key are significantly amplified, but we show in this paper that a greedy pixel
estimation algorithm can be used after phase retrieval to recover a high quality estimation of the key. We believe
this combination of phase retrieval and greedy algorithm is the most accurate way of measuring the security of
DRPE when an attacker has partial information of the first phase mask.
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3D point cloud segmentation using GIS

Chao-Jung Liu, Vladimir Krylov & Rozenn Dahyot
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Abstract

In this paper we propose an approach to perform semantic segmentation of 3D point cloud data by
importing the geographic information from a 2D GIS layer (OpenStreetMap). The proposed automatic
procedure identifies meaningful units such as buildings and adjusts their locations to achieve best fit
between the GIS polygonal perimeters and the point cloud. Our processing pipeline is presented and
illustrated by segmenting point cloud data of Trinity College Dublin (Ireland) campus constructed from
optical imagery collected by a drone.

Keywords: Segmentation, semantic labelling, 3D point clouds, 3D environment.

1 Introduction

Up-to-date accurate 2D and 3D maps are growing increasingly important for localisation and navigation
employed by both humans and machines. Various technologies and data collection modalities are avail-
able nowadays to capture and encode a digital twin of the world such as Lidar [Laefer et al., 2017] and drone
imagery [Byrne et al., 2017]. Once created, such digital twins can be seamlessly manipulated and visu-
alised with the help of game engines, and used in applications, such as education (e.g., driving simulators),
and entertainment (e.g., virtual visits and gaming [Haahr, 2017]). More recently these virtual environments
have also found applications in providing valuable labeled data for training machines using data driven ar-
tificial intelligence. For instance project Airsim 1 uses the Unreal game engine to provide training data for
autonomous drones and cars.

In this paper, our aim is to label automatically unstructured geolocated 3D point cloud data. For this
purpose we propose to register heterogeneous sources of information: the semantic information provided
by OpenStreetMap (OSM) and 3D point clouds covering the same geographic area (Fig. 1). We show that the
registration of these two sources of information allows one to segment the point cloud in useful semantic
units with arbitrary geometrical shapes. After introducing some related work (Sec. 2), our approach is
presented in Section 3.

2 Related Work

Structure from motion techniques have been widely used for reconstruction of large scale scenes and image
geo-location. Practically, it has become a cheaper alternative to costly high-end LiDAR technology. Struc-
ture from motion relies on keypoint detection, image matching, bundle adjustment and, finally, generation
of dense point clouds. These points can then be condensed into meshes and be presented in game engine
as terrain (cf. Fig. 1a). For instance, Agarwal et al. [Agarwal et al., 2009] use a large collection of pictures
harvested from the web to create a sparse point cloud of a city. Bódis-Szomorú et al. [Bódis-Szomorú et al.,
2016] proposed to reconstruct a mesh of a city area by registering and fusing two point clouds, one airborne
and the other generated from street view and aerial images to reconstruct the city view, and then generate

1https://github.com/Microsoft/AirSim
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(a) Trinity 3D model dataset [Byrne et al., 2017] (b) Overlay OSM data onto game terrain

Figure 1: 3D point cloud of Trinity College Dublin campus, 2015.

the mesh by using fusion techniques. Rumpler et al. [Rumpler et al., 2012] register OSM data for retrieving
the information of outlines of buildings in the form of 2D vectors, and use them with satellite pictures to
generate 3D mesh building. Bulbul and Dahyot [Bulbul and Dahyot, 2017] reconstruct cubical model of a
city using OSM geolocated building footprints and heights, and associate textures extracted from Google
Street view imagery to recover building facade. The resulting 3D city model is then used in a game engine
for visualisation of social media activity in the area, using pictures posted on social media platforms.

There is a large body of work for image region labeling into generic categories such as cars, trees or build-
ings. For instance, Tighe and Lazebnik [Tighe and Lazebnik, 2010] proposed an image parsing method to
segment the region of images by trained descriptors. The semantic labels are classified by predefined class
for geometric / semantic context. The semantic labeling work is conducted through all of the overlapping
images for reconstruction, which is very time consuming. Having a 3D mesh generated multiple view im-
agery, Riemensschneider et al. [Riemenschneider et al., 2014] improve computation complexity and accu-
racy by predicting the best image view for clustering and propagate the labels to the mesh. It is shown to be
more efficient that than clustering of all images and merging labels for a same object in the scene. Tchapmi
et al. [Tchapmi et al., 2017] label raw point clouds using neural networks with Conditional Random Field
to predict class of each point in the cloud. Kaiser et al. [Kaiser et al., 2017] segment the 2D aerial imagery
into object by using the data from OSM, transforming geographic coordinate to local pixel coordinates, and
use neural network architecture to refine the boundary to make a finer-grained labeling for objects. Becker
et al. [Becker et al., 2017] proposed to classify photogrammetric 3D point clouds into specific classes (e.g.
road, building, vegetation).

Krylov et al. [Krylov et al., 2018] proposed to geolocate street furniture from Google Street View (GSV)
imagery using fully convolutional neural networks for object segmentation and distance estimation fol-
lowed by a Markov Random Field to coherently geolocate individual objects in images. This was extended
in [Krylov and Dahyot, 2018] to the fusion of street level imagery and LiDAR data to object detection at in-
creased spatial accuracy. Similarly, Branson et al. [Branson et al., 2018] use GSV images together with optical
satellite imagery for cataloguing street trees.

3 Geolocated Data Registration

Our approach is demonstrated using the data for Trinity College Dublin Campus recorded using a drone
in 2017, which is available open source [Byrne et al., 2017]. Our methodology employs the 3D point cloud
generated from drone imagery (Sec. 3.1) but can also be applied to Lidar data (e.g [Laefer et al., 2017]). We
employ OSM data as GIS source of information [Rumpler et al., 2012, Kaiser et al., 2017, Bulbul and Dahyot,
2017].
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Figure 2: Registration is performed in two steps: affine registration for the whole dataset, followed by a separate
position adjustment for each building.

3.1 3D point clouds generated from drone imagery

The Trinity campus mesh has been generated from optical imagery captured by a drone [Byrne et al., 2017]
in 2017. Pix4D software2 has been employed to process the images to generate the geolocated point cloud
using structure from motion techniques.

3.2 OSM data structure and parsing

To acquire geolocation and semantic label data, we employ the OSM API that allows one to extract infor-
mation about specific geographic area from their database in XML format. We use this interface to collect
semantic information about the Trinity campus. The XML dump file contains all 3 types of OSM attributes:
ways, nodes and relations. Ways are used to encode polygon-shaped areas like buildings, roads, etc. A way
contains semantic labels (tags) and references to corresponding nodes. Each node contains the geolocation
(longitude and latitude) of an individual point on the map (e.g., corner of a building). Relations are used to
model local logical or geographic relationships between objects. Using the name of any individual building
we can search among all the way attributes to find all the nodes establishing its location inside the Trinity
campus.

3.3 Mercator projection

OSM uses WGS84 spatial reference system. This is the reference system also used by GPS. The correspond-
ing coordinates are referred to as longitude and latitude. WGS84 models Earth as a spheroid. The real shape
is however ellipsoidal, i.e. flat at both poles. To resolve this inconsistency, the Mercator projection3 is em-
ployed.

3.4 User defined correspondences between heterogeneous data streams

To align the reference location from Mercator projection to 3D model, we manually selected 18 correspon-
dences (control points) between the two media streams to estimate an affine transformation matrix han-
dling translation, rotation and scale with Least Squares.

The center of Trinity campus model (0,0)is on the Museum building, has OSM coordinate (53.34380,-
6.25532) and Mercator projection coordinate(-696339.0371489801,7012543.77625507).

Fig. 2 presents our processing pipeline.

2https://pix4d.com/
3https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Mercator
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(a) Intersection (orange) between OSM building positions (yellow)
and 3d point cloud ground truth locations (red).

IoU Distance (meters)

Average 0.567 5.594
Median 0.607 4.871

(b) Distance between centroids defined by
OSM and 3d point cloud across 16 buildings.

Figure 3: Fit between point cloud data and OSM GIS data after global registration.

3.5 Evaluation of Global Affine registration with user defined correspondences

To evaluate how accurate the geo-locations of nodes from OSM fit the considered point cloud dataset, we
report assessment on 16 buildings across the campus. We also manually label the point cloud by photo-
interpretation to have a ground truth of semantic units corresponding to these 16 buildings. Each building
is defined by its perimeter, i.e. a polygon shape on x-y plane in orthographic view (see red polygons in
Fig. 3a). The information about building locations coming from OSM is reported as yellow polygons in
Fig. 3a. We compare theses two polygons as 2D shapes (disacrding the third dimension of data) to assess
the correspondance via overlap using Intersection of Unions (IoU) [Csurka et al., 2013]. The IoU is a real
number between 0 to 1, where higher values mean better fit (equivalently, stronger overlap). We compute
the shape’s centroid points and use these to find distance between polygons.

As can be seen (Fig. 3a), there is a substantial misalignment between geolocations reported by OSM and
3d point cloud. This is mainly because one single affine transformation does not capture well the defor-
mation between the two streams of information. Furthermore, the location information in OSM is crowd-
sourced and is not always of the highest spatial accuracy. Figure 3b reports the averages and median values
for IoU and the distance between OSM and 3d point cloud polygons’ centroids. Fig. 4 demonstrates the IoU
for each of building and it reflects to the misalignment for each of building.
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Figure 4: IoU per building after global affine registration.
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(a) Zoology bld., r3 = 5.5m (b) Zoology bld., r2 = 8m (c) Zoology bld., r1 = 12m

(d) FitzGerald bld., r3 = 5.5m (e) FitzGerald bld., r2 = 8m (f ) FitzGerald bld., r1 = 12m

Figure 5: 2D point cloud after ground removal (blue points) and the segmentation (red points) obtained by the pro-
posed OSM adjustment procedure for various search radii r exemplified on Zoology and FitzGerald buildings. Green
polygons represent the original OSM building positions.

4 Adjustment of OSM locations

Alongside the considered 16 buildings our 3d point cloud is comprised of other points, describing ground,
trees and other buildings. We first remove the ground points by elevation surface thresholding using Cloud-
Compare(available at https://www.danielgm.net/cc/). We then discard the third coordinate data
in the 3d point cloud (elevation above the reference level) transforming it into 2d point cloud D2d .

We employ IoU as the main metric to assess the quality of fit between the data and ground truth lo-
cations. In order to improve IoU for buildings, we propose to estimate the optimal translation from OSM-
defined positions towards 3d point cloud clusters. We assume that the spatial orientation (rotation) and
scaling are correct in OSM. In other words, to identify parts of the point cloud that correspond to specific
buildings we assume that the polygon defining the perimeter of the building is recovered by affine transla-
tion of the OSM position within a certain maximum radius.

Let Si be the OSM perimeter of a building (polygon), and Tx,y Si be its translation by x meters hori-
zontally (east-west) and y meters vertically (north-south). Let T̂ be the optimal translated position of the

r1 = 12m r2 = 8m r3 = 5.5m
Metric IoU Distance IoU Distance IoU Distance
Average (∆1 = 0.8m) 0.791 2.411 0.774 2.269 0.764 2.577
Median (∆1 = 0.8m) 0.779 2.232 0.801 2.128 0.773 2.235
Average (∆2 = 1.15m) 0.791 2.266 0.784 2.197 0.759 2.806
Median (∆2 = 1.15m) 0.787 2.065 0.799 2.056 0.783 2.876

Table 1: Performance of the proposed position adjustment method for different values of r : IoU and distances be-
tween centroids of estimated locations and ground truth (higher values of IoU correspond to better fit).
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Figure 6: Fitting OSM to point cloud: blue patches are non-ground points from the point cloud (buildings and trees),
green bounding boxes are original OSM structures, and in red are the estimated adjusted OSM positions.

OSM building delivering maximum to our fit criterion IoU, where we consider overlap between the OSM-
translated polygon and the 2d point cloud. Then the perimeter of the building in our point cloud can be
found as T̂ Si , with

T̂ = argmaxT IoU(Tx,y Si ,D2d ), with x2 + y2 < r 2.

To establish the overlap we also take into account the density of the 2d point cloud, which is non-uniform,
due to substantially higher density of points along the edges of buildings (originating from points on the
vertical surfaces).

Practically we simplify the above maximization problem by considering fixed sizes of increments for x
and y translations in Tx,y . We apply two step sizes∆1 = 1.15m and∆2 = 0.8m, and conduct the search of the
optimal position within the r1 = 12m, r1 = 8m and r3 = 5.5m. The overall result for (r1,∆1) is demonstrated
in Fig. 6. The green polygon represents the initial OSM polygon, and the red data points are the segmented
parts of the point cloud identified by our procedure.

In Fig. 5 we demonstrate the performance of adjustment procedure with the maximal radius increasing
from r3 = 5.5m to r1 = 12m with a spatial translation step set to ∆1 = 1.15m. The initial OSM position for
both highlighted buildings has a limited overlap with the point cloud data. For the Zoology building the
IoU increases significantly from 0.15 (OSM after global registration) to 0.798 (after adjustment in r3 = 12m).
Fig. 5a-5c demonstrates the gradual improvement of the OSM position with the increase of radius. In case
of reasonably isolated buildings with little vegetation around this behaviour is typical. FitzGerald buildings
in Fig. 5d-5f is an example of an isolated building closely surrounded by trees, which limits the performance
of the position refinement procedure. Specifically, after the initial improvement from r3 = 5.5m to r2 = 8m,
the estimated position in r1 = 12m drops due to an adjacent cluster of dense tall vegetation which biases
the estimated position.

Table 1 demonstrates performance of the proposed position adjustment algorithm for various values
of search radius r and translation step ∆. We show the average and median for these 16 buildings and we
found that the IoU increases significantly. From 0.567 on average, after the global registration of OSM data,
to above 0.75 after position adjustment. The distance between centroid point of polygons from 5.594 meters
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Figure 7: IoU per building: initial OSM (after global affine registration) and adjusted position with three radii r .

down to around 2-2.4 meters after automatically estimated translation adjustment T̂ . In addition, in Fig. 7
we demonstrate the improvement in IoU achieved with the proposed position adjustment approach for
the considered individual buildings with the translation step ∆2 = 1.15m and three radii r . The proposed
greedy search strategy consistently improves the overlap between OSM shapes and point cloud data. We
implement this algorithm on CPU(Intel i7 with 8 threads) in MATLAB. The whole segmentation process
takes around 6-8 minutes depending on maximum distance ri and step ∆i .

5 Conclusion & Future work

Our overall results show that aligning GIS (OSM) data with 3D point cloud is promising for segmenting it
in meaningful subsets of vertices. We are currently working on improving the robustness of the pipeline by
integrating the colour information into the decision process.
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LAP-based tracking for focal adhesions
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Abstract

We present a focal adhesion (FA) detector and tracker based on an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)
algorithm combined with the double use of the linear assignment problem (LAP) for data association. Per-
formance has been evaluated using a real confocal microscopy image sequence of a migrating cell stained
for FAs. The tracker has been compared against several state-of-the-art, commercially available tracking
algorithms. With a multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) of 31.6, it outperforms each of these other
methods.

Keywords: Focal Adhesion Tracking, Multiple Object Tracking, Particle Tracking, IMM Algorithm

1 Introduction

Gaining a deeper understanding of the biological processes that govern living cells is crucial to ensure progress
in medicine. Observing mechanisms at such small scale used to be nearly impossible, but advances in super-
resolution microscopy techniques have enabled biologists to observe processes at the nanometre scale in real
time [Hu et al., 2015]. Despite the numerous advantages, new challenges have also emerged. Indeed, the
tremendous amount of images has rendered manual processing highly ineffective and made indispensable to
develop automated analysis of live cell images [Meijering et al., 2006].

The movement of cells, known as cell migration, is among the vital processes that could benefit from au-
tomated extraction and analysis. It is a driving force behind many biological mechanisms, including immune
response and wound healing, and its improper functioning can trigger life-threatening issues, such as tumors
and autoimmune diseases [Etienne-Manneville, 2008]. Subcellular multi-protein structures called focal adhe-
sions (FAs) mechanically attach the actin cytoskeleton of the cell to the extracellular matrix components, thus
playing an essential role in cell migration [Strzyz, 2016]. New FAs are formed at the front of the migrating
cell as new connections are established there; they grow in size, reach maturation, and then shrink, to finally
disappear as the cell severs old connections with the matrix. This explains why FAs can display a multiplicity of
complex behaviours, including changing shape, assembling, disassembling or sliding, thus making their track-
ing a challenging task. This variety in behaviour and appearance as well as the difficulty to reliably segment
them call for the use of one or several carefully chosen motion models to effectively extract their trajectory.

We propose in this paper the use of probabilistic tracking algorithms to accurately and robustly track focal
adhesions moving inside a single normal human epidermal keratinocyte (skin cell) migrating in a 2D environ-
ment. In particular, the use of the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) algorithm [Blom and Bar-Shalom, 1988],
further described in the Methods section, is proposed given its ability to take into account several different
motion models at every given time. We formulate the data association problem as two linear assignment ones.

The proposed algorithm is evaluated using a real confocal microscopy image sequence of focal adhesions,
and compared to several state-of-the-art focal adhesion tracking algorithms.
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2 Related Work

Focal adhesion (or other particle) tracking was, until recently, mostly done either manually [Owen et al., 2007]
or using deterministic methods [Meijering et al., 2006, Berginski et al., 2011]. Manual approaches involve
hand-picking a few significant particles and performing all the measurements only on them, while neglecting
the bulk of the data. This can be extremely time-consuming even for such partial datasets and, most impor-
tantly, it does not use all the available information, which can lead to incomplete or inaccurate conclusions, as
well as adding the subjectivity of human annotation.

As an alternative, automatic deterministic approaches have been proposed based on tracking by detection.
Such approaches usually consist of two main steps: first particle detection is performed on each frame, and
then data association temporally links particles over the frames to obtain complete tracks. These approaches
therefore heavily rely on the quality of the detection step. Although a deterministic approach can yield decent
results in applications with more easily distinguishable objects (such as animals or vehicles) and higher quality
images, it is rarely suitable for biological applications due to their generally low signal to noise ratio and
the identical appearance of the multiple particles to be tracked. These approaches are also impacted by the
lack of specific and reliable FA detectors, therefore relying on general purpose segmentation such as simple
thresholding, the watershed transform [Meijering et al., 2006] or wavelet transform [Genovesio et al., 2006].

Quite a few probabilistic tracking algorithms have been proposed for particle tracking [Jaqaman et al., 2008,
Genovesio et al., 2006], using the Kalman filter [Kalman, 1960], IMM algorithm [Blom and Bar-Shalom, 1988],
particle filter [Doucet and Johansen, 2011], or Multiple Hypothesis Tracking [Blackman, 2004]. Better results
are achieved with such approaches, because they allow for an imperfect segmentation, which is often the case
in biological images, and they allow us to introduce several motion models, used to solve uncertainty between
identical particles.

Very few methods have been specifically developed for tracking focal adhesions. For instance, PAASTA
[Broussard et al., 2015] performs tracking by linking detections using a simple nearest neighbour algorithm.
Focal Adhesion Analysis Server (FAAS) [Berginski et al., 2011], and [Würflinger et al., 2011] link them by
using an overlap criterion instead. However, none of them exploits the advantages of probabilistic tracking.

3 Methods

In this section we present our overall system for detecting and tracking FAs. A double step data association
framework is used to orchestrate the tracking and combine multiple motion model predictions with the focal
adhesion detections into the final estimated tracks. The architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

3.1 Detection

The shapes of focal adhesions vary with time and location, but can reasonably be approximated by ellipses
of different eccentricities [Hu et al., 2015]. To extract the location, size and orientation of the FAs, we use a
strategy similar to [Würflinger et al., 2011]. Each image is processed using the steps described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the FA detection.

First, linear normalization is applied to the input image. The second step is smoothing, and is performed
using anisotropic diffusion, which has the advantage of preserving and enhancing the edges [Weickert, 1998].
The background is then removed using a morphological tophat transform with a size 12 disk as structuring
element. This is followed by an Otsu binarization with 256 histogram bins. Finally, the individual ellipses are
fitted to the detected objects and the bigger FA clusters are split.

3.2 Interacting Multiple Model algorithm

The state Xk of each FA at a given time step k is estimated using the IMM algorithm. The IMM combines
state estimations from several dynamic models, corresponding to different Kalman filters. This allows for the
consideration of each possible motion model for a tracked particle at each time step, and switching between
them according to the current observations. Its flow diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of IMM algorithm.

Each considered dynamic model is represented by a state transition matrix D j for j ∈ �1, N�, to model N
possible behaviours for the particles, as defined in Kalman filtering. If a particle has an estimated state X̂k and
uncertainty Ĉk at the time step k, then the N predictions for the current time step k+1 are given by Equation 1:

X j
pred,k+1 = D j X̃ j

k C j
pred,k+1 = D j C̃ j

k D j T +Q j , (1)

where Q j is the process noise covariance for the model j , and the mixed state and covariance X̃ j
k and C̃ j

k are
computed using Equation 2:

X̃ j
k =

N∑
i=1

ui | j
k X̂ i

k C̃ j
k =

N∑
i=1

ui | j
k

[
Ĉ i

k +
(

X̂ i
k − X̃ i

k

)(
X̂ i

k − X̃ i
k

)T
]

, (2)

with ui | j
k =

(
1/u j

pred,k+1

)
pi j ui

k the conditional model probability, u j
pred,k+1 =

∑N
i=1 pi j ui

k the predicted model
probability, and pi j the probability to switch from the i th to the j th model from k to k +1. Each prediction
j is compared at current time k + 1 against the observation Zk+1, provided by the particle detection algo-
rithm, to validate the relevance of the motion model j , using Equation 3. The Kalman gain is defined by
G j

k+1 =C j
pred,k+1H T

(
HC j

pred,k+1H T +R
)−1

, where I is the identity matrix, H the observation matrix, and R the
observation noise covariance.
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X̂ j
k+1 = X j

pred,k+1 +G j
k+1

(
Zk+1 −H X j

pred,k+1

)
Ĉ j

k+1 =C j
pred,k+1

(
I −G j

k+1H
)

. (3)

The IMM then computes the estimated state and covariance of the particle as a weighted average of the indi-
vidual estimates (Equation 4):

X̂k+1 =
N∑

j=1
u j

k+1X̂ j
k+1 Ĉk+1 =

N∑
j=1

u j
k+1

[
Ĉ j

k+1 +
(

X̂ j
k+1 − X̂k+1

)(
X̂ j

k+1 − X̂k+1

)T
]

. (4)

The model probability u j
k+1 =

(
1/

(∑N
i=1 ui

pred,k+1λ
i
k+1

))
u j

pred,k+1λ
j
k+1 used in Equation 4 is a normalised factor

proportional to the likelihood λ
j
k+1. If S j

k+1 is the covariance of the innovation of the j -th Kalman filter, then
the likelihood for the model j is

λ
j
k+1 =

1√
det

(
2πS j

k+1

) exp

(
−1

2

(
Zk+1 −H X j

pred,k+1

)T (
S j

k+1

)−1 (
Zk+1 −H X j

pred,k+1

))
. (5)

The update of these model probabilities at each time step allows the IMM to take into account the variations in
the particle’s behaviour over time and effectively track it.

3.3 Data association

3.3.1 Linear assignment problem

When dealing with multi-object tracking, it is essential to correctly assign observations to predictions and to
minimise identity swapping. Following the successful strategy of [Jaqaman et al., 2008], this can be mathemat-
ically formulated as two linear sum assignment problems (LAP).

LAP is traditionally solved using the Hungarian method [Munkres, 1957], which is effective for applica-
tions involving only a few hundred particles per frame, as is the case in our FA application.

3.3.2 Frame-to-frame association (LAP1)

Let’s consider the frame-to-frame linking step between frames k and k +1. The goal is to assign the N obser-
vations {Zk+1}n for n ∈ �1, N� to the M trackers {X̂k+1}m for m ∈ �1, M� so that the assignment φ is such that∑P

i=1 ci ,φ(i ) is minimal, with the P×P cost matrix C = (ci , j ) such as ci , j is the cost of associating the observation
j to the tracker i , conventionally a square distance. If N = M , then P = M = N , otherwise P = M +N . All the
links whose cost is above cut-off value CO1 are excluded.

If no observation is assigned to a tracker for a certain number of consecutive frames MAMG, the tracklet is
terminated. Non-assigned detections are used to initialize a new tracklet.

3.3.3 Tracklet association (LAP2)

The same method is applied for gap closing between tracklets, where the cost between tracklets is the square
distance between the ending location of one and the starting location of the other. All the links above cut-off
value CO2 are excluded. When a tracklet is assigned to no other tracklet, it is considered a full track. This step
is essential for recovering broken tracks and thus reducing the number of ID switches.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experimental setup

The state vector contains the current (x, y, z) positions of the ellipse centres in three consecutive frames,
in order to have access to the velocity and acceleration of the FAs. This results in the state vector Xk =
(xk , yk , zk , xk−1, yk−1, zk−1, xk−2, yk−2, zk−2)T .
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Our IMM implementation includes three motion models, all widely used for intracellular particle tracking
[Genovesio et al., 2006]: Constant Velocity (CV), Constant Acceleration (CA), and Brownian Motion (BM).
Process and measurement noise covariances Qi and R are respectively set to the following values in all our
experiments: QCV = I9, QCA = I9, QBM = diag9(1000), R = diag3(400). The default cut-off values for the first
and second steps of the data association are respectively CO1 = 100 and CO2 = 300.

Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) is used for evaluation, developed specifically for multi-object
tracking, and successfully used for several applications [Brendel et al., 2011]. While its use in medical imag-
ing is not very common, MOTA’s advantages over precision and recall to measure all error types are clear
[Bernardin and Stiefelhagen, 2008], in particular because it also takes into account identity switches (IDS),
and not only false positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs). MOTA aims to determine the tracker’s ability
to trace object trajectories, producing exactly one trajectory per object. Thus, it is maximal when the sum
of FPs, FNs, and IDS, divided by the total number of real objects GT is minimal. It is given by MOTA =
1− (∑

t (FNt +FPt + IDSt )
)

/
(∑

t GTt
)
.

A dataset was recorded using confocal microscopy of a single cell, stained for vinculin to make FAs visible.
It consists of 48 frames, taken at 10 minute long intervals. FA centers were manually groundtruthed in each
frame, resulting in 176 tracks.

4.2 Comparison with existing FA tracking frameworks

We compute the MOTA for several different FA tracking methods for comparison. In each case, their parameters
were optimised to maximise the MOTA.

Ilastik [Sommer et al., 2011] is an open-source software for image analysis. We used its Automatic Track-
ing Workflow with our detections as input to compare the performances under equal detection conditions. FAAS
[Berginski et al., 2011] is a web tool for both FA detection and tracking. A preprocessed sequence (smoothing
and tophat transform) was used instead of the raw one for FAAS, since its segmentation was failing otherwise.

Table 1 shows the compared performances of all three systems, as well as the errors introduced by the
detection algorithms alone. Resulting tracks are showed in Figure 4.

Tracker Detection FPs FNs ID sw MOTA
Proposed Proposed 1057 1918 75 31.6
Ilastik Proposed 794 2533 196 21.0
Proposed FAAS 2193 1269 117 19.7
FAAS FAAS 2022 1427 303 15.8

- Proposed 1014 2107 - -
- FAAS 1893 1679 - -

Table 1: Comparison with other trackers. Figure 4: Obtained tracks.

Our combination of detection and tracking outperforms the two other ones by 50%, due in particular to a
very low number of ID switches. Our tracker performs better than the others for a given detection method (be
it our proposed detection or FAAS). Besides, our proposed detection also surpasses FAAS due to a lower sum
of FNs and FPs.

4.3 Influence of the motion models used

In this experiment, different motion models and combinations are used in our framework to establish the most
suitable approach for tracking FAs. Given the limited literature on automatic FA tracking and their complex
behaviour, interesting conclusions could be obtained from this ablation experiment.

Results are shown in Table 2. The CV model performs best in terms of MOTA. The CA model seems to
have little or detrimental effect. As for the BM model, it seems to reduce ID switches by allowing more random
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CV CA BM FPs FNs ID sw MOTA
Yes Yes Yes 1075 1930 83 30.7
Yes No Yes 1076 1932 71 30.9
No No Yes 1074 1930 66 31.1
Yes No No 1057 1918 75 31.6
No Yes No 1078 1946 90 30.1

Table 2: Motion models ablation experiment.

changes of direction, useful for unexpected cell behaviours, but it also increases the number of FNs and FPs
due to less precise predictions. We have therefore chosen to only use the CV model for our final system.

4.4 Influence of the maximum accepted measurement gap (MAMG)

The MAMG is the maximum number of consecutive absent detections for a given track, above which the track
is terminated. MOTA results for different gap values are shown in Figure 5 and Table 3.

MAMG 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MOTA 30.8 31.6 30.3 30.6 29.7 28.5 27.3 26.4 24.4

Table 3: MOTA for different gaps.
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Figure 5: Errors for different MAMG values.

When the MAMG increases, the number of ID
switches decreases, because instead of starting a new track-
let, some new detections may be assigned to an existing
one.

On the other hand, the FPs increase, while the FNs de-
crease. These are also expected consequences: while some
of the tracklets correspond to proper misdetections and are
corrected, other tracklets are instead artificially kept alive
and do not correspond to any real FA.

As a consequence, the value of the maximum gap needs
to be carefully chosen to maximise the MOTA, which is
why we chose a gap of 1.

4.5 Influence of the percentage of misdetections
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Figure 6: MOTA as a function of misdetections.

For this experiment, we simulated misdetections by using
the ground truth as detections for tracker input, and ran-
domly deleting different percentages of detections. This
shows us the theoretical upper limit to the tracker’s perfor-
mance in isolation. Results are summarized in Figure 6.

The MOTA decreases following linear portions with
the increase in misdetections. Overall it is quite robust to
FNs, as long as the number of undetected particles remains
reasonable. This highlight and its comparison against the
real detectors underlines the importance of having a decent
detector.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described an algorithm for focal adhesion tracking, which uses an IMM method with
a two-step LAP-based data association. The performance of the algorithm has been tested and compared to
several state-of-the-art FA trackers, using real images. Our proposed system outperforms the others in terms of
CLEAR MOT metrics.

For future work, we would like to investigate further FA segmentation methods to extract precise informa-
tion and use it to improve data association costs.
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Abstract 

Salient object detection is a very active area of interest, based on human selective attention which 

shifts our focus across prominent areas in a scene. Many models have been created and achieved impressive 

accuracies, however, this often comes at a high computational efficiency cost making them less attractive 

for real-time robotic systems. We develop a novel salient object detection algorithm and investigate the 

trade-off between accuracy and computation time by comparing pixel-based and region-based processing. 

Salient object detection has been used in a variety of applications, however, this work is focused on 

developing an algorithm considering obstacle avoidance for a robot operating in a cluttered and dynamic 

environment. The strategy is evaluated on the publicly available MSRA10K salient object dataset, against 

three current state-of-the-art methods.   

 

Keywords: Saliency, SLIC, Obstacle Avoidance. 

1 Introduction  

Selective attention is a characteristic of visual perception contained within the human visual system. With the 

volume of visual stimuli entering the eye; approximated between 108 – 109 bits per second [Borji et al., 2013], the 

selective attention mechanism guides our focus across the conspicuous regions within a scene. Derived from this 

ability of filtering non-interesting information, salient object detection became a popular research topic, which is 

the process of detecting and segmenting the salient object/region within a scene. Many models have been proposed  

[Fu et al., 2018; Ishikura et al., 2018; Aytekin et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017; Frintrop et al., 2007], however, 

saliency detection is still a research challenge due to the vast spectrum of objects, varying environments, complex 

backgrounds, lack of representation of top-down feature cues and computational complexity.  

While many algorithms achieve impressive detection results, this often is obtained using computationally 

expensive algorithmic approaches. In aiming to replicate visual attention, some developed models have glanced 

over the observation that humans do not process every detail within a scene, but rather process regions to locate the 

salient object.  Some significant saliency algorithms that have been proposed include [Yan et al., 2013; Niu et al., 

2016; Yang et al., 2017]. [Yan et al., 2013] propose a hierarchical saliency model. Feature cues are calculated on 

three image layers extracted from the input image. The final saliency map is computed using a hierarchical inference 

method, which is based on a tree-structure graph model. This approach outputs accurate saliency maps, however, 

the number of steps within the algorithm suggest it is not feasible for a real-time application. [Niu et al., 2016] 

present a contrast saliency model using a patch-based approach, incorporating global statistics and surrounding 

contrast operators. A salient object detection method exploiting edges for super-pixel segmentation is presented in 

[Yang et al., 2017].   

Saliency models tend to process images on a pixel-by-pixel basis, or at a region-level. Within an image, a 

region or more specifically a super-pixel, can be described as a cluster of pixels with similar colour values and 

proximity. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm that will detect the most salient object within a scene using 

a region-based approach. We also analyse the process of how saliency algorithms are applied to images, in terms of 

processing an image at a pixel-level in comparison with region-based processing. Pixel-based and region-based 

processing, in terms of saliency detection can be defined as the estimation of whether the respective pixel or region 
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belongs to the salient object.   

Salient object detection has been applied to multiple applications such as: object recognition [Rutishauser et 

al., 2004], image segmentation [Ko et al., 2006] and context-aware image editing [Wang et al., 2008], however, 

only recently has saliency object detection been utilized within the area of robotics [Scharfenberger et al., 2013]. 

This may be due to many existing salient object detection algorithms being quite computationally expensive and 

unsuitable for real-time robotic applications. We address this by developing an efficient and accurate approach to 

salient object detection for the task of obstacle avoidance for robots operating within a cluttered or dynamic 

environment. A real-time salient obstacle avoidance algorithm will enable robotic platforms to detect and avoid any 

immediate obstacle within the scene, whether it be for the goal of avoiding obstacles while traversing a specific path 

or avoiding obstacles while completing manipulation tasks. Proposing a solution to real-time obstacle avoidance 

using vision offers additional resilience within a real-world environment, while providing a framework for 

introducing more biologically-inspired solutions to robotic systems.  

 In this paper, the proposed model is compared with three state-of-the-art saliency approaches. Firstly, we 

use the Salient Region Detection and Segmentation (SRDAS) approach in [Achanta et al., 2008], which implements 

a pixel-level approach that varies the filter sizes of compared pixels. SRDAS computes saliency using two feature 

cues: luminance and colour. Secondly, we compare with the Fast and Efficient Saliency Detection Using Sparse 

Sampling and Kernel Density Estimation (FES) [Tavakoli et al., 2011], which divides an image into windows and 

computes saliency using a center-surround approach. Saliency maps are produced using sparse sampling and kernel 

density estimation. Finally, we compare with the Saliency Detection in the Compressed Domain for Adaptive Image 

Retargeting (DCT) [Fang et al., 2012]. This approach processes images in blocks, and considers intensity, colour 

and texture as feature cues in computing saliency.   

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the methodology and the proposed 

algorithm, including the approaches used for evaluation in this paper, specifically, Salient Region Detection and 

Segmentation (SRDAS) [Achanta et al., 2008], Fast and Efficient Saliency Detection using Sparse Sampling and 

Kernel density Estimation (FES) [Tavakoli et al., 2011] and Saliency Detection in the Compressed Domain for 

Adaptive Image Retargeting (DCT) [Fang et al., 2012]. Experimental results are detailed in Section 3, with Section 

4 concluding the paper.   

 

 
Figure 1. Top-row: Overview of the proposed saliency algorithm. We compute saliency using global colour 

contrast and gradient contrast. Bottom-row: Adaptation of algorithm to process regions 
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2 Saliency Detection Methodology 

With the aim of creating an efficient, yet accurate approach to salient object detection, a saliency model was 

designed and implemented (outlined in Section 3.1) using a pixel-based approach and also a region-based approach 

that uses super-pixels generated via the simple linear iterative plane space, to efficiently generate almost uniform, 

compact super-pixels. A graphical representation of both approaches is represented in Figure 1.  

2.1 Proposed pixel-based approach 

A new model for detecting the most salient object within a scene is presented. The proposed model considers two 

features cues: global colour contrast (𝐶𝐶) and gradient contrast (𝐺𝐶). Saliency, measured in each of the feature 

channels is computed per-pixel. To determine the salient object, two saliency maps are computed from each feature 

cue. After this, the computed saliency maps are combined to produce the final saliency map. Originally, the 

algorithm also considered centre-bias as a feature cue. However, when considering obstacle avoidance, there are a 

number of considerations that resulted in not implementing this including the fact that a mobile robot will be 

navigating an environment and therefore the salient object (obstacle) may not always be in the centre of the field of 

view.  Colour is one of the main features for attracting human attention within an image. Pixels that have a high 

contrast to their surroundings when considering colour are considered to be salient [Zhang et al., 2017]. Many 

models compare pixels/regions to their neighbours which is known as local contrast. Feature maps from local colour 

contrast tend to be noisy and mainly highlight the edges of the salient area/object, whereas global contrast computes 

the contrast of a pixel/region in relation to the colour value of all of the remaining pixels/regions within an image. 

The calculation to compute the colour contrast (𝑪𝑪) of a pixel against the average colour value of the remaining 

pixels using the Euclidean distance, is defined as:  

                                                                      𝐶𝐶(𝑖) =  ∑ ‖𝐷(𝑖) − 𝐷(𝑗)‖
2

                                                                     (1) 

𝑁

𝑖=1,𝑖≠𝑗

 

where 𝑁 is the total number of pixels, and  𝐷(𝑖) and 𝐷(𝑗) represent the average 𝐿∗ 𝑎∗ 𝑏∗ values of pixels 𝑖 and 𝑗 

respectively. 

Gradient contrast (𝐺𝐶) can play an integral part in approximating the salient object within a scene. While 

retaining important information about the background of an image, it also helps to preserve the contour of the salient 

object. 𝐺𝐶 measures the magnitude of local grayscale changes in an image. We calculate the gradient magnitude 

per pixel using a Sobel gradient operator. From the obtained gradient map 𝐺, we define gradient contrast 𝐺𝐶 as: 

                                                                             𝐺𝐶(𝑖) =  ∑ ‖𝑔(𝑥) − 𝑔(𝑦)‖                   

𝑁

𝑥=1,𝑥≠𝑦

                                                 (2) 

 

where 𝑔(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑦) are the gradient values of the pixels 𝑥 and 𝑦 in respectively. 

To obtain the final saliency map, each of the feature cue outputs must be fused together. As suggested in 

[Cheng et al., 2014], we investigated the most appropriate approach for fusing multiple feature cues. We tested 

multiple integration schemes (e.g. max, * and +) and normalised the saliency map from each feature cue, before 

amalgamating these. The resultant saliency value per pixel 𝐹𝑆(𝑥) is defined by: 

 

                                                                              𝐹𝑆(𝑥) =  𝐶𝐶(𝑖) + 𝐺𝐶(𝑖)                                                                                  (3) 

 

where 𝐶𝐶(𝑖) and 𝐺𝐶(𝑖) are the respective feature cues of global colour contrast and gradient contrast, with 𝑖 defining 

the current pixel. The pixel in one feature channel is fused with its corresponding pixel within the other feature 

channel using addition as the integration scheme.  
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2.1 Proposed pixel-based approach 

The first step within the region-based model is to over-segment the image into regions/super-pixels using Simple 

Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [Achanta et al., 2012]. SLIC groups pixels together with similar colour values in 

close proximity to form super-pixels. Images can then be processed in a region-based manner resulting in improved 

computational efficiency, in comparison with the time taken to process images using a pixel-based approach. The 

challenge with processing regions is achieving the correct balance between computation time and accuracy. With 

the super-pixel approach, the input RGB image is converted to 𝐿∗ 𝑎∗ 𝑏∗ colour space, in preparation for clustering. 

The input image 𝐼 is segmented into 𝑁 super-pixels {𝑆𝑖
𝑁} 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. . . 𝑁, where 𝑁 denotes the total number of 

super-pixels. Experimentation was completed, measuring the average run-time and accuracy when varying the 

number of super-pixels within a scene. The results from this are discussed in Section 4, and outlined in Figure 3.  

Global colour contrast and gradient contrast are computed per super-pixel within each image.  Equation 1 

can be adapted for defining the computation of global colour contrast (𝐺𝐶) within the region-based approach: 

 

                                                                       𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑖) =  ∑ ‖𝐷𝑆(𝑖) − 𝐷𝑆(𝑗)‖
2

                                                                    (4)

𝑆(𝑁)

𝑖=1,𝑖≠𝑗

 

 

where 𝑆(𝑁) denotes the total number of super-pixels, 𝐷𝑆(𝑖) and 𝐷𝑆(𝑗) signify the average 𝐿∗ 𝑎∗ 𝑏∗ values of super-

pixels 𝑆(𝑖) and 𝑆(𝑗) respectively. Gradient contrast (𝐺𝐶) is calculated per super-pixel using the following equation: 

 

                                                                        𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑖) =  ∑ ‖𝑔𝑆(𝑥) − 𝑔𝑆(𝑦)‖                                                                     (5)

𝑆(𝑁)

𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑗

 

 

with 𝑆(𝑁) defined as the total number of super-pixels in image 𝐼. 𝑔𝑆(𝑥) and 𝑔𝑆(𝑦) denote the average gradient values 

of super-pixels 𝑆(𝑥) and 𝑆(𝑦). The resultant saliency map for the proposed region-based approach can be obtained 

by: 

 

                                                                           𝐹𝑆𝑆(𝑥) =  𝐶𝐶𝑆(𝑖) + 𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑖)                                                                                (6) 

 

Feature maps are amalgamated per super-pixel. Super-pixel 𝑆(𝑖) within the global colour contrast feature channel 

𝐶𝐶𝑆(𝑖) is combined with the corresponding super-pixel from the gradient contrast feature channel 𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑖).   

3 Experimental Results 

We evaluate the proposed Gradient and Colour Contrast Saliency (GCCS) approach against three current state-of-

the-art models, considering accuracy against computational efficiency. Throughout the experimentation we consider 

the average accuracy achieved during each iteration and also record the maximum accuracy. The proposed method 

(GCCS) is assessed as both a pixel-based and region-based approach.  

To obtain a fair comparison, the SRDAS approach was adapted for use with super-pixels (referred to as 

SRDAS_SLIC) as well as the original pixel-based approach, which compares each pixel with neighbours at different 

filter scales, to formulate a saliency map. For SRDAS_SLIC each super-pixel is compared with all connecting super-

pixels, to calculate the saliency of the current super-pixel. 

3.1 Data selection 

In order to validate the performance of the proposed approach, we used the MSRA10K salient object dataset [Cheng 

et al., 2015], which consists of structurally complex natural images, each accompanied by a ground-truth binary 
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mask highlighting the salient object. We evaluated each algorithm by varying the number of images used from the 

dataset (as can be seen in Table 2) with varying salient objects and scenes, giving consideration to computational 

efficiency and accuracy. Images were manually selected from the dataset to assess a wide range of scenes, objects 

and colours. All algorithms were tested using the same image data on every iteration (e.g. 100, 250, 500 images 

etc.). 

3.2 Results 

Firstly, the proposed GCCS model was evaluated against SRDAS; their average run-times and accuracy measures 

are presented in Table 1. To measure efficiency, the average time taken to apply a saliency algorithm to the scene 

and obtain the output saliency map was used. Algorithmic accuracy 𝐴 was calculated by comparing the output 

saliency map with the associated ground-truth mask and determining how well each algorithm segmented the salient 

object using the following equation: 

 

                                                                            𝐴 =  
∑(𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛)

∑(𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛)
∗ 100                                                        (7) 

 

where 𝑡𝑝, 𝑡𝑛, 𝑓𝑝 and 𝑓𝑛 are true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives respectively. 

Table 1. Results when comparing pixels-based model SRDAS with GCCS 

Method 
Avg. 

Runtime 

Avg. 

Accuracy 

Max 

Accuracy 

SRDAS 32.73 secs. 74.19% 96.12% 

GCCS 34 secs. 76.69% 99.08% 

 

In computing accuracy, each saliency map was transformed into a binary mask image format using the Matlab 

implementation of Otsu’s method [Otsu et al., 1979], which computes a global image threshold to minimize the 

variance of thresholded black and white pixels/regions. All values over the global threshold are marked as salient, 

whereas all pixels with values less than the threshold are non-salient; allowing the output saliency map to be 

compared against the ground truth binary mask for evaluation. 

As seen in Table 1, the proposed algorithm (GCCS) had a higher average accuracy across the dataset of 

76.69%, compared with 74.19% achieved by SRDAS. While this result was encouraging, the recorded average run-

time of 34 seconds could not be considered for implementation on a robotic platform within a dynamic environment. 

With this observation, the algorithm was adapted to process regions rather than pixels. To obtain the best accuracy 

in real-time, we varied the number of super-pixels per image across the dataset, and recorded average processing 

time alongside the achieved accuracy. Figure 2 shows the results of the completed study, with the selected number 

of super-pixels being 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 respectively. The recorded accuracies range from 75.5% to 

76.2%, however, the slight increase in accuracy comes at a cost to efficiency. This investigation showed we should 

consider efficiency over accuracy, when selecting the number of super-pixels. As can be observed in Figure 2, 

accuracy goes into decline when segmenting an image using more than 500 super-pixels. It should be noted, 

accuracy remains the same when using 250 and 500 super-pixels, although computation time is doubled.  

Based on the results presented in Figure 3 tested on 100 images, each image was segmented into 250 super-

pixels yielding a very respectable average accuracy of 76.3% (also seen in Figure 2) at a small cost to processing 

time of 0.4 seconds. The implemented region-based algorithm was evaluated against two state-of-the-art saliency 

detection methods. For a fair comparison, SRDAS was also implemented with SLIC. As can be seen in Table 2, the 

proposed approach incorporating SLIC (GCCS_SLIC) performs very well when considering the trade-off between 

accuracy and computational efficiency. FES recorded the fastest average runtime at 0.3 seconds, with the 

GCCS_SLIC algorithm closely following at 0.4 seconds. What should be noted is that GCCS_SLIC outperforms 

FES when considering average accuracy, with an increase of 13.8%. DCT recorded the highest average accuracy 
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across the dataset, at an average cost of 1.5 seconds per image. When calculating the maximum accuracy, i.e. the 

percentage of each salient object that was correctly segmented by the algorithm, both proposed approaches, GCCS 

(pixel-level) and GCCS_SLIC (region-level) performed best obtaining maximum accuracies of 99.08% and 98.99% 

respectively. 

After initially completing the evaluation on 100 images, further assessment of algorithmic performance was 

completed by iteratively increasing the number of images processed (as seen in Table 2). The top recorded 

evaluation metrics are highlighted in red per algorithm. As the number of images increased, each algorithm yielded 

an increase in processing time, with the exception of FES. Generally, the maximum accuracy was achieved whilst 

processing 5000 images. In terms of accuracy, with the increasing number of images, each algorithm saw a decrease 

in performance. Again FES was the exception with the highest average accuracy being recorded after processing 

5000 images, compared to the other algorithms. The proposed model achieved the highest maximum accuracy at 

99.6%. GCCS_SLIC recorded a runtime which is 0.2 seconds slower than FES, but obtained an average accuracy 

of over 10% greater than FES.  

We carried out further testing on the proposed algorithm, to identify areas for improvement and enhancement, 

on the back of the recorded runtime result. Across 100 images, the time from input to output a saliency map was 

0.41 seconds. A major identified bottleneck found through algorithmic analysis was calculating colour contrast 

during saliency calculations. This process on average required 0.4 seconds, whereas gradient contrast recorded an 

average time of 0.001 seconds, and super-pixel segmentation requiring 0.009 seconds.  

Table 2. Results when comparing region-based models FES, DCT, SRDAS_SLIC and GCCS_SLIC over a varying 
number of images from the MSRA10K dataset 

 

Figure 2. Results showing accuracy vs. average run-time with a varying 

number of super-pixels for GCCS_SLIC 

Runtime Avg. Acc. Max Acc. Runtime Avg. Acc. Max Acc. Runtime Avg. Acc. Max Acc. Runtime Avg. Acc. Max Acc.

100 0.3 64.5 95.2 1.5 81.5 97.9 3.3 67.2 91.9 0.4 76.3 98.6

250 0.3 65.3 97.3 1.5 81.5 97.9 3.3 66.5 91.9 0.5 76.5 98.8

500 0.3 64.8 97.3 1.6 81.3 98.4 3.3 65.8 91.9 0.5 75.7 99.2

750 0.3 64.9 98.1 1.8 81.2 98.4 3.3 66.1 91.9 0.5 75.4 99.2

1000 0.3 65.1 98.1 2.2 81.2 98.4 3.4 66.2 91.9 0.5 75.6 99.2

5000 0.3 65.5 98.7 4.8 81.3 99.1 3.3 66.5 91.9 0.5 75.7 99.6

FES DCT SRDAS_SLIC GCCS_SLIC
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4 Conclusion 

This paper investigated pixel-level vs. region-level processing for saliency detection, and proposes a novel salient 

object detection model incorporating global colour contrast and gradient contrast as feature cues. The developed 

algorithm was adapted to process at both pixel-level and region-based level. An evaluation of these implementations 

found that region-based approaches can achieve comparable accuracy, whilst vastly outperforming pixel-based 

approaches in terms of computational efficiency. We presented experimental results compared with three leading 

saliency models, running on the MSRA10K salient object dataset. The results indicated a significant improvement 

in computation time when using the developed algorithm. During experimentation, the number of super-pixels and 

number of images processed varied to determine the impact on algorithmic performance. While a pixel-level 

approach captures more detail in the final saliency map, the computational cost of current pixel-level approaches 

are not feasible for real-time applications, such as obstacle avoidance for a mobile robot. However, the developed 

approach provides a clear solution, with processing time vastly decreased incurring an insignificant cost to accuracy.  

Future work will investigate other feature cues that will aid in detecting salient obstacles within a scene, such 

as orientation and depth. Motion will also be considered as a potential feature cue, as the method is extended for 

use within video. We also plan to implement a multi-scale approach to salient object detection to capture more 

information at different scales, and therefore increase accuracy; implementing this inside a robotic framework. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new system for live collaborative dense surface reconstruction. Coopera-
tive robotics, multi participant augmented reality and human-robot interaction are all examples of situations
where collaborative mapping can be leveraged for greater agent autonomy. Our system builds on ElasticFu-
sion to allow a number of cameras starting with unknown initial relative positions to maintain local maps
utilising the original algorithm. Carrying out visual place recognition across these local maps the system can
identify when two maps overlap in space. Place recognition provides an inter-map constraint from which
the system can derive the relative poses of the two maps. Using these resulting pose constraints provides us
with a mechanism for aligning and fusing the maps into a common global reference frame. Cameras that
have been aligned in this way can proceed to fuse measurements into, and track against, the single shared
map.

We provide both quantitative and qualitative analyses using the syntethic ICL-NUIM dataset and the real-
world Freiburg dataset including the impact of multi-camera mapping on surface reconstruction accuracy,
camera pose estimation accuracy and overall processing time. We also include qualitative results in the
form of sample reconstructions of room sized environments with up to 3 cameras undergoing intersecting
and loopy trajectories.

Keywords: 3D reconstruction, Dense Mapping, Collaborative Mapping, SLAM, Machine Vision

1 Introduction

Simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) is a core problem in robotics and computer vision, provid-
ing the foundations for many higher level environment understanding and interaction tasks, particularly in
autonomous mobile robotics and augmented reality. With the advent of consumer grade active depth sensors,
such as the Microsoft Kinect and the Asus Xtion Pro, and the additional compute power made available through
modern GPUs, dense mapping has become a prominent focus of research in visual SLAM. Recently, the state-
of-the-art in the field has come to include a multitude of systems offering large-scale, high-precision mapping
and tracking capabilities [Dai et al., 2017,Whelan et al., 2016,Kerl et al., 2013,Whelan et al., 2014,Newcombe
et al., 2011a,Engel et al., 2014,Mur-Artal and Tardos, 2017,Newcombe et al., 2011b,Keller et al., 2013]. What
distinguishes dense mapping from its sparse counterpart is twofold; firstly, a direct approach to camera tracking
where potentially every pixel is used; secondly, the estimation of a map that consists of a dense set of measure-
ments of the surface that underlies the scene. Examples of such map representations include volumetric signed
distance functions and surface element (surfel) lists.

Much of the developments within dense SLAM have been focused on scenarios involving mapping the
environment using a single-sensor platform. However, many scenarios exist where multiple mobile agents
must work together in the same space, thereby requiring a single shared map of the environment. The main
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contribution of this paper is a system that addresses the wider problem of collaborative, multi-camera dense
mapping and tracking using RGB-D sensors with unknown initial relative poses.

Historically collaborative mapping has been a recurring theme in the SLAM literature where many problems
that emerge when multiple cameras must map collaboratively have been addressed [Saeedi et al., 2016, Fen-
wick et al., 2002, Williams et al., 2002, Thrun and Liu, 2003, Howard, 2006, Howard et al., 2006, Zhou and
Roumeliotis, 2006, McDonald et al., 2013]. For example, in general the starting position of cameras relative
to one another is not known and so they do not share a common reference frame, instead it must be identified
online, as mapping proceeds. Once a common reference frame has been found maps must be merged, from
which point updates to the map from multiple cameras must be coordinated so as to avoid corrupting the map.

Collaborative mapping has come back into focus in SLAM research in recent times. Golodetz et al. propose
a novel approach to dense collaborative mapping that uses InfiniTAM [Prisacariu et al., 2017] to construct
separate voxel-based maps for each camera. The system uses a random forest relocaliser to find estimates of the
relative transforms between each of these camera specific maps. These relative transforms act as constraints in a
pose graph which, once optimised, yields a set of optimal global poses, one for each of the sub maps. Although
these global poses align the submaps into a common reference frame they are never merged directly, instead
each camera maintains its own submap throughout [Golodetz et al., 2018]. In contrast, our system performs
map merging, allowing multiple cameras to fuse their measurements into a single shared reconstruction. The
advantage of this approach is that it avoids replication of structures subsequent to loop closures, where multiple
cameras traverse the same regions of the environment. Furthermore, it allows cameras to directly exploit and
update regions of the environment previously mapped by other cameras within the system.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the ElasticFusion (EF)
dense mapping system. In Section 3 we describe how we extended EF to allow multi-camera mapping. In
section 3.1 we explain the inter-map loop closure mechanism and how maps are merged. Later, in Section 4
we describe the experimental process used to measure the systems performance and present the results of this
experimentation. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude with some remarks on the proposed system and give some
directions for future research.

2 Background

In this section we briefly summarise the main elements of the ElasticFusion (EF) algorithm and define the
notation used for the remainder of the paper. For a more comprehensive treatment of EF see [Whelan et al.,
2016]. In EF the map is represented as an unordered list of surface elements (surfels), M . Each surfel is an
estimate of a discrete patch centred around an associated scene point. A surfel is characterised by its position
p ∈ R3, normal n ∈ R3, radius r ∈ R, weighting w ∈ R, colour c ∈N3, initialisation time t0 and the time it was
last observed t . The weight of a surfel signifies the level of confidence in the estimation of its parameters. M

is split along temporal lines into two non-intersecting sub-lists, Θ containing surfels that are considered active,
meaning they have recently been observed by the camera, and Φ containing those surfels that have not been
observed recently and are considered inactive.

Camera tracking is achieved by aligning each input frame at time t with a predicted view of the model
which is rendered from Θ using the pose Pt−1. The transformation that brings the two frames into alignment is
estimated by minimising a combined photometric and geometric error over a three level Gaussian pyramid.The
resulting transformation is applied to Pt−1 to yield an estimate of the global pose of the camera, Pt , for the
current time step.

Following camera tracking, in the next stage of the pipeline EF seeks to close two types of loop; global and
local loops. Global loop closures are identified with a fern-based visual place recognition system as proposed
by [Glocker et al., 2015]. Using the pose Pt , from the camera tracking step, a new active model prediction is
rendered from which a fern encoding is computed and used to search the fern database for a matching view. If
one is found then the two views are aligned, generating a set of surface-to-surface constraints which are used
to optimise the nodes in a deformation graph. The nodes of this graph are initialised by subsampling a set of
surfels from M . Once optimised, the graph can be applied directly to the surface. To do this an influence region
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is computed for each surfel consisting of the set of graph nodes close both spatially and in initialisation time.
The final pose of a surfel is given by the weighted application of the affine transformations held in each of the
nodes in the surfel’s influence region where the weight of a given node is a function of its distance from the
surfel.

If a global loop closure has not occurred at the current time step then local loop closures aligning Θ to Φ are
sought. Local loops are closed by performing a surface registration between the portions of Θ and Φ in view of
Pt . Similar to global loop closures this registration yields a set of surface-to-surface constraints that are used to
optimise the nodes of a deformation graph. Once the deformation graph has been applied the surfels in Φ that
were in view are reactivated within Θ.

Fusion of the current frame can proceed once the camera has been tracked and all loop closures have been
resolved. Surfels in Θ are projectively associated with pixels in the current frame using Pt and K , the camera’s
intrinsic parameters. The normals, vertices, colours and radius of associated points are merged with a weighted
average of the model surfel and the newly measured vertex. The weight of the surfel is updated in accordance
with the normalised radial distance of the measured vertex from the camera centre. If there is no corresponding
surfel for a vertex then a new unstable surfel is inserted into the model. Surfels become stable after their
confidence counter reaches a threshold through repeated measurement, from which point they can be used for
camera tracking.

3 Approach

In this section we extend the EF system to permit dense mapping using multiple independently moving RGB-D
cameras to map a space in a collaborative fashion. As the cameras explore a space they fuse their measurements
into, and track against, a shared model of the reconstruction.

In extending EF to permit collaborative mapping we identify two distinct phases of processing for any given
input stream. In the initial phase, the system assumes that each camera is positioned at the origin of a frame
of reference that is independent to that of other cameras essentially processing via an independent EF mapping
pipeline. As mapping progresses the aim is for inter-camera loop closures to occur, thereby providing the
necessary transformations between the camera submaps. These transformations permit alignment of submaps
into a common frame of reference which makes it possible to fuse the measurements from each camera into a
single global map.

A set of n cameras {Ci }, i ∈ [1..n] serve frames to a central server that runs our mapping process. Each Ci is
represented by a 4×4 transformation matrix from the Lie group SE3. We use the Lightweight Communications
and Marshalling (LCM) system of [Huang et al., 2010] to connect the cameras to the central mapping server
over a network. LCM provides efficient encoding and decoding mechanisms for transmission of camera data
over a network and the susbsequent unpacking of that data into data structures that are more amenable to
processing.

Given that there are multiple cameras each frame is of the form Ft
i where the superscript t indicates the

frame’s timestamp and the subscript i denotes that this frame is from camera Ci . We note that the cameras need
not be synchronised in time.

If we assume momentarily that all cameras are globally aligned then multi-camera fusion proceeds in es-
sentially the same way as in the original EF algorithm. At each timestep t the frames from each camera for
that timestep are processed in sequence by EF. That is, each frame is processed in full by EF before the next
camera’s frame for that timestep is processed. Note that the ordering of the cameras here is arbitrary.

An important difference between our system and EF is that each camera has its own active and inactive map
regions, {Θi } and {Φi }. This allows cameras to close local loops in situations where they transition to regions
of the map that are in the active regions of other cameras but that are inactive with respect to itself. To achieve
this the previously scalar last seen time attribute of a surfel takes the new form of an array t = {t0, ..., tn} where
ti contains the time that the surfel was last seen by camera Ci , for i ∈ [1..n]. When a measurement from frame
Ft

i is fused into surfel M s then the last seen time of that surfel is updated as M s
ti
= t . Each camera uses its

own active and inactive regions for mapping and tracking. For global loop closure detection, all cameras in a
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given reference frame (see below) collectively maintain a single Fern database which they use to independently
check for and close global loops.

Returning now to the initial phase of processing where cameras are operating independently and the trans-
formations of each camera relative to a shared coordinate frame are unknown. Periodically, loop closures
between camera specific submaps are sought. In Section 3.1 we outline our strategy for determining inter-
map loop closures. Once a loop between two submaps has been identified and the transformation between
them computed the two submaps can be merged into a single map from which point multi-camera fusion can
proceed as described above. We capture this situation with a reference frame, which is a tuple of the form
R j = {M j , {Ci }}, for surfel map M j and set of cameras {Ci } which incrementally update and track against M j

through multi-camera fusion. Additionally each R j maintains its own fern database for inter and intra-map
loop closures.

3.1 Fern-based Inter-Map Loop Closures

Our approach to inter-map loop closures is an extension of EF’s existing intra-map global loop closure mech-
anism described in Section 2. Each camera is initialised in its own reference frame. For each current active
frame Ft

i prediction we search the fern databases of all the other reference frames for a matching view. If one is
found then we compute the transformation between the reference frame of the corresponding camera, Ci , and
the reference frame of the matched fern using the camera odometry from Section 2. For example, if we find a
loop closure between reference frames R j and Rk by matching frameFt

i , captured byC j
i in R j , to a fern in the

fern encoding database of Rk then the result of aligning the fern and the frame is a transformation H f
i ∈ SE3

that aligns the matched fern and Ft
i . For clarity, we have added the superscript j to the camera, which denotes

the frame of reference of the camera. H f
i gives an initial estimate of the transformation that aligns R j with Rk

as follows

T̂ k
j = H f

i (C j
i )−1 (1)

To further refine the transformation and verify that it is valid we first predict a full resolution frame, kF
t
i

using Mk andCk
i , which is the transformed pose of cameraCi in frame of reference Rk . That is, we predict the

view thatCi has of Mk . Taking this predicted frame we align it to the original frameFt
k , again using the camera

odometry described in Section 2. The result of this is a refined estimate, T k
j , of the transformation from R j to

Rk . Before accepting the loop closure as a valid one we inspect the final error and inlier count of the camera
tracking cost function. For the loop closure to be accepted the error must be low while the number of inliers
must be high. Inliers here refer to depth measurements in Ft

i which have been associated with a corresponding
depth value in kF

t
i . As per the original EF algorithm the final state of the cost function covariance matrix is

also checked to ensure that the cost function was sufficiently constrained along each of the 6 axes of camera
motion. If all these conditions are met then the inter-map loop closure is accepted and the maps are merged.

To merge the two maps we apply T k
j to the positions and normals of all of the surfels M s ∈M j and all of

the camera poses, C in frame of reference R j as follows

M s
kp

= T k
j M s

jp
(2) M s

kn
= Rk

j M s
jn

(3) Ck = T k
j C

j (4)
where Rk

j ∈ SO3 is formed from the upper left 3×3 submatrix of T k
j . Note that we have not explicitly shown

conversions to and from homogenous representations for brevity’s sake. This process is visualised in Figure 1.
The algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In benchmarking our system we aim to do two things: (i) quantitatively measure the impact of multiple sen-
sors on mapping and tracking performance in terms of both accuracy and processing time; (ii) qualitatively
demonstrate the capability of our system. To achieve this we use two standard SLAM benchmark datasets, the
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Algorithm 1 Dense collaborative mapping.
1: procedure COLLABORATIVEMAPPING(c)

Input: a set of n cameras {Ci }
Output: a set of m maps {M j } where m ≤ n

2: Dict c_to_m ←;
3: for Ci ∈ c do
4: c_to_m[Ci ] ← new Map()

5: loop
6: for 〈Ci ,M j 〉 ∈ c_to_m do
7: map_and_track(Ci , M j )

8: for Ci ∈ c_to_m do
9: Map Mk ← c_to_m[Ci ]

10: Mat4×4 P k
i ←Ci .cur r entPose()

11: Frame Fp

Ck
i

← predictView(Pi , M j )

12: for M j ∈ c_to_m do
13: if Ci ∉M j then
14: Mat4×4 P k

i ← findFern(Ci , M j )

15: Frame Fp

C
j
i

← predictView(P
j
i , M j )

16: P
j
i ←rgbdOdometry(Fp

C
j
i

, Fp

Ck
i

, P
j
i )

17: if rgbdOdometry was successful then
18: Mat4×4 T

j
k
← PP−1

i

19: M j ←merge(M j , Mk , T
j

k
)

20: c_to_m[Ci ] ←M j
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Figure 1: A fern based intermap loop closure. Camera C1
matches its current view of M1 to a fern view, denoted by
C f , in M2’s fern database. The surfaces in each view are
geometrically consistent and so a loop is closed between M1

and M2. The loop closure itself results in T
C′

1
2 = T

C f

2 T
C′

1
C f

,

the pose of C1 in the reference frame of map M2. Applying

the composite transformation, T
C′

1
C1

= T
C′

1
2 (TC1

1 )−1, brings
the pose C1 and the surfels M1 into the coordinate frame
of M2, resulting in the fused map.

ICL-NUIM dataset of [Handa et al., 2014] and the RGB-D dataset of [Sturm et al., 2012]. All experiments
were run on a machine equipped with an NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 ti GPU, 11GB of GDDR5 VRAM, a 4
core Intel i7-7700K CPU running at 4.20GHz and 16GB of DDR4 system memory. For a visualisation of dense
collaborative mapping please see the accompanying video (https://youtu.be/GUtHrKEM85M).

We performed a quantitative analysis of the performance of the system using the living room scene from the
ICL-NUIM dataset. There are four trajectories through this scene accompanied by both ground truth camera
poses for each trajectory and a synthetic ground truth surface model. We used three of the four living room
trajectories, kt0, kt1 and kt2. We left the fourth sequence, kt3, out since including this sequence led to poor
surface reconstructions. We are currently investigating why exactly this is the case. With these trajectories
we looked at the surface reconstruction accuracy and camera trajectory estimation accuracy of the system.
To measure the surface reconstruction accuracy we processed an exhaustive set of combinations of the living
room trajectories. For each combination we then computed the average per-vertex error in metres using the
reference ground truth model. To measure the estimated trajectory accuracy we computed the average trajectory
error root mean square error (ATE RMSE) in metres between each of the estimated trajectories in each of the
combinations and the corresponding reference ground truth trajectories. Table 1 and its caption lists the specific
trajectory combinations we used in these experiments and the results we recorded. The models shown in Figure
3 demonstrate the quality of the maps produced by our system.

Sequences Surface Reconstruction Accuracy Individual Trajectory ATE RMSE
kt0 0.0062m 0.0143m
kt1 0.0069m 0.0127m
kt2 0.0065m 0.0191m
kt3 0.0308m 0.2219m

kt0 & kt1 0.0066m 0.0147m | 0.5950m
kt0 & kt2 0.0066m 0.1112m | 0.0191m
kt1 & kt2 0.0059m 0.0124m | 0.7212m

kt0 & kt1 & kt2 0.0072m 0.0340m|0.5954m|0.0043m

Table 1: Surface reconstruction accuracy and trajectory estimation results from the ICL-NUIM dataset in metres1.
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Following this, we used the real-world RGB-D dataset of [Sturm et al., 2012] to measure the processing
time of the different components of the system. We used the ‘Freiburg 3 long office household’ sequence, as it
is a long and challenging sequence, and split it into 2 subsequences which we processed collaboratively. The
results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Timings for (a) a 2 camera and (b) a 3 camera collaborative mapping session with the ‘Freiburg 3 long office household’
sequence. The original sequence contained 2487 frames. For graph (a) we split these frames into two subsequences of equal length,
similarly, for graph (b) we split them into three subsequences of equal length. The subsequences were then processed collaboratively.
The spike at frame 942 in graph (a) is caused by an inter-map loop closure between the two cameras. Similary the two spikes in graph
(b) at frames 449 and 826 are both caused by inter-map loop closures.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Examples of maps produced by the system. The top row shows the final models produced by the system. The bottom row
shows the contributions of each camera to the final model. Each cameras specific contributions are coloured with a separate primary
colour. Composite coloured surfels have fused measurements from multiple cameras. Columns (a) and (b) correspond to the ICL-
NUIM kt0 & K t2 and kt0 & kt1 & kt2 sessions respectively. Column (c) corresponds to the 2 camera session using the Freiburg
dataset.

1The reader will note that in the single camera sessions our results are not exactly as reported in [Whelan et al., 2016]. This is for
a number of reasons; (i) the system is sensitive to the specific GPU of the machine it is deployed on; (ii) as fern encoding is a random
process loop closures will not always occur at exactly the same point. In addition, while we have made an effort to tune EFs parameters
appropriately we have intentionally tried to avoid overfitting, albeit at the cost of decreased performance in certain sequences. Indeed,
the approach of parameter tuning becomes impractical as the number of parameters that must be tuned grows in proportion with the
number of collaborators in a session.
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5 Conclusion

We have described a dense collaborative mapping system capable of reconstructing maps with multiple inde-
pendently moving cameras. ElasticFusion formed the foundation of our system, providing camera tracking and
surface fusion capabilities.We used fern-based visual recognition to identify overlap between camera submaps
and EFs camera tracking mechanism to find the transformations between the coordinate frames of the matched
submaps.

We provided a quantitative analysis of our system using the ICL-NUIM dataset to measure its surface
reconstruction accuracy and the camera trajectory estimation accuracy. We then used the Freiburg dataset to
give a breakdown of frame processing times for the system.

Currently the system works well for mapping with 2 or 3 cameras, however, mapping with a larger number
of cameras would involve overcoming significant challenges. For example, to maintain real-time operation, a
more sophisticated approach to mapping and tracking, involving processing each frame in parallel, would be
required. Another direction for future work is the modelling of scene dynamics, a pertinent problem in the
context of collaborative mapping as cameras who are reconstructing a scene would inevitably move into and
out of view of one another, almost guaranteeing some level of scene dyamics.

Recall from Section 2 that the deformation graph influence region for a surfel is computed based on a
temporal-spatial neighborhood. However, in a collaborative session, cameras which are close in time may be
fusing measurements into the model that are far apart in space, meaning that searching the graph for tempo-
rally nearby nodes may not yield a spatially nearby influence region with the knock on effect of inhibiting
deformation graph optimisation. Thus the influence region computation needs to be rethought in future work.
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Abstract 

Neuromorphic vision hardware enables observed visual events to be reduced to a series of spike 
trains; these trains contain unique properties relevant to observed actions. This paper presents an approach 
to event-based image processing which allows for the detection of specific fine grain actions through the 
adoption of template matching alongside neuromorphic hardware. The proposed approach was applied to 
the detection of breathing actions in an ambient assisted living (AAL) environment, this involved the 
detection of shallow, normal and heavy breathing for multiple participants using a single template. The 
results gained suggest that this approach could be useful when deployed in an AAL environment.   

 
Keywords: event-based, neuromorphic image processing, space-time, ageing-in-place, action detection  

1 Introduction  

One of the most efficient inspirations for hardware design are evolutionary processes, and the study of these 
biological processes which has led to key insights into some of the most important aspects of biological engineering; 
these insights have been applied since the 1980s in the field are now aptly labelled neuromorphic engineering. The 
field of neuromorphic engineering is a combination of biophysics, neuroscience, computer science and computer 
engineering. The primary goal of the field is the design, manufacturing and application of hardware and algorithms 
which mimic neural system activities.  

A recent advancement in the field has been the development of vision sensor hardware which mimics the 
retina found in many animals; frame-based-based vision sensors produce a series of frames (see Figure 1a and Figure 
1c) which contain redundant information (constant capturing of frames regardless of any changes occurring in the 
scene), and an inherently high level of latency due to limitations in frame-based sensor design.  A neuromorphic 
vision sensor, such as iniLabs’ Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS), does not suffer from the same redundancy and 
latency issues as frame-based vision sensors. The DVS mimics the human eye using a silicon retina which 
logarithmically scales to the luminance observed at the individual pixel level (see Figure 1b and Figure 1d). If a 
change of luminance is detected by a sensor at a specific pixel location then an activation event is produced relating 
to that individual pixel, and is reported by DVS, if no change is detected then no activation event is produced which 
means that the DVS produces a sparse dataset containing data points corresponding only to locations at which an 
activity occurs in the observed scene. The human vision system has an approximate inherent latency of 180ms 
[Willey, 1985, Rayner et al., 2009], frame-based vision sensors have approximately 33.4ms [Eberlein, 2015], while 
the DVS has been recorded with an inherent latency of approximately 0.015ms [Lichtsteiner, et al., 2008]. The 
advantage of this speed difference in neuromorphic vision sensors was illustrated by [Moeys, et al., 2016] where 
neuromorphic hardware was used for fast detection of a prey in a predator-prey scenario. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 1: A representation of the image capture plane for both APS-based (a) and event-based (b) vision 
hardware, each cell in the plane represents a conceptual pixel; yellow cells indicate pixels where the luminance 
is captured. (c) An example frame captured by an APS-based hardware showing a hand waving, (d) the same 
observed motion of a waving hand observed by an event-based hardware, white represents an increase in light 
intensity while black indicates a decrease in light intensity, the labelled cells (D2, D3 etc.) are used to further 

illustrate that specific cells are activated instead of every cell. 
 
The image processing field specialising in using neuromorphic vision sensors is referred to as event-based, or 
neuromorphic, image processing where the luminance change triggers an event for the respective pixel. Within this 
field, external frame-based vision sensors are referred to as active-pixel sensors (APS) due to their unifying approach 
to luminance capture with all sensor values in the pixel array being captured during a single frame output. The 
ability to detect changes in a scene is an area of ongoing research in the field of APS-based image processing but 
within the subfield of event-based image processing, this is a trivial by-product of neuromorphic sensors. This is 
due to the definition of a scene change in both approaches which can be summarised as the change of luminance 
within the observed scene respective to the sensor. While APS-based approaches can suffer from noise (e.g. latency-
induced capturing motion causing blurring), event-based vision sensors only report changes in luminance levels 
resulting in less noise in stable scenes and the datatype produced has the potential to enable new approaches to noise 
reduction to be explored. 

2 APS-based Space-Time Templating approach 

A frame-based approach to the detection of actions as they develop over time using a template was introduced by 
[Shechtman, et al., 2005]; this approach correlates an activity in space-time using a template. This approach utilises 
the induced motion field of an action under the assumption that the same action will result in the same induction 
within the motion field independent of the observed party. The calculation of the induced motion field acts as a 
descriptor for the observed action. The motion fields are representative of the intensity pattern induced by motion 
and can be correlated against other motion fields to determine similarity. This approach is illustrated in Figure 2 
where a small space-time template T is correlated against a segment S of a larger video stream V along three-
dimensions of x, y and time by sliding T along the three-dimensions. 
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Figure 2: Frame-based space-time template matching 

 
This approach can identify multiple instances of an action across the video by comparing a patch PS of S from the 
video against a patch PT of T. This approach is invariant to appearance of objects and their background. Additionally, 
the approach requires no background-foreground segmentation. The approach is not invariant to geometric 
deformations such as scale and orientation except in small scale or orientation changes and it is very computationally 
expensive to perform. The proposed approach outlined in this paper, and its corresponding implementation, is 
inspired by this frame-based approach in terms of its sliding window system and template-to-video stream 
comparison methods, however, the proposed approach leverages event-based data. 

3 Proposed Neuromorphic-based Space-Time Templating approach 

Recent experimentation in biological vision on the neuronal level has presented evidence that the retina reports 
observed scenes as a series of spikes (ON or OFF signals) [Thorpe, et al., 2001] known as a spike train (Figure 3); 
neuromorphic hardware, such as DVS, report events in a similar manner. An assumption of the proposed approach 
is that an action will result in the same spike train each time while a different action will result in a less similar spike 
train. The proposed approach is comprised of three stages: event-correlation, descriptor calculation and comparison-
calculation. Each of these stages will be dealt with within this section. 

 
Figure 3: An illustration of two spike train, green spikes represent an ON signal and red spikes represent an 

OFF signal 
 
Figure 3 shows an example illustration of two spikes train as they could be presented by neuromorphic hardware, 
with green representing an ON value and red representing an OFF value respectfully. 

3.1 Event-Correlation 

Determining the relevance of one event to another event is a large challenge in event-based image processing as the 
data obtained is spatial-temporal and is presented in a sequence (Figure 4) which can be a false representation of 
the order of activations of sensors from the arbitration process of the neuromorphic hardware. The approach outlined 
in this paper works under the assumption that events are spatially–temporally close within a small neighbourhood 
which would mitigate some of the correlation issues, but there is no falsehood that there is no margin of error in this 
strategy. For example, an event could be part of a different action occurring at the same time in the same region of 
the observed scene. 
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Figure 4: An illustration of an action in space-time for event-based hardware broken up into three groups which 
were detected at different times, black dots indicate most recent events, dark-grey temporally less prominent 
events and light grey even older events 

 
In the proposed approach, a spatial-temporal map P of all recent events is maintained. When a new event E 
(containing the events coordinates Exy , event polarity Ep and timestamp Et) is processed, this map is updated at the 
corresponding spatial-temporal location Pxy. Using a spatial-temporal neighbourhood search matrix (starting at 3x3) 
to identify the closest choice falling within pre-determined spatial (must be close in location) DL and temporal (must 
be close in time) TL constraints. Failure to identify a suitable candidate causes the search matrix to expand to the 
next size in the sequence (3x3, 5x5, 7x7 etc.) until DL is passed. If DL has been reached, the spatial-temporal map 
is updated with the information of E and the processing of the next event commences. Figure 5 illustrates this process 
with the red cell in each neighbourhood identifies the cell chosen for the spatial-temporal neighbourhood search 
matrix if a suitable candidate is not identified in the previous search matrix. 
 

 
Figure 5: The correlation matrix operation centred on the current event being processed C, light blue, yellow, 
pink, green, orange and grey represent 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9, 11x11 and NxN respectfully. Red cells represent the 
choice identified by the selection if the previous operation fails to find a spatial-temporally close event. 

 

3.2 Descriptor Calculation 

The proposed approach generates two descriptors for both a Template T (an action being searched for) and a segment 
Vs of a video stream V, where Vs is acquired through a sliding window process. The two descriptors are angle-
orientation and pattern respectfully. The angle-orientation descriptor is a series of bins which represent each angle 
ranging from 0o to 359o; each bin is incremented for the occurrence of its representative angle. This descriptor can 
be used to examine and compare the motions within an observed scene.  As discussed in Section 3.1, the process of 
event correlation provides the Exy coordinates (where the event originated from on the pixel level), Ep value (+1 for 
increase in luminance, -1 for decrease in luminance) and the Et value (The time the event was emitted from the 
device) of the current event along with its correlated neighbour. The calculation of the angle is given by: 

𝜃 = 	 tan'((
𝑣
𝑏)	 

(1) 

where b is the difference between the correlated neighbour event and the current event’s x coordinate, v is the 
difference between the correlated neighbour event and the current event’s y coordinate. The pattern descriptor 
describes the pattern of events observed by summing events over a pre-defined series of time. 
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3.3 Comparison-Calculation 

The angle-orientation TA and pattern descriptors TP of T are calculated once and remain unchanged throughout the 
spatial-temporal convolution. Each new VS of V possesses an angle-orientation VA and pattern VP descriptor as the 
sliding window moves along the stream of events. Equation 2 was developed to measure the correlation between TA 
against VA: 

𝑅. =	/0
𝑊2

𝑇2 + 	𝜀

6

278

/ 
(2) 

where n is the number of angles in the orientation descriptor, Wi is the value of the i-th bin occurring for VS, Ti is 
the value of the corresponding i-th bin for T; e is set appropriately to negate divisions by zero. Equation 3 was 
developed to measure the correlation between TP against VP: 

𝑅9 = 	
∑ ;0		𝑀2 	≠ 	𝑌2

1	𝑀2 =	𝑌2
6
278

𝑛 		 

(3) 

where n is the number of events, Yi is the value of the polarity of the i-th event in VS, Mi is the value of the polarity 
of the i-th event in T. To calculate the overall similarity (a normalised metric which represents how closely correlated 
VS is compared to T) between the results produced by Equation 2 and 3, Equation 4 was developed to produce a 
numeric representation of the similarity between T and VS: 

𝐶 = 	
𝑅. ∙ 	𝑅9

min(𝑅., 𝑅9) + 	𝜀
		 (4) 

where e is set appropriately to negate divisions by zero, RA and RP come from Equation 4 and 5 respectfully. 

4 Experimentation Results 

The proposed approach was implemented and deployed in a controlled environment, with the goal being the 
detection of human breathing via its underlying respiration motions. The implemented template T was a single 
recording of normal respiration motions of a control participant, but the intermediate pause (the period between 
inhalation and exhalation) was removed to minimise false readings. T had a temporal length of 44072 microseconds 
and contained over 61136 spatial-temporal events. It should be noted that at no point during the experiment was T 
changed. The benchmark for success in this experiment was the majority detection of breaths performed by a 
participant. A single breath was defined as both the inhalation and exhalation actions (failure to detect both counted 
as a miss) formed in sequence with a similarity score (Equation 4) of each motion rising above L which was set to 
0.75 during the experiment. The DVS128 (an event-based neuromorphic vision device which uses DVS) was the 
capturing hardware used throughout the experiment, Figure 6 shows an example of event-based hardware capturing 
some of the activity of an exhalation action with white pixels indicating an increase in the luminance detected by 
the neuromorphic hardware (the area observed has become brighter) and black pixels indicating and decrease in the 
luminance level (the area observed has become darker). To negate divisions by zero e (found in Equation 2 and 
Equation 4) was set to 1x10-7. 

 
Figure 6: Event-based hardware’s representation of normal exhalation, using the same colour coding scheme 

as described in Figure 1 (d) 
By calculating C (Equation 6), respiration motions can visually be observed. Figure 7 shows a sample plot of C over 
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a 10 second period containing three breaths, the grouping of results illustrates both the inhalation, intermediate 
pause and exhalation. 

 

  
Figure 7: sample plot of C illustrating different normal phases of breathing with the x-axis representing time 

and the y-axis representing the value calculated for C 
 
The experiment was separated into two phases, detection and distance. During the detection phase, four volunteers 
were positioned 0.5 metres from the capturing hardware while the implemented approach was monitoring their 
breathing actions. This was repeated for three separate runs, with normal, heavy and shallow breathing respectively 
while template T remained unchanged. The results of the distance phase are provided in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 
3. Each table contains six entries, a control (the individual who the template is based on), the participants, noise (a 
participant was selected at random to be observed in an environment which contained noise such as people walking 
in the background) and the average (a numerical representative of the overall respirations recorded, breaths detected, 
and the breaths missed). 
 

Test Label Breath Recorded Breath Detected Breath missed 
Control 7 7 0 
Participant 1 11 8 3 
Participant 2 14 10 4 
Participant 3 8 5 3 
Noise 14 9 5 
Average 11 8 3 

Table 1: Run One – Shallow breath 
 

Test Label Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
Control 14 12 2 
Participant 1 10 9 1 
Participant 2 16 13 3 
Participant 3 11 9 2 
Noise 12 9 3 
Average 12 10 2 

Table 2: Run Two – Normal breath 
 

Test Label Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
Control 10 9 1 
Participant 1 14 13 1 
Participant 2 14 9 5 
Participant 3 16 13 3 
Noise 14 7 7 
Average 14 10 4 

Table 3: Run Three – Heavy breath 
 
From the results presented in Table 1, 2 and 3, the proposed approach detects most of the breaths using a single 
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template on a range of individuals. It should be noted that shallow breathing was the most challenging action to 
detect because of fine and subtle movements, as shown in Table 1, and displayed the worst performance across the 
three tests when the detection results for each participant is individually analysed, this is due to the subtle series of 
events produced by such a small motion. Heavy breathing, shown in Table 3, also suffered similar breaths missed 
most likely because the number of events occurring over the pre-defined window of summation (as discussed in 
Section 3.2) are varying larger than the template pattern. It should be noted however, that the heavy breathing results 
contain a larger population of breaths compared to shallow breathing and possess a higher detection average 
compared to shallow. 
 
During the distance phase, the best performing participant across the tests other than control (participant 1) was 
asked to repeat the same behaviour (shallow, normal and heavy breaths) as in the detection phase but with the added 
variable of distance of the participant respective to the neuromorphic vision hardware to determine how the approach 
handles different scales (each test was performed with minimised environmental noise and then with intentional 
environmental noise, such as people walking in the background). The distances were 0.5, 1 and 1.5 metres for 
control. The results of the distance phase are provided in Tables 4, 5 and 6. The second tests in each table show the 
results of the implemented approach observing the participant with noise from the environment as in the detection 
phase above.  

Participant 1 Shallow Breathing Distance 1 Recording 
Distance  Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
0.5m 11 11 0 
1m 9 7 2 
1.5m 14 10 4 

Participant 1 Shallow Breathing Distance 2 Recording including Noise 
Distance  Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
0.5m 10 7 3 
1m 12 5 7 
1.5m 10 4 6 

Table 4: Shallow Distance Run One and Two 
 

Participant 1 Normal Breathing Distance 1 Recording 
Distance  Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
0.5m 13 10 3 
1m 13 7 6 
1.5m 11 5 6 

Participant 1 Normal Breathing Distance 2 Recording including Noise 
Distance  Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
0.5m 14 10 4 
1m 9 6 3 
1.5m 12 5 7 

Table 5: Normal Distance Run One 
 

Participant 1 Heavy Breathing 1 Distance Recording 
Distance  Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
0.5m 15 12 3 
1m 18 15 3 
1.5m 11 10 1 

Participant 1 Heavy Breathing Distance 2 Recording including Noise 
Distance  Breath Recorded Breath detected Breath missed 
0.5m 10 6 4 
1m 13 5 8 
1.5m 15 4 11 

Table 6: Heavy Distance Run One 
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From the results presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6 it is important to note that the proposed approach proceeds to become 
less effective as the distance from the vision sensor increased. This highlights a fault with the assumption that the 
same activity will always produce the same spike train. Although the same activity will produce similar spike trains 
(hence why the approach is still capable of recognising the action), when viewed at an increased distance from the 
camera, less events are produced because of the effects of apparent scale within the scene. This is an issue which is 
paramount within human vision systems where it increasingly difficult to identify fine grained details at a distance. 
The proposed approach, however, has the potential to be implemented inside a multi-scale framework which should 
allow for more versatility in the approach to the challenges of scale.  

5 Conclusion 

By taking advantage of the unique data type presented by neuromorphic vision sensors, such as the DVS128, the 
capability to detect an action using a template-based approach has been demonstrated in this paper. An approach to 
identify three different breathing actions (shallow, normal and heavy) using a sliding window templating 
architecture was developed and presented. The proposed approach was evaluated in terms of both distance and 
detection accuracy and we found that the approach is accurate for detection but can suffer degradation at scale. It 
can be hypothesised that the issue of degradation at scale can be overcome by implementing the approach inside a 
multi-scale framework, this will be explored as future work. 
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Abstract

Automatic natural gesture recognition can be useful both for the development of human-robot applica-
tions and as an aid in the study of human gesture. The goal of this study is to recognize natural gestures
using only an RGB video without machine learning methods. To develop and test the proposed method we
recorded videos in which a speaker gestured naturally but in a controlled way. The advantage of using this
method over lab-recorded data is that the data contain variations in gestures that are typically encountered
when analyzing gestures of TV news or speech videos on the Internet. The hand positions are computed
by a pose estimation method, and we recognize the gestures based on the hand trajectories, assuming that
the gesturing hand(s) do(es) not change its direction abruptly during each phase of a gesture. Based on
ground-truth annotations provided by linguistic experts, the accuracies were 92.15%, 91.76% and 75.81%
for three natural gestures selected.

Keywords: Gesture recognition, video annotation

1 Introduction

In scientific fields where natural gestures are studied as part of human cognitive, linguistic and communicative
processes, gestures are annotated manually in a time-consuming manner. Automatic gesture recognition can
contribute to reducing annotation time. Natural gesture recognition also has an advantage over lab-recorded
data since it can be used for recognizing speakers’ gestures in TV news or speech videos on the Internet. In
this paper, we report the results of a study aimed at detecting natural gestures in discourse, using natural speech
recorded in a controlled setting.

Gestures can be intended as hand movements that accompany speech in human communication. In gesture
studies, every hand gesture has been seen as a sequence of different phases [Kendon, 1980]. The gesture starts
from the moment in which the arm begins to depart from a position of relaxation (rest position) until the
moment when it returns to one rest position (retraction). The peak of the hand movement is called stroke. It
is the peak of maximum effort [Dell, 1970], the moment when the movement dynamics, shape and meaning
are manifested with greatest clarity. The gesture stroke usually aligns with the pronunciation of the word or
sentence that constitutes the semantic nucleus of the speech. Many strokes can be performed before the hand
comes back to a rest position. Gestures change their meaning and pragmatic functions depending on the hand
shapes, palm orientation, trajectory/movement, velocity etc., with a certain degree of variability due to cultural
and individual differences. Gestures can be are categorized along a continuum [McNeill, 2008] depending on
different dimensions: (1) the extent to which they are conventionalized (convention means that the pair of
gestures and meanings meet some kind of socially constituted or collective standard); (2) the presence/absence
of accompanying speech; (3) relationship to linguistic properties (e.g., constraints due to language properties).

On one pole of this continuum [McNeill, 2008] places signs (used in sign language) that are fully conven-
tionalized, have linguistic properties (are actually part of a language), and never occur with speech. Natural
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gestures are not conventionalized, have no linguistic properties, and accompany speech. In between the two
poles, some other special kind of hand gestures are, for instance, emblems (e.g., the OK gesture in American
English) which are partly conventionalized, have some linguistic properties and are used with speech optionally.

In the field of automatic gesture recognition, sign language is the most studied because of the high con-
ventionality of such hands movements (everyone performs the same hand movement in sign language, when
signifying a word). Hence, a dataset can be constructed to use machine learning methods effectively. Nev-
ertheless, recognizing more variable gestures still remains a difficult problem. Convolutional neural networks
which can achieve very high accuracy in various areas of computer vision, are often used for gesture recog-
nition [Pigou et al., 2017, Cui et al., 2017, Camgoz et al., 2017]. Large RGB-D video datasets have been cre-
ated for gesture recognition including Italian gestures such as ’andate via’ (go away), ’bellissima’ (gorgeous),
’d’accordo’ (agree), and ’perfetto’ (perfect) [Wan et al., 2016]. Although these gestures are more natural than
signs they are still emblems, that is, they still have a certain degree of conventionalization. In the datasets, each
emblem is performed by many people in almost the same way.

To the best of our knowledge, natural gestures have not been studied extensively. Natural gesture units
and phases have been recognized using a support vector machine [Madeo et al., 2016] with scalar velocity and
acceleration calculated from hand and wrist positions acquired from a depth sensor used as features. An attempt
to estimate spoken words from gestures was made by [Okada and Otsuka, 2017] using an optical motion capture
system to acquire motion signals in three-dimensional space, and microphones to capture voice. In general,
machine learning methods are often used. However, constructing a dataset for training is an arduous task, and
annotating is time consuming and requires linguistic expertise. Gestures change depending on whether the
speaker is standing or sitting, or is holding a microphone, and there can be wide natural variations between
speakers making the same gesture and between different occurrences of the same gesture made by the same
speaker. Hence generating a sufficiently rich and diverse fully annotated training set for recognizing natural
gestures via machine learning would be an immense task. Also, whilst optical motion capture systems and
depth sensors may be used, when analyzing gestures of a TV news reporter or a speaker on the Internet, only
RGB video can be used. Hence, to make this study practical, we aim to recognize natural gestures using only
RGB video without machine learning methods.

1.1 Gestures Selected

To test the proposed method, we selected three types of gesture that are not supposed to be conventionalized,
nor have linguistic properties: "negation," "palm up," and "me". These were selected because (1) they occur
frequently in most kinds of discourse types and contexts (including public speeches), (2) their use is observed
in many cultures, and (3) they have a clear semantic and pragmatic meaning. Figure 1 shows examples of the
three gestures.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Examples of the negation (a), palm up (b), and me (c) gestures.

The negation gesture [Kendon, 2004, Calbris, 2003] is performed with the flat palm held downwards or
towards the interlocutor, moving laterally. It is derived from actions like sweeping or knocking aside unwanted
objects. Such hand movements, often together with head shakes, express the wide semantic theme of negation.
The palm up gesture [Müller, 2004] is characterized by palm open upwards, and fingers extended more or less
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loosely. It can be performed in isolation or repetitively, following the flow of speech. In general, it serves to
present an abstract discourse as a concrete entity. Its most common communicative function is to express an
obvious perspective on a topic/entity or to invite the interlocutor to share the speaker’s perspective on the topic
offered. The me gesture is a special kind of pointing gesture that is directed towards the speaker him/herself. It
can consist of one or two hands over the heart, or a simple index finger pointing. It is often used when sharing
one’s beliefs and ideas, or when talking about something one really cares about.

1.2 Dataset

We recorded three videos in which one of the research team members talked and gestured in a controlled way
whilst standing in front of the camera. Each video contains many occurrences of only one type of gesture (either
the negation, palm up, or me gesture). While gesturing, the speaker told improvised short stories about cats in
Italian. To trigger a coordination of speech and gestures that was as natural as possible, the speaker improvised
speech that was associated with the specific kinds of gestures (for example, for the negation gesture, the speaker
told stories in the negative (e.g., "the cat did not climb up the tree"); for the me gesture, the speaker told personal
stories about her and cats).

Table 1: Percentage of frames and
number of gestures in each video.

Ratio[%] Number
Negation 57.88 36
Palm up 41.92 48

Me 38.25 59

The resulting videos were each approximately 4’25" in duration
with 25fps. Two rest positions were selected: hands hanging still
along the legs (as in Figure 3); hands held still in front of the chest
(as in Figures 4 (a) and (b). Each gesture starts from and returns to
one of the rest positions. The gestures are performed either with one
hand or both hands. The gestures consist of either only one stroke or
multiple repeated ones. The speaker performs the gestures with dif-
ferent extension/amplitude and velocity, creating variability between the gestures in terms of motion patterns.
Table 1 shows the proportion of frames that are annotated as gestures in each video and the number of gestures
in each video.

Each video was annotated manually by a linguistic expert using the software ELAN [Brugman et al., 2004].
The labels were gesture, rest and other, where gesture denotes anything that happens between two consecutive
rest positions; rest is any period in which the hands and arms are held in one of the selected rest positions; and
other denotes anything else (e.g., changing the rest position).

2 Natural Gesture Recognition

Figure 2: OpenPose can
estimate 21 keypoints of
a hand.

We recognize the gestures based on hand trajectory. We assume that the gesturing
hand does not change its direction abruptly during any phase of a gesture. The hand
position is estimated from the input video using a pose estimation method before
recognizing the gestures. Afterwards, the estimated annotation is refined in three
steps.

2.1 Body and Hand Pose Estimation

We detect the body and hand keypoint positions in each frame of the input video
using OpenPose1. OpenPose is an open source library for real-time multi-person
keypoint detection for body [Cao et al., 2017], face, and hands [Simon et al., 2017].
OpenPose is one of the state-of-the-art pose estimation methods. Illustrations of the
upper body and hand models generated by OpenPose are shown in Figures 3, 4 (a) and (b).

The 20 keypoints in the hand model other than keypoint 0 (see Figure 2) whose estimated reliability is
greater than a specified threshold thc are averaged in the left (right) hand. Keypoint 0 is ignored as when the

1URL: https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose (last accessed: May 9, 2018)
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hand is perpendicular to the camera it is often not detected, causing the average hand position to shift from the
hand centre to the tip.

As OpenPose occasionally fails to detect all hand keypoints in a frame, any missing averaged hand positions
are interpolated using linear interpolation. Interpolated neck, left hip and right hip positions are also acquired
in the same way (these are used in future processes). To accommodate large-scale movement of the speaker,
such as walking around, for normalization the neck position is subtracted from the hand and hip positions so
that the neck position becomes the origin of the coordinate system.

2.2 Hand Trajectory Grouping

The following algorithm is designed to recognize as a gesture those contiguous parts of the hand trajectory that
are similar in terms of the direction of motion.

Algorithm Recognizing gestures based on hand trajectory

Input: Hand positions H = {h0,h1, ...,ht , ...,hN},
ht = {xt , yt }

Output: A set of frames annotated as gesture g
1: s = 1,d = 0
2: for t = 1 to N −1 do
3: v1 = ht −ht−1, v2 = ht+1 −ht

4: d ← d +‖v1‖2

5: θ = arccos v1·v2
‖v1‖2‖v2‖2

180
π

6: if θ > tha or ‖v1‖2 < thm then
7: if d > thd then Add from s to t to g end if
8: s = t +1,d = 0
9: end if

10: end for

The similarity of gesture direction is represented by the angle θ between the two vectors v1 and v2 calculated
from the hand positions of frames before and after frame t . If θ is smaller than the threshold tha , frames t −1
and t are grouped, and if θ is larger than tha, the group is divided at frame t .

Figure 3: If the hand is inside
of one of the white boxes, the
hand is judged to be close to the
body. l is the hip separation.

When the distance from frame t −1 to frame t (‖v1‖2) is smaller than
thm, the group is also separated at frame t . This is because the hand posi-
tion may move slightly when not gesturing because of the estimation error
of OpenPose. As the hand should move to some extent if the group is ac-
tually a gesture, the group is annotated as a gesture only when the total
movement distance of the group d exceeds thd.

2.3 Annotation Refinement

There are three steps in the annotation refinement process.
Connect stroke (CS): If the angle θ between two frames, of which one

is annotated as gesture, is smaller than thr (> tha), then the other is also
annotated as gesture. This process is applied recursively. Firstly, by setting
tha small, only reliable gestures are detected. By using thr greater than
tha, gestures adjacent to the detected gestures are also detected.

Rest position (RP): Frames that are not annotated as gesture while the
hand is away from the body are re-annotated as gesture. If in a rest position,
the hand should be close to the body while it rests. To quantify proximity
to the body, if the hand position h= {x, y} is within either of the rectangular
areas shown in Figure 3, the hand is judged to be close to the body. The two
rectangles are defined by the positions of the neck n= {xn, yn}, right and left
hip wr = {xwr, ywr},wl = {xwl, ywl} (please refer Section 2.1), where

{xwr < x < xlr and yn < y < (ywr + ywl)/2} or {xwr − l < x < xlr + l and (ywr + ywl)/2 < y}
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and l = xwl − xwr. For simplicity, although there is no subscript t in the formula above, the rectangles are
computed at each frame.

Short-term annotation (SA): Finally, as a speaker’s behaviour does not in reality change instantaneously,
we change short-term annotations that occur between two annotations of the same type. When 1) the length
lc of an annotation ac is less than a threshold thw frames 2) the length lb of annotation ab before ac and the
length la of annotation aa after ac are greater than thw frames, and 3) ac 6= ab, ab = aa, then ac is changed to
the same annotation as ab and aa.

3 Experiments

Details of the dataset constructed for our experiments are described in Section 1.2. Accuracy (AC ) (the percent-
age of frames that were classified correctly) and Jaccard index (J) [Wan et al., 2016] were used for evaluation.
In Table 1 we see that the proportions of frames that are annotated as gesture for ground truth in our three videos
range from 38.25% to 57.88%. In completely natural video these proportions are likely to be much lower, re-
sulting in imbalanced class sizes. So we use J in addition to AC as it does not include true negatives, whereas
using AC alone could, in general, yield results that are dominated by how well we recognize "a non-gesture".
Moreover, we define "trimmed Jaccard index" t J to try to better align our computational measure with the ap-
proach of expert linguists when annotating video manually. Considering that the start and end of a gesture are
not annotated so precisely when a human annotates the video, t J is calculated by trimming 5% of the frames
at the start and end of each gesture. We only used frames that are annotated as gesture or rest. The thresholds
were set as follows throughout all experiments: thc = 0.3, tha = 80, thm = 1, thd = 60, thr = 120, thw = 10.

3.1 Results

Videos were annotated with respect to the movement of left and right hands separately and of both hands
together. As described in Section 2, the proposed method recognizes the gestures separately for the right and
left hands. So we can evaluate the proposed method for both hands, right hand only, and left hand only. To
evaluate both hands, we used logical "or" to integrate the recognition results of the right and left hands, so only
when both recognition results were rest was the frame classified as rest.

Tables 2, 3 and 4 show confusion matrices for each video with both hands. AC , J and t J for each video
with both hands, right hand only and left hand only are shown in Table 5.

Table 2: Negation (both hands).

N = 6063
Predicted

rest gesture

A
ct

ua
l rest 2022 228 2250

gesture 248 3565 3813
2270 3793 AC 92.15%

Table 3: Palm up (both hands).

N = 6162
Predicted

rest gesture

A
ct

ua
l rest 2890 480 3370

gesture 28 2764 2792
2918 3244 AC 91.76%

3.2 Recognition of Hold

A temporary stop during a gesture is called hold. As mentioned in Section 2.3, a stop that is not close to the
body cannot be rest, so holds can be recognized by considering stops that occur outside the rectangular regions
shown in Figure 3. The results of adding hold annotations to the negation video are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
These results are with both hands, so hold is identified when one hand is hold and the other is either hold or
rest.
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Table 4: Me (both hands).

N = 6388
Predicted

rest gesture

A
ct

ua
l rest 3444 401 3845

gesture 1144 1399 2543
4588 1800 AC 75.81%

Table 5: Accuracy AC [%], Jaccard index J
and trimmed Jaccard index t J for each video
with both hands, right and left hand.
Index Video Both Right Left

AC
Negation 92.15 94.92 93.27
Palm up 91.76 93.44 93.90

Me 75.81 80.23 81.40

J
Negation 0.7997 0.7080 0.6996
Palm up 0.8023 0.7807 0.7942

Me 0.5228 0.4304 0.4122

t J
Negation 0.8522 0.7529 0.7456
Palm up 0.8592 0.8339 0.8519

Me 0.5736 0.4712 0.4456

Table 6: Negation with hold annotation.

N = 6061
Predicted

rest gesture hold

A
ct

ua
l rest 2049 258 0 2307

gesture 118 2836 104 3058
hold 103 499 94 696

2270 3593 198 AC 82.15%

3.3 Effect of Each Process

We examined the effect of including or excluding each of the three processes of annotation refinement described
in Section 2.3. A set of experiments were conducted covering all permutations: including only one of the three
annotation refinement processes each time; and excluding only one of the three annotation refinement processes

Table 7: Jaccard index J and trimmed
Jaccard index t J of the negation with
holding annotation.

Gesture Holding
J 0.6689 0.0806

t J 0.7176 0.0901

each time. The results are shown in Table 8. In Table 8, "+CS", for
example, denotes that only the "Connect stroke" refinement process
(in Section 2.3) is used; "-CS" denotes that only the "Connect stroke"
refinement process is excluded. "Full" denotes that all three processes
of annotation refinement are performed, and "None" denotes that none
of the three refinement processes is performed. Note that the processes
other than annotation refinement are the core of the proposed method.
Since the gestures cannot be recognized without them, no experiments
excluding the core processes were carried out.

Table 8: Accuracy AC [%], Jaccard index J and trimmed Jaccard index t J for each video with/without each
annotation refinement process. The best and worst scores are highlighted in bold and italic respectively.

None +CS +RP +SA -CS -RP -SA Full

Negation
AC 77.19 85.32 90.73 80.11 91.70 88.60 91.16 92.15

J 0.5199 0.6301 0.6842 0.6405 0.7910 0.7526 0.7065 0.7997
t J 0.5376 0.6699 0.7191 0.6688 0.8323 0.7990 0.7533 0.8522

Palm up
AC 83.74 87.15 94.32 87.93 95.39 89.76 91.69 91.76

J 0.5319 0.6070 0.6483 0.7378 0.8481 0.7795 0.6518 0.8023
t J 0.5871 0.6487 0.7229 0.7821 0.9022 0.8339 0.6984 0.8592

Me
AC 74.81 76.10 74.87 71.52 71.62 75.81 76.14 75.81

J 0.4063 0.4840 0.4075 0.3858 0.3871 0.5228 0.4849 0.5228
t J 0.4488 0.5263 0.4501 0.4114 0.4121 0.5736 0.5273 0.5736

Average
AC 78.58 82.86 86.64 79.85 86.24 84.72 86.33 86.57

J 0.4860 0.5737 0.5800 0.5880 0.6754 0.6850 0.6144 0.7083
t J 0.5245 0.6150 0.6307 0.6208 0.7155 0.7355 0.6597 0.7617
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4 Discussion

In this section, we analyze the errors. There were two typical errors. The first was caused by the estimation
error of OpenPose. This occurred frequently when the speaker was holding hands as shown in Figure 4 (a),
where the right hand position was estimated in the white circle. Since it was considered that the hand moved

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Typical cases of pose estimation error (a) and
(b), and hold close to the body (c).

quickly from the actual position to the circled posi-
tion, this movement was recognized as a gesture (in
fact, it was rest). Although Figure 4 (b) seems to
be free from the estimation error of the hand posi-
tion, when looking at the video, the hand positions
are seen to be swapped frequently, fail to be detected,
or are jittering. The rests tended to be classified as
gesture in this case. Although these mis-recognitions
can be prevented by adjusting the threshold thm, this
may result in failure to detect small gestures. Sec-
ondly, as shown in Figure 4 (c), cases of holds close
to the body were easily mis-recognized as rest. In this
case, the method described in paragraph "Rest position" in Section 2.3 is not effective. As this error occurred
frequently in the me gesture, the accuracy of me gesture recognition was lower than that of negation and palm
up.

The gesture recognition accuracy for each hand separately is higher than that of both hands together, as
shown in Table 5. It is conceivable that this is because the proposed method is designed to perform gesture
recognition for each hand. However, J is highest with both hands. This is because the gestures with both hands
were found by integrating the classifications of the right and left hands using logical "or", and only the gesture
recognition rate is important in J . t J is about 0.05 higher than J . This suggests that false recognitions are more
frequent immediately after the start and just before the end of the gestures. These errors are not critical since
the annotation of transitions between gestures and rests can be difficult even for expert linguists.

In Table 6, we see that rests were not mistakenly recognized as hold. The hands were always near the
body for rests (stops when the hand was far from the body were annotated as hold). Some holds tended to
be annotated as gesture. Theoretically the proposed method does not recognize the holds (it just deems a rest
outside the body area to be hold). The proposed method just tries to identify gestures and rests. Overall, then
using hold annotations, we see from Table 7 that gestures were still reasonably successfully recognized, but
holds were hardly recognized.

Finally we analyze Table 8. In most cases "None" performed worst, and "Full" performed best or close
to best. For palm up, "-CS" performed best. The algorithm recognizes parts of the hand trajectory that are
similar in terms of motion direction as gesture, and then recognizes other parts that are adjacent to the gesture
parts and are somewhat similar in the motion direction to the gesture parts. Although this two-stage approach
aims to improve the recognition accuracy, in the case where the gestures can be recognized by only the first
stage (the direction of the hand trajectory does not change greatly during the gesture), the second stage would
recognize the rests as gesture. Comparison of "-SA" and "Full" shows that J and t J are greatly improved by
"SA". This indicates that the "SA" refinement process, which guarantees a certain length of annotations, was
effective because J is calculated for each gesture sequence. There was no corresponding improvement in AC ,
which is calculated for each frame. "RP" also had some effect since the hands were always close to the body.
However, "RP" was no meaning for the me gesture, where the hands were always close to the body even during
gestures.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a method to recognize natural gestures using only an RGB video without machine learning meth-
ods in order to make the proposed method practical. We recorded videos in which a speaker gestured while
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talking to test the proposed method. We recognized the gestures automatically based on computation of hand
position from a pose estimation method, followed by characterizing the hand trajectory. Recognition accuracies
were 92.15%, 91.76% and 75.81% for three natural gestures.

The experiments showed that when the hands moved away from the body during the gestures, the gestures
could be recognized with good accuracy, but it was more difficult to recognize other gestures. The proposed
method requires use of thresholds rather than using machine learning. For assisting a linguist to carry out video
annotation, even if a user needs to adjust the thresholds manually, our goal will be achieved if the user’s effort
is reduced compared with a fully manual annotation. However, excessive selection of thresholds increases user
effort. In the future, we will propose a generalized method with fewer thresholds. We will also expand the
range of gesture types and focus on recognizing gesture phases such as preparation and retraction. In this work,
the videos used in the experiments were recorded in the same setting and with the same speaker. To verify that
the results do not depend on the speaker and the setting, further experiments will be conducted with different
speakers and settings, and ultimately on speech videos on the Internet.
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Abstract 

    This paper proposes an approach to gesture recognition with a thermopile sensor as the primary sensory 

data source.  The usage of visible spectrum cameras within smart environments causes concern about 

privacy invasion.  The thermopile sensor is ideal for capturing images that omit a person’s discernible 

features.  The aim is to process captured thermal frames and train a model to classify the gesture of the 

person under one of five defined classes.  The accuracy of the classification is presented and discussed.  

Weka and its Random Forest algorithm produced 88.7% accuracy on a labelled test set.  Using the same 

training data with the MATLAB classification learner and its RUSBoosted Trees Ensemble classifier, 90% 

accuracy was achieved with simulated real-time processing of the same test set.  The results show that real-

time data processing can potentially produce a similar level of accuracy as an already created and labelled 

test set.  Promising potential is also shown for furthering the system as an effective approach to unobtrusive 

activity recognition. 

 

Keywords: Image Processing, Gesture Recognition, Pose Recognition, Thermal, Sensors. 

1 Introduction 

The population of the world is continuously growing with a 1.1% increase per year, which equates to 83 million 

people.  It is projected that by 2030 there will be more than a one billion increase size of population [United Nations, 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2017].  These statistics imply that the need for care for the aging will 

also increase, which shows the importance of developing smart environment tools to alleviate the burden on 

healthcare practices.  With these environments in place, the need to admit persons to care homes has the potential 

to be at least prolonged. This would not only financially benefit family members but also mentally benefit the ageing 

people in question.  It is noted by [Abowd et al., 2002] that life being institutionalised can decrease necessary 

motivation for self-care, and cause feelings of isolation and depression.  

    To provide the necessary requirements of those inhabiting a smart environment, it can be useful to understand 

regular routine, or the profile of Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). Insights into these activities along with their 

identification, can be inferred by activity recognition approaches [Alam and Roy, 2014].  Various sensors can be 

deployed throughout a smart environment to obtain the relevant knowledge necessary to understand and aid in the 

analysis of the ADLs within the environment.  With this being the case, rich sources of sensor information are video 

cameras, as [Ding et al., 2011] considers them high-content sensors.  

    Concerns with levels of security in smart environments, in particular, characteristics of a person [Caine et al., 

2005], have been voiced.  This issue remains, regardless of the advantages that cameras can provide.  A potential 

approach to appeasing apprehensions about image capturing devices may be through the capturing of heat signals, 

using thermopile sensors.  This approach would be beneficial as [Caine et al., 2005] discusses that the image type 

is a variable that may cause reason for concern, particularly for older adults.  In this sense image type describes how 

well a person, activity or environment can be recognised from a captured image. 

    It is [Cook, 2012] who echoes this point, with the view that considerations for any implications for privacy and 
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security are a heavy concern for smart environments and their development.  This issue is clearly prevalent in the 

use of visible spectrum cameras due to the capturing of a person’s distinct features when recording data, whether 

for activity recognition or event detection.  The employment of thermopile sensors in place of visible spectrum 

cameras in a smart environment could address this issue of intrusion, as shown in the study by [Rafferty et al., 2016] 

where the privacy of the occupants is respected.  No sampled audio in this study is at any point recorded or stored 

when supervising sound levels.  These objects can be detected and analysed without the need to capture or record 

any discernible features of people within the scene.  Infrared detectors are described by [Hevesi et al., 2014] as a 

simple and low-cost rich source of information for activity recognition.   

    In this paper, a system that makes use of a thermopile sensor, positioned in the ceiling, for recognising set gestures 

performed by a person in an intelligent environment is detailed.  The data collected from the thermopile sensor 

[Heimann, 2018] provides a grayscale image, displaying heat sources within the space with the pixel values ranging 

from 0 to 255.  This system generates results that, while they are currently built on several assumptions, create 

promising potential for further work to lead to the detection and recognition of activities in a home environment.  

Currently the system has proven to be a potential unobtrusive and low-cost approach to gesture recognition within 

a smart environment and therefore, a solution to the privacy issue felt by inhabitants within an intelligently 

monitored home.  This issue is to be tackled whilst maintaining the benefits of collecting image data, such as the 

increased accuracy of gesture classification.  It is intended to eventually develop a system that fulfils the current 

system’s potential, therefore resulting in an unobtrusive and low-cost approach to activity recognition within smart 

homes, with the usage of thermal image data as the main source of sensory data.  

    The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explores previously published work related to the 

implementation of thermal sensors for activity recognition and more specifically, gesture recognition.  The proposed 

platform for gesture recognition with only the image data captured by a thermopile sensor is detailed in Section 3.  

Section 4 details the conducted experiment to find the possible accuracy for real-time gesture recognition using the 

thermopile sensor.  Section 5 investigates the results and the evaluation of the completed experiment while Section 

6 presents the final conclusions along with the concepts for further work. 

2 Related Work 

The utilisation of thermal sensors is an ever-growing aspect of smart environments and the recognition of activities 

within them.  For example, [Hevesi et al., 2014] has found that a wide variety of information useful for human 

activity surveying can, by itself, be provided by a low power 8x8 thermal sensor array.  In this case, the sensor 

produces an image overlay with 64-pixel blocks used to make up ‘areas’ of the space.  These areas are delegated a 

temperature value based on the area’s average temperature and the distance between the sensor and objects in the 

area.  Expected events include entering and leaving a room and opening and closing the fridge.  Parameters are used 

to describe the events, such as the minimum and maximum temperature, rate of the temperature rise, rate of the 

temperature returning to ambient level and duration of the event [Hevesi et al., 2014].  These values are extracted 

for every frame captured by the sensor array, where the generated feature vector acts as the input to a statistical 

classifier that has been trained using appropriate ground truth.  The invasion of privacy is prevented here with the 

lack of a visible spectrum camera; however, the primary drawback of the system is that when two devices are within 

one pixel of one another they cannot be separated. This also happens with devices that generate high amounts of 

heat and are assigned to neighbouring pixels [Hevesi et al., 2014].  With the inclusion of image or video data, image 

processing techniques could be applied to resolve such issues, without the necessity of additional sensors. 

    To more efficiently recognise such activities, it is important to understand the pose or gesture being performed 

by the monitored inhabitant.  Pose recognition is tackled by [Pontes et al., 2017] where the aim was to classify lying 

on the bed, sitting on the bed, standing, Sitting on the floor and lying on the floor as well as the presence of a person 

within the room.  The thermal sensor used here, produces a 4x4 matrix that consists of temperature values within 

each grid of the matrix.  A threshold temperature was calculated to subtract the background and extract the features 

that from the matrix produced by the sensor, such as, the difference between the threshold value and the highest 

temperature detected by the sensor.  Other features included the total number of pixels with higher values than the 
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threshold as well as the standard deviation, summation and average temperature of the pixels [Pontes et al., 2017] 

remaining after the background subtraction.  This approach achieved a high result in its pose recognition along with 

an even higher presence recognition result.  While, however, the approach is unobtrusive as privacy is saved by not 

capturing image data, the addition of video data could enhance the system.  Video data could address any anomalies 

within the retrieved sensory data, for example, missing data [Mitchell et al., 2014].  It can therefore be seen that the 

area of privacy is one of concern among those that inhabit homes.  With the benefits of being able to visualise an 

environment, it is important to find an ample alternative to visible spectrum cameras.  Approaches to smart 

environment monitoring with such thermal sensors have been explored as potential substitutes for regular cameras, 

however to an extent, image processing benefits are not retained.  Therefore, there is an opportunity to make use of 

low resolution thermal frame data as a means for monitoring an environment and recognising activities within it.  It 

is first important to understand and recognise the poses or gestures performed by inhabitants as a stepping stone to 

understanding the performed activities. 

3 Proposed System 

The proposed system presented within this paper intends to make use of low resolution thermopile sensors within 

smart environments to be able to display the capability for the unobtrusive classifying of performed gestures.  The 

system uses a Heimann HTPA 32x31 thermopile sensor [Heimann, 2018], positioned in the ceiling, to capture 

temperature data that allows for the detection of a person, as well as the recognition of the gesture being performed.  

The temperature data captured, is stored in JSON format on the web platform, Sensor Central [Rafferty et al., 2017].  

An example of a grayscale image made up by this data is shown in Figure 1.  Privacy has been repeatedly highlighted 

as a concern for residents, namely with regards to video capturing sensors [Caine et al., 2005] [Lotfi et al., 2012] 

[Demiris et al., 2004], however, Figure 1 proves that no discernible features of the person are recorded due to the 

low resolution of the image.  The system is therefore unobtrusive and maintains the benefits of image data. 

 
Figure 1 : Grayscale image generated using the thermopile sensor showing a person standing in the room 

    MATLAB has been used for the development of the system due to the vast number of computer vision supported 

functions available on the platform.  For each frame generated by the thermopile sensor, the JSON data that holds 

the frame data i.e. the grey levels that make up the image, is retrieved and used to populate a matrix. This matrix is 

converted to a grayscale image and binarised to subtract the background and highlight the person.  This MATLAB 

function, ‘imbinarize’, implements the nonparametric thresholding approach, Otsu’s method [Otsu 1979].  This 

method has been used as with regards to nonparametric and parametric approaches, [Huang et al., 2011] stated that 

nonparametric ones are more accurate and robust.  Otsu’s method calculates a threshold value that is used to binarise 

the image, highlighting the person in the environment.  An example of the binarised image is presented in Figure 2.  

The generated frames are then stored to allow for post processing work. 
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Figure 2 : Binarised Image frame after the application of the automatic threshold function 

4 Gesture Classification Experiment  

The experiment was conducted to show that the proposed system could potentially be used to, in real-time, extract 

features, pass feature vectors through the trained model and classify a person’s gesture.  The frames in this 

experiment were captured prior to the experiment and retrieved locally, rather than directly from Sensor Central due 

to the lower rate involved in retrieving frames from this platform as well as the fact that the experiment involved no 

volunteers.  Provided high accuracies are obtained, the intention is to use the system to recognise activities based 

on the person’s gesture and proximity to objects within the environment.  For this experiment, the training and 

testing data has been captured from one person.  First, the consideration of which features to record was required, 

along with the decision on which gestures to train the system to classify.  Frames of each gesture were captured and 

then binarised to subtract the background, and to highlight the person to record features of the shape.  These feature 

vectors were labelled and used to train a classifier within MATLAB, so that future unlabelled frames could be 

classified. 

    Initially it was decided to use 12 features of the blob as presented within Table 1.  Various other features were 

tried and tested, along with the 12 described below, to find the selection that created the most accurate model. 

Feature Description 

Eccentricity 
The ratio of the distance between the foci of the shape’s ellipse 

and its major axis length 

Major and minor axis ratio 
Ratio between the length (in pixels) of the major axis of the 

ellipse and the length (in pixels) of the minor axis of the ellipse 

Standard Deviation 
Standard Deviation of the pixel grey levels within the detected 

blob 

Variance Variance of pixel grey levels within the detected blob 

Change in centroid X coordinate from previous frame 
Difference (in pixels) between the centroid’s X coordinate 

value from its value in the previous frame 

Change in centroid Y coordinate from previous frame 
Difference (in pixels) between the centroid’s Y coordinate 

value from its value in the previous frame 

Orientation 
Angle between the x-axis and the major axis of the ellipse. The 

value is in degrees, ranging from -90 degrees to 90 degrees 

Convex area 

Number of pixels in 'ConvexImage', which is the Image that 

specifies the convex hull.  This is the smallest convex polygon 

that can contain the region 

Equivalent diameter Diameter of a circle with the same area as the region 

Solidity 
Proportion of the pixels in the convex hull that are also in the 

region 

Extent 
Ratio of pixels in the region to pixels in the total bounding box 

(smallest rectangle containing the region) 

Moment of the shape 
Returns the central sample moment of the pixel grey levels that 

make up the shape 

Table 1 - Extracted features and their respective descriptions 
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The program was then run to capture thermal frames of a person in the space while they performed the five gestures.  

The space in question is an approximate 4 metre by 4 metre room and 3 metres in height.  At this stage of the 

research, we are assuming that the person performing the gestures is in the centre of the room, as the effect of the 

sensor’s perspective of the person at different positions has not yet been tested.  It is also to be assumed that the 

person’s arms start at their side before performing any gestures.  Once the program finished running, the frames 

were stored locally.  The five gesture classes are presented in Table 2.  While these image examples show the person 

facing the same direction, the training and test sets involve data from the person facing North, South, East and West. 

Gesture Image Example 

Arms Down 

 

Right arm out to the side 

 

Left arm out to the side 

 

Right arm forward 

 

Left arm forward 

 
Table 2 - Table showing the five gesture classes to be classified 

    The stored thermal frames were retrieved and processed one at a time to simulate real-time processing.  For each 

frame the ‘bwlabel’ MATLAB function was used with the binarised image as the input.  This function drew 

boundaries around the white pixels in the image, with the largest region being the person.  This is presented in 

Figure 3(a).  The labelled image was then used in the function, ‘regionprops’, along with the original frame, to find 

this same region within the original frame.  Therefore, the shape of the person’s blob could be analysed by recording 

the properties of the shape in the original frame.  Figure 3(b) shows the boundary overlaid onto the original frame.   

 
(a)                                              (b) 

Figure 3 : (a) The binarised image after the use of the 'bwlabel' function. (b) The original image with a boundary 

drawn around the person. 
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The previously mentioned 12 features were then saved to a .csv file to create the person’s feature vector for the 

frame.  This process was repeated for each new frame fed into the program until an ample amount of feature vectors 

were recorded.  After this process was completed, a total number of 1181 feature vectors had been stored. 

    Based on knowledge of the room’s layout, the positions of the fridge and cupboards were also mapped onto the 

frame.  For each frame, the proximity is calculated between the person’s centroid and the objects, with the centroid 

being represented by the red asterisk on the frames.  If the person is close enough to one of the objects, a prompt is 

displayed with the object the person is close to.  This has been implemented for the eventual furthering of the system 

as an activity recognition platform.  An example of the frame output in such a scenario is presented in Figure 4(a). 

    Once the features vectors were stored in the .csv file, the MATLAB Classification learner was used to train a 

model.  The classification learner was used as it supports supervised machine learning and is ideal for classification 

of gestures while the MATLAB program runs and collects features from each frame.  A table of features was created 

within MATLAB from the feature vector .csv file and used as the training data for the model.  10-fold cross 

validation was used as the validation scheme.  The training data was used on each of the models available, to 

discover which provided the highest accuracy.  The model created by the RUSBoosted Trees Ensemble generated 

the highest accuracy and so was exported to the MATLAB workspace. 

    New frame data of the person performing each of the five gestures was recorded and the feature vectors were 

calculated for each frame of the new data.  The unlabelled feature vectors were put through the trained model.  The 

model attempted to classify the gesture made in each frame based on the features that had just been calculated.  The 

frames were annotated to show how the gestures were classified by the model, as presented in Figure 4(b). 

 
(a)                                              (b) 

Figure 4 : (a) The system calculating that the person is close to the fridge. (b) The system showing the model 

correctly classifying the gesture. 

5 Results and Evaluation 

The machine learning framework, Weka, provided the means to use the supervised learning machine learning 

algorithm, Random Forest, which aims to classify the data with its forest of decision tree models.  This algorithm 

was decided upon due to its ability to build decision tree models that do not expect linear data and so, the features 

for the model do not have to be linearly related.  Weka’s J48 algorithm was also tried and tested due to the stated 

benefit of decision tree models but obtained a lower accuracy, as did the IBk and SMO algorithms.  Weka was 

utilised, where 10-fold cross validation was used on the training dataset, generating an accuracy of 97%.  A labelled 

test dataset consisting of 124 feature vectors was then used to test the model, obtaining an accuracy of 88.7%.  The 

confusion matrix generated from the classified test set is shown in Table 3. 
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Confusion Matrix 

a b c d e Classified as 

25 0 0 0 0 a = ArmsDown 

1 23 0 0 1 b = RightArmSide 

1 3 31 2 0 c = LeftArmSide 

0 0 2 19 0 d = RightArmfwd 

0 4 0 0 12 e = LeftArmFwd 

Table 3 - Confusion matrix from the classified test dataset 

       

The MATLAB classification learner referenced in Section 4 was then used to integrate a model within the system 

to allow for a class prediction as features were calculated from new frames.  The same training dataset was used to 

train several models to determine which produced the highest accuracy.  The algorithms provided by the 

classification learner that were tested included the RUSBoosted Trees Ensemble, K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) and 

a Cubic Support Vector Machine (SVM), generating accuracies of 97%, 93.1% and 90% respectively.  The 

RUSBoosted Trees Ensemble was tested as it did not require the features to be linearly related while the KNN 

algorithm was considered due to its simple nature and ability to handle noisy training sets. The SVM was tested due 

to its unlikelihood of overfitting.  Cross-validation of 10-folds was used on the models.  The RUSBoosted Trees 

Ensemble classifier was used, and also produced the same accuracy as what the Random Forest algorithm achieved 

with the same training data. 

    The 124 frames from which the test dataset was generated from were then read into MATLAB, and the features 

of each frame were calculated one at a time, to simulate real-time retrieval of frames.  Due to the rate of retrieval of 

frames from Sensor Central being approximately one frame per second, the frames were retrieved locally, where 

the higher rate of retrieval benefited testing and analysis of the system’s capabilities.  For each frame, once the 

unlabelled feature vector was created, the trained RUSBoosted decision tree model attempted to classify the gesture 

performed in the frame.  To test the accuracy of the model in this approach, the model’s prediction for each frame 

was compared with the labelled test data. 

    After running the program, 112 out of the 124 frames were correctly classified, resulting in an accuracy of 90%.  

Some of the misclassified frames were caused by the person transitioning between gestures.  For example, in one 

case the person was transitioning between having their arm out to the right to having their arm out to the left, causing 

the model to misclassify the gesture.  To further benefit the accuracy obtained, there could be an increase in the 

amount and variation in the training data.  The effectiveness of the simulated real-time classification could be further 

strained with a larger test set, however, the use of the thermal data in this unobtrusive method of gesture recognition 

has still shown to be highly accurate. 

6 Conclusions and Future Works 

This paper has investigated the benefits of computer vision techniques for gesture recognition within a smart 

environment.  The issues of privacy within a home however, have been brought to light with regards to the 

installation of visible spectrum cameras.  An ample compromise to this problem has been explored with the use of 

low resolution thermopile sensors in place of regular cameras, to maintain the benefits of image processing 

techniques.  It has been shown how the image data captured by such sensors is highly unobtrusive as no physical 

characteristics of the person are detected. 

    The experiment was conducted to investigate how effective the thermopile sensors would be with regards to 

gesture recognition.  Five gesture classes were decided upon, and an original dataset was used as training data.  

Using Weka and its Random Forest algorithm, the features used to describe the gesture proved to be effective in 

providing a high accuracy of classification.  The same training data was used to train MATLAB’s RUSBoosted 

Trees Ensemble classifier.  Unlabelled image data was then read into MATLAB where the trained model attempted 

to classify each thermal frame of the unlabelled data one frame at a time, to simulate real-time retrieval of the data 

from the web platform, Sensor Central.  This was achieved with similar high accuracy that Weka achieved with the 
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labelled version of the test data. The results showed that the thermopile sensor can be an accurate method of 

recognising gestures in real-time.  These findings, along with the system’s ability to be used to detect that a person 

is near a known object are very promising.  It has been showcased that the thermopile sensor could be the centrepiece 

for an accurate and unobtrusive approach to activity recognition. 

    In relation to potential future works, the five gesture classes are intended to be built upon with more gestures/poses 

to eventually allow for specific activities to be recognised.  Further recognised gestures/poses may include reaching 

out with both arms, someone who has fallen or a person walking or sitting.  More training data will also be captured 

to allow the classification system to handle different people standing in different areas of the room.  Another class 

label will also be integrated that will signify if the gesture in a frame does not represent any of the learned gestures.  

The feature of the system that uses the proximity between the detected person’s centroid and a known object within 

the environment, is intended to be refined so that the closest object takes precedence.  This system is to be expanded 

using the current capabilities to be able to detect and recognise activities being performed in the monitored space, 

still using only the thermopile sensor. 
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Abstract   

Deep Learning has recently been very successful in a variety of computer vision tasks, especially on 

those linked to recognition. In this paper, we review the performance of state of the art deep learning models 

for emotion detection. We also assess and evaluate a 3 layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based Facial 

Expression Recognition algorithm and Google Cloud Vision API for emotion detection using E-Bot. Deep 

learning models use model structure and pre-trained model weights to make a prediction in real time. There is 

no need to train the model every time to make a prediction. Results show that deep learning models for emotion 

detection have the potential to be used for affective well-being at home. But, further improvements are required 

to improve the performance of the deep learning models.      

   

Keywords: Affective Well Being, Deep Learning, Emotion Detection.    

1 Introduction    

Affective well-being(AWB) refers to positive and negative emotionality associated with one’s life [Bradburn, 1969]. It 

depends on the frequency and not on the intensity of positive and negative affective experiences [Diener et al., 1990]. 

Higher duration of positive affective states than negative affective states results in positive affective well-being. A 

longer and healthier life is heavily dependent on affective well-being and thus it is important to build a robot which can 

keep humans in positive affective states for as long as possible and for this purpose we use E-Bot [Sridhar et al, 2018]. 

The first step involves emotion detection of the person and based on that begin a conversation. This could detect whether 

a person is in a low mood and based on that cheer the person up so that he or she remains in the positive affective state 

for most of the time. This would result in the person to have a positive affective well-being keeping them away from 

depression, etc.     

Earlier approaches to detect emotions included (1) Facial Action Coding Systems (FACS) [Ekman, 1972; Facial Action 

Coding System(FACS) and FACS Manual, 2011]. (2) Multimodal recognition, e.g. Facial expression and speech 

prosody [Clever, 2011] to provide a robust estimation of the subject’s emotional state [Soft Computing, 2011]. (3) 

Optical flow [Ekman, 1972, Facial Action Coding System(FACS) and FACS Manual, 2011]. (4) Hidden Markov model. 

(5) Artificial Neural Network(ANN) processing or active appearance model. (6) feature extraction using well-known 

hancrafted features followed by applying pre-trained classifiers.    

In recent years deep learning has shown promising results in a variety of computer vision tasks, especially on those 

linked to recognition.  In this paper, we review the current state of the art deep learning models such as GoogLeNet, 

VGG_S, VGG_M-2048, VGG_M-4096, and Inception-Resnet-v2.  We also assess and evaluate the performance of a 

deep learning model [Serengil, 2018] and Google Cloud Vision API for emotion detection in a robotic system.   

2 Related work   

Deep learning allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn representations of 

data with multiple levels of abstraction [LeCun, 2015]. The following paragraphs in this section describe the state of 
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the art deep learning models in brief and also states their performance on Static Facial Expression in the Wild (SFEW) 

dataset [Dhall, 2012]. Static Facial Expressions in the Wild (SFEW) dataset consists of 700 images classified into six 

universal emotions namely angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise and the neutral.     

GoogLeNet: This network uses a CNN inspired by LeNet but implements a novel element which is the inception 

module [Das, 2017]. Their architecture consists of a 22 layer deep CNN but drastically reduces the number of 

parameters from 60 million (AlexNet) to 4 million [Das, 2017]. This model achieves a training accuracy (number of 

examples predicted correctly on the training set of SFEW Dataset) of 41.68% on the SFEW dataset.    

Inception-ResNet-v2: For the residual versions of the Inception networks, a cheaper Inception block than the original 

Inception is used [Szegedy et al., 2016]. Each Inception block is followed by a filter-expansion layer (1 × 1 convolution 

without activation) used for scaling up the dimensionality of the filter bank before the addition to match the depth of 

the input [Szegedy et al., 2016]. This is needed to compensate for the dimensionality reduction induced by the Inception 

block. This model achieves the highest training accuracy of 47.97% on SFEW dataset.    

 

Classification 

Model   

Accuracy   Limitation   

GoogLeNet   41.68%   GoogLeNet performs worst on noise and image blur but had a slight 

advantage over the remaining models with images of reduced contrast.    

VGG_S    41.45%   Better accuracy comes at the cost of more time required for training the 

model when compared with the other VGG net.   

VGG_M-  

2048   

37.93%   Performed least well for changes in image brightness.   

VGG_M-  

4096   

37.00%   Least accuracy in separating positive and negative accuracy.    

Inception-  

ResNet-v2   

47.97%   Good recognition performance but high computational cost due to the 

introduction of a Residual block. High computational cost causes an 

increase in step time.   

                             Table 1: Comparison of Deep Learning Models Applied to the SFEW Dataset   

VGG_S, VGG_M-2048, and VGG_M-4096: VGG_M architecture is similar to the one used by Zeiler and Fergus. It 

is characterized by the decreased stride (number of pixels with which we slide our filter) and smaller receptive field of 

the first convolutional layer [Chatfield et al., 2014]. At the same time, conv2 uses larger stride (2 instead of 1) to keep 

the computation time reasonable. VGG_S uses 7 × 7 filters with stride 2 in conv1. Unlike CNN-M and [Zeiler et al., 

2013], the stride in conv2 is smaller (1 pixel), but the max-pooling window in conv1 and conv5 is larger (3 × 3) to 

compensate for the increased spatial resolution. VGG_M-2048 has 2048 neurons in the second last fully connected 

layer whereas VGG_M-4096 has 4096 neurons in the second last fully connected layer. VGG_S achieved the best 

accuracy among the three VGG net used but it came at the cost of increased step time while training.    

Table 1 summarises the performance of the above deep learning models when they were applied to the SFEW dataset 

to detect 6 universal emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise). It can be seen that InceptionResNet-v2 

performs the best on SFEW dataset.    

Facial Expression Recognition Algorithm: The deep learning model consists of three CNN layer and three fully 

connected networks [Serengil, 2018] and achieved a test accuracy of 57% on Fec2013 dataset. The winner of the Kaggle 

challenge [Carrier et al., 2013] got a test accuracy of 34% using Fec2013 dataset which motivated to test the algorithm.    

Google Cloud Vision API: It enables to understand the content of an image by encapsulating powerful machine 

learning models in an easy to use REST API [Rouse, 2016]. Given the advantage of easy to use and quick results without 

much to do, it was essential to assess and evaluate the performance of the API.   
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3 Experiments and results   

We use Google Cloud Vision API and 3 layer CNN based Facial Expression Recognition algorithm [Serengil, 2018] to 

assess the feasibility of deep learning models for emotion detection using the E-Bot system [Serengil, 2018].  

We use E-Bot [Sridhar et al., 2018] for testing the performance of Google Cloud Vision API  and Facial Expression 

Recognition algorithm by Sefik Ilkin Serengil. For testing, ten participants were invited to enact seven emotions 

including the six universal emotions and the neutral emotion. We then noted down the emotion predicted by E-Bot 

[Sridhar et al., 2018] and calculated the accuracy, sensitivity and, specificity.   

 

 The Facial Expression Recognition algorithm [Serengil, 

2018] performs poorly as shown in Table 2. The overall 

prediction accuracy of the algorithm is 22.86%. It predicts 

fear with the highest accuracy of 80%. This is followed by 

a prediction accuracy of 20% for neutral, happy and sad. 

The emotions of surprise and anger are predicted with 10% 

accuracy. The emotion disgust is not predicted correctly 

for any of the ten people. The sensitivity and specificity of 

the algorithm is 5% and 68.67% respectively.             

 

 

                                                                                                 Table 2: Results of Facial Expression Recognition Algorithm                                                                                                                                  

 Table 3 shows the results of Google Cloud Vision API. The 

prediction accuracy for Google Cloud Vision API is 54%. 

Neutral emotion is predicted with the best accuracy of 100%. 

Happy emotion is predicted with 90% followed by Sad and 

Surprise. The API fails to detect any angry emotions correctly. 

This suggests that any emotion which involves anger would 

have less chance of being predicted correctly whereas any 

emotion which involves joy would be predicted with good 

accuracy. The sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm is 

83.98% and 67.44% respectively.                                                        Table 3: Results of Google Cloud Vision API 

4 Discussion   

Traditional methods such as LBP, PHOG LPQ and LBP-TOP on SFEW dataset achieve a highest test accuracy 

33.8% [Dhall, 2012]. The state-of-the-art deep learning model achieves least prediction accuracy of 37.00% from Table 

1. Thus it is clear that the deep learning models have the potential to be used for emotion detection. To further improve 

the accuracy more data needs to be collected. As Inception-ResNet-v2 has the best accuracy further research will be 

carried out to use the model to predict the emotion from video and deploy it in E-Bot [Sridhar et al, 2018].   
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Emotion Accuracy(%) Sensitivity(%) Specificity(%) 

Anger 10 83.33 1.92 

Disgust 0 100 0 

Fear 80 32 17.78 

Happy 20 58.33 4.35 

Neutral 20 46.67 5.00 

Sad 20 66.67 4.08 

Surprise 10 93.75 1.85 

 22.86 68.67 5.00 

Emotion Accuracy(%) Sensitivity(%) Specificity(%) 

Anger 0 0 100 

Happy 90 37.50 69.23 

Sad 40 15.38 95.83 

Surprise 40 14.81 100 

Neutral 100 52.63 54.84 

 54 67.44 83.98 
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Abstract
This paper presents the local septenary patterns (LSP) operator, which is a variant of the local binary pat-

terns (LBP) texture descriptor inspired from local ternary patterns (LTP) and local quinary patterns (LQP).
We introduce a seven-encoding system approach to capture more texture details and resulting in more dis-
criminant features. Unlike the LTP and LQP operators, we introduce an automatic approach to determine the
operator’s threshold values by computing the first-order statistical values of the central pixel’s neighbour-
hood. Experimental results suggest that the proposed approach produces competitive classification accuracy
based on 322 mammograms taken from the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS). The proposed
approach produced classification accuracy of 82.77% compared to 76.64%, 79.58% and 81.35% maximum
accuracy, for LBP, LTP and LQP, respectively.

Keywords: Breast Density, Mammograms, Local Septenary Patterns, Local Patterns

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Breast density according to BI-RADS classes.

Several studies have indicated that there is a signif-
icant association between breast cancer and breast
density (Oliver et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2011;
Petroudi et al., 2003). This is because tumour has
similar appearance to dense tissues, making it dif-
ficult to detect in mammograms (Breast Cancer,
2016). In general, dense breasts usually contain more
glandular and fibrous tissue than fatty tissue.

During the screening procedure, breast density
estimation is visually assessed by radiologists and
classified into four classes according to the Breast
Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) (see
Figure 1): (a) BI-RADS I (0-25% dense tissues), (b) BI-RADS II (26-50% dense tissues), (c) BI-RADS III (51-
75% dense tissues) and (d) BI-RADS IV (above 75% dense tissues). Although manual assessment can be done
by radiologists, this task is time-consuming and results may be inconsistent between radiologists. Therefore,
the use of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) as a ‘second reader’ opinion to assist radiologists will make the
diagnostic process more efficient and consistent.

2 Literature Review

Texture analysis has been shown useful and successful in many computer vision applications. In mammography,
texture analysis has been applied in different problem domains such as the classification of breast density,
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masses, micro-calcification clusters and breast and pectoral muscle segmentation (Rampun et al., 2017a,b;
Chen et al., 2015). Statistical features extracted from the Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix are among the
most popular texture descriptors used in the study of breast density classification (Oliver et al., 2008). Other
texture descriptors such as fractal-based (Oliver et al., 2008), morphology-based (Oliver et al., 2008) and
textons (Chen et al., 2011) have also been used in the last decade. As for LBP operators, Chen et al. (2011)
showed various accuracies between 59% to 65% using different parameters. In our previous studies (Rampun
et al., 2017b, 2018), we showed that both LTP and LQP operators can achieve 77% to 85% accuracy using
a multiscale approach. Petroudi et al. (2003) implemented a texton-based approach based on the Maximum
Response 8 (MR8) filter bank. Although many studies have been done in this area only a few studies have
achieved accuracies above 80% and the majority of the methods in the literature reported various accuracies
between 70% to 79%. Moreover, most studies were based on two-class (low risk (BI-RADS I and II) versus
high risk (BI-RADS III and IV)) or three-class classification (fatty, fatty-glandular and dense-glandular) instead
of four-class classification. This might be due to a challenging task such as complex and overlapping tissue
appearance as well as ambiguous texture patterns which make it difficult to separate BI-RADS classes based
on texture.

Deep learning techniques have been used to address classification and segmentation problems in clinical
image data. Many studies have reported superior results achieving accuracy similar to radiologists perfor-
mances (Kooi et al., 2017). In breast density classification, majority of the studies used deep learning based
methods to address either two-class or three-class classification problems. For example Mohamed et al. (2017)
constructed a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based model to distinguish between scattered density and
heterogeneously dense using over 22,000 images. Li et al. (2018) used deep learning networks to classify dense
and non-dense samples for the purpose of dense tissue segmentation. Although numerical results from these
studies are quite promising, none of the authors has attempted the four-class density classification problem.
Several challenges using deep learning methods are the requirement of a large dataset and annotation from
experts. In addition, deep learning suffers from lack of direct human interpretability. This means, deep learn-
ing driven features rely on filter responses solicited from a large amount of training data whereas hand-crafted
features such as LBP, LTP and LQP provide transparent information, which are more intuitive and interpretable
to clinicians and researchers (Hamidinekoo et al., 2018). Furthermore, all datasets available publicly do not
have balance number of images for each class. As a result, deep learning networks may suffer from imbalanced
classification problem.

3 Methodology

Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed methodology. Firstly, we segment the breast area and estimate the
corpus mammae (C Mr oi ) region. Subsequently, we use a simple median filter for noise reduction and employ
the LSP operators to capture the texture information within the C Mr oi . We select dominant patterns in the
feature space to remove uninformative textural features and employed the Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a
classification approach to test each unseen case.

Figure 2: An overview of the proposed methodology
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3.1 Estimating the Corpus Mammae

Figure 3: Extracted C Mr oi (yellow square box) using
our previous methods (Rampun et al., 2017b, 2018)

To capture the C Mr oi automatically, we used our pre-
vious model-based segmentation method in (Ram-
pun et al., 2017c). Based on the breast and pec-
toral muscle boundaries we extract C Mr oi using the
method in (Rampun et al., 2018) which is the longest
perpendicular distance between the y-axis and the
breast boundary. The C Mr oi area can be computed
as w × w with the centre located at the intersection
point between h and w lines (see Fig. 3), where h
is the height of the breast, which is the longest per-
pendicular distance between the x-axis and the breast
boundary. Figure 3 shows an example of extracted
C Mr oi . Feature extraction is performed only within
the C Mr oi instead of the whole breast region. Ram-
pun et al. (2017b,a, 2018) showed this approach pro-
vides more discriminant features and reduces redun-
dant information from outside the corpus mammae.

3.2 Feature Extraction

This section firstly explains the original LBP operators by Ojala et al. (2002) which encode pixel-wise infor-
mation. Subsequently, we explain its extensions to LTP and LQP introduced by Tan and Triggs (2007) and
Nanni et al. (2010), respectively. The value of the LBP code of the pixel (i , j ) is given by:

LBP(P,R)(i , j ) =
(P−1)∑
p=0

s(gp − gc )2p (1)

where R and P are the radius of the circle that forms the neighbourhood and the number of pixels in the
neighbourhood, respectively. The grey level value of the centre pixel is denoted gc , and gp is the grey level
value of the p th neighbour. The LBP operator thresholds the neighbouring pixels using a two-value encoding
system as shown in equation 2.

s(x) =
{

1, x ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(2)

Tan and Triggs (2007) introduced the LTP operator, which thresholds the neighbouring pixels using a
three-value encoding system based on a constant threshold set by the user (τ1). Subsequently, once the LTP
code image is generated, it can be separated into two binary patterns from its positive and negative channels.

s(x) =


1, x > gc +τ1

0, gc −τ1 < x < gc +τ1

−1, x < gc +τ1

(3)

Nanni et al. (Nanni et al., 2010) introduced the LQP operator, which thresholds the neighbouring pixels
using a five-value encoding system (hence the name is quinary) based on constant thresholds set by the user (τ1

and τ2). Once the LQP code image is generated, it is split into four binary patterns by considering its positive,
zero and negative components.
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s(x) =



2, x ≥ gc +τ2

1, gc +τ1 ≤ x < gc +τ2

0, gc −τ1 ≤ x < gc +τ1

−1, gc −τ2 ≤ x < gc −τ1

−2, otherwise

(4)

We took a similar approach by thresholding the neighbouring pixels using a seven-value encoding system
(hence the name is septenary) based on three threshold values (τ1, τ2 and τ3). The value of the LSP code of the
pixel (i , j ) is given by:

LSP pat ter n
(P,R) (i , j ) =

(P−1)∑
p=0

spat ter n(gp )2p (5)

pat ter n ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,6} which represents six binary patterns by considering its upper-positive, middle-positive,
lower-positive, upper-negative, middle-negative and lower-negative components denoted as s(3), s(2), s(1),
s(−1), s(−2) and s(−3), respectively, as shown in Equation 6

s(x) =



3, x ≥ gc +τ3

2, gc +τ2 ≤ x < gc +τ3

1, gc +τ1 ≤ x < gc +τ2

0, gc −τ1 ≤ x < gc +τ1

−1, gc −τ2 ≤ x < gc −τ1

−2, gc −τ3 ≤ x < gc −τ2

3, otherwise

(6)

The LSP code image is split into six binary patterns using the following conditions

spat ter n(x) =
{

1, if s(x) = {1,2,3,4,5 or 6}

0, otherwise
(7)

The main difference between LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP threshold the neighbouring pixels into two, three, five
and seven values, respectively. Unlike LTP and LQP where the user has to manually determine threshold values,
we introduce an automatic approach by computing the number of neighbours with grey level value ≤ 25th

percentile, number of neighbours with grey level value more than the median of the entire neighbourhood and
number of neighbours with grey level value ≥ 75th percentile for τ1, τ2 and τ3, respectively. Figure 4 shows an
example of the feature extraction process with N = 16. The final histogram is a concatenation of six histograms
computed from binary patterns generated based on the conditions in equations (7) to (12). Figure 5 shows four
images of code patterns generated using LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators.

3.3 Dominant Patterns

Following our previous studies (Rampun et al., 2017a,b), we selected dominant patterns to reduce future
dimension, hence simplifying the prediction model. Dominant patterns are patterns that occur frequently in the
training set (Gio et al., 2012). Let I1, I2...I j be images in the training set. We compute the histogram feature
(H LSP

I j
) for each training image and perform a bin-wise summation for all the histograms to find the pattern’s

distribution from the training set. Subsequently, the resulting histogram (H LSP ) is sorted in descending order,
and the patterns corresponding to the first D bins are selected using the following equation:

D = argmin
N

∑N−1
i=1 H LQP (i )∑2P

i=1 H LQP (i )
> 0.01×n (8)
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Figure 4: An overview of the feature extraction using LSP operators within the C Mr oi region. The black dots
represents neighbours with value lower than the central pixel (red dot).

Figure 5: Four images of code patterns generated using LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators.

where N and n are the total number of patterns and the threshold chosen by the user, respectively. For example
choosing n = 98 means removing patterns that occur with relative frequency of less than 2% H LSP . The smaller
the value of n, the smaller the number of patterns selected.

Finally, we employed the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm to build our classification model.
Following our previous studies in (Rampun et al., 2017b,a, 2018) we chose a polynomial kernel, and the Grid-
Search technique is used to optimise the following parameters: complexity (C ) and exponent (e). Once the
predictive model was built in the training phase, each unseen image (C Mr oi ) from the testing set is classified
as BI-RADS I, II, III or IV.

4 Experimental Results

To test the performance of the proposed operator, we used a publicly available dataset, the Mammographic
Image Analysis Society (MIAS) (J. Suckling et al., 1994). MIAS consists 322 mediolateral-oblique (MLO)
mammograms of 161 women with the following BI-RADS density distribution: 60 (BI-RADS I), 105 (BI-
RADS II), 129 (BI-RADS III) and 31 (BI-RADS IV). The annotation for each image was provided by an expert
radiologist based on the fourth edition of the BI-RADS system. A stratified ten runs 5-fold cross validation
scheme was employed, where the patients were randomly split into 90% for training and 10% for testing.

4.1 Quantitative Results

Table 1 presents a summary of the classification results for all operators. Note that parameters τ1 and τ2 were
selected based on previous studies (Rampun et al., 2018, 2017b). It can be observed that the LSP operator
outperformed LBP, LTP and LQP producing 82.35% accuracy (Acc) whereas LQP produced 81.35%. This may
be caused by: (a) the seven-encoding system captures more textural details, hence producing more informative
features; and (b) the threshold values which are determined automatically enable the operators to capture robust
texture information as pixel information is encoded according to the local threshold values rather than fixed
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threshold values as in LTP and LQP. We evaluate the classification accuracy further by concatenating features
of LTP, LQP and LSP showing that combining these features produced up to 83.23% accuracy.

Operators P , R Threshold Maximum Acc (%) Best n
LBP

P = 20, R = 9

- 71.76±1.8% 92.3
LTP τ1 = 5 77.81±1.9% 99.5
LQP τ1 = 5, τ1 = 12 81.35±1.5% 98.9
LSP Automatic 82.35±1.7% 96

LQP+LSP As above 82.87±1.8% 98.7
LTP+LQP+LSP As above 83.23±1.9% 91.5

Table 1: Summary of classification accuracy. Note that the Acc represents the maximum accuracy across
different numbers of dominant patterns (n) based on the chosen parameter values.

4.2 Effects of Dominant Patterns

Figure 6 shows the effects of the number of dominant patterns (n) on the accuracy for all operators from
90 to 100 with 0.1 interval. It can be observed that LBP produced the lowest accuracies regardless of the
number of dominant patterns selected, with an average accuracy of 68.13%, followed by LTP features with
Acc = 74.36% on average. The LQP and LSP operators produced on average accuracy of 77.74% and 79.15%,
respectively. Combining LQP +LSP produced an average accuracy of 79.35% with average accuracy 80.01%
when LT P +LQP +LSP are combined.

Figure 6: Accuracy variations using LBP, LTP, LQP and LSP operators across different numbers of dominant
patterns (n).

4.3 Effects of Radius and Number of Neighbours

Table 2 presents the effects on the accuracy when using different values of R and P . All threshold values were
set the same for all experiments (τ1 = 5 for LTP and τ1 = 5, τ2 = 12 for LQP). Note that these parameters
are based on our previous studies (Rampun et al., 2017a, 2018, 2017b). It can be observed that the proposed
approach using the seven-encoding system (LSP) outperformed the LBP, LTP and LQP operators with various
parameters (i.e P and R). The LQP operators produced maximum Acc = 81.04% with P = 22 and R = 11 with
an average Acc = 77.24% across different n. The LBP operator produced the lowest accuracy with an average
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best of 73.81% and the LTP operators produced their best performance (Acc = 79.58) with P = 16 and P = 7
with an average accuracy of 75.41%.

Operators P , R Maximum Acc (%) Best n Average Acc (%)
LBP

P = 12, R = 5

76.64±1.9% 94.7 69.15±2.1%
LTP 77.61±2.1% 99.3 72.76±1.8%
LQP 77.71±1.6% 97.3 74.21±1.8%
LSP 79.43±1.7% 95.1 76.04±1.6%
LBP

P = 16, R = 7

73.54±2.2% 99.9 67.89±2.1
LTP 79.58±1.9% 96 75.41±1.8
LQP 80.93±1.8% 96.1 77.17±1.9
LSP 82.24±1.5% 94.5 80.01±1.4
LBP

P = 22, R = 11

71.45±2.3% 96.7 73.81±2.6%
LTP 77.81±1.8% 98.7 72.31±1.9%
LQP 81.04±1.6% 98.9 77.24±1.5%
LSP 82.77±1.7% 96 79.25±1.8%

Table 2: Summary of classification accuracy using different radius (R) and number of neighbours (P). The
maximum Acc and average Acc indicate the highest and average accuracy across different n.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we also proposed a simple way to determine the threshold values by computing the 25th per-
centile, median and 75th percentile of the neighbouring values for τ1, τ2 and τ3, respectively. Combining
features from LTP, LQP and LSP, we achieved maximum Acc = 83.23% at n = 91.5. Due to the seven-encoding
system producing seven binary images, the number of features produced is much larger compared to the other
operators described in this study which is the main disadvantage of the proposed approach (hence, selecting
the top n dominant patterns was proposed). For future work, we plan to improve the classification accuracy
by incorporating the features extracted using LSP operator with features extracted with a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and using more datasets.

In conclusion, we have presented new approaches to capture more texture details for breast density classi-
fication purpose and to automatically determine its threshold values. Experimental results based on the MIAS
dataset suggest that the seven-encoding system is extract more discriminant texture features producing higher
accuracies across different number of dominant features (n), radius (R) and number of neighbours (P). This
study produced highest accuracy of Acc = 83.23% when features from LTP, LQP and LSP operators are con-
catenated.
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Abstract

Despite the relatively large slice spacings associated with cardiac MRI, three-dimensional reconstructions
with acceptably high spatial voxel resolution can be achieved through interpolation of interleaving stacks
of parallel images, which lie in mutually oblique planes. This paper presents an inverse-distance weighted
resampling algorithm, which was originally implemented to achieve a 300*300*300 voxel reconstruction of a
heart from a series of such intersecting images, but has since been employed to reconstruct other cardiac and
shoulder volumes. Composed of many independent virtual slices, the resampling could be used to achieve a
higher resolution reconstruction with fewer images than would traditionally be needed. This has the potential
to allow radiographers to acquire high-quality images of the heart, and other dynamic objects in a reasonable
time frame without needing to resort to the use of computed tomography techniques for sensitive cases, where
the induced dosage of ionising radiation is a cause for concern.

Keywords: Imaging-Processing, Resampling, Cardiac MRI, Interpolation, Inverse-Weighted

1 Introduction

Constructing magnetic resonance images of motionless anatomy is now a routine procedure; it is easy to acquire
high-resolution images and also to do so in real-time. However, obtaining high-quality magnetic resonance
images of cardiac tissue is well-known in the field to be an involved task owing to two difficulties: each image
must be captured quickly, in order to minimise the blurring effect caused by the motion of the heart during the
time it takes for a snapshot to be acquired, and secondly each image must be taken at the same time in the cardiac
cycle in order to ensure that the heart presents the same shape at the time of each capture. These issues had the
effect of slowing down the adoption of the MRI technology in particular for the diagnosis of chest and cardiac
conditions; the time and costs of such scans may be prohibitive even for highly sensitive cases (in particular
paediatric cases).

The first obstacle is addressed by selecting a scanning sequence that can produce an image suitably fast,
and many such sequences have been developed to meet this criterion [Chen et al., 1999, Stehling et al., 1991].
Electrocardiogram gating was introduced as a technique to overcome the second obstacle; the heart undergoes a
regular pattern of deformation, known as the cardiac cycle [Nacif et al., 2012]. This cycle, governed by systolic
and diastolic regimes of contraction and relaxation respectively, can be tracked by means of an ECG so that
images are taken always at the same point in the cycle. This ensures that there is a minimal deviation in the
deformation of the heart at the time that each image is captured [Dweck et al., 2016]. The result of this is that a
lot of dead time is introduced to the imaging process, increasing the time it takes to perform a full scan. This then
manifests as a challenge if the aim is to produce a series of scans in a timeframe that is considered to be acceptable
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in a diagnostic setting. Typically the number of images taken along the imaging axis is reduced in compensation
to make this process viable, but at the cost of high spatial resolution along that axis [Dweck et al., 2016].

When medical images are spaced closely (that is, when the separation between slices is smaller than the
size of the smallest feature that one wishes to image), it is reasonable to perform a simple linear interpolation
between them to construct a three-dimensional representation of the scan region, but this will not be acceptable
for cardiac images where the spacing can reach distances of 5 millimetres [Earls et al., 2002]. The consequence
of gating is that, unfortunately, features such as the coronary arteries will typically have a diameter whose
measure is smaller than the slice spacing [Dweck et al., 2016]. A linear interpolation, therefore, would simply
produce jagged artefacts unrepresentative of the true anatomy. However, the existence of planes of images,
taken at oblique angles to the target that interleave, provides the necessary constraints to implement a more
sophisticated interpolation scheme [Rohlfing et al., 2008]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Modern MRI machines afford radiographers the ability to obtain a stack of parallel images of a patient’s
anatomy at wide variety of angles [Stehling et al., 1991]. This angle, which determines the imaging axis, can
be changed at will to capture the anatomy at different viewpoints. Software packages that are used to operate
nuclear magnetic resonance machines have made the process of altering the magnetic fields to achieve this
routine. This lies in contradistinction to computed tomography machines which do not permit varying scanning
angles.
A number of groups are working on achieving high spatial resolution cardiac images by avoiding the need to
take a larger number of more-closely spaced high-resolution images [Saloner et al., 2015, Rohlfing et al., 2008].
By combining the information obtained from an overall smaller number of intersecting images, less time is
required for a scanning procedure for which the required duration can cause discomfort to patients. Focusing the
intersection of these images at the region of interest ensures a high true information density there and hence
provides the tools necessary to produce a high-fidelity reconstruction of that region. Information about the
surrounding regions will have a lower true information density but since they lie outside the region of interest,
there is no need to reconstruct the anatomy there at as high a resolution.

The purpose of this paper is to present a three-dimensional inverse-distance weighted interpolation algorithm,
to resample interleaving stacks of interleaving images acquired by MRI machines. These scans, in the case
of cardiac images, which were acquired with a large slice spacing, do not permit simple visualisation of the
important features of the heart. The algorithm that is presented was employed to produce new volumes of more
uniformly spaced virtual voxels with a more regular number of voxels along each dimension. The value of a
resampling scheme that can reconstruct anatomy from intersecting images lies in the ability to achieve such a
reduction in the time needed to perform an MRI scan that it could present a realistic and feasible alternative to a
CT scanning sequence. In the context of image segmentation, this provides the opportunity to produce smoother
masks and hence extract more reliable measurement quantities for tasks such as ventricle volume estimation,
which are hindered by the high slice separation [Mahapatra, 2013, Tsadok et al., 2013].

2 Interpolation Algorithm

As a preliminary to the resampling operation, the separate stacks of images must be loaded and sorted according
to the coordinates provided; magnetic resonance images, typically stored in the DICOM file format, are
accompanied by information specifying the location of the image within the reference frame of the patient as
well as its orientation. These coordinates can be used to sort the individual images onto regular grids defined for
each stack.

Now, to perform an interpolation, an association must first be made between the individual images in order
to establish the location of each voxel relative to each of the others within a stack and without. This can be done
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Figure 1: Visualisation of the relative spacing
of images for a stationary target. Typically
the pixel spacings are small as well as the
spacings between the slices; motion of the
target is of little concern.

Figure 2: Comparative illustration of the
slice spacing problem asscoiated with image
capture of moving targets. Oftentimes the res-
olution along the imaging axis is sacrificed
with the aim of reducing the scan time.

by associating each stack to a global coordinate system S0, which shall be referred to as the patient reference
frame, by an affine transformation; all of the stacks represent disjoint affine subspaces Si>0 of the patient frame.
The nature of the affine transformation depends upon the pose parameters of the stack in particular: the image
separation, pixel separation and the orientation of the imaging axis.

This provides the ability to compute the location of each pixel in each of the images, information that can
then be used to construct a new regular grid on the global coordinate frame, which spatially envelops all of the
original images. To this new regular grid we associate indices that will represent the location of virtual voxel
corners; the number of vertices so defined is determined by the resolution requirements Fig. 3

Vectors represented in the coordinate frame of a stack Ti of mi parallel images must be related to the global
frame coordinate indices by means of an affine transformation matrix Ai , and similarly for a stack Tj . Therefore,
one can transform between two disjoint affine subspaces Si, Sj , defined in the patient frame with the relationship:

~vi = A−1
i (Aj~vj) (1)

where the affine vectors that represent the coordinates of the new regular grid and the voxels of a particular
stack can be interpreted as follows:

R4 ⊃ Si 3 ~vi = (a, b, n, 1) (2)

Here, the ordinate n corresponds to a slice number within the stack of images whereas a, b correspond to indices
of an individual pixel within that image slice n. These affine transformations typically return nonintegral ordinate
values, which are used to compute the distances between points of the regular grid of the patient frame and
points on the regular grids of the affine subspaces. When interpreting these transformed vectors as points on the
regular grid of an affine subspace, the nearest vertex on that grid is taken as its substitute.

Now that the distance between points on any of the images can be computed, it is possible to perform a
resampling operation. For each vertex of new the regular grid, its position vector in each affine subspace is first
determined.

~wi = A−1
i ~p, where ~p ∈ S0 ⊂ R4 (3)

The nearest neighbour vertices of these voxels on the regular grid defined by that affine subspace are then
identified according to a nearest neighbours scheme. As an example of a naive implementation, the set of nearest
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Figure 3: Two stacks of images representing regular grids on their respective affine subspaces of the global
coordinate system. In order to transform between them one must use the affine matrices that map them onto the
global coordinate system.

neighbours could constitute those vertices that could be reached by shifting each index by one unit at most, that
is, all combinations of:

(a+ α, b+ β, n+ γ) α, β, γ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (4)

For each stack of images, this scheme produces twenty-seven neighbours for each vertex, and hence each virtual
voxel of the patient frame, with the exception of edge cases which have fewer neighbours.

As a consequence of the conventional interpretation of coordinate indices in computer graphics, where the
top left pixel of an image is considered to be denoted by the indices (0, 0), the mapping between the global
coordinate system and the affine subspaces can return negative-valued coordinate indices. Any such vertices
with negative indices are ‘ghost images’, an artefact of the transformation that occurs for locations within the
patient frame that do not fall within the positive region of the coordinate system defined on the affine subspace
that is being mapped onto. If a nearest neighbour vertex has a negative index, it must be discarded, for there is
no true voxel information associated with it. This will occur irrespective of the nearest neighbour scheme that is
implemented. Hence, we require coordinate indices on the affine subspaces that take the form:

(a+ α, b+ β, n+ γ) α+ a, β + b, γ + n ∈ N (5)

Each virtual voxel in the new coordinate frame will then have at most q*m nearest neighbours, where m is the
number of stacks, or affine subspaces and q is the maximum number of neighbours permitted by the scheme
employed. However, at distances close to the slice separation, the information gleaned from a neighbouring
voxel will not contribute constructively to an interpolation, since the aim of this entire procedure was to avoid
interpolating across distances that large.

The vertices defined on those affine subspaces that lie beyond a threshold distance from the virtual voxel can
then be discounted and removed.The spacing between the images is relatively large compared to the spacing of
the pixels within them in terms of absolute distance, and oftentimes the coordinate indices of the virtual voxels
will actually lie between images of the affine subspaces. The result is that virtual voxels close to an image surface
will be more likely to be far away from the voxels of the next closest image in that affine subspace, so many of
the neighbours will be discarded. The reward for this is that the expense of the interpolation is greatly reduced.
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The interpolation scheme is a modified inverse distance weighting scheme, where the weighting function is
the standard normal probability density function with mean zero. That is, given some vertex coordinate ~p on the
regular grid in the patient coordinate frame, and the set X of N nearby points in the image frames as well as the
set of pixel intensities at those points U , the interpolated, virtual voxel value ûijk is given by:

ûijk =

∑N
α exp(−d(~p, ~xα)2)uα∑N
β exp(−d(~p, ~xβ)2)

, ~p = (i, j, k, 1) ∈ S0, xα ∈ X,uα ∈ U (6)

The form of the distance metric d(x, y) can affect the the absolute values of the resampled values of the
interpolation. This implementation uses the L2 distance, though, for example, the L1 distance would have
produced a similar interpolation for very high-resolution new virtual grids where the new grid has a much smaller
spacing than the spacing of the affine subspaces. The distance between a vertex of the new regular grid and a
point on one of the affine subspaces Si would be given by, for example:

d(~p, ~xi) = ‖~p−Ai~xi‖2 (7)

Whenever the coordinate of a virtual voxel or pixel is mentioned, this coordinate refers to the corner of the
voxel or pixel that lies closest to the origin. Voxels of the affine subspaces that lie closest to a virtual voxel will
contribute with more importance than those that lie further away. Even if the distance between the virtual voxel
and a real voxel is zero-valued, neighbouring voxels are still expected to contribute to the intensity value of the
virtual voxel in order to achieve a smoothing effect.

3 Results

In order to achieve a satisfactory result, the resampled volume is expected to have a resolution equivalent
to or greater than the resolution of the original images. Unfortunately, for a simultaneous resampling, the
memory usage required would be prohibitively large. The interpolation must then be at least carried out on a
stack-by-stack basis in order to reduce the memory overhead, which is the approach that this implementation
took. Even in the case that is discussed in the following paragraph, however, there are on the order of 1010

neighbouring pixels to account for with just five intersecting stacks of images. To reduce the memory usage even
more, the interpolation could be carried out iteratively over groups of adjacent images from a single stack.

In one example, five intersecting stacks of images were used for interpolation, including one stack of images
taken in the sagittal plane, one in the axial plane, whereas the other three stacks were taken with their imaging
axes at unique oblique angles to the patient, making for a total of 40 images. As a test of the efficacy of the
resampling scheme, interpolated stacks were generated with a resolution in all dimensions of 200 voxels; see
Fig. 4. Tested on a modern CPU and hence with no parallelisation; the entire process took between ten and
twenty seconds.

In these images it is now possible to track the geometric evolution of smaller features through a series of
parallel slices. For example, the aorta, circled in blue in the figures below, can be resolved easily. The quality
of the resampling remains high, even in the neighbouring regions, however the resolution is too low to be
serviceable. Producing a volume of 300 voxels along each dimension took thirty-three minutes with the same
processor.

The resulting images make it obvious that the images are approaching the quality produced by a regular
scanning procedure.The separation between the ventricles is clearly distinguishable while the spinal process,
especially the transverse process are emerging.
Typically the scanning procedure involving the capture of interleaving images is reserved for dynamic cases for
the reasons explained previously, but it will also be necessary to carry out this procedure for other acquisitions;
in some cases images of the shoulder are captured in multiple orientations. Table 1 gives an overview of typical
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Figure 4: Axial view of the chest. Even in this low-resolution interpolation, the aorta can now be clearly
distinquished. Such small reconstructions can be created in a matter of seconds, increasing the number of
available transverse images of the heart in this case from 38 to 256.

Sample Reconstructions
Anatomy Type Original Spacing Interleaving Stacks Reconstructed Spacing
Cardiac 5.1 mm 5 1.25 mm
Cardiac 6.0 mm 3 1.75 mm
Shoulder 5.5 mm 2 1.5 mm
Shoulder 7.0 mm 2 1.5 mm

Table 1: Examples of reconstructed stacks. In each case the slice spacing could be reduced by around a factor of
four.

improvements in the slice spacing using the reconstruction. The algorithm described has also been used to
reconstruct anatomy in these cases with the aim of achieving a high-resolution segmentation. The results of such
a reconstruction can be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

4 Conclusions

Inverse-distance weighted interpolation schemes can be extremely powerful interpolators despite their relative
simplicity. A major advantage then is that they are relatively easy to implement and work in any number of
dimensions; the high cost of the interpolation is simply due to the nature of the task that is required, it is even
considered to be a fast interpolation algorithm, relative to its peers.
It is relatively unclear that there is a significant benefit associated with using a more sophisticated interpolation
scheme, such as a Kriging scheme, but there are disadvantages to using an inverse-weighted interpolation
scheme [Li et al., 2014]. Typically, where real information exists, the interpolation is exact because the intensity
of the voxel at that point is taken to be exactly the same as that of the corresponding image pixel. Some level of
smoothing is often desired, which is why we chose to interpolate even those points that corresponded exactly to
points of the affine subspaces. Additionally, this model is a parameterised one - that is one must specify manually
a number of nearest neighbours and threshold point beyond which distance pixels are to be considered “too far
away”. There are always shortcomings associated with particular resampling schemes; ultimately this scheme
was chosen for its simplicity, which lends reproducibility, and also because it has shown to be effective in similar
applications [Rohlfing et al., 2008]. Also, the choice of weighting function can be context-dependent, for many
tasks the distance and rate at which information becomes irrelevant to the interpolation will vary. Such schemes
are sensitive not only to the number of neighbours, but also to the exponent of the weighting scheme. Capturing
on the order of twenty-seven neighbours, as well as using a quadratic weighting scheme has been shown to
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Figure 5: A higher resolution reconstruction of the
shoulder. Here it is possible to determine the geometry
of the musculature between the original slices.

Figure 6: Constrained by a perpendicular set of images,
the number of slices was increased by a factor of four
for the shoulder cases.

achieve successful resampling results in the literature [Declercq, 1996]. This would support the validity of the
scheme chosen, since, in general, the distances involved are small and we have the well-known expansion:

e−x
2
= 1− x2 +O(x4) (8)

With the use of parallelisation, such procedures are now relatively quick to implement and perform. In particular,
such resampling techniques provide the ability to use cardiac imaging data in more diverse and demanding
applications. Reconstruction of this anatomy as a three-dimensional model simply would not be feasible with
the original images; by interpolating these images, it becomes possible to segment a wider range of datasets.

The results illustrate the promise of making interleaving MRI a routine scanning procedure for achieving
high-resolution, high-fidelity reconstructions of cardiac features. This can only be achieved on nuclear magnetic
resonance devices where the orientation of the imaging axis can be altered while the patient is lying inside the
machine and without the need to physically interact with the construction of the machine.
Optimisation of the interpolation scheme implementation to reduce the memory and time requirements could
be achieved with relative ease. With the use of parallelisation, such procedures are now relatively quick to
implement and perform. This implementation involved a perfect cube bounding box that surrounded the input
images, but it would be desirable to reduce the number of voxels along one dimension to reduce the amount of
work that is necessary and to simulate the reality of a normal scanning procedure, where the number of slices is
lower than the the number of pixels along a given dimension. Additionally, cropping the original images more
closely around the heart would further reduce the size of the bounding box and avoid intensive resampling of
anatomy that is of little or no interest.
Such resampling techniques provide the ability to use cardiac imaging data in more diverse and demanding
applications by having the potential effect of making that data easier to acquire. Reconstruction of this anatomy
as a three-dimensional model simply would not be feasible with the original images without a scanning time of
impractical duration; by interpolating these images, it becomes possible to segment a wider range of datasets.
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Abstract
Photographs are characterized by different compositional attributes like the Rule of Thirds, depth of field,
vanishing-lines etc. The presence or absence of one or more of these attributes contributes to the over-
all artistic value of an image. In this work, we analyze the ability of deep learning based methods to
learn such photographic style attributes. We observe that although a standard CNN learns the texture and
appearance based features reasonably well, its understanding of global and geometric features is limited
by two factors. First, the data-augmentation strategies (cropping, warping, etc.) distort the composition
of a photograph and affect the performance. Secondly, the CNN features, in principle, are translation-
invariant and appearance-dependent. But some geometric properties important for aesthetics, e.g. the Rule
of Thirds (RoT), are position-dependent and appearance-invariant. Therefore, we propose a novel input
representation which is geometry-sensitive, position-cognizant and appearance-invariant. We further intro-
duce a two-column CNN architecture that performs better than the state-of-the-art (SoA) in photographic
style classification. From our results, we observe that the proposed network learns both the geometric and
appearance-based attributes better than the SoA.

Keywords: Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks, Computational Aesthetics

1 Introduction
Analyzing compositional attributes or styles is crucial for understanding the aesthetic value of photographs. At
first, the computer vision community focused on modelling the physical properties of generic images for the

Figure 1: Output from our network : A screenshot
from our web-based application. Attributes are shown
with their probability values, ordered in descending or-
der. This is a shot from Majid Majidi’s film ’The Colours
of Paradise’. We see that rule of thirds (for child’s po-
sition), shallow depth of field, complementary colours
(green background and reddish foreground), image grain
(because of the poor video quality) are all well identified.

more tangible, but very hard problems of ob-
ject detection, localization, segmentation, track-
ing, etc. Popular datasets like Caltech, Pas-
cal and ImageNet were created for training and
evaluating such techniques effectively. The mat-
uration of recognition and scene understanding
has resulted in greater interest in the analysis
of the subtler, aesthetic based aspects of im-
age understanding. Furthermore, curated datasets
such as AVA and Flickr-Style [Karayev et al., 2014,
Murray et al., 2012] are now available and it is ob-
served that learning from the matured areas of
recognition/classification/detection transfers effec-
tively to aesthetics and style analysis as well.
The aesthetic quality of a photograph is greatly in-

fluenced by its composition, that is a set of styles
or attributes which guide the viewer towards the
essence of the picture. Analyzing objectively, these
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Our Contributions : (a) Input (col 1), saliency maps (col 2) : Saliency maps are generated using
the method proposed in [Cornia et al., 2016]. The position of the main subjects can be obtained from the
saliency maps. (b) Our double-column CNN architecture: One column accepts the regular RGB features
and the other column accepts saliency maps. The features from RGB channel are computed using a pre-trained
Densenet161 [Huang et al., 2016], fine-tuned on our datasets. They are fused using a fully-connected layer and
finally passed to another final fully-connected layer for classification.

styles can be broadly categorized into local or appearance-based (focus, image-grain, etc.) and global or
geometry-based (aspect ratio, RoT, framing, etc.). Figure 3 illustrates some popular styles adopted by pho-
tographers for a good composition.
In this work, we explore the ability of convolutional neural networks (CNN) to capture the aesthetic proper-
ties of photographic images. Specifically, can CNN based architectures learn both the local or appearance-
based (such as colour) and global or geometry-based (such as RoT) aspects of photographs and how can we
help such architectures capture location specific properties in images? Motivated by the recent developments
in CNNs, our system takes a photograph as an input and predicts its style attributes (ordered by probabilities),
as illustrated in Figure 1. There are several applications of automatic photographic style classification. For
example, post-processing images and videos, tagging, organizing and mining large collections of photos for
artistic, cultural and historical purposes, scene understanding, building assistive-technologies, content creation,
cinematography, etc.
The traditional approach of using CNNs for natural image classification is to forward a transformed version
of the input through a series of convolutional, pooling and fully connected layers and obtain a classification
score. The transformation is applied to create a uniform sized input for the network (crop, warp, etc.) or
to increase variance of the input distribution (flip, change contrast, etc.) for better generalization on the test
data [Krizhevsky et al., 2012]. Clearly, such traditional transformations fail to preserve the aesthetic attributes
of photographs. For example, a random fixed-sized crop cannot capture the arrangement of subjects within the
picture. On the other hand, although warping the input photograph to a fixed size preserves the global context
of the subjects better than crop, it distorts the aspect ratio and also smoothens appearance-based attributes like
depth of field or image-grain.
This calls for a representation which preserves both the appearance-based and geometry-based properties of
a photograph and which generalizes well over test data. Multiple solutions to these problems have been pro-
posed. In [Lu et al., 2014], authors propose a double column CNN architecture, where the first column accepts
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a cropped patch and the second column accepts a warped version of the entire input. In subsequent work
[Lu et al., 2015], multiple patches are cropped from an input and forwarded through the network. The fea-
tures from multiple patches are aggregated before the final fully-connected layer for classification. The authors
argue that sending multiple patches from the same image encodes more global context than a single random
crop. More recently, [Ma et al., 2017] follow a similar multiple-patch extraction approach, but the patches are
selectively extracted based on saliency, pattern-diversity and overlap between the subjects. Essentially, these
techniques attempt to incorporate global context into the features during a forward pass either by warping the
whole input and sending it through an additional column or by providing multiple patches from the input at the
same time.

Figure 3: Example images from the AVA dataset
corresponding to 14 different styles: (L-R) Row 1 :
Complementary Colors, Duotones, HDR, Image Grain.
Row 2 : Light On White, Long Exposure, Macro, Mo-
tion Blur. Row 3 : Negative Image, Rule of Thirds,
Shallow DOF, Silhouettes. Row 4 : Soft Focus, Van-
ishing Point

Although these traditional double column or multi-
patch strategies improve the overall performance, we
argue that these networks cannot properly learn the
geometry of a photograph. It is because CNNs,
in principle, are designed to be translation invari-
ant [Sabour et al., 2017]. While they can learn how
the subjects look like, they cannot capture whether
the subjects are rightly positioned. Since the con-
volutional filters corresponding to a feature map
share weights, they become translation-invariant and
appearance-dependent. In other words, they are acti-
vated for an object irrespective of its location in the
image. As a result, they fail to understand photo-
graphic attributes like ROT. One option to tackle this
could be training a fully-connected network on the
full images, but they have too many parameters and
are hard to train.
Our first contribution in this work is introducing
a saliency-based representations (see Figure 2(a))
which we call Sal-RGB features. The position or rel-
ative geometry of the different subjects in the image

are obtained from the saliency maps and then fused with the appearance features coming from a traditional CNN
and finally passed to a classifier to identify the overall style of composition of the photograph. By definition,
saliency maps are appearance-invariant. On the other hand, by avoiding convolution and fusing them directly
with the CNN features we achieve location-cognizance. In Section 5, we show that our approach performs bet-
ter than the SoA in photographic style classification especially for those styles which are geometry-sensitive.
Our second contribution is a comparative analysis of the traditional approaches for aesthetic categorization
of images. Motivated both from the SoA and recent breakthroughs in deep learning, we implement multiple
baselines, by trying different architectures and try to understand and identify the factors that are crucial for
encoding the local and global aspects of photographic composition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the relevant literature in image
aesthetic quality prediction. In Section 3, we describe the double column CNN architecture we adopt. In
Section 4, we provide a detailed description of the datasets used. In Section 5, we provide details of the
experiments conducted and analyze the results.

2 Related Work
Image and video classification has always been a fundamental problem in computer vision. Understanding
quantifiable visual semantics like the class, position and number of objects in an image were challenging enough
and took the majority of focus. However, understanding the subtle, qualitative aspects especially from a creative
perspective, due to its even more challenging nature, has only recently started being attacked.
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The initial works in photograph aesthetic assessment relied on explicitly modelling popular attributes like RoT,
colour harmony, exposure, etc. [Datta et al., 2006, Ke et al., 2006, Luo and Tang, 2008]. Some recent works ad-
dress the problem similarly, i.e explicitly defining the features but with improved performance [Obrador et al., 2012,
Dhar et al., 2011, Joshi et al., 2011, San Pedro et al., 2012, Karayev et al., 2014]. [Aydın et al., 2015] propose
a system which predicts the contribution of some photographic attributes towards the overall aesthetic quality
of a picture. After estimating the extent of certain compositional attributes, they aggregate the scores for dif-
ferent attributes to predict the overall aesthetic score of a photograph by using a novel calibration technique.
[Murray et al., 2012] published the Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) dataset. Improved evaluation due to such
datasets and parallel advances in deep learning resulted in a surge of research in this area in the last few years.
In recent years, deep learning has performed remarkably well in many computer vision tasks like classifi-
cation [Krizhevsky et al., 2012], detection [Girshick, 2015], segmentation [Noh et al., 2015] and scene under-
standing [Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015, Xu et al., 2015]. Recent works like [Huang et al., 2016, He et al., 2016]
have performed well in multi-tasking frameworks for detection and classification. In [He et al., 2016], the au-
thors use a residual framework for tackling training error upon addition of new layers. In [Huang et al., 2016]
the authors use dense connections by connecting outputs from all the previous layers as input to the next layer.
As for many computer vision problems, deep learning has begun to be explored in the domain of image
aesthetic assesment as well. Apart from [Lu et al., 2015, Lu et al., 2014, Ma et al., 2017] (discussed in Sec-
tion 1), in [Kong et al., 2016], the authors learn styles and ratings jointly on a new dataset. Their algorithm is
based on comparing and ranking a pair of images instead of directly predicting their coarse aesthetic scores.
[Mai et al., 2016] propose a network that uses a composition-preserving input mechanism. They introduce an
aspect-ratio aware pooling strategy that reshapes each image differently. In [Malu et al., 2017], the authors pro-
pose a network that predicts the overall aesthetic score and eight style attributes, jointly. Additionally, they use
gradient-based feature visualization techniques to understand the correlation of different attributes with image
locations.
In principle, our pipeline is similar to [Lu et al., 2015, Lu et al., 2014, Karayev et al., 2014] in the sense that we
also perform a neural style prediction on the AVA dataset. However, our work differs in two important aspects.
First, in the overall style prediction, our Sal-RGB features perform better than the strategies that use generic
features [Karayev et al., 2014], the double column [Lu et al., 2014] or multi-patch aggregation [Lu et al., 2015].
Second, unlike [Lu et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2015] we analyze individual attributes and evaluate our strategy on
multiple datasets.

3 Network Architecture
In this section, we describe our architecture, as illustrated in Figure 2(b). Our architecture consists of three
main blocks — the saliency detector, the double-column feature-extractor and the classifier.

3.1 Saliency Detector
We compute the saliency maps using the method proposed in [Cornia et al., 2016]. Motivated from recent
attention based models [Xu et al., 2015] that processes some regions of the input more attentively than others,
the authors propose a CNN-LSTM (long and short term memory network) framework for saliency detection.
LSTMs are applied to sequential inputs where output from previous states are combined with inputs to the next
state using dot products. In this work, the authors modify the standard LSTM such that they accept a sequence
of spatial data (patches extracted from different locations in the image) and combine them using convolutions
instead of dot products. Additionally, they introduce a center-prior component, that handles the tendency of
humans to fix attention at the center region of an image. Some outputs from the system can be found in
Figure 2(a), second column.

3.2 Feature Extractor
The feature extractor consists of two parallel and independent columns, one for the saliency map and the other
for raw RGB input.
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Saliency Column : The saliency column consists of two max-pooling layers that downsample the input from
224×224 to 56×56 as shown in 2(b). Instead of max-pooling, we tried strided convolutions as they are known
to capture low level details better than pooling [Johnson et al., 2016]. But pooling gave better results in our
case which perhaps indicates that the salient position was more important than the level of detail captured.
RGB Column : We choose the DenseNet161 [Huang et al., 2016] network for its superior performance in
the ImageNet challenge. Very deep networks suffer from the vanishing-gradient problem i.e. gradual loss
of information as the input passes through several intermediate layers. Recent works like [He et al., 2016,
Srivastava et al., 2015] address this problem by explicitly passing information between layers or by dropping
random layers while training. The DenseNet is different from the traditional CNNs in the manner in which each
layer receives input from the previous layers. The l th layer in DenseNet receives as input, the concatenated
output from all previous l −1 layers.
We replace the last fully-connected layer from DenseNet with our classifier described in Section 3.3 and use
the remaining as a feature extractor. Since we have less training images, we fine-tune a model pre-trained on
ImageNet on our dataset instead of training from scratch. This works since the lower level features like edges
and corners are generic image features and can be used for aesthetic tasks too.

3.3 Classifier
Feature-maps from the two columns are concatenated and fused together using a fully-connected layer. A
second and final fully-connected layer is used as a classifier. During training, we use the standard cross-entropy
loss function and the gradient is back-propagated to the two columns.

4 Datasets
We use two standard datasets for evaluation — AVA Style and Flickr Style. AVA [Murray et al., 2012] is a
dataset containing 250,000 photographs, selected from www.dpchallenge.com. Dpchallenge is a forum for
photographers. Users rate each photograph during the challenge on a scale of 10 and post feedback during and
after the challenge.
Of these 250,000 photographs, the authors manually select 72 challenges, corresponding to 14 different photo-
graphic styles as illustrated in Figure 3 and create a subset called AVA Style containing about 14,000 images.
While training images in the subset are annotated with a single label, the test images have multiple labels asso-
ciated with them making them unsuitable for popular evaluation frameworks used for single-label multi-class
classifiers.
Flickr Style [Karayev et al., 2014] is a collection of 80,000 images of 20 visual styles. The styles span across
multiple concepts such as optical techniques (Macro, Bokeh, etc.), atmosphere (Hazy, Sunny, etc.), mood (Serene,
Melancholy, etc.), composition styles (Minimal, Geometric, etc.), colour (Pastel, Bright, etc.) and genre (Noir,
Romantic, etc.). Flickr Style is a more complex dataset than AVA not only because it has more classes, but
because some of the classes like Horror, Romantic and Serene are subjective concepts and difficult to encode
objectively.

5 Experiments
We investigate two different aspects of the problem. First, in Section 5.1 we report the overall performance
of our features using mean average precision (MAP). Second, in Section 5.2 we observe the per-class preci-
sion (PCP) scores to understand how our features affect individual photographic attributes. For comparison,
we use MAP reported in [Karayev et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2015]. PCP is compared only with
[Karayev et al., 2014] since the implementations were unavailable for [Lu et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2015]. Addi-
tionally, we implement the following two benchmarks to evaluate our approach.
• DenseNet161, ResNet152 : These are off-the-shelf implementations [Huang et al., 2016, He et al., 2016]

finetuned on our dataset and takes only RGB representation as input. These were chosen since they achieve
the least error rates for ImageNet classification.
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• RAPID++ : Following [Lu et al., 2014], we implemented a two-column network. Each column takes as
input, random crops and the whole image, as local and global representations, respectively. But, we used
DenseNet161 architecture for the two columns whereas in the original work the authors use a shallower
architecture with only three layers. We choose this as a benchmark in order to observe how their algorithm
performs with a deeper architecture.

We train style classifiers on the AVA Style and Flickr Style datasets. The train-test partitions are followed from
the original papers [Murray et al., 2012, Karayev et al., 2014].
For AVA, We use 11270 images for training and validation and 2573 images for testing. For Flickr Style we
use 64000 images for training and 16000 images for testing. For testing, we follow the approach adopted by
[Lu et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2015]. 50 patches are extracted from the test-image and each patch is passed through
the network. The results are averaged to achieve the final scores.

5.1 Style Classification
The scores are reported in terms of Mean Average Precision (MAP). MAP refers to the average of per-
class precision. The results are reported in Table 1. We observe that our method outperforms the SoA
[Karayev et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2015] significantly. But, our own baselines perform more or less

Table 1: Style Classification : Comparison with the
SoA : The results are reported in terms of Mean Aver-
age Precision(average of per class precision). We ob-
serve that for both the datasets, our method performs
better than the state of the art. Flickr Style was not used
in [Lu et al., 2014, Lu et al., 2015].

Network Augmentation AVA Flickr Style

Fusion [Karayev et al., 2014] centre crop 58.10 36.80
RAPID [Lu et al., 2014] random crop, warp 56.81 -

Multi-Patch [Lu et al., 2015] random crop 64.07 -

DenseNet161 [Huang et al., 2016] random crop 71.68 43.83
ResNet152 [He et al., 2016] random crop 70.57 43.65

RAPID++ random crop, warp 70.48 41.93

Sal-RGB random crop 71.82 43.45

equally well. We deduce that for the improvement
of MAP, the maximum impact is made by a more
sophisticated CNN, followed by the location spe-
cific saliency. Both ResNet [He et al., 2016] and
DenseNet [Huang et al., 2016] are residual networks
and learn complex representations due to their very
deep architectures. Such representations are cru-
cial for learning photographic attributes, which have
many overlapping properties (less inter-class vari-
ance).
From these results, one might argue that the improve-
ment can be attributed largely to a better CNN, and so
what does Sal-RGB bring to the representation ? We
address this issue in Section 5.2.

5.2 Per-class Precision Scores
In [Karayev et al., 2014], the authors report per-class precision (PCP) scores on AVA Style and Flickr Style.
We compare our algorithm with those results in Table 2.
We observe that our method outperforms [Karayev et al., 2014] in almost all categories on both datasets. For
the AVA Style dataset, a significant improvement is observed in the appearance-based categories like comple-
mentary colours, duotones, image grain, etc. Yet again, our own baselines DenseNet, ResNet and RAPID++
perform equally well in most categories except for RoT. For this category, Sal-RGB outperforms all others by
a significant margin. This is an important result, since unlike others, RoT is a purely geometric attribute and
important for image aesthetics and photography. A significant improvement in this category is a confirmation
of our claim that the proposed approach efficiently encodes the geometry of a photograph. We highlight these
observations in the bar plot beside Table 2.

5.3 Limitations
We tried to understand the limitations of our approach by plotting the confusion matrix for the different at-
tributes of AVA.
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Table 2: PCP for AVA Style : Sal-RGB outperforms the SoA [Karayev et al., 2014] by a significant margin in
every category. Our own baselines DenseNet [Huang et al., 2016], ResNet [He et al., 2016], RAPID++ perform
equally well for almost all categories except RoT, for which Sal-RGB performs much better. The bar plot on
the right shows the relative improvements in overall MAP and RoT respectively.

Styles Fusion(SoA) Densenet161 ResNet152 RAPID++ Sal-RGB

Complementary_Colors 46.90 62.33 62.15 61.49 61.41

Duotones 67.60 86.58 84.82 84.77 87.58

HDR 66.90 74.95 70.08 71.51 72.86

Image_Grain 64.70 81.55 79.48 83.15 82.20

Light_On_White 90.80 84.69 83.41 85.64 82.99

Long_Exposure 45.30 64.16 65.38 63.94 61.94

Macro 47.80 64.89 65.52 64.90 66.58

Motion_Blur 47.80 63.93 62.12 61.21 61.98

Negative_Image 59.50 87.40 86.11 82.01 87.71

Rule_of_Thirds 35.20 33.16 34.27 34.02 41.68
Shallow_DOF 62.40 82.08 82.42 82.95 82.39

Silhouettes 79.10 93.73 92.49 91.14 93.05

Soft_Focus 31.20 49.89 44.91 44.57 46.41

Vanishing_Point 68.40 74.16 74.80 75.45 76.76

Figure 4: Confusion matrix for AVA Style with
our model: For a test sample, the rows corre-
spond to the real class and the columns correspond
to the predicted class. The values are computed
over 2573 test samples of AVA and then normal-
ized.

• The strongest classes are Light on White, Silhouettes,
Vanishing Points. The weakest are Motion Blur and Soft
Focus.

• Long Exposure and Motion Blur get confused with each
other, which makes sense, since both attributes are cap-
tured using a slow shutter speed and mostly at night.

• Shallow DOF, Soft Focus and Macro are mutually con-
fused classes, which is justified as all of them involve
blur.

• The poorly performing classes have a high false-positive
rate. We blame this on two factors. First, some classes
such as Motion Blur and Soft-Focus have less samples
as compared to others. Secondly, we observe that there
is some ambiguity in the annotation of the training data
of AVA. They are associated with a single label. But
usually, most of the good photographs are captured with
an interplay between multiple attributes. For example
a macro image could very well conform to RoT or depth of field. Thus a single annotation incorporates
undesired penalties to the loss during training the network and creates confusions during prediction.

6 Conclusion
There are many potential applications of an automatic style and aesthetic quality estimator in the domain of
digital photography such as interactive cameras, automated photo correction etc. Our system can be directly
extended to video-processing for predicting shot-styles. For example, Figures 1 illustrates the aesthetic analysis
of a shot taken from Majid Majidi’s movie Colours of Paradise. As future work, there are many possible
directions. Generalizing the model to more style attributes could be one. Extending the system to the domain
of video and 360 images would also be possible. A thorough mathematical analysis of seemingly intangible
and subjective concepts in art and subsequently fixing ambiguities in the data-annotation could be another. We
hope that this area will become more active in the future with its challenging and interesting set of problems.1

1This publication has emanated from research conducted with the financial support of Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) under the
Grant Number 15/RP/2776
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Automatic Palette Extraction for Image Editing
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Figure 1: Palettes generated by our approach in the RGB and LAB spaces.

Abstract

Interactive palette based colour editing applications have grown in popularity in recent years, but while

many methods propose fast palette extraction techniques, they typically rely on the user to define the number

of colours needed. In this paper, we present an approach that extracts a small set of representative colours

from an image automatically, determining the optimal palette size without user interaction. Our iterative

technique assigns a vote to each pixel in the image based on how close they are in colour space to the colours

already in the palette. We use a histogram to divide the colours into bins and determine which colour occurs

most frequently in the image but is far away from all of the palette colours, and we add this colour to the

palette. This process continues until all pixels in the image are well represented by the palette. Comparisons

with existing methods show that our colour palettes compare well to other state of the art techniques, while

also computing the optimal number of colours automatically at interactive speeds. In addition, we showcase

how our colour palette performs when used in image editing applications such as colour transfer and layer

decomposition.

Keywords: Palette Extraction; Image Editing; Colour Editing; Colour Theme;

1 Introduction

The manipulation of colours in images is one of the most important problems in many computer vision appli-

cations, however using commercial colour manipulation toolboxes is often arduous for non-experts. As with

many image processing problems, there is also a natural trade-off between a tool’s ease of use and the actual

result quality and expressiveness one can obtain. A pioneering colour editing algorithm proposed by Reinhard

et al [Reinhard et al., 2001], created a way to transfer the colour feel of a palette image to a target image, re-

moving the need to apply a series of edits to get the desired result. Since then, many other colour transfer

approaches have been proposed based on histogram matching, Gaussian mixture modelling and optimal trans-

port [Pitié et al., 2005, Tai et al., 2005, Grogan and Dahyot, 2017, Papadakis et al., 2011, Ferradans et al., 2013,

Bonneel et al., 2015].
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When an example image with the desired colour distribution is not readily available, interactive colour edit-

ing approaches give the user the ability to determine what the final recoloured image will look like. Edit propa-

gation techniques have been popular for many years, and allow the user to create scribbles on different regions

of the image, indicating how they should be recoloured [An and Pellacini, 2008, Chen et al., 2014]. Recently,

palette based recolouring methods have also become very popular, allowing the user to recolour an image by

changing a small palette of colours that represent its colour distribution [Chang et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2017,

Grogan et al., 2017]. Some examples of such palettes can be seen in Figure 1. Chang et al. [Chang et al., 2015]

proposed one of the first palette based recolouring techniques, and provide an easy to use interface that al-

lows the user to recolour images in real time. Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2017] also propose a palette based

recolouring method that decomposes the colours of each pixel in the image into a linear combination of the

palette colours. They show that their technique is free from the artifacts seen in [Chang et al., 2015]. Askoy et

al. [Aksoy et al., 2017] propose a similar method for image editing, but extend it further by splitting the image

into a number of layers, with each layer containing colours similar to one of the palette entries. They show that

these layers can be used for image compositing, image recolouring and green screen keying.

As many recent recolouring and image editing approaches are based on colour palette representation, there

is no denying that in these cases the colour palette generation is key to a successful result. While many methods

propose fast palette extraction techniques, they often rely on the user to define the actual number of colours

for populating the palette. There is a lack of fully automatic methods for high quality, efficient palette gener-

ation from images. In this paper we propose a fast and fully automatic approach for extracting representative

colour palettes from images. Our method automatically finds the right number of representative colours of an

image and generates palettes suitable for colour transfer and alteration methods. The remainder of this paper

is organised as follows: In Section 2 we discuss previous palette extraction methods and present our proposed

technique in Section 3. We show that our technique compares well to other state of the art methods in Section

4 and finally present our conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section 5.

2 State of the Art

A palette should typically consist of the most representative colours in the image, and the correlation be-

tween palette colours should be low. The palette should also contain a moderate number of colours - too few

will limit the users ability to properly edit the image, and too many can make editing cumbersome. Early

works in palette extraction include O’Donovan et al. [O’Donovan et al., 2011], who use a dataset of user rated

palettes to develop a technique for palette generation. However, their method tends to perform poorly on

natural photographs, as shown in [Chang et al., 2015], and can take over a minute to compute. Later, Lin et

al. [Lin and Hanrahan, 2013] proposed a technique that worked well on natural images, but again it is slow to

compute and like O’Donovan et al., only generates palettes with 5 colours. Shapira et al. [Shapira et al., 2009]

propose to generate a model based on a Gaussian mixture model, but again computation is slow, taking around

10 seconds to compute.

Both Chang et al. [Chang et al., 2015] and Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2017] introduce a k-means variant

for palette extraction. Both techniques first reduce the colours to be processed by dividing the colours in the

image into histogram bins and compute the k-means algorithm on the mean colours of each bin only. They also

propose to initialize the k cluster centres of the k-means algorithm so that the palette results are deterministic

- they select the k mean colours that represent the most pixels in the image and add a constraint to ensure that

the k cluster centres are far apart. The k-means algorithm is then computed to find k palette colours. Zhang

et al. also add a step which ensures that two significant, but similar, colours in the image do not get merged

into one palette entry, while Chang et al. propose to discard very dark palette colours as they can be redundant

when recolouring. However, both of these techniques require a predefined palette size k.

Aksoy et al. [Aksoy et al., 2017], on the other hand, automatically determine the number of palette entries

that the input image should have. Their method iteratively selects pixel colours and adds them to the palette

until all of the colours in the image are well represented. Again, they use a 3D histogram to divide up the

pixel colours of the image. Each pixel is assigned a vote, with a higher vote given to pixels that are not well
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Figure 2: Our iterative method continues to add colours to the palette until all pixels are well represented.

Bottom row: Binary masks indicate the votes of each pixel based on the current palette. Top row: The masks

are overlaid on the original image to highlight what colours are still unrepresented by the palette.

represented by the current palette, and the histogram bin with the highest vote is used to determine the next

colour to be added to the palette. However, the palettes generated can have quite a large number of colours

and the computation can take several seconds. In this paper, we combine the advantages of several palette

generation methods and propose a technique which automatically determines a palette of colours from an

image at interactive speeds, allowing users to use it immediately to edit the image.

3 Palette Extraction

Similar to Aksoy et al. [Aksoy et al., 2017], we use a greedy iterative scheme which continues to add colours

to the palette until all pixels in the image are well represented (see Fig 2). Our first step is to divide the colours

in the image into 10×10×10 bins. Each pixel p in the image is then assigned a vote v p , based on how far the

colour p is from the colours {ci }i=1,..n in the palette. The vote v p is computed as follows:

v p
=

{

0, if d(p,ci ) < τ1 for any ci .

1, otherwise.
(1)

where d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between x and y and τ1 is a fixed threshold. In this way, only pixels that

are far enough away from the colours in the palette will be given a vote of 1. Figure 2 presents masks indicating

the votes of each pixel for a given palette. Pixels with a vote of 1 are coloured black in the mask, while those

with a vote of 0 are coloured white. The votes of the pixels in each bin are summed, and the bin b with the

highest vote is computed. The next palette colour ci is selected from bin b as follows:

ci = argmax
p∈b

Sp (2)

where Sp is the number of pixels in the 20×20 neighbourhood of p that also lie in the bin b. We continue to

add colours ci to the palette in this way until the number of pixels in the bin with the highest vote is less than a

threshold τ2.

This differs from the technique proposed by Aksoy et al. [Aksoy et al., 2017] in that they compute a vote

vp for each pixel p based on the pixel’s representation score r p . This representation score is more complex

to compute and is used to determine whether a given pixel’s colour can be created by combining the colours

already in the palette. Colours that can be created in this way will not be added to the palette. While this is

important when splitting an image into additive layers, it is not necessarily useful when generating a palette

for image recolouring. We therefore simplify their voting system by taking into account only how far a given

pixel is from the other palette colours. This reduces the computation time significantly while still ensuring that

a high quality palette is generated. The parameter τ1 is used to ensure that palette colours stay reasonably far

apart in the colour space and τ2 ensures that colours are only added to the palette when they represent a large

enough portion of the image.
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4 Experimental Results

4.1 LAB vs RGB

We tested our palette extraction technique in both the LAB and RGB spaces, setting τ1 = 0.25 in LAB and

τ1 = 0.45 in RGB. In both cases τ2 = m ×n/1000, where m and n are the width and height of the image

respectively. In Figure 1 we compare the palettes generated in both colour spaces. In general, we found that

both colour spaces created similar palettes, or palettes that differed in size by one colour (Fig 1, col 1-4) . In

some cases we found that one of the colour spaces generated a more descriptive palette than the other, as can be

seen in Figure 1, column 3. Here, the RGB palette includes blue and yellow colours, which are absent from the

LAB palette. This is because blue and yellow lie too close to the grey and green palette colours in LAB space,

and so are discarded when these palette colours are added. This is one of the drawbacks of the binary voting

system proposed in Equation 1 and future work could concentrate on changing the value of τ1 dynamically to

ensure that significant colours are not discarded. As there is very little difference between the colour spaces, in

the remainder of this paper we chose to present the results of our method computed in the LAB space.

4.2 Comparison with other methods

In Figures 3 and 4 we compare our palette generation to the k-means algorithm (computed in LAB space) and

the palette extraction techniques proposed by Chang et al., Aksoy et al. and Zhang et al. [Chang et al., 2015,

Aksoy et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2017]. As our method estimates the number of colours automatically, for

comparison when using k-means and the algorithm proposed by Chang et al., we estimate palettes with the

same number of colours as ours. Note that Chang et al. also set the maximum number of palette colours

allowed to 7 (see row 2, column 4 of Figs. 3 and 4). Both Zhang et al. and Aksoy’s et al’s palette results are

sourced from their papers [Zhang et al., 2017, Aksoy et al., 2017].

From both figures we can see that our colour palettes are very similar to Chang et al’s technique, although

their algorithm cannot compute the number of palette colours automatically. In many cases the k-means algo-

rithm performs similarly to the other palette extraction techniques, however it also requires a predefined palette

size k and the results are non-deterministic. We can also see that in some cases, important colours are missing

from the k-means palettes. For example, in row 1, column 4 of Figure 4, a brown palette colour is missing.

Similarly, in row 1, column 4 of Figure 3, a bright red palette colour is missing. In Figure 3 we again see

that our palette extraction is very similar to Zhang et al’s, and both their technique and ours capture brighter

colours that are sometimes missing from Chang et al’s palette. Again, however, the user must indicate how

many colours should appear in the palette. In comparison, Aksoy et al’s method correctly identifies the main

colours of the image (see Fig 4). However, in some cases too many palette colours are detected when fewer

would be sufficient (see Fig 4, row 2, col. 1). While a large number of palette colours may be suitable for image

decomposition, many palette entries can become cumbersome when used for colour editing.

In terms of computation time, Aksoy et al’s algorithm is the slowest, taking an average of 9 seconds. In

comparison, k-means, our algorithm, and those of Chang et al. and Zhang et al., are much faster, taking an

average time of 0.2, 0.4, 0.06 and 0.06 seconds respectively, ensuring that the palette can be presented to the

user in real time when used for editing.

4.3 Size of the palette

The size of the estimated palette is essential to most use-cases. As stated by Chang et al., a moderate size of

palette is paramount to a good recolouring - too small a size might cause an inaccurate representation of some

colours, while a palette that is too large could promote correlations between different palette colours and make

it difficult to achieve the desired colour editing result. In Zhang et al’s method, users are allowed to choose

the palette size according to their needs, therefore the results presented in their paper show different palette

sizes (chosen manually by users) for multiple input images. We tried our fully automatic palette generation

method on their data and found the number of palette colours that our algorithm automatically extracts from
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Figure 3: Comparison between our technique, Chang et al’s technique [Chang et al., 2015], the k-means algo-

rithm applied in the LAB space (KM), and Zhang et al’s palette extraction technique [Zhang et al., 2017].

their images is often very close to what a human user would naturally select. Also, as can be seen in Figures 3

and 4, the colours selected by both our algorithm and theirs are very similar. On average over the 15 images

presented in [Zhang et al., 2017], the difference between the number of manually selected palette colours versus

our method is less than one.

4.4 Applications

In this section we also explore the use of our extracted palettes for both recolouring and layer decomposition.

In Fig 5, row 1, we present the results of a palette based image recolouring technique [Grogan et al., 2017]

which takes as input an image, a palette of colours generated from the image, and an edited palette indicating

which colours in the image should change after recolouring. For example, in the case of the yellow flower (Fig

5, right), the yellow palette colour was changed to red, indicating that the yellow flower should become red. In

both cases the recolouring results are successful using our palette as input.

As previously mentioned by Chang et al. [Chang et al., 2015], including purely black or white palette entries

is often not desirable when they are being used as part of an image recolouring application, as making changes

to very dark or bright colours in an image can create unwanted artifacts in the recoloured result. In order to

compare with Aksoy et al. we have included all palette entries in this result section, but black and white palette

colours could easily be removed before presenting them in a recolouring application.

In Figure 5, rows 2 and 3, we present the layers that are generated when our palette of colours is used as
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Figure 4: Comparison between our technique, Chang et al’s technique [Chang et al., 2015], the k-means algo-

rithm applied in the LAB space, and Aksoy et al’s palette extraction technique [Aksoy et al., 2017].

input in Aksoy et al’s colour unmixing method. This technique takes an image and palette as input and for each

palette colour generates a layer containing the colours in the image that are similar to it. Combining all of the

layers recreates the input image. Although the original method proposed by Aksoy creates palettes with a large

number of colours to ensure that the colours in each image layer are very similar, in this figure we can see that

even using our palette of colours, which is smaller than that of Aksoy et al., the layers created are reasonably

coherent in terms of colour, and can be easily used in other image editing tasks such as image compositing and

colour editing.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an approach for fast, automatic palette extraction from images using an iterative approach

which continues to add colours to the palette until the colours in the image are well represented. We have

shown that palettes generated using our approach are similar to other palette extraction techniques, and the

optimal number of colours computed is highly correlated with the number of palette colours selected by users in

[Zhang et al., 2017]. While our technique is similar to that of Aksoy et al., we have simplified the computational

cost to ensure that the palette can be extracted quickly, and reduced the number of palette colours that they

estimate to ensure that the palette is not too cumbersome when used in applications such as image recolouring.

Future work will investigate ways to extend the voting system to ensure that important colours that are within

a distance τ2 of each other, but are still reasonably different, do not get merged into one palette colour.
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Figure 5: Top: Recolouring results using a palette based image recolouring technique [Grogan et al., 2017].

Bottom: The layers generated when our palette of colours is used as input in Aksoy et al’s colour unmixing

algorithm [Aksoy et al., 2017].
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Detection of Deepfake Video Manipulation
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Abstract

The Deepfake algorithm allows a user to switch the face of one actor in a video with the face of a different
actor in a photorealistic manner. This poses forensic challenges with regards to the reliability of video
evidence. To contribute to a solution, photo response non uniformity (PRNU) analysis is tested for its
effectiveness at detecting Deepfake video manipulation. The PRNU analysis shows a significant difference
in mean normalised cross correlation scores between authentic videos and Deepfakes.

Keywords: Video Manipulation, Digital Forensics, PRNU, Neural Network, Deepfake.

1 Introduction

Photographic and video evidence are commonly used in the courtroom and police investigations, and are seen
as reliable types of evidence. With the advances in video editing techniques however, video evidence is becom-
ing potentially unreliable. It is probable that, in the near future, it will be required that video evidence needs to
be examined for traces of tampering before being deemed admissible to court.

A new video manipulation technique known as Deepfake has established itself online over the last few
months. Deepfake manipulation allows a user to replace the face of an actor in a video with the face of a
second actor, provided that enough images (several hundred to thousands) are available of both actors. These
videos are known as ’Deepfakes’. Deepfakes quickly gained notoriety in the media due to their application to
porn videos, where the faces of famous actresses and politicians were ’Deepfaked’ into existing porn videos on
websites such as Reddit and PornHub [Matsakis, 2018].

What distinguishes Deepfakes from other video manipulation techniques are, firstly, its potential for pho-
torealistic results; with enough images of both actors, and enough computer training time, the resulting videos
can be extremely convincing. Secondly, the availability of the technique to laypersons. An app named FakeApp
was quickly released on Reddit, which is essentially a guided user interface wrapped around the Deepfake al-
gorithm, allowing users with limited knowledge of programming and machine learning to create Deepfakes.
Several other versions followed such as OpenFaceSwap [Anonymous, 2018].

The combination of photorealistic results and ease of use poses a unique forensic challenge. It becomes
increasingly feasible that every day videographic evidence has been manipulated, creating an increased need
for verified authentication methods to detect the Deepfake manipulation. This is an especially sensitive and
urgent problem in the current ’fake news’ era, going beyond law enforcement and becoming relevant also to
journalists, video hosting websites, and social media users. Due to this, authentication methods which are ap-
proachable and usable for a wide and private audience are ideal.

Considering the above, this paper explores the use of photo response non uniformity (PRNU) analysis ap-
plied to Deepfakes to assess the method’s accuracy and ease of use in detecting the Deepfake manipulation. The
PRNU pattern of a digital image is a noise pattern created by small factory defects in the light sensitive sensors
of a digital camera [Lukas et al., 2006]. This noise pattern is highly individualising, and is often referred to as
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the fingerprint of the digital image [Rosenfeld and Sencar, 2009]. PRNU analysis is considered a method of
interest because it is expected that the manipulation of the facial area will affect the local PRNU pattern in the
video frames. Furthermore, it is widely used in image forensics and is as such familiar to the experts working
in the field.

2 Current authentication efforts

No academic papers could be found on the detection of Deepfakes, although efforts to detect and remove them
are being made at websites such as Gyfcat [Matsakis, 2018]. Gyfcat attempts to use artificial intelligence and
facial recognition software to spot inconsistencies in the rendering of the facial area of an uploaded video.
When a video has been flagged as suspicious, a second program masks the facial area and checks whether a
video with the same body and background has been uploaded before. If such a video is found, but the faces of
the original and the newly uploaded video do not match, then the software concludes that the new video has
been manipulated [Matsakis, 2018].

Such a method is uniquely suited to a website such as Gyfcat, where millions of videos are uploaded and
there are vast databases of reference videos. The method may not be as applicable to forensic cases, where for
instance some CCTV footage from a store robbery could be Deepfaked. Nor would it detect Deepfakes which
do not have an original version stored in the databases. As such, techniques which do not rely on vast databases
are needed.

3 Methods

3.1 Dataset

The dataset consists of ten authentic, unmanipulated videos between 20 and 40 seconds in length, and of 16
Deepfakes made by the researcher. The videos are made by a Canon PowerShot SX210 IS, and are in .MOV
format, with a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. The Deepfakes are made using the ten authentic videos captured
by the Canon PowerShot SX210 IS, and using the Deepfake GUI OpenFaceSwap [Anonymous, 2018]. Three
different actors are used interchangeably to create the authentic videos, as well as the Deepfakes.

3.2 PRNU analysis

The videos are turned into a series of frames as PNGs with the use of the software ’FFmpeg’ [FFmpeg De-
velopers, 2018], named sequentially, and kept in labelled folders. In order to increase the significance of the
expected change in PRNU pattern in the facial area of the frame, the frames will be cropped to frame the face,
also with the use of ’FFmpeg’. Each frame of a video is cropped by the exact same pixels in order to leave the
portion of the PRNU pattern which is examined consistent between each cropped frame. An example of how
the frames are cropped can be found in figure 1.

The frames are then sequentially divided into eight groups of equal size, and an average PRNU pattern
is created for each group using the second order (FSTV) method [Baar et al., 2012] with the software ’PR-
NUCompare’ [Ministry of Security and Justice, 2013]. These eight PRNU patterns are then compared to one
another, and normalised cross correlation scores are returned. The variations in correlation scores and the av-
erage correlation score for each video are calculated. A Welch’s t-test will be applied to the results in order to
assess the statistical significance between the results for Deepfakes and for authentic videos [Welch, 1947].
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Figure 1: a) Frames are extracted from the video and cropped to contain the questioned face. The cropped
frames are split evenly and sequentially over eight groups. An average PRNU pattern is calculated for each
group. The PRNU pattern of each group is then compared to the PRNU patterns of the other seven groups.
Normalised cross correlation scores are calculated for each comparison. b) Frames are extracted from the
video, and cropped down to the exact same pixels which contain the questioned face.

4 Results

The mean normalised cross correlation scores per video and the variance in normalised cross correlation scores
per video are calculated. The results are illustrated in figure 2.

The results indicate that there is no correlation between the authenticity of the video and the variance in cor-
relation scores. There does appear to be a correlation between the mean correlation scores and the authenticity
of the video, where on average original videos have higher mean normalised cross correlation scores compared
to the Deepfakes. The difference in the distribution of mean normalised cross correlation scores is statistically
significant, with a p-value of 5.21∗10−5.

Figure 2: a) The average variation in correlation scores per authentic and per Deepfake video. b) The average
correlation score per authentic and per Deepfake video.

5 Conclusion

It appears that the mean normalised cross correlation score can be used to distinguish Deepfakes from authentic
videos. The dataset is too small to formulate guidelines for likelihood ratios, as is desired in forensic sciences.
However, a cut-off value of 0.05 results in a 3.8% false positive rate, and a 0% false negative rate within our
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dataset. As such, PRNU analysis may be suitable for the detection of Deepfakes. Before such an application
can be advised however, further research must be done with larger datasets in order to confirm the correlation
and to formulate reliable likelihood ratios.
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Abstract

Face re-identification is largely thought of as a solved problem in the research community, with State-of-
the-art systems attaining human-level performance on unconstrained image datasets. However, these results
do not seem to translate to the real world. In systems matching people in surveillance-like footage to high-
quality images, reported performance is much lower than what the literature would suggest. In this work, we
contribute a multi-modal dataset for evaluating real-world performance of facial re-identification systems.
We then perform a verification and re-identification evaluation for state-of-art systems on both this dataset
and the popular benchmarking dataset Labelled Faces in the Wild (LFW).

Keywords: Deep Learning, Person Re-identification, Face Recognition, Image-to-Video

1 Introduction

Face verification is a well-known problem with interesting applications such as biometrics, access control and
user authentication. Facial re-identification is an evolution of the previous problem in a much more complex
setting, where the identity of a user in the probe (which has never been seen before) should be paired against a
full gallery of users.

The emergence of Deep Learning has revolutionised the computer vision field by bringing unprecedented
performance. Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) may have different network architectures that vary in size, ef-
ficiency, and performance, but the weights learned through training are defined by the dataset the network is
trained on. As a requirement, deep neural networks require large and complex datasets to be trained on, which
are representative of the real world complexity. Face Re-identification systems are no different, and a sub-
stantial part of the field’s recent success can be attributed to the availability of large-scale datasets to train on,
such as VGGFace [Parkhi et al., 2015], CelebFaces+ [Sun et al., 2014], Ms-Celeb-1M [Guo et al., 2016], and
others.

Among the available datasets with facial imagery, Labelled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [Huang et al., 2007]
is of particular interest due to its highly unconstrained nature, and the large number of images and people it
contains. While this dataset leads in complexity among the available standard facial datasets, it can be argued if
its complexity is enough to develop and evaluate systems truly ready for real-life problems. For instance, due to
the acquiring process, that dataset consists mostly of static images from high-quality sources. Thus, the classes
within these datasets tend to be unimodal: Every image in a class has roughly similar properties to every other
image in the same class, making the reidentification easier by not requiring domain adaptation. Other datasets
such as CASIA-WebFace [Yi et al., 2014], and UMD Faces [Bansal et al., 2016] could have been used instead
of LFW, as they have similar properties.

This is not always desirable though since it does not always reflect real-world acquisition conditions. For ex-
ample: when matching still-images of people facing towards the camera to frames from surveillance video, the
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two sets of images have different intrinsic properties, i.e. belong to different domains, besides the actual subject
in the image. This bias will severely impact the performance of models trained on standard datasets when ap-
plied to realistic and complex scenarios. Dataset bias has been noted before in the literature [Klare et al., 2015]
leading to researchers performing cross-dataset experiments [Cao et al., 2017, Bansal et al., 2017].

In order to prove the severity of this effect, in this work, we perform a comparative study of state-of-the-art
deep learning models for re-identification under a complex cross-dataset setting. All models are first trained on
unconstrained still image datasets and then tested on a still-to-video dataset that we created and released to the
community. Doing this, we aim to show that using a one-size-fits-all dataset for evaluating systems may lead
to less than expected performance in the real world.

2 State of the Art

Still-to-Still (S2S). Many approaches have successfully been applied for facial verification on unconstrained
images. In [Schroff et al., 2015], the authors introduced the triplet-loss, a metric learning loss function that
aims to embed images into Euclidian space with similar images pulled towards each other and dissimilar images
pushed apart. Similarly, VGG16 architecture [Parkhi et al., 2015] combines the triplet-loss with a CNN and a
large unconstrained dataset. This was further extended [Cao et al., 2017] with an even larger dataset, and a
network based on Resnet50 [He et al., 2016] with Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks [Hu et al., 2017].

In spite of their good performance in standard sets, authors in [Klare et al., 2015] found that the perfor-
mance of re-identification systems (specifically an unnamed Government-Off-The-Self system and OpenBR
[Klontz et al., 2013]) was heavily dependant on the subject’s pose. Unconstrained frontal images can be recog-
nised with near human-level performance, but images with full pose variation such as profile shots cannot
reliably be detected or recognised.

Still to Video (S2V). Recently, research approaches have emerged to tackled Still-to-Video (S2V) re-
identification, where still images are enrolled in a system and then video sequences are matched against
them. These approaches have screening as an intended application, aiming to match mugshots in a watchlist
with CCTV footage of suspects. This task introduces extra domain adaptation challenges between cameras
that increases its complexity. A common approach is to use application-specific models that mitigate the
multi-modality of the gallery and probe images. One such S2V model is the HaarNet [Parchami et al., 2017a],
which consists of a trunk network which extracts features, with three branch networks based on Haar-like
features. Another model is the Canonical Face Representation CNN (CFR-CNN) [Parchami et al., 2017b],
which uses a supervised auto-encoder network to generate canonical face representations. The performance of
the CFR-CNN does not surpass that of the HaarNet, but it is comparable and is much less complex: requiring
3 orders of magnitude fewer operations, with only a tenth of the parameters as the HaarNet.

3 MMF Dataset

In this section, we present an independent dataset called Muti-Modal Faces (MMF) that has been recorded
for evaluating applications such as watchlist screening or e-gates in airports. The dataset also aims to provide
multiple modalities to better reflect the complexity of the real world. The dataset is available upon request.

Our dataset captures 77 subjects, consisting of 2 sets A and B. The subjects’ ages range from early twenties
to mid sixties; ethnicities are predominately white and asian; and theres a large male bias. Set A consists of
frontal images whereas Set B consists of images mined from surveillance-like videos. The cameras chosen at
the time to record the video and stills were simple off-the-shelf hardware and were not high quality.
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3.1 Data Collection

The original data was collected in many sessions, over several days. Inside a rectangular room, a temporary
division was put up along the centre. Three checkpoints were set up. Each checkpoint had a face camera
recording still images, and a body camera recording video overlooking it. Figure 1 shows the layout with face
cameras labelled A and full body cameras labelled B.

Figure 1: Room Layout - Not to scale

Each subject would enter from the door and proceed to
Checkpoint C1. Once there, they were to pause and look
straight into the appropriate face camera. After a few mo-
ments, they were to proceed to the next checkpoint and re-
peat the process. Once all three checkpoints were visited,
the subject left the room.

3.2 Data Processing

To extract faces from the raw data, we adopted an ap-
proach similar to LFW, by using a Viola-Jones detector
[Viola and Jones, 2001]. Both the still images and videos
had face detection and extraction applied to them. No
alignment was done at this stage. The videos were fed into
the detector frame-by-frame, with the output forming set
B. The Viola-Jones detector was used to make the resulting
dataset more comparable to LFW. The images were not re-
sized after extraction. Images were excluded from the sets based on the following criteria: 1) If an image does
not include a face. 2) If the image was cropped in such a way that the face is not at the centre of the image.
3) If the image was in set A and the subject was not facing the camera. Sample images from each camera are
shown in Figure 2.

(a) Camera A1 (b) Camera A2 (c) Camera A3

(d) Camera B1 (e) Camera B2 (f) Camera B3

Figure 2: Sample images captured by each camera for Identity 1
The final dataset contains 77 identities, with 60,924 images: 15,202 in Set A and 45,722 in Set B. Figure 3

shows both the number of images in each class per set and the number of images from each camera.

Dataset Variance: MMF differs from other unconstrained datasets in that its intra-class similarity is multi-
modal: that is, each class contains images with intrinsically different properties, such that the images form
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Figure 3: MMF Dataset Summary Statistics

multiple natural clusters around these properties. These are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 (left) shows that the
average intra-class similarity for LFW over all identities is largely unimodal, whereas Figure 4 (centre) shows
that the MMF average intra-class similarity has distinctive peaks and modalities, with clear separation between
Set A and Set B. Moreover, when observing individual classes distribution, the muti-modalities due to the three
checkpoints can be more easily observed.

Figure 4: Average Intra-Class Modalities for LFW (left) and MMF (centre), and intra-class modality for a
single MMF class (right).

4 Methods

Two main state-of-art systems were tested for face re-identification and face verification: a ResNet50
[He et al., 2016] based DNN and the VGG16 [Parkhi et al., 2015] DNN.

The ResNet50 based network was pre-trained on the VGGFace2 dataset [Cao et al., 2017] using the soft-
max loss function. As the network was pre-trained on a classification problem, we remove the final layer in
order to get image embeddings as output. We chose this network because it is State-of-the-Art with regards to
unconstrained facial re-identification.

We also compare with the successful VGG16 architecture trained on the original VGGFace dataset
[Parkhi et al., 2015] using the triplet-loss function [Schroff et al., 2015]. Like with the ResNet50 network
above, we remove the final layer to get out feature vectors. We included this network in our comparison
because it is a shorter, simpler network while still attaining close to State-of-the-Art performance.

All models are executed in Keras [Chollet et al., 2015] with the TensorFlow backend [Abadi et al., 2015].
All pre-trained weights were downloaded from VGG’s website and converted into Keras / Tensorflow models.

Face alignment (FA) has been proved [Bansal et al., 2017] as crucial for a correct identification, particularly
in unconstrained environments. With the aim to validate this in the context of our scenario, all tested method-
ologies were evaluated with and without it. It is provided by DLIB [King, 2009] and OpenCV [Bradski, 2000].
DLIB is used to detect the positions of facial landmarks, namely the eyes. Knowing their location and the rela-
tive angle between them, OpenCV’s warpAffine function was used to place the eyes into standard positions,
rotating the image as necessary so the eyes are horizontal relative to each other. Since we are explicitly testing
performance without FA, we are using the original un-aligned LFW dataset.
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5 Experiments and Results

Two types of experiments were performed in this evaluation, Face Verification and Face Re-Identification. We
aim for a comparison between LFW and our own dataset, as well as the methods themselves in both scenarios.
As specified in Section 4, all training was done on either VGGFace or VGGFace2 depending on the network.
LFW and MMF are used for evaluation only, being this validation a cross-dataset setting.

5.1 Experimental Setup

5.1.1 Verification

Face verification consists of taking two images, and determining if both are of the same person. Standard
practice for evaluation is to create a set of labelled pairs; pass them into face verification system which produces
some distance measurement -Euclidean distance in our case-; which is then thresholded by a value τ to produce
positive or negative labels. In our work, τ is found per fold per experiment by performing a grid-search,
optimising for verification accuracy. Since τ is obtained from our test datasets, we do not report the best value
for τ, nor the derived verification accuracy.

LFW. For LFW the standard "Unrestricted with Outside Data" protocol will be used [Learned-Miller, 2014].
This consists of 10 sets of 600 test pairs, provided by the authors of LFW. The pairs of images in each fold (a
fold consisting of 9 of the pair sets, with a different holdout set each time) are then passed through the system
which predicts if both images contain the same person. The ROC Curve is then generated for each of the 10
folds. The final result is the average ROC curve and averaged accuracy over the folds.

MMF. For MMF, we mirror the protocol used by LFW as much as is practical. In our case, we generate 4620
pairs with 50% positive matches and 50% negative matches (same as LFW). Each image in Set A is matched
uniformly to two randomly selected images in Set B: one of the same class, and the other of a different class.
The rest of the protocol follows LFW, with the final results averaged over 10 folds.

5.1.2 Re-identification

Re-identification is where one matches a single probe image to a gallery of images where neither the probe nor
gallery images were in the original training set. We will evaluate performance with the Cumulative Matching
Characteristic (CMC) Curve. Re-identification naturally gets more difficult the larger the gallery: a system
using purely random chance has probability 0.5 matching a probe to a gallery of 2, and probability 0.001
matching to a gallery of 1000. To mitigate this, we make the gallery size of both LFW and MMF identical.

LFW. To construct galleries and probes for LFW, only the classes with 2 or more images are selected (of
which there are 1680). Then, we divide the classes into groups so each group contains 77 classes (with the last
group taking the remainder). This results in 22 class groups. We then construct a probe and gallery for each
group. Galleries are constructed by randomly selecting an image from each class, with probes then containing
the images not used in the gallery. The CMC scores are then computed for each gallery-probe pair, with the
final result being the mean of all 22 CMC curves.

MMF. Given the size of the dataset and that our probe and gallery will be made from disjoint images Set A
and Set B, we construct the MMF probe and gallery differently to LFW. Iterating over each class, we randomly
select 15 images from the class in Set A, and 30 images from the class in Set B. We then construct 15 galleries
with the images from Set A (every class represented in each gallery), and combine the all of the images from
Set B into a single probe.
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5.2 Results

Verification. The resulting ROC curve comparing the difficulty of the verification problem on LFW and
MMF can be seen in Figure 5: the Area Under Curve in square brackets in the legend). The best results were
all achieved on LFW, regardless of model or whether FA was used. This shows the more complex conditions
encompassed in our dataset, which is more obvious if no FA is applied. Regarding methods, ResNet50 performs
better and seems better generalisation properties than VGG16 in this cross-dataset setting.

Figure 5: ROC Curve comparing LFW and MMF Datasets

Re-identification. Figure 6 shows the resulting CMC curves for the re-identification experiments, with Table
1 showing the CMC scores for ranks 1, 5, and 20. In this more complex setting, MMF still exhibits more
complex conditions than LFW, showing even bigger performance drops, in like-for-like examples (same model
and using FA or not). The only exception is for VGG16 without FA. However, since FA is not applied, which
appears to be a requirement for good re-identification, the results are inherently unreliable. Regarding methods,
although ResNet50 is clearly better in LFW, a dataset closer to the VGG training sets, VGG16 obtains better
results on MMF than ResNet50. In spite of VGG16 containing more parameters (138,357,544 vs 25,636,712
for ResNet50) due to the bottleneck structure of ResNet50, VGG16 is a shorter network, which means it may
exhibit smaller levels of overfitting for this complex setting.

Experiment Rank 1 Rank 5 Rank 20
ResN50 LFW 0.572 0.790 0.933
ResN50 MMF 0.068 0.287 0.628
ResN50 LFW+FA 0.946 0.969 0.978
ResN50 MMF+FA 0.573 0.786 0.878
VGG16 LFW 0.669 0.856 0.955
VGG16 MMF 0.732 0.909 0.996
VGG16 LFW+FA 0.862 0.935 0.964
VGG16 MMF+FA 0.596 0.839 0.986

Table 1: Resulting CMC Scores for each experiment ar Rank 1, 5, and 20.
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Figure 6: CMC Curve comparing LFW and MFW Datasets

6 Conclusions

In this work, we contributed a dataset to evaluate facial re-identification systems. By comparing our dataset
MMF to a widely used, unconstrained, facial dataset LFW, we show that State-of-the-Art systems are still not
fully robust, and give a much poorer performance when used on real-world still-to-video data. We also show
that face alignment gives a large boost to current systems. Furthermore, MMF complexity and the use of
cross-dataset experimentation may unravel relevant conclusions such as overfitting of current architectures.

Regarding possible future work, for real-world performance of facial re-identification systems to improve,
application specific datasets need to be created which are large enough to facilitate training: either entirely, or
with fine-tuning. Until such datasets are available, via either harvesting or data augmentation, the field will
struggle to implement robust solutions that reliably work in real-world applications.
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Abstract
Several experts in forensic science are progressively focusing on developing and using objective or

quantitative methods to convey the meaning of evidence in court. This support is endorsed in Europe by
ENFSI, where it is recommended that forensic experts disclose their discoveries using a "likelihood ratio".
The progress in deep learning methods for face recognition is of interest to the forensic discipline of face
comparison. However, even these automated methods are improving drastically, when a result has to be
presented in court it can’t appear as a "score" that is what the current software delivers because an agreement
has to be established to define the threshold which decides the match/non-match condition. A likelihood
ratio is needed instead, that is supported by the forensic community. In this paper we follow three different
methods to obtain a likelihood ratio from a biometric score: Kernel density estimation, Weibull function
approximation and Isotonic regression (using the Pool Adjacent Violators algorithm). In the LR approach
used in forensic science the ratio of the probabilities of two hypotheses (say Hp and Hd ) will be considered
before certain findings (i.e. the evidence E) are taken into account (prior odds) and after they have become
known (posterior odds). One of the hypotheses often refers to the hypothesis of the prosecution (Hp ) and
the other to the hypothesis of the defense (Hd ). Furthermore we validate them according to the ENFSI
Proficiency test from years 2017, 2013, 2012 and 2011, we compare the rank correlation between forensic
experts and the automated Face Recognition software. The databases used for calibration are: labelled faces
in the wild and SC face. Watching over the output obtained after comparing Proficiency tests and Likelihood
ratios computed from the scores supplied by Openface, it’s detected that the software can facilitate to provide
LR to forensic experts as it can do faster and more reliable comparisons with full frontal images.

Keywords: Likelihood Ratio, Automated Face Verification, Score, Validation, Biometrics

1 Introduction

In the present day, some European forensic laboratories use a logical approach to assess the robustness of evi-
dence of forensic verdicts [Willis et al., 2015][Nordgaard and Rasmusson, 2012]. If we want to provide some
meaning to forensic science, we need to determine the robustness of the evidence. The likelihood ratio (LR)
can be used to transfer the weight of evidence to the legal system and it is calculated by dividing the proba-
bility of the evidence under one hypothesis by the probability of the evidence under an alternative hypothesis.
Most commonly the two hypotheses are the prosecution’s hypothesis (Hp) and the defence hypothesis (Hd )
[Aitken and Taroni, 2004]. After evidence value (LR) of a result is combined with the prior assumptions about
the propositions presented to obtain posterior assumptions, the methodology is Bayesian and the deduced con-
clusions will depend on the prior assumptions. Nevertheless, it does not matter what priors are used, the value
of the evidence per se is the same. Thus, we can use it to make objective statistical inference about the propo-
sitions even if such inference does not include any probabilistic measures of uncertainty regarding the deduced
conclusions. [Champod and Tistarelli, 2017].
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Our contribution: We develop a validation study of scored-based likelihood ratio applied to Automated
Face Comparison [Ramos et al., 2017] [Ali, 2014]. Using the trained convolutional neural network of Open-
Face [Amos et al., 2016], we perform face verification on the ENFSI Face comparison Proficiency Test
[Ruifrok, 2017], [ENFSI, 2013], [ENFSI, 2012], [ENFSI, 2011]. The research questions are:

• Can automated face verification methods, such as deep learning OpenFace, generate likelihood ratios
comparable to forensic experts’ reports?

• When transitioning from distance based score (the one provided by the deep learning tool OpenFace) to
likelihood ratio, which of the available methods corresponds better to forensic experts’ reports?

In this paper, we use two available datasets: Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) and SCface - Surveillance
Cameras Face Database. The LFW is publicly available and SCface is available free of charge under request.
We also use for validation the forensic experts’ ENFSI reports from the years 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2017
[Ruifrok, 2017], [ENFSI, 2013], [ENFSI, 2012], [ENFSI, 2011].

2 Background and Related work

Likelihood Ratio (LR) in Forensic Science is used as a measure for the strength of evidence [Aitken and Taroni, 2004].
The Likelihood Ratio approach is a direct application of the Bayes’ rule (or Bayes theorem). Bayes’ rule can be
written in terms of probabilities or in terms of ratios of probabilities (i.e. odds) [Nordgaard and Rasmusson, 2012].
In the LR approach used in forensic science the ratio of the probabilities of two hypotheses (say Hp and Hd )
will be considered before certain findings (i.e. the evidence E) are taken into account (prior odds) and after they
have become known (posterior odds). One of the hypotheses often refers to the hypothesis of the prosecution
(Hp) and the other to the hypothesis of the defense (Hd ).

P (Hp )

P (Hd )
× P (E |Hp )

P (E |Hd )
= P (Hp |E)

P (Hd |E)
(1)

Several methods of likelihood ratio have been developed (with more or less standardization) in different
forensic fields. It is well established in DNA and it has been researched in fingerprinting [Jeannette et al., 2017].

3 Methodology

The general procedure is shown in figure 1. The first step is to obtain the multiple scores from a labeled
database. Subsequently the scores will be transformed to Likelihood Ratios using three different methods
(explained below). The three sets of results were be compared to the answers provided by the investigator
through rank correlation.

3.1 Data acquisition

Pairs of photographs consisting in different faces with diverse poses and level of illumination were set for the
test. Both photos in each pair have a possibility of match/non-match (belong to the same person or not).
Forms were set up with pairs of photographs and each investigator had to make a statement of match/non-match.
They provided a score from +5 (extremely strong support that the pictures belong to the same individual) to
−5 (extremely strong support that the pictures do not belong to the same individual). A 0 value would mean
that the investigator is not able to determine if they belong to the aforesaid. The ENFSI Proficiency Tests were
delivered to each investigator to fulfil.
The ENFSI Proficiency Test image pairs that were delivered to the investigators were also inserted as an input
for Openface software to compare. OpenFace, as stated before, outputs a result that is equivalent to a distance
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Figure 1: General outline for OpenFace (OF) and Forensic expert comparisons. In the left part of the graph,
Weibull and Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) methods are shown. Two Probability distribution Functions
(PDFs) are calculated using separate data. Isotonic Regression calibrates using all data at once. On the right
side of the graph, the scores obtained from OpenFace are translated to LR and Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio
(LLR) using the functions obtained from calibration. These results are compared against Ground Truth (GT)
and Forensic Experts (FE) statements to get Correct/Incorrect responses and Rank Correlation.

or score between 0 and 4, being the score 1 the neutral value. Low distance (score) values correspond to high
probability that the pair of photographs belong to the same individual.

3.2 Calibration

The software was calibrated by means of an evaluation of multiple pairs of pictures, being the grounth truth
known beforehand (match/non-match conditions). To execute the task, two different databases were used as
previously mentioned: Labeled Faces in the Wild and SC Face. Results from these comparisons (scores) were
saved with the relating information true/false with regard to the match/non-match conditions.

The next step is to calculate the Likelihood Ratio (LR) for any score generated by the program. Literature
offers different methods [Ali, 2014], for this paper three of them were selected: Weibull approximation, Kernel
Density Estimation and Isotonic Regression. With the set of distances obtained from images which belong to
the same person (Within Source Variability or WSV) the probability density function (PDF) is to be estimated.

Method 1 : Weibull Approximation is a continuous probability distribution defined as [Weibull, 1951]:

f (T ) = β

η

(
T

η

)β−1

e
−

(
T
η

)β
(2)

Where β is the shape parameter or the Weibull slope, η is the scale parameter. The Weibull distribution
is widely used in reliability and life data analysis due to its versatility. Depending on the values of the
parameters, the Weibull distribution can be used to model a variety of life behaviors.

Method 2 : Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric way to estimate the PDF of a random
variable. It is a fundamental data smoothing problem where inferences about the population are made,
based on a finite data sample [Chen, 2017].

Both Method 1 and 2 were also applied to the set of scores which correspond to photographs which belong
to different individuals (between source variability or BSV) and same individuals (within source variability or
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WSV). Once we have both probability density functions WSV and BSV, for any score value s, the likelihood
ratio is calculated as:

LR(s) = W SV (s)

BSV (s)
(3)

Third calibration method was to apply the Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV) Algorithm . A point cloud was
generated assigning a value y = 0 to the x values corresponding to scores of compared photos of the same
person, and a value of y = 1 to x values of scores obtained for different persons. The PAV algorithm consists
on finding a growing function whose sum of squared distances to the points is minimal. The function obtained
is considered to be the probability of two photographs are taken to different persons depending on the score
obtained in the comparison. So, the one’s complement to this function is probability of the paired photographs
are taken to the same person. Thus, the LR is calculated:

LR(x) = 1−PAV (x)

PAV (x)
(4)

To be able to compare results provided by the software and the forms fulfilled by investigators, decimal
logarithm is calculated on LR (LLR) obtained using the three methods. Thus LLR = 0 means no decision could
be taken. A high absolute value means high confidence that the photos are taken on the same (positive value)
or different (negative value) individual.

4 Experiment set-up

The experiments were set using two databases: Labeled faces in the wild and SC face. As explained in section
3, we achieved WSV and BSV and calibrated. Later, the calibrations were used to obtain LR and LLR from the
ENFSI proficiency Tests.

4.1 Automated recognition software

The accuracies of open source face recognition have just begun to surpass human accuracies on some bench-
marks [Phillips et al., 2018], [Ranjan et al., 2017]. OpenFace is a Python and Torch implementation of face
recognition with deep neural networks that:

• detects faces with a pre-trained models from dlib or OpenCV.

• transforms the face for the neural network using dlib’s real-time pose estimation with OpenCV’s affine
transformation to try to make the eyes and bottom lip appear in the same location on each image.

• utilizes a deep neural network to represent (or embed) the face on a 128-dimensional unit hypersphere.
The embedding is a generic representation for anybody’s face.

The software outputs the predicted similarity score of two faces by computing the squared L2 distance between
their representations. A lower score indicates two faces are more likely of the same person. The scores range
from 0 (the same picture) to 4.0 [Amos et al., 2016].

4.2 Validation resources

In order to validate the obtained automated LR, it will be compared to the ENFSI Proficiency test of the
years 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2017 [Ruifrok, 2017], [ENFSI, 2013], [ENFSI, 2012], [ENFSI, 2011]. These tests
provide the forensic expert with a set of image pairs. The forensic experts must provide a estimated LR (with
the criteria shown in table 1).

The characteristics of each test are the following:
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SCORE Values* of likelihood ratio Verbal Scale Translation
+5 106 and above Extremely high likelihood Extremely strong support
+4 104 −106 Very much more likely Very strong support
+3 100−104 Much more likely Moderately strong support
+2 10−100 Likely Moderate support
+1 2−10 Somewhat likely Weak support
0 0.5−2 Equally likely No support

* Likelihood ratios corresponding to the inverse (1/X) of these values (X)
(level of confidence equivalent in negative scores) will express the degree of support for the specified alternative
compared to the first proposition.

Table 1: Equivalence between likelihood ratio estimation and its support in court. It is a logarithm scale from
the likelihood ratio estimation [Aitken and Taroni, 2004]

2011 30 image pairs are captured using a few different surveillance cameras of different quality with different
resolution and compression. The illumination and angle of view is kept constant. All subjects are de-
picted approximately from the front and no corrections have been made such as rotation or background
removal. The reference images are of decent quality. Different amount of time has elapsed between
the images in each pair, but no longer than five years. The reference images are acquired before the
questioned ones.[ENFSI, 2011].

2012 Same conditions as 2011 but poses in three different angles and different set of pairs [ENFSI, 2012].

2013 40 facial comparisons. The questioned images have an almost constant image quality and distance from
the camera. The reference images are of decent quality [ENFSI, 2013].

2017 35 image pairs. Uncontrolled questioned images, and more controlled (frontal mostly) reference images.
They are captured using cameras with similar quality and conditions as used in normal cases. All images
are full frontal [Ruifrok, 2017].

5 Results

Gathering all the information, correct and incorrect answers of investigators and software were calculated and
compared. Rank correlation among investigators and LLR methods were also calculated. Rank correlation
measures the similarity of criteria to make a decision taking the certainty as input data. The higher rank
correlation (1 is the maximum value) the more similar criteria exists. Value of 0 in rank correlation means that
the answers provided by one and the other evaluator (human or software) are random, and negative values (−1
is the minimum) correspond to opposite criteria.

In figure 2a the estimated PDF functions are plotted with the histogram of the data used to define them. The
data correspond to the scores obtained when comparing images of the same person. The histogram is included
to show how the estimated functions adapt to hit. For this graph, 12 persons are compared with themselves,
making approx 111000 comparisons. In figure 2b the distributions are generated from the histograms that
result from performing one-to-one face verification executed by OpenFace. The distribution centered in 0.5
corresponds to all the comparisons for the same person (WSV), while the one centered in 2 corresponds to
comparisons between different persons (BSV).

In figure 3 the three steps to compute the different individuals probability function are shown. Figure
3a, cloud point generation. Figure 3b, weight assignation of repeated scores. Figure 3c, achieve the suitable
function that satisfies the Isotonic Regression conditions.

With the PDF distributions estimated, we can generate new data based on them, thus they can be used to
estimate Likelihood Ratios for new face verification where ground truth is no longer available. As seen before,
Open Face generates a score every time a verification is performed. This score is converted to an estimated
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(a) WSV, Histogram and PDFs (b) WSV and BSV PDF distributions

Figure 2: Weibull and Kernel functions with LFW calibration. Weibull and Kernel distributions on Labelled
Faces in the Wild.

(a) Data before adjusting Isotonic regres-
sion

(b) Data point cloud, after weighting re-
peated distances

(c) Monotonic funcion after applying
PAV algorithm

Figure 3: Pool Adjacent Violators Algorithm. From a data point cloud, a monotonic function is obtained,
replacing points by their mean, when the growing of the functions becomes negative.

likelihood ratio using the PDFs and subsequently compared to the LRs estimated by forensic experts in the so
called Proficiency tests.
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(a) Hits and misses for year 2013 (b) Hits and misses for year 2012

Figure 4: Differences in Proficiency test performance. In figure 4a the results in right and wrong answer for
the three methods (red triangles) are similar to those provided by forensic experts (blue x) They correspond
to frontal low quality images. Nevertheless when the poses are lateral or from above the methods provide few
answers because they do not detect the face, and the error ratio is greater than forensics’, as shown in figure 4b

6 Discussion

When we compare images taken in frontal poses and lateral poses, best results are obtained when poses are
frontal. The software gives more incorrect answers when pose is lateral (45°), "from above" or with time
difference (age) between reference and questioned images. When the pose is 90°(lateral) the software is unable
to detect the face, and returns an empty answer. To detect the face, software looks for two eyes and the lower
lip and this is not possible with a profile image. With lateral poses, the correlation between software and human
detection is random, it contains positive and negative values and the software returns about 50% of wrong
responses, being Isotonic Regression the method with best results. Forensic experts provide better results in
these cases but they also present low correlation among them, values about 0,4 which means that they present
difficulties to take decisions and their criteria is different.

When the comparison is made only with frontal poses, correlation between forensic experts and software
is better. When the quality of questioned images is high, forensic experts have much better results (correct
answers) and high values of correlation among them (greater than 90% in many cases). In this case software
methods give as many right answers as when then image quality is low or decent. Method with best results
and correlation is Weibull but with no significant difference with respect to the others. So, results with frontal
poses and low quality images, software is at the same level as forensic experts, but when quality of images is
good, only the experts obtain better results. Software is not able to take advantage of little details like scars
and freckles but, at the same time, it is not sensible to obstacles which hide part of the face like glasses, hats,
microphones.

7 Conclusions

Observing the results obtained after comparing Proficiency tests and Likelihood ratios calculated from the
scores provided by OpenFace, one can say that the software can assist to reporting officers as it can do faster
and more reliable comparisons with full frontal images. Although the software presents limitations, these
should not dictate what is feasible in terms of interpretation. It is expected that algorithms will evolve to adapt
to all kind of profiles and increase its performance. We have to think about it as a tool, never as a constraint to
limit its usage. The expert can not be replaced by this tool, but becomes more efficient because the computer can
help do reduce the amount of info to be managed doing appropriate filtering. If face comparison is conducted
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by two independent experts doing the comparison independent from each other, the third might be an algorithm,
and the experts can evaluate their own finding as well as the findings of the algorithm to draw a final conclusion.
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Abstract

In the past a few years, a number of new loss functions are proposed which considerably accelerate
the development of the deep neural network on face recognition. As a well-known loss, Centre loss can
significantly improve the face recognition performance compared with using Softmax loss alone. The
initial idea of the Centre loss is building a penalty by calculating the linear sum of all the Squared Eu-
clidean distances between the within-class samples and the corresponding class centre. However, this is
not a proper option, as the discriminative power of the deep features is determined by the samples on the
class edge instead of the ones close to the class centre. So, a new loss function is proposed in this paper,
which is based on the Minkowski distance and the Centre loss for improving the performance on uncon-
strained face recognition. With this new loss, the impact of the samples on the class edge is strength-
ened while the impact of the samples around the centre is weakened. Experiments are conducted on
two common-used public benchmark datasets – Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) and YouTube Faces
(YTF). Results show that the proposed method is competitive compared with the state-of-the-art meth-
ods, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Keywords: Deep Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Network, Face Recognition, Discriminative Power,
Minkowski Distance, Centre Loss.

1 Introduction

With the extensive application of the deep learning-based techniques, computer vision including face recog-
nition has achieved prodigious development in the past ten years [Schroff et al., 2015, Sun et al., 2014, Deng
et al., 2018, Huang et al., 2017]. During this period, a number of loss functions are proposed to improve the
performance of deep neural networks on different computer vision tasks. These loss functions fall into two
categories according to their distance measurements: (a). Euclidean distance-based loss, and (b). Cosine
distance-based loss.

Euclidean distance-based losses. These losses include Contrastive loss [Sun et al., 2014], Triplet loss
[Schroff et al., 2015], Centre loss [Wen et al., 2016], Range loss [Zhang et al., 2017] and so on. The main
target of these methods is offering effective supervision signals for learning discriminative features. By in-
putting the positive sample pairs and negative sample pairs, Contrastive loss tries to minimise the Euclidean
distance of the positive pairs and conversely penalise the negative pairs which own small distances. The in-
put of the Triplet loss consists of a positive sample, a negative sample and an anchor1. Triplet loss aims
at pulling together the positive-anchor pairs while pushing apart the negative-anchor pairs. Nevertheless,
how to generate the sample pairs is quite tricky for both Contrastive loss and Triplet loss. Centre loss and
Range loss added another penalty to Softmax loss so as to achieve the joint supervision. Specifically, Cen-
tral loss simultaneously learns the class centres and adds a penalty based on the distances between the

1Anchor is also a positive sample, which may be initially closer to some negative samples than it is to some positive samples.
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within-class samples and the corresponding class centres. Range loss calculates the distance of the samples
in each class and selects two samples with the maximum distance as the internal constraints. At the same
time, Range loss compares the distances of all class centre pairs and penalises the pair with the minimum
distance smaller than the specified threshold. However, it is not comprehensive to only penalise one centre
pair each time, since more central pairs may have the distances smaller than the specified threshold.

Cosine distance-based losses. L-Softmax loss [Liu et al., 2016], A-Softmax loss [Liu et al., 2017] and
AM-Softmax loss [Wang et al., 2018] are the state-of-the-art and typical cosine distance-based losses. In
L-Softmax, the output of softmax layer is reformulated from W · f to |W | · | f | · cosθ which transforms the
distance measurement from the Euclidean distance to the Cosine distance. Then the multiplicative angular
constraints are added to cosθ to amplify the angular margins between different subjects. On the basis of
L-Softmax loss, A-Softmax applies weight normalisation, reformulating W · f to | f | · cosθ which simplifies
the training target. However, both L-Softmax and A-Softmax loss are difficult to converge because of using
the multiplicative angular constraints. Therefore simulated annealing strategy is employed by these two
methods to facilitate the convergence of the algorithm. After that, Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2018] present
AM-Softmax which uses the additive angular constraints as the substitutes of the multiplicative angular
constraints, transforming cos(mθ) to cosθ−m. AM-Softmax also applies feature normalisation and intro-
duces the global scaling factor s = 30 which makes |W | · | f | = s. Thus, the training target |W | · | f | · cosθ is
again simplified to s · cosθ. Nevertheless, feature normalisation forces all the features to lie on a hyper-
sphere which results in a non-convex formulation. To solve this problem, Zheng et al. [Zheng et al., 2018]
propose a soft normalisation method. It gradually learns to constrain the norm to the scaled unit circle
while preserving convexity.

In this paper, we propose a new supervision signal to improve the Centre loss. The new supervision
signal is called Minkowski Distance-based Centre loss (MC loss), which replaces the distance measurement
from the Squared Euclidean distance to the Minkowski distance. In this way, we strengthen the impact of
the samples on the class edge while weakening the impact of the samples around the centre. With the joint
supervision of Softmax loss and MC loss, we can obtain the deep features with high discriminative power.
Experiments are conducted on two benchmark datasets – Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [Huang et al.,
2007] and YouTube Faces (YTF) [Wolf et al., 2011]. Experimental results show that the proposed method
achieves higher verification accuracy than the Softmax loss and the Softmax loss + Centre loss, and also
achieves competitive results compared with the state-of-the-art methods.

2 Minkowski Distance-based Centre loss

2.1 Softmax Loss and Centre Loss

Softmax loss is the most widely used supervision signal in deep learning, whose formulation is given in
Equation 1.

LS =− 1

N

N∑
i=1

log
eW T

yi
fi+byi∑K

j=1 eW T
j fi+b j

(1)

where N is the batch size, K is the class number of a batch, fi ∈ Rd denotes the feature of the i th sample
belonging to the yi th class, W j ∈ Rd denotes the j th column of the weight matrix W in the final fully con-
nected layer and b j is the bias term of the j th class. As we can see from Equation 1, Softmax loss is actually
the cross-entropy of the predicted labels and the true labels. That means the focus of the Softmax loss is the
correctness of the classification, namely separating the features from different classes in the training set in-
stead of learning discriminative features. Such an aim is proper for the close-set tasks, like most application
scenarios of object recognition and behaviour recognition. But the application scenarios of face recognition
are open-set tasks in most cases, therefore the discriminative power of the features is extremely important
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for a face recognition system. To enhance the discriminative power of the features learned by Softmax loss,
Wen et al. proposed the Centre loss to minimise the intra-class distance, which is shown as follows:

LC = 1

2

N∑
i=1

|| fi − cyi ||22 (2)

where cyi denotes the class centre of the yi th class. Centre loss penalises all the Squared Euclidean distances
between the class centres and within-class samples, and supervises the training process together with the
Softmax loss:

L = LS +λLC (3)

= − 1

N

N∑
i=1

l og
eW T

yi
fi+byi∑K

j=1 eW T
j fi+b j

+ λ

2

N∑
i=1

|| fi − cyi ||22 (4)

where λ is the hyper-parameter for balancing the two loss functions. With this joint supervision, the sam-
ples of each class are more compact and the learned deep features have strong discriminative power.

2.2 The Proposed Method

Centre loss penalises all the Squared Euclidean distances between the class centres and within-class sam-
ples. These within-class samples include the samples close to the centre as well as the samples on the edge
of the class. However, the discriminative power of the deep features is mainly determined by the samples on
the class edge. Thus it is reasonable to consider that improving the Centre loss by strengthening the penalty
on the samples around the edge while weakening the penalty on the samples around the centre. To achieve
this target, we generalise the Squared Euclidean distance to the nth power of the Minkowski distance of
order n. The Minkowski distance of order n between two points is formulated as below:

D (X ,Y ) =
(

k∑
i=1

|xi − yi |n
)1/n

(5)

where X = (x1, x2, . . . , xk ) and Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yk ) ∈ Rk . Therefore the nth power of the Minkowski distance of
order n is:

D (X ,Y ) =
k∑

i=1
|xi − yi |n (6)

It can been seen from Equation 6 that the Squared Euclidean distance is actually a special case (n = 2) of
the nth power of the Minkowski distance of order n. By replacing the distance measurement, the proposed
Minkowski Distance-based Centre loss (MC loss) is formulated as follows:

LM = 1

n

N∑
i=1

|| fi − cyi ||nn (7)

where n ∈ R>0. Typically, n is set to be 2,3,4, · · · in Equation 7. Here we can observe the change of
( | fi k−ck |
| f j k−ck |

)n
,

where ck is the kth element of the features of a class centre, fi k is the kth element of the features of a
marginal sample, f j k is the kth element of the features of a near-centre sample, and | fi k − ck | > | f j k − ck |.( | fi k−ck |
| f j k−ck |

)n
indicates the relative impact of the marginal samples versus the near-centre samples. When n = 2,

MC loss deteriorates to Centre loss. When n > 2,
( | fi k−ck |
| f j k−ck |

)n
is larger than it was in the Centre loss, which

means the impact of the marginal samples is relatively strengthened while the impact of the near-centre

samples is relatively weakened. With the increase of n,
( | fi k−ck |
| f j k−ck |

)n
will increase faster and faster, indicating

the disparity between these two types of samples will get wider and wider.
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Similar to Centre loss, MC loss takes the same way to gradually learn the class centre positions. The
details of the learning procedure of the class centres can be found in [Wen et al., 2016]. Besides, MC loss
also supervises the training process together with the Softmax loss. The total loss is shown below:

L = LS +λLM (8)

= − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log
eW T

yi
fi+byi∑K

j=1 eW T
j fi+b j

+ λ

n

N∑
i=1

|| fi − cyi ||nn (9)

where λ is the hyper-parameters for adjusting the impact of MC loss. The gradients of LM with respect
to fi can be computed by Equation 10, which are similar with the Centre loss, indicating that the CNNs
supervised by MC Loss is also trainable and can be optimised by standard SGD.

∂LC

∂ fi
= ( fi − cyi )n−1 (10)

Algorithm 1 shows the basic learning steps in the CNNs with the proposed Softmax + MC loss.

Algorithm 1 Learning algorithm in the CNNs with the proposed Softmax + MC loss.

Input: Training samples { fi }, initialised parameters θC in convolution layers, parameters W in the final
fully connected layer, and initialised class centres {c j | j = 1,2, ...,n}. Learning rate µt , hyperparameter
λ, learning rate of the class centres α and the number of iteration t � 1.

Output: The parameters θC .

1: while not converge do
2: Calculate the total loss by Lt = Lt

S +Lt
M .

3: Calculate the backpropagation error ∂Lt

∂ f t
i

for each sample i by ∂Lt

∂ f t
i
= ∂Lt

S

∂ f t
i
+λ∂Lt

M

∂ f t
i

.

4: Update W by W t+1 =W t −µt ∂Lt
S

∂W t .
5: Update c j for each centre j by c t+1

j = c t
j −α∆c t

j .

6: Update θC by θt+1
C = θt

C −µt ∑N
i
∂Lt

∂ f t
i

∂ f t
i

∂θt
C

.

7: t � t +1.
8: end while

3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment Settings

• Training data and data preprocessing. VGGFace2 [Cao et al., 2017] is chosen as our training set, as it
has almost no noises. To guarantee the accuracy of the results, we filtered the whole training set and
removed all the face images that could be overlapped with the LFW and the YTF datasets. The filtered
training set consists of 3M facial images. For the convenience of the implement, the widely used
MTCNN [Zhang et al., 2016] is applied to all the training data and the testing data for face alignment
and face detection, with a cropping size of 160*160. For data augment, random horizontal flipping is
performed on the training data. To improve the verification accuracy, we concatenate the features of
the original testing image and its horizontally flipped counterpart.

• Network settings and test settings. Based on Inception-ResNet-v1 [Szegedy et al., 2016], we imple-
mented the proposed method by Tensorflow [Abadi et al., 2016] and trained three relevant models
according to different losses: 1. Softmax loss, 2. Softmax loss + Centre loss, and 3. Softmax loss + MC
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Figure 1: Some examples from the LFW dataset (left) and the YTF dataset (right).

loss. These three models are trained on one GPU (GTX 1080 Ti), and we set the network parameters
as follows: batch size 90, embedding size 512, weight decay 5e-4 and keep probability 0.4. The λ in
Equation 8 is set to be 4e-5. We set the total iteration to be 275K and it roughly costs 30 hours for train-
ing. The initial learning rate is 0.05 and is then divided by 10 every 100K iterations. All three models
use the same parameter settings except that the model 3 loads the model 2 as the pre-trained model
before the training starts, as we found this way makes the model 3 achieve better performance.

3.2 Experimental Results on LFW and YTF

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on two public benchmark datasets – LFW and YTF datasets
according to the settings in Section 3.1. Some preprocessed examples from these two datasets are shown in
Fig.1.

LFW dataset [Huang et al., 2007] contains more than 13K face images from 5749 different subjects where
4069 of them have only one image and the remaining 1680 subjects have more than one image. These
face images have large variations in illumination, expression, pose and so on. The only constraint on the
collected faces is the use of the Viola-Jones face detector. We adopted the standard experimental protocol of
unrestricted with labelled outside data [Huang and Learned-Miller, 2014] and do the test on 6K face image
pairs according to the given pair list. YTF dataset [Wolf et al., 2011] includes 3,425 YouTube videos, coming
from 1,595 subjects. The frame number of these videos ranges from 48 to 6,070, with an average frame
number of 181.3 frames. Also, we adopted the standard experimental protocol of unrestricted with labelled
outside data to evaluate the proposed methods on the given 5K video pairs. Table 1 shows the results of the
proposed method and the state-of-the-art methods on the LFW and the YTF datasets, from which we can
observe the followings:

• With the same framework, the proposed Softmax loss + MC loss outperforms Softmax loss and Soft-
max loss + Centre loss on both two datasets. On the LFW image dataset, the verification accuracy
increases from 99.43% and 99.50% to 99.57%. On the YTF video dataset, the verification accuracy in-
creases from 94.9% and 95.1% to 95.3%. This demonstrates that the proposed MC loss is effective on
both image-based and video-based recognition.

• As shown in Table 1, we also compared the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods in-
cluding DeepID2+ [Sun et al., 2015], FaceNet [Schroff et al., 2015], SphereFace [Liu et al., 2017] and
so on. The results on LFW show that the proposed method is highly competitive and has an accu-
racy higher than all the other methods except FaceNet [Schroff et al., 2015]. However, FaceNet utilises
200M face images for training while the proposed method only uses 3M face images during the train-
ing.
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Table 1: Verification performance of state-of-the-art methods on LFW and YTF datasets.
Methods Source Images LFW(%) YTF(%)

Deep Face [Taigman et al., 2014] CVPR 4M 97.35 91.4
DeepID2+ [Sun et al., 2015] CVPR N/A 99.47 93.2
Fusion [Taigman et al., 2015] CVPR 500M 98.37 N/A
FaceNet [Schroff et al., 2015] CVPR 200M 99.63 95.1
Baidu [Liu et al., 2015] arXiv 1.3M 99.13 N/A
Centre Loss [Wen et al., 2016] ECCV 0.7M 99.28 94.9
Multibatch [Tadmor et al., 2016] NIPS 2.6M 98.20 N/A
Aug [Masi et al., 2016] ECCV 0.5M 98.06 N/A
SphereFace [Liu et al., 2017] CVPR 0.5M 99.42 95.0
Range Loss [Zhang et al., 2017] ICCV 1.5M 99.52 93.7
Softmax loss N/A 3M 99.43 94.9
Softmax loss + Centre loss N/A 3M 99.50 95.1
Softmax loss + MC loss (Proposed) N/A 3M 99.57 95.3

• For the experiments on the YTF video dataset, we only compare the first 100 frames between two
videos. However, comparing the results on YTF, we can find that the proposed method is still highly
competitive. It outperforms all the methods in Table 1, which shows the advantage of the proposed
method.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a Minkowski distance-based generalization method is presented for improving the Centre loss
for deep face recognition. The resulting new loss function is called Minkowski Distance-based Centre loss
(MC loss), which replaces the distance measurement from the Euclidean distance of the Centre loss to the
Minkowski distance. By this generalisation, MC loss strengthens the penalty on the marginal samples while
weakens the penalty on the near-centre samples. Experiments are conducted on the LFW image dataset and
the YTF video dataset. Results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method for unconstrained
image-based and video-based face recognition and show that the proposed method is highly competitive
even compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
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Abstract

Some countries allow citizens to provide printed copies of face ID photographs in order to issue elec-
tronic Machine Readable Travel Documents (e-MRTD). This allows an individual with image manipulation
skills to create a novel photograph by blending the photographs of two different individuals before submit-
ting the photograph to the authorities. Depending on the end result, the new photograph can be mistaken
for either of the contributors and a legitimate e-MRTD can be issued. The e-MRTD can then be used by
either contributor, bypassing automatic face verification systems. Since 2014 the scientific community has
embarked on developing effective detection methods against this ’Identity share’ scheme.

Keywords: Image Processing, Machine Vision, Face Morphing Detection, Face Verification, e-MRTD

1 Introduction

Figure 1: e-Pass

Electronic machine readable travel documents (e-
MRTD) utilizing biometric characteristics are in-
creasingly being used for user verification. Such a
document is the electronic passport (e-Pass) where
the user’s face photograph is stored in an electronic
chip implanted in the passport (Figure 1). In a ver-
ification scenario such as automatic border controls
(ABC), the stored photograph is compared against a
probe photo of the e-MRTD holder taken at site using
an automatic face recognition system (FRS).

In Ireland as well as in other Schengen Agree-
ment countries, a citizen applying for a new passport
or a renewal can provide the issuing authorities with
printed photographs so long they meet certain criteria set by the International Civil Aviation Organization. The
chosen photograph is then scanned and stored in the chip along with other personal data.

The possibility to provide printed photographs creates a vulnerability in the issuing and verification proce-
dures, which can be exploited by criminals with face morphing, as demonstrated first by [Ferrara et al., 2014]
and reproduced by others.

The term face morphing is used in the literature to describe the method of exploitation. It is the procedure of
creating a novel photograph by blending, usually with equal contribution percentages, two photographs of two
different persons using computer software either manually or automatically. Given that the two contributors
look alike and proper techniques have been used, the resulting morphs can bypass both human and machine
control. That means that the e-Pass can be successfully used by both contributors, one being the criminal and
the other the accomplice.

This risk would be irrelevant if live photograph enrollment were required at an authorized facility.
Several attempts have been made to detect morphs. To the best of our knowledge all but one of them are

based on extracting and quantifying features from pixel level information of the questioned photograph, like
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Figure 2: Morphing scenario

differences between neighboring pixels, abnormal texture inconsistencies, ghosting artifacts, multiple compres-
sion artifacts, morphing traces in general, and then classifying the questioned photograph either as genuine or
morph depending on the scores.

Some detection methods perform well on purely digital photographs but classification errors rise signif-
icantly after the photographs undergo printing and scanning P&S, which results in loss of information and
consequently mitigation of morphing traces.

Theoretically, all of the above traces could be covered by image editing techniques, smoothing, interpola-
tion, median/Gaussian filtering, color correction, histogram manipulation etc. Thus it becomes a race of arms
in which a highly sophisticated criminal could potentially create a morph that would bypass such detectors if
the feature space of the detector was known.

The aim of this research is to create a detection method that is independent of the presence or absence of
morphing traces for the aforementioned reason.

Morphs can be checked in two stages by human inspection, detection algorithm or both . The issuing and
the ABC stage. In real case scenarios of both stages, there are two photographs that could be compared:

• Issuing stage : Photograph from previous Passport / ID and the presented new photograph of the applicant

• ABC stage : Probe photograph of the holder and passport photograph

Most State of the Art detection methods make no use of the information contained in the previous Pass-
port / ID photograph or the probe photograph in the detection process. Instead the effort focuses only on the
questioned photograph, namely the presented new one or the probe respectively.

On the contrary the proposed method makes use of both pieces of information in order to produce a morph.
The method is based on the hypothesis that given a highly sensitive face encoding framework, the distribution
of face distances between the created morph, the probe and the passport photograph, regarding the ABC stage,
will be different between a genuine and a criminal scenario, thus discriminating the two. It can be used as an
additional security layer next to the conventional detection methods. Additionally the P&S would theoretically
affect the scores of both the genuine and criminal scenarios equally, thus not introducing any bias.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Morph creation

Morphs can be created either manually with computer software like Morpheus (commercial), GIMP (open
source) or automatically using Python, Dlib’s face recognition library written by [King, 2009] and OpenCV
libraries. Manual morphing produces better results because the facial landmarks that are needed for the process
are specified manually and thus are more accurate, instead of using trained neural networks for automatic
landmark extraction. Nonetheless automatic morphing is more efficient.

In short, the most common way of automatic face morphing consists of detecting the face either with the
Histogram of Oriented Gradients method of [Shu et al., 2011] or trained Neural Networks, extracting facial
landmarks with the use of trained neural networks and adjusting face position and proportion in the photograph
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Figure 3: Basic morphing stages

with geometric manipulations. Then, the landmarks are connected in order to form triangles on the contribu-
tors’ faces. More landmarks result to better morph quality. Next, the corresponding triangles’ dimensions are
averaged. The resulting triangle is filled with pixel information of the two initial triangles in equal contribu-
tions. This introduces some ghosting artifacts, cross fades of the two photographs mainly around the ears, head
and shoulders areas, making the created morph easily detected by an officer as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Ghosting artifacts and editing
However, the investigated detection method focuses only on the facial area of the photograph, similarly to

commercial face recognition systems, thus ways to conceal the ghosting artifacts as shown in Figure 4 will not
be discussed further.

2.2 Morph detection

As mentioned above conventional detection methods focus on detecting traces left from the morphing process.
The downside is that a sophisticated criminal could theoretically conceal most of the traces and the P&S process
adds to that problem considering that useful information is lost, resulting to increased detection error rates.

[Raghavendra et al., 2017] devised a detection scheme on P&S photographs, extracting features from differ-
ent colorspaces, fusing them and then feeding them to the Probabilistic Collaborative Representation Classifier.

In another study [Raghavendra et al., 2017] conducted a vulnerability analysis on a commercial and well
tested FRS, namely FaceVACS from Cognitec. They compared printed and scanned morphs against both con-
tributors and reported an IAPMR = 83.62%.

In a full-system evaluation of a verification system, IAPMR is the Impostor Attack Presentation Match
Rate, a morph that is verified against a subject.

Similarly on VeriLook SDK from Neurotechnology, [Scherhag et al., 2017], report IAPMR= 99.19% ,
IAPMR= 95.9% with different scanners.

[Seibold et al., 2017] use convolutional neural networks for classification on purely digital images with the
addition of some noise with good results. It is based on semantic artifacts that could be absent in manual
morphs.
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An interesting approach was examined by [Ferrara et al., 2018] in which the probe photograph is subtracted
from the e-Pass in order to reveal a potentially different contributor. Issues that could hinder the success of the
method are the quality of the e-Pass, the slight within person variation and the fact that the morphing process
might be different than expected, only isolated areas might be morphed , eyes , nose etc.

3 Experimental method

Considering the fact that there is no freely available Morph database for experimentation and analysis, one had
to be created. Automatic morph generation is the most convenient way for extensive experimentation since it
is extremely faster.

3.1 Morph creation

To simulate a realistic verification scenario the following two hypotheses are considered:

• H0 : The e-Pass photograph is genuine

• H1 : The e-Pass photograph is a morph

Figure 5:

3.1.1 H0

Each pair consists of two photographs of an individual taken at a different point in time. One of them is used
as the probe photograph and the other as the e-Pass. The two photographs are then morphed.

3.1.2 H1

Each pair consists of a photograph of an individual representing the probe and a morph representing the e-Pass.
The morph is created from a photograph of the e-Pass holder taken at a different point in time and a photograph
of another individual with the following steps:

1. An efficient clustering algorithm (k-means, chinese whispers, etc.) is used on a population of photographs
satisfying focus, color and quality criteria set by ISO/IEC 19794-5:2011 , in order to cluster similar faces.
Each face is represented by a 128 dimensional vector extracted from a tweaked version of the ResNet-
34 network in the work of [He et al., 2016]. The photographs could initially be classified depending on
gender and ethnic characteristics namely skin color, eyes shape etc. by trained neural networks, which
would result in better morphing candidates and thus more realistic morphs.

2. Each face face vector is then compared against the rest in its cluster in order to find the most similar
one, according to some similarity measure, in our case the Euclidean distance is used, as one of the most
common face similarity measures in the literature.
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3. Finally, one morph which is intended as the e-Pass photograph is created from the two similar faces from
step 2. It has to be noted here that the probe was not used in the morphing process. Instead a photograph
of the individual taken at a different point in time was used.

Figure 6:
Similarly to H0 the probe and the e-Pass are morphed together.

Figure 7:
20 + 59 genuine (H0) and 20 + 48 criminal (H1) scenarios were created. Each scenario containing 3

photographs, probe, e-Pass and their morph.

3.2 Morph detection

The following distances are computed:

• d0= Euclidean distance between probe and e-Pass face descriptors

• d1= Euclidean distance between probe and morphed face descriptor

• d2= Euclidean distance between e-Pass face and morphed face descriptor

•

3.2.1 SVM classification

The created morph is represented by a 3 dimensional vector consisting of d0 , d1 and d2. Dlib’s support vector
machine with a linear kernel was used for binary classification. The classifier was learned on a training set that
consisted of 20 scenarios for each hypothesis, 40 in total. The genuine scenarios were given the label y = 1
whereas y = -1 was given to the non genuine scenarios. The testing set consisted of 59 genuine and 48 criminal
scenarios, 107 in total. See Appendix A for details regarding the database and the scores.
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3.2.2 Hypothesis testing

Regarding genuine scenarios, the probability density functions of the distances d0 , d1 and d2 approximate a
normal distribution with means, 0.23, 0.144 and 0.143 and standard deviations, 0.056, 0.041 and 0.037 respec-
tively. Regarding criminal scenarios, the probability density function depends on how similar the criminal and
the accomplice are. The mean is expected to be larger than the mean of the genuine pdf, together with a larger
standard deviation because not all pairs of criminals and accomplices differ the same. More samples are needed
to better approximate the right distribution with means, 0.395, 0.219 and 0.245 and standard deviations, 0.054,
0.038 and 0.037 respectively. Given an observed distance d , an extreme value is more probable under H1 than
under H0. After defining a critical region (rejection region), the so called p-value is calculated,

p = P (d >= dobs|H0)

The p-value is the probability to get the observed value of d or an even more extreme one, and is calculated
from the respective probability density function of the data.

3.3 Experimental results

3.3.1 Training set

Figure 8: Morphing scenario
The training set consists of 20 genuine and 20 criminal cases. One genuine and one criminal case were

misclassified.

3.3.2 Testing set

The testing set consists of 59 genuine and 48 criminal cases different from those of the training set. A couple
of genuine and one criminal cases were misclassified.

Figure 9: Misclassified training set cases
The genuine cases that were misclassified in both sets are due to either face angle (10a , 9a) or pose variation

(10b). Both criminal cases that were misclassified as genuine involved persons of East Asian descent (9b , 10c),
presumably due to increased geometric similarity of East Asian faces. Two criminal cases that were correctly
classified are provided below for reference.
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Figure 10: Misclassified testing set cases

Figure 11: Scatter plot of genuine and criminal scenario data points

In Figure 12 the data points of genuine and criminal scenarios are plotted. The two populations of data
points seem quite distinguishable apart from a small area of blue outliers.

The SVM classifier scores of 59 genuine and 48 criminal cases can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 12: Histogram of SVM scores
The classifier achieved a True Positive Rate of 0.966 and a False Positive Rate of 0.0208. The TPR is

the proportion of actual positives (Genuine scenarios) that are correctly identified as such and the FPR is the
proportion of actual negatives (Criminal scenarios) that are falsely identified as positives.

4 Conclusion

The SVM classification results show that the 3D vector could be used as an additional security layer next to
the conventional detection methods to assist a correct decision. The method is not based on detecting micro-
traces on pixel level and thus should not be affected by the inevitable loss of information due to the print and
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scan process or by sophisticated concealment of morphing traces, which is the Achilles heel of conventional
detection methods. Both sub-methods are easy and fast to implement and can be used in conjunction with
State of the Art detection methods at both the issuing and the ABC stage. By the end of this research the
following parts will be added. Distributions of distances between photographs of the same individual taken at a
different moment, as well as of different individuals. The automatic morph generation pipeline will be enriched
with the steps mentioned at section 3.1. The noise that is introduced by the P&S process will be attempted
to be modeled and applied to the database to overcome the tedious task of manually conducting the process.
Distributions of further re-morphing will be evaluated in terms of discriminating ability. Non linear kernels
and other classification methods will be assessed. The robustness of the method in terms of pose variation
will be investigated, although some sensitivity is expected and observed in the misclassification of the genuine
scenarios.

A Appendix

The databases that were used for the generation of the morphs were requested from Interpol and Eurecom, and
are subject to license agreements. Thus they cannot be shared without permission. The scores and the data
points can be requested from the authors.
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Batch Normalization in the final layer of generative networks
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Abstract

Generative Networks have shown great promise in generating photo-realistic images. Despite this, the
theory surrounding them is still an active research area. Much of the useful work with Generative networks
rely on heuristics that tend to produce good results. One of these heuristics is the advice not to use Batch
Normalization in the final layer of the generator network. Many of the state-of-the-art generative network
architectures use this heuristic, but the reasons for doing so are inconsistent. This paper will show that this
is not necessarily a good heuristic and that Batch Normalization can be beneficial in the final layer of the
generator network either by placing it before the final non-linear activation, usually a t anh or replacing the
final t anh activation altogether with Batch Normalization and clipping. We show that this can lead to the
faster training of Generator networks by matching the generator to the mean and standard deviation of the
target distribution’s image colour values.

Keywords: GAN, Batchnorm, iWGAN, CNN, Generative

1 Introduction

Batch Normalization (BN) [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] is considered one of the breakthrough enabling techniques
in training deep neural networks. Without it, the gradient in each layer is tightly coupled to all other layers.
Should the gradient on any layer be close to zero, then this chokes off the gradient to all subsequent layers
during back-propagation of the gradient. This problem is known as vanishing gradients. BN works as follows.
The activations from a layer, for a full mini-batch, are passed to the BN function. It calculates the sample mean
and standard deviation for this mini-batch. It subtracts this mean and divides by this standard deviation to leave
the activations for the mini-batch with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Next, it does the reverse
of this step by multiplying by a new standard deviation called γ and adds a new mean called β. Importantly
(γ,β) are trainable parameters that exist for each channel of activations in a layer. The net effect is that the
distribution of activations of one layer is shifted and expanded/contracted to match the input to the next layer.
Generative networks take various forms. [Johnson et al., 2016] shows an example of image-to-image for super-
resolution and style transfer. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) introduced by
[Goodfellow et al., 2014] and Variational Autoencoders (VAE) use a latent noise vector z as input with the
output being an image. All of these forms of generative networks must at some point constrain the activations
to pixel values. For the case of colour images, the network must reduce down to three channels and the values
would normally be constrained to be integers in the range [0,255]. To constrain the pixel values to be in an
appropriate range the activation of choice is the t anh. The t anh function takes an unbounded real number and
constrains it to the real number range [−1,1]. However we see from Figure 1 that inputs outside the range [−2,2]
will be saturated. When converted to an 8-bit image these saturated values will convert to colour values of 0
and 255. For most real images the pixel values will be well spread between [0,255]. If the generator network
is to produce realistic looking images, it should naturally produce images that have pixel values well spread
between [−1,1] on the output of the t anh. The network previous to the t anh should be aiming to produce
activations with a mean close to zero and standard deviation close to one, to ensure a good spread of values
entering the t anh. It is still reasonable for some activations of the t anh to saturate. Many real-world colour
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values will be 0 or 255. The main contribution of this work is to show that BN in the final layer can lead to
faster convergence in the early phase of training. Placing a BN layer between the final activations and the t anh
allows the activations earlier in the network to be less constrained. The BN will shift and spread/condense the
values to a range that suits the t anh function. Indeed we show that the t anh may not be optimal and that BN
with appropriate (γ,β) values may suffice with simple clipping to [−1,1], keeping in mind that clipping is also
a non-linear operation.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

GANs were originally introduced by [Goodfellow et al., 2014]. In their experiments on images, they are not
explicit about the architecture design apart from to say the generator used r elu and si g moi d activations while
the discriminator used maxout activations. There is no suggestion that BN was used. The ideas outlined in
[Goodfellow et al., 2014] have sparked a large body of research, but the architectures used in most GANs for
image generation follow the design of [Radford et al., 2015]
[Radford et al., 2015], introduced what is commonly referred to as the DCGAN (Deep Convolutional GAN).
They introduce the t anh activation at the output of the final layer, observing that using a bounded activation
like t anh allows the model to saturate quicker and thus cover the colour space of the distribution. This is
legitimate if the default output distribution is tightly compacted within the output activation, but if it is widely
spread or far from centred then the t anh may saturate the majority of the outputs making it very difficult for
the generator to learn. [Radford et al., 2015] advise using BN in most layers except for the final layer of the
generator and the first layer of the discriminator. They noted that including BN in those layers led to sample
oscillation and model instability which was avoided when it was removed. It should be noted here that we
have also experienced this with the DCGAN using the original loss regime from [Goodfellow et al., 2014].
However, with some other designs and loss regimes, we find that BN is a benefit and that this heuristic may not
be appropriate everywhere.
[Goodfellow, 2016] refers to the key insights of the DCGAN, stating that BN is left out of these layers so that
the Model can learn the correct mean and scale of the distribution. BN has learnable parameters (β, γ) that can
represent these and are condensed into (β, γ) though there may be reasons the [Goodfellow et al., 2014] loss
regime prefers to distribute this over the rest of the weights in the network. A clear explanation of why BN
in these specific layers causes oscillation and instability has to our knowledge not been resolved. One of the
key problems with GANs that follow [Goodfellow et al., 2014] is that the loss functions do not inform us how
training is progressing.
[Arjovsky et al., 2017] introduced a new loss function to GANs, called the Wasserstein distance.

max
||D||L≤1

Ex∼pr [D(x)]−Ez∼pz [D(G (z))] (1)

Where D is the Discriminator (called a Critic in the WGAN) and must be a 1-Lipshitz function. x is a real
image from the training set and z is the latent noise vector applied to the Generator G to produce synthetic
samples. The Wasserstein distance, sometimes called the Earth-mover distance, is a metric that can be thought
of intuitively as the amount of probability mass that must be moved, and how far it must be moved, to trans-
form one probability distribution to another. It is also meaningful here in that it conveys how training is
progressing, something that the original GAN loss functions can not do. However, in this first implementation
the lipshitz constraint was crudely approximated by means of constraining the weights of D. In their experi-
ments, they remove all BN from DCGANs in their entirety. There doesn’t seem to be any reasoning for this
design choice. [Gulrajani et al., 2017] improves upon the work of [Arjovsky et al., 2017] with the improved
WGAN. The approximation in a computerised setting was the main improvement though this also led to nec-
essary changes in architecture. [Gulrajani et al., 2017] do use BN in the generator but use Layer Normalization
[Lei Ba et al., 2016] in the Critic (WGAN name for the discriminator). It is not stated whether they use BN in
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the final layer of the generator but the GitHub repository they supply certainly does not appear to use it in the
final layer. The [Gulrajani et al., 2017] architecture will be referred to as the iWGAN in this paper.

2.2 Image-to-Image networks

[Johnson et al., 2016] created a generative network for super-resolution and style-transfer. They used a pre-
trained VGG network [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014] as their loss function, and the generative network con-
sisted of multiple residual convolutional blocks with BN. However they also intentionally leave BN out of the
final layer stating that they use a t anh function on the output layer to ensure that the pixels are in the range
[0,255]. The suggestion here is that the t anh replaces the need for BN, though there is no explanation as to
why one would be a direct replacement for the other. In section 3 we will show the different effects of t anh
and BN and give the case that BN makes more sense in the output of a generator network.

2.3 How to evaluate generative models

It is worth considering how to evaluate the performance of any type of generative model. [Theis et al., 2015]
compare average log-likelihood and visual fidelity of samples which at the time were the most commonly
used evaluation criteria for generative models. They show robust theoretical reasons why these are largely
independent of each other. They show that both average log-likelihood and visual fidelity can be misleading.
Plausible samples can be generated while still achieving poor log-likelihood. However good log-likelihood can
be achieved with no guarantee of visually plausible samples.

3 How BN relates to t anh

Figure 1: The t anh function.

Consider what happens to a distribution of activations that vary
beyond the bounds [−2,2] in Figure 1. Any activations beyond
these bounds will saturate to [−1,1]. While the output will be
bound to the desired [−1,1] the network has no way to differ-
entiate between any one saturated activation and another, which
creates difficulties with learning. We have seen in practice that
this can be overcome, and the values do eventually begin to fall
in the correct range, but this can take time. Now consider what
happens if we put BN before this t anh. In the first part of the BN
algorithm, the mean and standard deviation of the batch of acti-
vations will be calculated, the mean will be subtracted from each
activation value, and then each will be divided by the batch’s
standard deviation. The expected value of any activation is now
zero, which is the central value of the input to the t anh function and the standard deviation of an activation is
one, which means that most activation values will be between [−1,1]. The majority of activations (up to two
standard deviations) will result in an unsaturated output from the t anh functions. From two standard devia-
tions and above we expect saturation. This assumes that BN’s learnable parameters do nothing, but as they are
trainable, they can vary to suit the target distribution. If any channel of the target distribution has a non-zero
mean, then the β parameter for that channel can vary to suit. Likewise for the standard deviation of colour
values of the target distribution. They must change in such a way that they move the activations to a value that
will give the desired target distribution after output from the t anh. This does present a problem as (γ,β) are
parameters of an affine operation and varying them cannot undo the effect of a non-linear function like t anh.
This brings up the question, why the t anh at all? If the BN can learn or be set to the target distribution for
each channel is there any benefit to the t anh? We show later that t anh may be unnecessary and it can, in fact,
bring a small improvement to replace it with a clipping operation.
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It should be noted that BN is not a replacement for a non-linearity in general. BN is an affine operation so it
cannot serve as a non-linearity. Instead, we are saying that the affine operation it offers along with a clipping
activation (itself a non-linearity) may be of more utility here than the t anh. Aside from the effects of adding
complexity and generalisation to the network a t anh or clipping non-linearity is necessary here or it can cause
artefacts in the generated image where a number outside the range [0,255] is inserted into the image.

4 Method

As outlined in section 2.3, evaluation of generative models is not straightforward. In this paper, we will only be
looking at the first phase of training. To some extent, we will use visual fidelity but usually only in conjunction
with a histogram of the image showing the distribution of values. As [Theis et al., 2015] work predates the
work of [Arjovsky et al., 2017, Gulrajani et al., 2017, Johnson et al., 2016] they did not consider using the loss
functions of these methods as a way to measure the performance of generative models. We do use these loss
functions, but it should be noted that they suffer the same drawbacks that average log-likelihood suffer. Namely,
that plausible samples can be generated while still achieving high loss and a low loss can be achieved with no
guarantee of visually plausible samples.

4.1 Experiments

To determine the efficacy of using BN in the final layer of the generative network, we will look at the Image-
to-Image architecture of [Johnson et al., 2016] and the iWGAN architecture of [Gulrajani et al., 2017]. We use
the Keras framework with the TensorFlow back-end.
For the Image-to-Image architecture we consider super-resolution. We will compare the histogram/images cre-
ated at the initial phase of training and also look at the trend of the perceptual loss function, which is a mean-
ingful value that should tend to zero as training progresses. We use a subset of ImageNet [Deng et al., 2009]
(19439 images) of size 288x288 as our high-res target distribution. From this set, we make a low-res set of
images of size 72x72. The Generator network must learn to output the hi-res data set in response to the low-res
set input. To see how training is progressing we will take an image from outside the target data set and resize
to 72x72. This will be passed to the generator at periodic intervals of training. The output hi-res image will
be considered in terms of visual fidelity and histogram distribution. Using this underlying architecture, we
compare the combinations of t anh-alone, BN-with-t anh and BN-with-clipping. For BN in conjunction with
the t anh we use the default initialisation values of (γ = 1,β = 0) as these are reasonable numbers for spread
across the t anh function. For BN-with-clipping we initialise the (γ,β) with the per-channel standard deviation
and mean of the hi-res training set.
For the iWGAN architecture, we use the critic loss, which [Arjovsky et al., 2017] showed was proportional
to the Wasserstein distance, as a measure of how quickly our different output layers converge. CIFAR-10
[Krizhevsky et al., 2009] 32x32 pixel images of frogs (5000 images) are used for training. Once again we will
consider visual fidelity and in particular the histogram spread of values As above, we compare the combina-
tions of t anh-alone, BN-with-t anh and BN-with-clipping. Details of both architectures and hyper-parameter
values are in the Appendix.

5 Results

Figure (2) shows three plots of perceptual loss at each batch update iteration for the three final layer types,
t anh-alone, BN-with-t anh and BN-with-clipping used with the super-resolution network.
Figure (3) shows the critic loss (Wasserstein distance) change over generator iterations. The three plots show
the distance for t anh-alone, BN-with-t anh and BN-with-clipping used with the iWGAN design. All plots use
a 100 point running mean, the actual loss has a much greater variance.
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Figure 2: Super Resolution: Note, that above the histograms are shown the batch update iteration at which
they were recorded. Each histogram relates to the image directly below it. The first row shows t anh-alone.
The second row portrays BN-with-t anh and the third-row shows BN-with-clipping. For these, we show the
histograms and image examples for generator iterations 50-450. The perceptual loss is a large magnitude
number as it scales with the size of the activation layers used in the loss network; VGG in this case. Note:
the black triangle in the top right-hand corner is the overhang of a building and is not an artefact. This image
was used to determine if the outputs had any issue dealing with a large section of saturated (black in this case)
pixels.
Code and results can be found at https://github.com/seanmullery/Super-Resolution
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Figure 3: iWGAN: The Wasserstein distance is normally shown in this way (as negative). The closer to zero
the smaller the distance and the closer to convergence. The first row of histograms relates to the t anh-alone.
Note, that above the histograms are shown the generator iteration at which they were recorded. Each histogram
relates to the image directly below it. For the t anh-alone, we show from 600-1400 to show that reasonable
histograms only start to appear from 1200 onwards. The second row portrays BN-with-t anh and the third-row
show BN-with-clipping. For these, we show the histograms and image examples for generator iterations 100-
900. The images are meant to be of frogs but it is very early in training, so this would not be obvious at this
stage.
Code and results can be found at https://github.com/seanmullery/iWGAN
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6 Discussion

Figure (2) shows the perceptual loss function for the three scenarios, t anh-alone, BN-with-t anh and BN-with-
clipping. We can see that BN-with-clipping shows a very slight improvement on BN-with-t anh. It is difficult
to determine if choosing a better initialisation for the BN parameters (γ,β) (from the default) for the BN with
t anh would close the gap or whether this is a more fundamental difference between using BN-with-clipping
and BN-with-t anh. We can certainly see that in the early part of training the architectures with BN outperform
t anh-alone. As training progresses, t anh eventually converges with the others. This is something we see
with the iWGAN as well. However, BN is predominantly used as a method of faster training. Here as well
we achieve faster and smoother convergence in the early part of training while the t anh-alone version must
learn the correct mean and standard deviation of the distribution. We can see the effect of this on the visual
fidelity of the output images. The first two rows show the t anh alone, the middle two the BN with t anh and
the final two rows show BN with clipping. A large part of the loss coincides with the pixel values not being
in the correct dynamic range. We also see that the network is still able to cope with an image that has a large
section of saturated pixels.
Looking at Figure (3) we see all curves have a steep change in critic loss but at different times. For the t anh-
alone the steep reduction in loss occurs between 900-1500 generator iterations. For the network with the extra
BN layer before the t anh the reduction begins much earlier at approx 500 iterations and the Wasserstein dis-
tance never reaches the magnitudes shown in the example without the BN. A look at the image output and more
importantly the histograms for the t anh alone (top two rows) shows that the steep reduction coincides with the
histogram falling in line with the expected histograms of the data set. Note the number of generator iterations
at the top of each histogram to show where it was recorded. This suggests the majority of the Wasserstein
distance relates to the generated image having most pixels in saturation (top right corner of the image). For
the BN-with-t anh (middle two rows) this also happens earlier suggesting that the large change in Wasserstein
distance is caused by moving the image pixel values to match the dynamic range that allows them to produce
a well-behaved histogram. For the BN-with-clipping, where the (γ,β) values are already set to the standard
deviation and mean of the target distribution we see only a minimal change and we note the histograms are well
behaved from very early in training. The images should be of frogs. This is not at all obvious, and yet we see
that most of the Wasserstein distance does not relate to perceptual content but instead to the spread of colour
values.

7 Conclusion

We have shown that the use of BN in the final layer of generator networks deserves reconsideration. While
the heuristic to remove BN from the final layer may be justified when using the architectures and techniques
of [Goodfellow et al., 2014, Radford et al., 2015], its use in image-to-image generation and Wasserstein GANs
may be beneficial, at least regarding the early part of training. Consideration should also be given to replacing
t anh on the output with BN with clipping particularly if the mean and standard deviation of the target data set
can be reliably approximated.
The question of whether BN in the final layer can lead to a better long-term result is still unclear, and further
long-run testing would be required for this. In the small number of long-run tests that we carried out it seemed
that all versions settled eventually to very similar training results. However to be certain we may require better
methods for assessing the quality of generative networks. The issues surrounding the problems encountered by
[Radford et al., 2015] deserve further investigation. If BN in the final layer is the reason for the oscillation and
instability, it would be interesting to learn why. There may be other ways to solve the problem that give better
results than simple removal of the BN from the final layer.
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A Appendix: Network and Hyper-paramter details

For Super-Resolution: VGG networks are used as the loss networks with a weighted average [0.1,0.8,0.1] of the
VGG layers [Conv1_1, Conv2_1, Conv3_1] respectively. We use ADAM [Kingma and Ba, 2014] with Keras
default learning rates. The generator is as that used by [Johnson et al., 2016] in their supplementary material,
table 2, 4x super-resolution
https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jcjohns/papers/fast-style/fast-style-supp.pdf
For iWGAN:The training regime is that the critic runs 5 iterations for every generator iteration apart from in the
first 25 generator iterations where the critic runs 50 iterations for every generator iteration. In order to further
ensure that the critic remains at optimality, the critic runs 50 iterations on the 500th iteration of the generator.
The latent vector Z has dimension 64. We use ADAM with learning rate 0.0001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99. The
network architecture can be seen at https://github.com/seanmullery/iWGAN
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Abstract 

Social signals are observable behaviours which are displayed during an interaction. By observing 

these signals, it is possible to make predictions about the intent of that individual and other individuals 

within the vicinity. Measuring social signals has often proved challenging as they are often characterised 

by subtle movements which are difficult to detect. Head pose is one such social signal used to indicate 

where an individual’s attention is focused. This paper will discuss the problem of head pose estimation by 

defining the problem in terms of two fields of view, pan and tilt. The presented approach uses template 

matching and tested using a well-known dataset. The template matching approach is shown to be able to 

determine head pan to within one class ~51% of the time and head tilt to within one class ~71% of the time.  

 

Keywords: Head pose estimation, template matching, social signal processing. 

1. Introduction 

Social signals are communicative and informative signals 

that directly or indirectly provide information through a 

range of non-verbal behavioural cues including facial 

expressions, body postures and gestures. The social signals 

of any given individual will induce changes in the social 

signals of others within their vicinity [Burgoon et al 2017]. 

For example, if person A smiles at person B, then person B 

will often respond by smiling back. By interpreting social 

signals, we can make predictions about future potential 

behaviour. Figure 1 shows two boxers squaring off before 

a fight. They both maintain eye contact, lean slightly 

forward with their shoulders raised and maintain a neutral 

expression. These are all social signals that indicate 

conflict. 

 

For humans, interpreting and displaying social signals is often performed unconsciously (although there are 

occasions where people consciously regulate their social signals such as public speaking or job interviews).  For 

computers however, it often very difficult to detect social signals, and even more difficult to interpret them. To this 

end in order to successfully interpret social signals, it is important that there is firstly robust systems in place for 

describing them.  

 

The ability to estimate head pose, innate in humans, is an important social signal which is used in a number of 

different ways. From an evolutionary standpoint, being able to quickly determine sudden changes in another’s head 

pose allows a person to determine where they should focus their attention in order to avoid any perceived danger 

[Shen and Itti, 2012]. This ability is not just limited to fight or flight scenarios but is also indicative of good 

communication skills where a person is expected to orientate their head towards another (intended target) during a 

conversation. Certain gestures are also conveyed using head movements, such as nodding, to show understanding 

etc. Hence a method for automatically determining head pose robustly and with a high degree of accuracy is of great 

Figure 1: Mohamad Ali squaring off with Ernie Terrell 

1967 (Photo by Underwood Archives/Getty Images) 
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importance. For the purpose of the research presented in this paper, head pose will be defined in terms of two 

dimensions. The first is pan which describes whether the head is oriented left or the right. The second is tilt which 

describes whether the head is oriented up or down.   

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 existing approaches that have been used for this 

problem are discussed. In Section 3, a method for estimating head pose is outlined and the results are presented and 

discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 results are compared to the benchmark algorithms [Murphy-Chutorian 2009] 

and future work is discussed.  

2. Background 

Head pose estimation is a significant problem that has been surveyed extensively in [Murphy-Chutorian 2009] where 

they review over 90 papers. A selection of the approaches reviewed in [Murphy-Chutorian 2009] use template 

matching based algorithms.  For example, the approach taken by [Niyogi and Freeman 1996] uses image comparison 

to compute nearest neighbour template matching. In [Beymer, 1993] they utilize normalised cross correlation 

appearance based template matching to compute facial recognition regardless of the individuals head pose,  The 

effect of Gabor filtering on appearance based template matching was investigated in [Sherrah, Gong et al 2001]. 

The method implemented in [Sherrah, Gong et al 2001] was an appearance template matching method. In 

appearance template matching a given image is compared to a set of exemplars each labelled with a discrete pose 

in order to find the most similar view. Figure 2 shows an example which uses three templates. By computing the 

similarity of each template to the test image, we can determine the head pose of the test image as being that which 

is most similar. However, let’s consider two images of the same individual at slightly different poses and two images 

of different individuals at the same pose. In this scenario the effect of identity can cause more dissimilarity than the 

change in head pose. Methods to counter this include applying a filter to try and limit the effect of appearance such 

as in Figure 2, or the use of multiple templates in order to generate a more robust similarity score as used in this 

paper.  

Figure 2: Crude example of head pose 

detector using three templates. These 

images have been pre-processed using 

Gabor wavelets  
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Most of the recent approaches utilize key point extraction such as the approach taken in [Ranjan et al 2016] and 

the approach taken in [Chang et al 2017]. The approaches taken in [Zhang et al 2014] and [Zhang et al 2016] used 

key point extraction to determine head pose in terms of discrete angles.  
 

3. Head-Pose Estimation Methodology 

The following section details the proposed approach for head pose estimation and discusses the data set used for 

evaluation purposes. 

3.1 Head-pose Dataset 

In the experiments performed the Pointing’04 dataset [Gourier et al 2004] is used. This dataset contains 15 sets of 

images, each image has a resolution of 384288 pixels. The dataset contains images of 15 individuals with various 

differences such as wearing or not wearing glasses and having various skin colours. Each set consists of two series 

of 93 images of the same person at different poses.  The pose is defined by two angles, pan and tilt, which both vary 

from -90 to 90 degrees. The possible angles in each dimension are as follows: 

 

Pan= {-90,-75,-60,-45,-30,-15, 0, +15, +30, +45, +60,+75,+90}  

Tilt= {-90,-60,-30,-15, 0, +15, +30, +60, +90} 

 

Of the 15 sets of images, 80% (the first 12 sets) will be used as templates and the remaining 20%, (the last 3 sets) 

will be used for testing.  

 

3.2 Template matching 

Firstly, a method for calculating the similarity between a test image and a template needs to be determined. Cross 

correlation is one technique used to measure the similarity of given image and a template. For a given image I and 

template T the correlation is given by: 

 

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑇(𝑥′, 𝑦′). 𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑥′, 𝑦 + 𝑦′)𝑥′,𝑦′        (1) 

 

However, in case scenarios this algorithm does not perform well, primarily that occurs if one image has more energy 

than the other i.e. when one image is much brighter than the other, the correlation will be hard to detect. To counter 

these problems the similarity can be normalised: 

 

  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) =
∑ 𝑇(𝑥′,𝑦′).𝐼(𝑥+𝑥′,𝑦+𝑦′)𝑥′,𝑦′

√∑ 𝑇′(𝑥′,𝑦′)2.∑ 𝐼(𝑥+𝑥′,𝑦+𝑦′)2𝑥′𝑦′𝑥′𝑦′

.     (2) 

3. Test Image 2. Set of templates 3. Set of similarity scores 4. Trimmed similarity scores 

Similarity

: 0.935543 

 

Figure 3: Example of how multiple templates are used to compute an accurate similarity score 
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As previously mentioned 80% of the images are used as templates and the remaining 20% are used for testing. 

Therefore for each head pose there are 24 templates. Figure 3 shows an example of how the robust similarity score 

for each head pose is calculated. Once all 24 similarities are calculated using normalised cross correlation (equation 

2) the three largest similarities and the three smallest similarities are removed. This is done to minimise the influence 

of appearance on the similarity score. The mean of the remaining 18 values is calculated as the new more robust 

similarity score.  This process is repeated for each of the 93 sets of templates and the corresponding similarity scores 

are presented in Table 1. 

 

Head tilt is estimated by taking the mean of the four largest similarity scores for each head tilt (with the exception 

of -90 and +90 as they only have one similarity score each) to calculate a tilt similarity score as shown on the right 

of Table 1. The tilt class with the largest tilt similarity score is estimated as be the correct tilt pose. Head pan is 

estimated in a similar manner, by taking the mean of the three largest similarity scores for each head pan to calculate 

a pan similarity score, shown in the bottom row in Table 1. The head pan is estimated as the class with the largest 

pan similarity score.  

4. Results 

Table 2 shows the results that were calculated by the system. The absolute error for each test image x is calculated 

as: 

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑥) = |𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥) − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑥)|,     (3) 

 

where 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥) is the actual pan or tilt label of the image x, and 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑥) is the value predicted by the 

template matching framework. The mean absolute error for the set of n test images is calculated as: 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝑏𝑠𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑛) =
∑ 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑥)𝑥∈𝑛

|𝑛|
.       (4) 

The overall accuracy is then calculated as: 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑛) =
∑ {

1,|𝑙𝑥−𝑝𝑥|≤1

0,|𝑙𝑥−𝑝𝑥|>1
𝑥∈𝑛

|𝑛|
,        (5) 

 

Where the index of the template label is 𝑙𝑥 and the index of the predicted label is 𝑝𝑥. The template matching 

framework had a pan accuracy of 51.79%, and a tilt accuracy of 71.33%. The mean absolute pan error for the 

template matching approach was 31.08°, and the mean absolute tilt error for the template matching approach was 

25.03°.   

Pan

-90 -75 -60 -45 -30 -15 0 15 30 45 60 75 90

-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.910452 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.910452

-60 0.933621 0.935355 0.937395 0.938788 0.935348 0.929852 0.923191 0.913478 0.899062 0.881077 0.866441 0.855667 0.847492 0.936722

-30 0.939278 0.940894 0.93821 0.933358 0.928125 0.924783 0.92173 0.915729 0.906129 0.892091 0.881757 0.873641 0.873415 0.937935

-15 0.93451 0.931749 0.928803 0.925129 0.921272 0.917766 0.917607 0.908799 0.906738 0.900991 0.892298 0.885262 0.880743 0.930048

Tilt 0 0.923368 0.920275 0.917326 0.915202 0.913831 0.913186 0.913892 0.914564 0.91384 0.909054 0.905152 0.901568 0.898085 0.919043

15 0.90956 0.905671 0.90419 0.90544 0.906581 0.908495 0.91027 0.91263 0.91464 0.912959 0.91061 0.909715 0.907691 0.91271

30 0.889527 0.88891 0.889861 0.893446 0.898569 0.903249 0.908104 0.913611 0.915106 0.914865 0.914878 0.914517 0.916276 0.915281

60 0.862817 0.865318 0.870323 0.875958 0.88296 0.891368 0.90313 0.913214 0.917338 0.919475 0.921582 0.921749 0.920655 0.920865

90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.90767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.90767

0.935803 0.9359993 0.934803 0.932425 0.928248 0.924134 0.920843 0.914635 0.915695 0.915766 0.91569 0.915327 0.914874

Table 1: Matrix of similarity scores 
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Table 2: Results Table 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4 shows the frequency of pan error and tilt error for the proposed method. It illustrates that the majority of 

head poses were classified within 30 degrees of the actual pan value. The template matching approach was accurate 

at classifying pan within 15 degrees 51.79% of the time, and within 30 degrees 70.07% of the time. The graph shows 

that for tilt, the majority of poses were classified within 30 degrees. The template matching approach was able to 

estimate the correct tilt within 15 degrees with an accuracy of 53.94%, and within 30 degrees with an accuracy of 

77.78%.  

  

Abs Deg Freq % Abs Deg Freq %

0 124 22.22% 0 197 35.30%

15 165 29.57% 15 104 18.64%

30 102 18.28% 30 133 23.84%

45 56 10.04% 45 37 6.63%

60 37 6.63% 60 39 6.99%

75 26 4.66% 75 18 3.23%

90 30 5.38% 90 14 2.51%

105 6 1.08% 105 8 1.43%

120 4 0.72% 120 8 1.43%

135 2 0.36% 135 0 0.00%

150 1 0.18% 150 0 0.00%

165 1 0.18% 165 0 0.00%

180 4 0.72% 180 0 0.00%

51.79% 53.94%

Accuracy within 30 degrees

70.07% 77.78%

Accuracy (within one template)

51.79%

Tilt
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Figure 4: Graph of frequency of absolute error of classification of pan and tilt classes 
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5. Comparison with benchmark algorithms   

Table 3: Benchmarks for pointing ‘04 dataset  

 Mean Abs Error Classification 

Accuracy 

# of Discrete 

Poses 

Notes 

Pan Tilt 

J.Wu - - [90%]* 93 - 

Template matching framework 31.08° 25.03° {51.79%, 71.33%}*† {13, 9}† - 

Steifelhagen 9.5° 9.7° {52.0%, 66.3%}† {13, 9}† 1 

Human Performance 11.8° 9.4° {40.7%, 59.0%}† {13, 9}† 2 

Gourier (Associative Memories) 10.1° 15.9° {50.0%, 43.9%}† {13, 9}† 3 

Tu (High-order SVD) 12.9° 19.97° {49.25%, 54.84%}† {13, 9}† 4 

Tu (PCA) 14.11° 14.98° {55.20%, 57.99%}† {13, 9}† 4 

Tu (LEA) 15.88° 17.44° {45.16%, 50.61%}† {13, 9}† 4 

Voit 12.3° 12.77° - 93 - 

Zhu (PCA) 26.9° 35.1° - 93 5 

Zhu (LDA) 25.8° 26.9° - 93 5 

Zhu (LPP) 24.7° 22.6° - 93 5 

Zhu (Local-PCA) 24.5° 37.6° - 93 5 

Zhu (Local-LPP) 29.2° 40.2° - 93 5 

Zhu (Local-LDA) 19.1° 30.7° - 93 5 

*Any neighbouring poses considered correct classification as well 

† DOF classified separately 

1. Used 80% of Pointing 04 images for training and 10% for evaluation 

2. Human performance with training 

3. Better results over different reported methods 

4. Better results have been obtained with manual localization 

5. Results for 32-dim embedding 

 

Table 3 shows the results of the approach presented here (highlighted) with the benchmark results in [Murphy-

Chutorian 2009]. Despite not using machine learning, the template matching approach performance is similar when 

compared with the other approaches. It should be noted that Steifelhagen and Gourier also mirror the dataset to 

double the number of training examples, which may be potentially creating higher accuracies.  

6. Conclusion 

This paper discusses the problem of head pose estimation, and defines the problem in terms of two dimensions, pan 

and tilt. An approach to solving the problem of head pose estimation is presented where a template matching 

approach which calculates the similarity of a test image against a number of template images, in order to estimate 

pan and tilt values.  This template matching approach achieved a head pan accuracy of 51.79% within one class and 

a head tilt accuracy of 71.33% within one class.  

Future work will involve mirroring the training dataset to double the number of training images and improve 

performance and developing a machine learning approach using feature detection to compare the results with the 

template matching framework with the aim of using this approach for the purpose of interpreting social signals.  
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Abstract

The task of perception is probably the most fundamental step for autonomous systems and camera ap-
plication diversity is making it the sensor of choice for all system developers. Recent advances particularly
in deep learning are pushing the boundaries of what is possible in terms of visual perception. In the push
for performance gains throughout the system, the image signal processing pipeline has been an area that has
not received a significant level of attention in the research community. This paper presents an initial investi-
gation into the impact of contrast and sharpening on computer vision performance at a pixel level therefore
finding that these functions do indeed have a non negligible impact on pixel wise computer vision processes.
The potential means of automating the tuning of the ISP for maximizing performance and robustness is also
presented.

Keywords: ISP, Computer Vision.

1 Introduction

Cameras are a vital sensor in automated systems as computer vision can provide structural, semantic and nav-
igational information about the environment. The advancement towards fully autonomous systems is pushing
the boundaries of visual perception in terms of availability, accuracy, robustness and processing efficiency. As
a result computer vision (CV) algorithm performance, including deep learning, is expected to make significant
jumps over previous systems. Given the processing limitations on embedded hardware there is a need to search
everywhere in the system for potential performance gains. For instance, in the past, automotive surround view
fisheye cameras were part of a viewing system to aid the driver, however, these cameras are now becoming a
very important sensor for near field monitoring in automated driving applications [Heimberger et al., 2017]. As
such, the priority in terms of the system is swinging away from traditional viewing aspects towards maximizing
computer vision algorithm key performance indicators (KPIs). This leads to a search for opportunities in the
camera and processing systems for potential CV efficiency and performance gain.

Converting a raw signal from an image sensor to a viewable format includes various steps like debayering,
denoising and gamma control among others, collectively referred to as Image Signal Processing (ISP). ISP is
typically done by hardware engines either in the sensor itself, as a separate chip or within the main System
on Chip (SoC). Dedicated hardware is a neccessity due the level of processing required on the pipeline in
terms of image resolution, bit depth, frame rate, multiple exposures (HDR) and the number of processing steps.
Some level of ISP is fundamental to convert the captured image to a usable format to be either viewed or
used by CV algorithms. For example, most colour image sensors employ the Bayer colour filter, and to obtain
a usable/viewable image (e.g. full RGB or YUV), debayering is necessary in a process called demosaicing.
Other typical ISP processing steps include denoising, edge enhancement, gamma control and white balancing.
Several of the ISP steps are designed to provide visual brilliance to the end user for viewing applications, for
example in traditional surround view applications. This may be unnecessary or counter-productive for computer
vision based applications.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Dual ISP

CV researchers, particularly in academia, use publicly available data for development, training and vali-
dation purposes. Hardware setups would generally consist of off the shelf imaging systems with an onboard
ISP that has little or no reconfigurability and a USB or ethernet interface to capture YUV or RGB images. As
a result raw/pre-ISP image data is not always possible to capture and the impact of the ISP itself is naturally
assumed to be minimal. However, given the complexity level of processing and parameterization in the latest
ISPs as a result of more complex HDR imagers it is likely that it has a very significant impact on CV algorithm
performance.

2 Related work on ISP Impact and Tuning

There are several complex algorithms to get from photons to pixel data. It is common for domain experts
to manually tune hundreds of parameters using an intuition driven trial and error approach to obtain the best
quality on a display. As explained in previous section, tuning these parameters for optimal computer vision
algorithm performance is a new area of research. There is very little work done in this area as there are no
standard public datasets to develop such tuning algorithms. One good reference in this area which is closest to
our work is [Buckler et al., 2017]. The authors disable certain parts of the ISP pipeline and report the impact
on performance, and thus demonstrate that most of the traditional ISP stages can be disabled without greatly
impacting the CV application they tested. The main steps which had significant impact are demosaicing and
gamma compression. Their image sensor can reduce its bit depth from 12 to 5 by replacing linear ADC
quantization with logarithmic quantization while maintaining the same level of task performance. However,
they are not adapting the algorithm when the output of ISP is different, in particular for demosaicing. In our
work, we propose to optimally tune all the parameters.

ISP tuning is often based on subjective criteria. This is not a rigorous or scalable approach. There are ob-
jective image quality metrics, like mean square error and structural similarity, which provide a way to measure
the impact of tuning ISP parameters with respect to some ground truth. However, ground truth may not be
meaningfully obtained in all scenarios. In the case of computer vision algorithm tuning, the output KPIs are
well defined and can be tuned in conjunction with the ISP parameters. Fortunately, this can be automated by
using hyper-parameter search algorithms, such as Bayesian optimization. Although automated, traversing the
search space for a large set of parameters can be very time consuming. However, there is typically structure in
the hyperparameters in terms of hierarchy and dependency which could be exploited. This requires understand-
ing of the ISP blocks to model a dependency graph for efficient search. Algorithms like Bayesian optimization
can infer this from the data and can do intelligent search compared to a brute force grid-search algorithm.

3 Empirical Analysis of Impact of ISP configuration

In the past a single ISP pipeline was typically shared between human viewing (HV) and CV functions. There-
fore a single image was created for each raw capture and the signal processing of this image was driven by
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visual quality of the camera system. In a shared ISP architecture (HV + CV), tuning the ISP pipeline after
development completion of a CV or DL application with specific focus on HV quality could have an impact on
algorithm performance. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) degradation introduced by these changes could impact
all algorithms. Geometric vision algorithms are inherently sensitive to ISP pre-processing changes as the pixel
level operations such as feature extraction generally rely on fixed statically tuned kernel sizes and parameters as
well as fixed saliency thresholds. DL algorithms can be more robust but this is heavily dependent on the vari-
ability of the training data used. Higher variability in the training samples leads a model that is better able to
cope with changes in input image. For example in the paper [Dodge and Karam, 2016], the authors observed a
reduction of performance of different DNN architectures under blur and noise, while being resilient to contrast
and JPEG compression. With the push for visual perception improvements to aid autonomy and the release of
SOCs with integrated ISPs, dual ISP pipelines for HV and CV is now achievable.

3.1 Test Setup

This paper focuses on the results obtained for sharpening and contrast from a pixel-level processing perspective.
Sharpening and contrast are typical ISP processing blocks that more than any other parameters, are driven by
subjective experience rather than objective fitness for the application. Note that the fisheye images used in this
study were not raw and therefore had basic ISP applied prior to test. In future these tests will be rerun with pre-
ISP image data. This pixel-wise investigation compares original images and processed images on the following
algorithms: edge detection (using a Sobel filters), binarization and morphological operations (closing). The
tests have been run over 100 images. The impact on feature extraction (such as SIFT, SURF, ORB and AKAZE
[Tareen and Saleem, 2018]) has been studied by looking for inliers on the 100 most salient matched points. To
do that, feature detection has been applied between the original unprocessed image and the image processed
with the selected ISP test (contrast or sharpening). Moreover, to check the impact on continuity, matching
points between the unprocessed image and the next five frames not processed or processed has been performed.

3.2 Sharpening

Regarding edge detection, it can be observed that the noise in images sharpened with the Laplacian operator
are detecting as edges in some cases. On the other hand, halo artifacts created by unsharp masking (USM) are
not strong enough to be detected as edges. Image binarization gives similar results. Images modified by USM
are almost identical (visually) to the original image binarized. The noise of images sharpened with Laplacian
filters is noticeable. The morphological closing operation is also applied. As this operation is performed on a
binarized images, similar conclusions are made. By observing results given by the feature detectors, we can
see that sharpening has an impact on feature detection. Matching the original image with images created by
Laplacian filtering always returns a lower percentage of inliers. The results of our test show that the USM
method can have a positive or negative impact on performance.

3.3 Contrast

Contrast enhancement is the process that allows image features stand out more clearly by making optimal use
of the bit depth available to each pixel on the image. The human visual system is more sensitive to contrast
than absolute luminance, it can perceive the world similarly regardless of the huge changes in illumination.
Two techniques were used to contrast the intensity of images to mimic ISP processing blocks. The first one
is a simple Histogram Equalization (HE) and the second one is the Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE) (Figure 2 right). As the histogram equalization is performed globally on the image, the
contrasted image is brighter than the original one in this case. The consequence of this, is that some details
disappeared (like clouds, some boundaries, etc.) but in the meantime, objects can be distinguished that could
not be before. Images generated using the CLAHE method appear to contain more details. The CLAHE method
is adaptive and has two parameters (clip limit and tiles size). Halo artifacts are created along edges and the noise
increases with the size of the tiles and the clip limit applied. By observing images after edge detection, we can
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Figure 2: Left: Sharpening results (Lap8: kernel middle value=8 | USM3: USM size Gaussian kernel=3x3) |
Right: Contrast results (Clahe10 8= clip value=10 and tile size=8x8) – Charts: percentage of inliers

see that Sobel images of the histogram equalized images are quite identical to the original one whereas noise is
detected as edges in CLAHE. The noise seems to be proportional to the clip limit size (bigger clip size implies
more noise appearing in the image). Differences between original and processed images are highlighted after
binarization. The HE image has lost a lot of information. The same morphological operation was applied
(closing). We can notice that the CLAHE images contain less details which are situated far from the camera.
Features matching tests gave the same results as for the sharpening. In general, the number of inliers drops for
feature matching between the unprocessed and processed image.

4 Conclusion

The ISP is an area for investigation in order to obtain the optimal performance of all CV algorithms. This pixel-
wise study for two parts of the ISP chain (sharpening and contrast) has shown that there is a measurable impact
in CV performance. Visual differences can be observed on edge detection, binarization and morphological
operations. The effect on the performance of feature extraction (such as SIFT, SURF, ORB and AKAZE) has
been highlighted by the calculation of percentages of inliers for each method. Based on the results of this
preliminary study, it is planned to widen the study with other ISP processes such as: HDR, tone mapping, low
light sensitivity, MTF and bit depth. The future work will investigate the impact on KPIs of CV and more
specifically DL algorithms to optimally tune the ISP through automation as described.
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Abstract

The creation of high quality panoramic videos for immersive VR content is commonly done using a rig
with multiple cameras covering the required scene. Unfortunately, this setup introduces both spatial and
temporal artifacts due to the difference in optical centers as well as imperfect synchronization of cameras.
Traditional image quality metrics are inadequate for describing geometric distortions in panoramic videos.
In this paper, we propose an objective quality assessment approach for calculating these distortions based
on optical flow coupled with an existing salience detection model. Our approach is validated with a human-
centered study using error annotations and eye-tracking. Preliminary results indicate a good correlation
between errors detected by the algorithm and human perception of errors.

Keywords: Panoramic Videos, Quality Assessment, Human Perception, Parallax Errors.

1 Introduction

The richness of panoramic videos within immersive environments makes it possible to capture outstanding
scenes where the user can experience presence. However, realism of such videos is highly affected by visual
artifacts such as parallax errors that appear in the form of deformations or ghosting. Unfortunately, this is
unavoidable in panoramic video capture due to the use of multiple overlapping cameras. Several attempts have
striven to minimize these errors [Perazzi et al., 2015, Lee et al., 2016], but neither could completely remove
them. Quantifying those errors is important to video producers for quality monitoring and to researchers for
algorithms optimization. Traditional image/video quality metrics are not well suited for capturing the geometric
nature of panoramic video defects.

In this paper, we propose a quality assessment method based on a relative comparison of optical flow be-
tween the set of input videos overlapping at a pixel location and its corresponding pixel in the output panorama.
We enhance our results with the calculation of a salience map proposed by [Conze et al., 2012]. Finally, we as-
sess our method using a human-centered empirical experiment by means of an error annotation interface along
with eye-tracking Tobii glasses. Results show a good correlation between the way human perceive errors and
the proposed objective metric as well as put the light on the importance of salience calculation.

2 Optical flow-based quality metrics

Several techniques for panoramic video quality assessment focus on user experiments within a virtual environ-
ment where salience data is recorded and analyzed [Xu et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2017]. Although interesting,
subjective experiments are expensive and unpractical. As an alternative, we have investigated optical flow-
based methods for this problem. A quality metric for stitched images was proposed by [Cheung et al., 2017]
which calculates optical flow in the overlapping regions between views along with a salience map that guides
the calculation. Unlike our approach, this method only works for images and is not applicable on videos. An-
other limitation is the constraint they put on camera setup where the central image in a 3-view scene can be
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considered the reference. Similar to our method, [K. and Channappayya, 2016] calculate a temporal feature
from optical flow then use feature statistics to compare the reference and distorted videos on a frame-by-frame
basis. Their approach is intended, however, to single-view videos hence does not have to deal with multiple
inputs. The success of these methods in identifying geometrical defects has motivated us to work on an optical
flow-based method for panoramic videos.

3 Proposed objective quality metric

In a panoramic video, a final output video frame is a composite novel view from a number of input views
that go through a series of geometric transformations. Panoramic video stitching methods usually add further
transformations for parallax compensation [Perazzi et al., 2015, Lee et al., 2016]. Our method suggests using
the original videos as a reference to the single output panorama by comparing the difference in motion between
two given frames in the original videos and motion in the final panorama. However, this is not directly ap-
plicable since a given pixel xpano in the final panorama can have one to N sources corresponding to N input
videos with overlapping regions. To overcome this, we have explored the calculation of the deviation of dis-
placements of all source pixels xi , i ∈ N from the displacement of the panorama xpano between times t and
t +1. In this way, we calculate the optical flow between two frames at times t and t +1 of each input video and
the final panorama. We calculate the standard deviation of the end points of the vector field at each pixel x of
the panoramic image to produce our distortion map Md as follows:

Md (xt ) =
√

(xpano,t+1 −∑n
i xi ,t+1)2

n
(1)

where n ∈ [1, N ] is the number of overlapping images at pixel x and xt+1 = xt +µ(xt ) and µ is the motion field
of a pixel between times t and t +1.

For more accurate results, we determine visual salience using visibility maps as suggested by [Conze et al., 2012].
Visibility maps model three features that have been shown to mask errors, which are contrast, texture and vari-
ation of gradient orientations. Equations for these maps are detailed in [Conze et al., 2012]. We define our
salience map Ms for a panoramic frame Ipano as:

Ms =Wc (Ipano)∗Wt (Ipano)∗Wo(Ipano) (2)

where Wc , Wt and Wo correspond to contrast, texture and orientation weighting maps respectively.
Building on the assumption that a human would gaze a region if it is distorted or if it salient, we propose

to produce a distortion-salience map Md s from Md and Ms using a weighted sum. The parameter ω can be
changed depending on the video content, i.e.: a highly salient content implies a lower weight for Ms .

Md s =ωMd + (1−ω)Ms (3)

4 Human gaze and annotations: an empirical assessment

Our objective visual quality assessment is meant to model human perception’s sensitivity to distortions and
salience. Thus, it was important to validate it with a human-centered study where we collected gaze data
using eye tracking and user decision using annotation. In our experiment, we define an error as a region with
high number of fixations and an annotation by at least one participant. The protocol for measuring such errors
involved the observation of 20 participants wearing Tobii eye-tracking glasses while watching 4 short panoramic
videos. Our experiment was designed to answer the following question: Do humans recognize errors that are
not identified by an algorithm and vice-versa? The videos were displayed on a large screen for immersion and
were played in a random order within an annotation interface that allows the observer to pause the video and
mark a region they perceived as deformed. This setup allowed the collection of two types of data, participants’
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Figure 1: Results on Opera with corresonding heatmaps for gaze data and distortion map calculated by Eq. 1

Figure 2: Results on Street with corresponding heatmaps for gaze data and salience map calculated by Eq. 2

Figure 3: An example of a keyframe of Opera with corresponding AOIs. Charts to the right show that highest
gazed error was also the most annotated by humans and it corresponds to the deformed person.

gaze and frames annotations. Our analysis was conducted on both types of data jointly. For each video, we
chose one or more keyframes representing the central view within a sequence of frames. Depending on the
scene being taken from a fixed view-point or a moving camera, we chose one keyframe or more.

To compare this with our objective metric, we calculated the temporal distortion on a sequence of frames
whose center was a given keyframe. Temporal pooling of a given sequence was done by a simple OR then we
overlayed our final composite map on the keyframe. Afterwards, data analysis was done using Tobii Pro Lab
software. For each keyframe, we defined annotations collected by the 20 participants using Tobii Areas of Inter-
est (AOI) corresponding to at least one human annotation. On the same keyframe, we defined the error regions
identified by our distortion map as seen in figure 3. Qualitative results were obtained by generating heat-maps
from gaze data recordings using an I-VT Tobii attention filter as suggested by [Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000].
Classical metrics such as total fixation count and total fixation duration [Holmqvist et al., 2011] were used to
obtain descriptive statistics on the AOIs described earlier.

5 Preliminary results

In this paper, we present preliminary results that were obtained mainly on two videos Opera and Street taken in
Zurich by Disney researchers [Perazzi et al., 2015]. We subdivided Opera into 5 keyframes since the camera is
constantly moving, and only one for Street which was taken using a fixed rig hence content was nearly stable.
Distortion and salience maps are calculated on those keyframes and we used [Farnebäck, 2003] for optical flow
calculation. Heatmaps were generated for the 20 observers and combined on a single keyframe. We assume
that an area with high fixations on a heatmap correspond to perceiving a distortion and/or a salience.

In response to our experimental question, preliminary results shown in 1 indicate that a person’s face de-
formation and a lamp ghosting were the most annotated errors by participants in Opera which correspond to
error locations identified by the distortion maps (see figure ). Results on street (see figure 2) show a correlation
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between human gaze and the calculated salience map. Statistics on AOIs confirm our findings as in figure 3.

6 Conclusion

We presented a method for designing quality metrics for panoramic videos that was evaluated using a human-
centered study. Our early results show that humans are more likely to see errors present in the foreground or
moving objects, rather than those in the background. We were able to verify that the calculated distortion map
was able to identify most error locations. However, the salience map is yet to be improved to reflect the new
findings and be able to penalize distortions occurring in particular regions. Finally, we aim to complete our data
analysis and provide a pooling method to obtain an index that can allow the comparison to other methods.
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Abstract
Deep neural networks have been very successful, providing state of the art solutions to a variety of

problems. We are interested in investigating the effects noise will have on deep neural networks, finding
the balance between a beneficial level of noise and too much. In this paper we explore these effects by
simulating noisy computations. We show that the architectures studied are robust to a reasonable amount of
noise, but can fail to train if the noise levels are too extreme.

Keywords: Deep Learning, Neural Networks, Noise

1 Introduction

The study of noise has a long history in artificial neural networks (ANNs). Deep neural networks have been
very successful, providing state of the art solutions to a variety of problems. We are interested in investigating
the effects noise will have on deep neural networks, finding the balance between a beneficial level of noise and
too much.

An interesting application of this could be developing techniques that are poor approximations of current
methods but less computationally demanding in order to reduce the time it takes to train and infer on a neural
network, or allow bigger networks to run in real time on low compute devices.

2 Related Work

This section details related work in the area. Previous work has been done on adding a small amount of noise
into a deep learning system with the aim of improving accuracy. Adding noise to the input of the network has
been studied (for instance with autoencoders [Kingma and Welling, 2013]).

A common example of noise in neural networks is dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014]. Dropout is a regularizer
that randomly sets the output of a unit to zero, and its success has given rise to many variants. Examples include
information dropout [Achille and Soatto, 2016] and variational dropout [Kingma et al., 2015], which seek to
generalise dropout. Other forms include fast dropout which approximates the output of dropout by sampling
from a Gaussian distribution [Wang and Manning, 2013]. All of these approaches reinforce the idea that a small
noise level improves accuracy by preventing overfitting.

Another common example of noise addition in neural networks is applying perturbations to the process of
gradient descent [Neelakantan et al., 2015][Luo and Yang, 2014][Noh et al., 2017]. The de facto standard for
optimisation of the loss function is stochastic gradient descent (SGD) which approximates gradient descent by
sampling from mini-batches, and thus is noisy.

For low powered systems such as mobile phones or embedded devices, running a deep network is too
computationally intensive. Techniques developed to speed up deep networks often introduce an acceptable
amount of noise into the system. Limited precision arithmetic [Gupta et al., 2015] or quantizing the weights and
activations [Lin et al., 2016] can be used without a degradation in performance. Quantization can be modelled
as adding a small amount of uncorrelated noise [Kollar, 1986].
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3 Method

The above studies show noise can improve the performance of neural networks, but to our knowledge none
investigated the effects extreme values of noise will have. We are interested in the acceptable noise level; the
point where the benefits of noise outweigh the loss of information.

Figure 1: Potential sources of noise.

Potential Sources of Noise We have identified
three general locations in which noise can be intro-
duced to deep neural networks (as seen in Figure 1).
The primary class (that this paper focuses on) is noise
in the architecture. Noise may be introduced through
errors in individual calculations (known as floating
point errors) or due to limitations of fixed precision
arithmetic. Extreme noise levels here are expected to
reduce the accuracy and stability of the network. A
method to implement a noise layer is examined later.

A second class of noise is noisy hyperparameters. It is simple to add noise to hyperparameters, as most of
them are just a single value that can be modified. The expected effect of a highly noisy parameter such as the
gradient (if a form of gradient descent is used to train the network) is to impact training time or even make the
network unable to converge.

The third instance of noise is on the data fed into the network. Adding noise to the images or the labels of a
dataset can be done efficiently. It is not clear training would work in certain circumstances. With unclean data
the network might not converge.

Noise Layer Injecting noise into a given layer can be simulated by adding a discrete noise layer immediately
after that layer. These noise layers change the flow of information through the network. Depending on whether
the noise is multiplicative or additive, respectively, the value in each element (x, y) of a noisy layer y can be
calculated from one of

yx,y = xx,y bx,y ; (1)

yx,y = xx,y +bx,y , (2)

where xx,y is each noise-free value in the layer and b is a matrix which samples from our noise distribution.
Dropout is known to be expressible in this form [Srivastava et al., 2014]. A dropout layer can be imple-

mented as multiplicative noise as follows. During inference, each bx,y = 1 in Eq. 1. During training, b is taken
from a scaled Bernoulli distribution

b ∼ Bernoulli
(
p

)
p

, (3)

where p is typically set to 0.5. Note, we can simulate dropout during inference by using Eq. 3 for inference
with p = 1, although this is more computationally expensive.

As injecting noise in this manner does not impose any prerequisites, we can inject noise between any two
connected layers. The noise level can be altered by varying the parameters of the noise distribution.

4 Experiments

We examine the effect of introducing a noise layer in two architectures, a small two layer network and Lenet-
5, a well known architecture with some convolutional layers before a few fully connected layers. We use
MNIST, a standard dataset for image classification. MNIST is a collection of handwritten digits between 0 and
9 inclusive. Full details of the setup are in the appendix.
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Figure 2: A loglog plot with the effects of a layer of noise in the middle of a network. The minimum value for
the y axis is 10% as with 10 classes you have a 10% chance of guessing the correct class.

Setup Verification We first validate that our noise distributions are as expected. To test a distribution we draw
106 samples and plot the results on a histogram. We check the default weight initialisation of the framework is
uniform using the same method. We check our implementation of injecting noise by replicating a dropout layer
with the equivalent noise layer from Eq. 3.

Noise Injection We injected noise into an implementation of Lenet-5 and a two layer network. Reusing the
hyperparameters from above, we introduce a noise layer in the middle of the network (between the convolution
layers and the fully connected layers for Lenet-5). This multiplicative noise samples from a Bernoulli distri-
bution which is parameterised by p ∈ R, p ∈ [0,1]. By varying p and averaging the accuracy over 3 runs, we
get the results in Figure 2. Changing the Bernoulli distribution to Gaussian with a mean of 1 and varying the
standard deviation, we get the bottom right subplot of Figure 2.

5 Conclusion

We show the architectures studied are robust to a reasonable amount of noise. With Bernoulli noise, networks
can still achieve a high accuracy with less than 10% of weights being non-zero. Gaussian noise does not cause
a noticeable difference until the standard deviation is above 105. Finally, as expected, these networks can fail
to train if the noise levels are too extreme. More detailed experiments with other types of noise and datasets
would be required for more in-depth conclusions. A potential application is to develop new methods such as
skipping some computation without losing performance.
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A Appendix

The architectures mentioned above are defined as follows. The code has been shortened for brevity.

Lene t5Midd leNo i se = [
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Conv2d ( 1 , 6 , 5 ) , Relu ( ) , MaxPool2d ( 2 ) , Conv2d ( 6 , 16 , 5 ) , Relu ( ) ,
MaxPool2d ( 2 ) , Reshape ( ( −1 , 2 5 6 ) ) , # F l a t t e n i n t o a 1d v e c t o r .
Noise ( p ) ,
F u l l y C o n n e c t e d ( 2 5 6 , 1 2 0 ) , Relu ( ) , F u l l y C o n n e c t e d ( 1 2 0 , 8 4 ) , Relu ( ) ,
F u l l y C o n n e c t e d ( 8 4 , 1 0 ) ]

T w o L a y e r M u l t i p l i c a t i v e B e r n o u l l i = [
F u l l y C o n n e c t e d ( 7 8 4 , 1 0 2 4 ) , B e r n o u l l i N o i s e ( p1 , s c a l e d =True ) , Relu ( ) ,
F u l l y C o n n e c t e d ( 1 0 2 4 , 1 0 2 4 ) , B e r n o u l l i N o i s e ( p2 , s c a l e d =True ) , Relu ( ) ,
F u l l y C o n n e c t e d ( 1 0 2 4 , 1 0 ) ]

For the experiments our setup is as follows. We use the pytorch framework for training and testing. The
experiments are run on GPUs from the Nvidia Geforce GTX 10 series. The loss function was cross entropy,
and ADAM was the optimiser. We made use of pytorch’s implementation of both of the above.

We trained the network with no noise, first settling on using a learning rate of 0.0005, and found 15 epochs
was enough to achieve similar performance to other reported results. For the optimiser we did not adjust the
default values of betas = (0.9,0.999), epsilon = 10−8, and weight decay = 0. Once the hyperparameters were
set, we did not adjust them for the remainder of the experiments.
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Feature Selection, Reduction and Classifiers using Histogram of
Oriented Gradients: How important is Feature selection?
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Abstract

Facial Expressions are one of the main methods we use to express our emotions to others. Yet Facial
Expression Recognition (FER) remains a difficult topic for machines to intrepret. While Computer Vision
can extract features quite easily from imagery, there is still the difficult step of recognizing what emotion
those features belong to. Many have taken to Deep Learning to bridge this learning gap. However this paper
shows that with selected features, even classic techniques without modification can achieve high accuracy.
This paper demonstrates how select features, taken from ANOVA, LDA and PCA, enhances the accuracy of
HOG without further processes.

Keywords: Facial Expression Recognition, Feature Selection, Feature Reduction, Machine Vision, Machine
learning

1 Introduction

Facial expressions, within an emotional context, are an essential aspect to communication [Mehrabian, 1981].
For this reason, attempts to expand Human-Computer Interaction with facial expressions have existed for nearly
three decades [Mase, 1991]. Several different methods have developed over the years. Wavelet based meth-
ods were a common technique in early methods [Mase, 1991] [Zhang et al., 1998]. Since then, Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) and its variations, have largely superseded or been used in combination with wavelets for some
time with high accuracy [Tyagi et al., 2017]. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) is another example of
a feature extraction method, utilising the direction of pixel gradients as features for the image. This is the
method settled for this paper for testing due to the high accuracy that could be obtained using HOG alone
[Gritti et al., 2008]. Many contemporary research has focused on Deep Learning, but this paper intends to find
if it is possible for older methods to use feature selection or feature reduction to gain comparable results. Is it
possible to obtain higher accuracy by analysing and reducing the features to a select few with the most variation
that corresponds to their emotional label, and can that have a learning time reduction benefit?

Feature selection and reduction have been common techniques in Bioinformatics for some time due to
the large number of factors involved in biology systems [Saeys et al., 2007]. The size of the feature set in
FER is dependent of the extractor and its parameters. Nevertheless, the size of the feature set will affect
the computational time, but it could also have an affect on the accuracy as well, particularly with significant
noisy or irrelevant features. The goal of the feature selection or reduction is thus, reduction of the feature set,
improvement in accuracy and reduction to computional time. These are the factors that are tested for in this
paper and how the performance of the methods are measured. For this the three feature selection and reduction
methods chosen were Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), and Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) for their close relation to each other. This gives us an understanding of the data
based on their output. LDA and ANOVA each attempt to maximise variance between the classes while reducing
variance within the class [James et al., 2014], while PCA maximises the overall variance [James et al., 2014].
LDA and PCA are similar in that they reduce the data by transforming it as opposed to selecting a subset of
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features from the original feature set.The final selected features are then passed into one of the classifiers. The
seven classifiers that are investigated are K-Nearest Neigbour (K-NN), three different kernels for a Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, Random Forest, and the Gradient boosting Tree.

2 Feature Selection and Feature Reduction

Feature selection and Feature reduction are an important aspect in data analysis and machine learning. For
Feature Selection, it assumes that a smaller subset of the feature set can produce better accuracy due to the
high variation of the smaller subset. Feature Reduction instead projects the feature set onto a lower dimension.
From this projected feature set a number of components can be selected which has high variation that represent
the unique aspects of the output label, in this case the emotion of the image. For testing three different methods
to select or reduce the data, ANOVA, LDA and PCA are used on features extracted from facial images using
HOG. These three methods are closely linked mathematically but look at the data in different ways. Due to
the close similarity these methods have, the results from classification can be used to interpret the feature set to
conclude an optimal method at reducing or selecting features.
ANOVA F-test was used, with n-features selected which has the most variance between the seven different
classes. ANOVA is similar to LDA in that it also attempts to express the dependent variable, in this case the
emotion, through the particular features that exist in the image. ANOVA calculates the f-value which is used
to rank features. First, it calculates the mean of each sample and compares it to the mean of everything as the
between-group variability. This is calculated in equation 1 below.

K∑
i=1

ni

(
(Ȳi − Ȳ )2

K −1

)
(1)

Ȳi being the sample mean from a sample size of 151, Ȳ the total mean of everything which is dependent of the
image database, ni the number of features in each sample, and K is the number of samples.

Variation within the samples, called within-group variability, is calculated as in equation 2.

K∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(
(Yi j − Ȳi )2

n −K

)
(2)

Finally the f-value is calculated by dividing the between-group variance (equation 1) by the within-group
variance (equation 2). The value selected for n-features, is the number of components that explain 95% of the
variance.
LDA, is a method that is also used for classification [Close et al., 2016]. However it also ranks its components,
giving us a useful tool to select the features that has the most variance between the different classes. LDA
takes in the features as linear data and treats them as continuous independent variables that point to a dependent
variable, the emotion these features relate to. It is assumed that the features will has a normal distribution, where
other methods, such as ANOVA, do not make that assumption. LDA uses Bayes’ rule to make predictions.
P (X |y) has a density expressed in equation 3, and is modelled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution.

P (X |y = k) = 1

(2π)n/2|∑k |1/2
exp

(
−1

2
(X −µk )T )

∑−1
k (X −µk )

)
(3)

With µ being the mean, k the number of samples and n the number of features.
∑

is the estimation of the
convariance matrix. The LDA is only used to transform the data, rather than to fully classify it. The transformed
data are then passed to one of the classifiers explained in the next section.
PCA is similiar to LDA but instead attempts to maximise the overall variance rather than maximising the
difference between classes. Data are fitted to a new plane, coordinate system which reduces the number of
components to those that explain 95% of the variance as is the case in ANOVA.
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3 Classifiers

A large number of classifiers can be selected for testing but three main groups were chosen: SVM, De-
cision Trees, and K-NN. Three versions of SVM were selected as an SVM classifier is commonly used to
classify HOG features [Tyagi et al., 2017][Gritti et al., 2008][Alfalou et al., 2017], while the Decision Trees,
and K-NN were selected based on their simplicity and speed. Both have low computional cost due to their
simplicity which makes them suitable for real-time applications or embedded computing. Finally we also use
two ensemble methods based on the decision tree to see if the accuracy can be improved.

SVM is a discriminate binary classifier that separates data using a hyper-plane to produce a single output.
Since it is a binary classifier and the data is multiclass, this approach uses the one-versus-rest approach to
classification, which trains one class as positive and all others as negative, repeating until classified. Tests use
and compare three different kernels to find the most effective. These three kernels are the Linear, Radial Basis
Function (RBF), and Polynomial. The linear kernel produces a straight boundary line between the two classes.
The second kernel is the RBF which produce circular areas of classification. Finally a 2nd order polynomial
is employed to produce another non-linear decision boundary to test accuracy if the data isn’t linearly separable.

Decision trees are one of the simplest classification methods, they split the data into smaller and smaller groups
based on differences until a clear class is found for the training data. It has a higher tendency for over fitting,
but its ability to take in data without the need for a lot of preprocessing is highly advantageous. The simplicity
of the decision trees is what contributed to its inclusion in this comparison.
To improve performance, the random forest splits the data up into groups in a divide and conquer approach,
and then a decision tree is created for these data subsets. This allows for a boost in speed. The input data is run
through all of the trees and the final classification is based on the majority vote of all the sub-trees.
Gradient boosting makes use of multiple weak tree classifiers to generate a strong classifier. The weak tree
classifiers are regression models as this outputs real values that can be added together. Weak classifier trees are
added to minimise the loss function, in this case a logarithmic loss function.

K-NN is an instance based classifier, where ‘training’ is storing the feature vectors and labels. Output is based
on the largest number of classes closest in the K neighbourhood. In this case the Euclidean distance is used to
determine the seven closest neighbours, which was found to be large enough for good classification based on
testing over various k-values. As this is a multi-class problem, odd numbered K-value will not prevent a situ-
ation where two or more K’s of different labels have identical distance. There is no ideal method for deciding
which to select, but the Scikit-learn implementation used to test, uses the ordering, in other words the first value
in the list to select the winner.

4 Methodology

For testing three databases were selected, one of which was modified bringing the total to four. These are
the CK+ (Extended Cohn-Kanade) database [Lucey et al., 2010], JAFFE (Japanese Female Facial Expression)
[Lyons et al., 1998], and KDEF(Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces)[Goeleven et al., 2008]. For the fourth,
KDEF, the category of fear was removed from KDEF. The makeup of the categories in KDEF gives emphasis to
the fear emotion due to the number of fear images compared to other emotions. This leads to a miscalculation
of facial images towards fear. Since KDEF without fear is included, testing is also performed on the original
KDEF so that the reader can make their own judgment from the data. KDEF also includes the facial emotion
from five different angles, but for testing this paper only used the front angle directly facing the subject. CK+
differs slightly from JAFFE and KDEF by including contempt as a seventh emotional classification, based on
the expanded emotional list Ekman proposed in the 90s [Ekman, 1999]. JAFFE and KDEF share the original
Ekman’s six emotions [Ekman and Friesen, 1971], anger, sad, fear, disgust, surprise and happy. With neutral
this comes to seven categories for KDEF and JAFFE, and eight categories for CK+. For CK+, images are a
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sequence showing the change in expression. The image chosen for training and testing was the last image of
the sequence for each emotion, effectively at its’ height for the data.

First the image has to be converted to gray scale before the face is found using the Viola-Jones method of
Haar cascades [Viola and Jones, 2001] [Ding et al., 2017]. The image is then cropped to this facial area and
resized to 130 by 130 pixels as the real size of the face varies from image to image. While different sizes can
be used, where larger images typically increase accuracy, this size was used as it was smaller than all of the
cropped JAFFE images which was the smallest image set, thus avoiding introducing any artifacts from scaling.

The next stage is feature extraction. A Histogram of Oriented Gradient was used as this has been shown
in the past to achieve high accuracy by itself [Gritti et al., 2008]. HOG calculates the gradient orientation and
intensity of ‘cells’ in the image, these are a portion of the image, the size of which can be adjusted. This is
done with six orientation bins, with 24x24px cells. Then a block of cells, 5x5, is normalised giving the final
histogram for the image. The whole set of histograms were then normalised giving the final data that will be
used. ANOVA, PCA and LDA are employed separately to the same feature set to produce a new set. A subset
of the original for ANOVA and transformed data for PCA and LDA. This new data was fed into each classifier
in a K-fold manner, with the time for each fold recorded and averaged to measure the computational time.

5 Results

Table 1: CK+
Machine Learning LDA ANOVA PCA None

KNN Time 0.0013 0.0015 0.0019 0.0074
Accuracy 97.77% 67.24% 64.28% 66.98%

SVM (Linear) T 0.0021 0.0061 0.0158 0.0262
A 98.21% 52.14% 66.02% 81.56%

SVM(RBF) T 0.0059 0.0092 0.0225 0.0499
A 96.38% 26.53% 26.54% 71.49%

SVM(Polynomial) T 0.0024 0.0072 0.0180 0.0543
A 96.84% 26.51% 26.52% 57.78%

Decision Tree T 0.0655 0.0017 0.0116 0.2241
A 97.98% 59.08% 47.83% 73.24%

Random Forest T 0.0931 0.0929 0.1467 0.0364
A 97.98% 72.57% 62.21% 60.44%

Gradient boosting Tree T 0.1809 0.3114 0.5647 1.3842
A 93.93% 67.88% 61.39% 72.14%

Table 2: JAFFE
Machine Learning LDA ANOVA PCA None

KNN T 0.0008 0.0010 0.0009 0.0026
A 100.00% 61.02% 42.77% 33.25%

SVM (Linear) T 0.0008 0.0020 0.0041 0.0090
A 100.00% 8.51% 44.11% 94.78%

SVM(RBF) T 0.0039 0.0028 0.0051 0.0146
A 100.00% 6.06% 8.51% 86.34%

SVM(Polynomial) T 0.0008 0.0016 0.0034 0.0134
A 100.00% 8.96% 10.74% 65.26%

Decision Tree T 0.0547 0.0016 0.0016 0.1270
A 100.00% 65.61% 43.23% 84.61%

Random Forest T 0.0812 0.0710 0.0910 0.0120
A 100.00% 67.12% 80.74% 54.46%

Gradient boosting Tree T 0.1088 0.1373 0.2156 0.4970
A 98.57% 63.94% 68.53% 70.84%

Table 3: KDEF
Machine Learning LDA ANOVA PCA None

KNN T 0.0034 0.0022 0.0196 0.0433
A 70.19% 40.30% 47.14% 43.62%

SVM (Linear) T 0.0110 0.0208 0.0715 0.1974
A 74.50% 31.42% 46.40% 49.00%

SVM(RBF) T 0.0210 0.0448 0.1308 0.2329
A 71.99% 31.14% 31.16% 54.58%

SVM(Polynomial) T 0.0242 0.0338 0.0999 0.2650
A 65.35% 31.13% 31.15% 41.48%

Decision Tree T 0.1139 0.0053 0.0360 0.5608
A 56.90% 35.27% 34.10% 43.71%

Random Forest T 0.1602 0.1605 0.3321 0.1006
A 56.46% 31.42% 40.23% 37.07%

Gradient boosting Tree T 0.2953 0.3447 1.2039 3.0452
A 54.50% 28.18% 37.07% 42.19%

Table 4: NF-KDEF
Machine Learning LDA ANOVA PCA None

KNN T 0.0019 0.0022 0.0070 0.0191
A 95.44% 64.25% 71.70% 68.07%

SVM (Linear) T 0.0027 0.0115 0.0354 0.0476
A 96.23% 51.61% 79.51% 87.49%

SVM(RBF) T 0.0087 0.0208 0.0704 0.0951
A 95.44% 19.05% 15.63% 86.32%

SVM(Polynomial) T 0.0063 0.0115 0.0562 0.1188
A 90.35% 11.73% 12.13% 73.52%

Decision Tree T 0.0749 0.0031 0.0221 0.3463
A 95.05% 54.50% 58.16% 83.45%

Random Forest T 0.0993 0.0031 0.2199 0.0613
A 95.05% 65.72% 77.98% 61.26%

Gradient boosting Tree T 0.2042 0.2129 0.7626 1.9072
A 94.00% 62.86% 76.80% 83.83%

All classifications used a 10 K-fold cross-validation, making sure that different training and testing data was
used for each test. Results in Tables 1 through 4 show accuracy and speed for each data set using the different
feature selection/reduction and machine learning combinations. Times are the average of the folds.
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Figure 1: CK+ - Average accuracies by time taken.

Figure 2: JAFFE - Average accuracies by time taken.

Figures 1 through 4 shows the average times of the machine learning algorithms for every feature selec-
tion/reduction method and the average accuracies they achieved for each of the three databases, and KDEF
without fear. While K-Best using ANOVA was, on average, the fastest method, it was also typically the least
accurate, followed by PCA. While both of these methods were at least one tenth of a second faster than no
feature selection/reduction, it was also at least 5% less accurate. This is quite the contrast to the average LDA
which not only was consistently less than one tenth of a second in per fold classification speed, but also at least
10% more accurate than the average of the no feature selection/reduction method.

In terms of the data, the JAFFE database, the smallest of those tested, produced the highest accuracies for
LDA, with an average of 99.8% for JAFFE and an average of 94.5% for KDEF without fear. However this
wasn’t the case for PCA which performed better with more samples which had an average of 42.7% for JAFFE
and an average of 59.9% for KDEF without Fear. Looking at the machine learning classifiers in Figure 5, the
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Figure 3: KDEF - Average accuracies by time taken.

Figure 4: NF-KDEF - Average accuracies by time taken.

decision tree, on average, performed the best for JAFFE but was one of the least effective in KDEF. Taking into
account overall accuracies, linear SVM was shown to be the best overall classifier for all databases. It also can
be concluded that the data is linearly separable.

Looking at the machine learning classifiers in figure 5. Decision tree on average performed the best for
JAFFE but was one of the least effective in KDEF. Linear SVM was thus the best overall classifier for all
databases.

In terms of time, all the feature selection and reduction methods create an improvement, however, as seen
by Figures 1 - 4 and Tables 1 - 4 only LDA creates an improvement consistently in both time and accuracy.
Other studies [Gritti et al., 2008] have shown similar accuracy with linear SVM as to our HOG without feature
selection or reduction, helping to establish our baseline. Even when compared to Deep Learning methods,
with only the addition of feature selection,tests were are able to achieve accuracy results close to others. In
[Ding et al., 2017] they developed ‘FaceNet2ExpNet’. They used more data from the CK+ database, using
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Figure 5: Accuracy by dataset and machine learning classifier.

more of the image frames available, common for Deep Learning methods, and achieved 96.8% on the eight
emotion labeled CK+ database. Further testing would need to be done for a true comparison, but it’s likely
their robust setup would perform better feature selection alone. However the point of this study is to show that
proper treatment of data can be enough to push performance without needing to change tools. In a non-Deep
Learning comparison, in [Tyagi et al., 2017] , they were able to achieve with CLBP with Gabor filter and SVM,
95.23% with JAFFE and 97.61% with CK+.

Given that LDA performs the best compared with PCA and K-best using ANOVA, it can be concluded that
there is enough variance between classes to make the distinction for classification. It can also be concluded
that the high variance features, which PCA maximises, are not the same as the most distinct features between
classes, which LDA maximises. The data also suggests that the transformation and reduction of data, such
as in LDA, produces a better accuracy than simply selecting the best features, such as in ANOVA. Being that
LDA out preformed the non-reduced data, PCA, and ANOVA in both speed and accuracy, it is the preferable
feature reduction method. All testing was conducted with an Intel core i7-6700 3.40Ghz processor, 16GB ram
on windows 10. The reduced feature set learning times are fast compared to learning times without any feature
selection or reduction and well within the requirements that would be needed for real-time application. This
makes it a suitable addition for embedded computing that uses limited resources.

6 Conclusion

Data are at the core of machine learning, and this study hopes to show the importance of utilising that data
to the maximum extent. Feature selection is a key aspect to locating and isolating the core unique features that
contribute to classification. For example in our CK+ linear SVM test, feature reduction increased accuracy by
18% and the average of each fold speed up by 150%, there is no doubt of the essential role that analysis of
features has. As too the importance of the classifier itself. HOG is commonly used in conjunction with SVM,
and this study showed that its use is appropriate but not without suitable alternatives. Often the decision tree
and K-NN were able to achieve similar results. Regardless of classifier, where there is redundant or noisy data
in a feature set, feature selection has a benefit, particularly if the end goal is real-time application in which as
few features as possible for classification is desirable.
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Abstract

Designing a lightweight neural network that can perform real-time with reasonable accuracy is a chal-
lenging task. This paper presents our ongoing study on the impact of residual blocks (defined in ResNet
that secured first place on the ILSVRC 2015 classification task) especially for smaller networks. The main
contribution of our work is to i) experiment and evaluate the efficacy of residual learning with different
width and ii) study on the impact of mixed network (multiple convolutional layers followed by residual
blocks) for lightweight deep networks. We constructed multiple networks to systematically study this ef-
fect and evaluated them on ImageNet 2012 dataset for classification task. Our experiments demonstrate
that ResNet style networks with stacked residual blocks perform better with multiple convolution layers
within the residual block.

1 Introduction

Most of the deep networks that solve computer vision problems, were not designed for the systems where
computational budget is limited. Thus it becomes an important task for the engineers working on the em-
bedded platforms to design efficient networks that can perform well keeping all the constraints into ac-
count. One such attempt was made in [1] by comparing the accuracy of the networks after normalizing the
complexity. Recently, ResNet [2] has become a very popular network that has been employed in most of the
vision related problems. The performance of ResNet model has motivated the authors to further investigate
the efficacy of residual learning particularly for lightweight deep networks.

Over time, classical machine learning approaches have been replaced by deep learning techniques to
accomplish many tasks. Feature engineering used to be the main research path where handcrafted features
such as SIFT [3], HOG [4] were used to derive descriptors. However, these features were observed to be
less robust due to the large variability of data within the same class in large datasets like ImageNet. Thus
the practice of network engineering became popular and started outperforming classical machine learning
algorithms for most of the problems. ResNet [2] is one of the successful networks which we focus on in this
work.

2 Contribution

Machine learning has been playing a major role in solving many challenges related to vision since the 1980s.
Recently, deep learning has become the standard paradigm for majority of vision tasks including geometric
tasks like depth estimation, localization, etc. In this work, our focus is on the object classification task. The
motivation of the paper is to provide answers to the following questions. We designed experiments for the
same and share the results.

1
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Are residual blocks useful to improve the accuracy with smaller network width? We observed that a net-
work with residual blocks outperforms only when the width is large. We observed a margin of more than
15% difference in accuracy on ImageNet 2012 dataset. Hence, residual blocks are not much helpful to gain
better accuracy unless we incorporate more number of channels. Hence, width is still a key component of
a residual lightweight deep networks.

Can we add multiple convolution layers within the residual block rather than increasing the width of the
network? Interestingly, this design strategy is very effective. As per our experiment shown in Table 2, adding
multiple convolution layers before residual blocks enhances the accuracy significantly. This observation
will be useful for the system architects working on the embedded platforms because the skip connections
used in each residual block are very expensive in terms of memory bandwidth. Sometimes an increase in
width can result in producing better accuracy but it leads to larger number of hyper-parameters. Thus a
balanced design would to be have a network consisting of mixed blocks (convolution layers followed by
residual blocks) for designing a lightweight deep network.

Table 1: Comparison Study : Residual blocks with incremental vs. double growth in width

Type of layer/
block

Output ResNet-10 with incremental
growth in width

ResNet-10 with double growth in
width

Conv. 112×112 (5×5, 32)/2 (5×5, 64)/2
Pool. 56×56 (2×2 max pool)/2 (2×2 max pool)/2
BSC 56×56 (3×3, 32),(1×1, 32) (3×3, 64),(1×1, 64)
BIC 28×28 (3×3, 64)/2, (1×1, 64), IC: (1×1,

64)/2
(3×3, 128)/2, (1×1, 128), IC: (1×1,

128)/2
BIC 14×14 (3×3, 128)/2, (1×1,128), IC: (1×1,

128)/2
(3×3, 256)/2, (1×1, 256)/2, IC:

(1×1, 256)/2
BIC 7×7 (3×3, 256)/2, (1×1, 256), IC: (1×1,

256)/2
(3×3, 512)/2, (1×1, 512), IC: (1×1,

512)/2
1×1 global average pool, 1000-d fc,

softmax
global average pool, 1000-d fc,

softmax
#params. 788.65k 5.42M
TOP-1 Accuracy 48.59 63.9

3 Implementation Details

Our models are implemented using the open-source Caffe framework [5]. Our training strategy mostly fol-
lows [2]. We performed training batch-wise along with SGD optimizer where size of each batch is 32 on a
single GPU. Weights initialization of our all models is performed randomly as we trained our network from
scratch. Regarding other network configuration, weight decay and momentum were set to 0.0001 and 0.9
respectively. We started training with initial learning rate as 0.1 and employed standard polynomial decay
strategy to decrease this value over 350K iterations. For all experiments, we used NVIDIA Titan X 12G GPU
with 24 GB RAM. In testing phase, we resize the image to 224×224 and did not take horizontal flip. However,
per channel mean subtraction is done as per standard mean for R, G, and B channels available for ImageNet
database [6].
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Table 2: Lightweight deep convolutional neural network of mixed blocks

Type of layer/
block

Output Network of mixed blocks

Conv. 112×112 (5×5, 32)/2
Conv. 112×112 (5×5, 32)
Pool. 56×56 (2×2 max pool)/2
Conv. 56×56 (5×5, 32)
Conv. 56×56 (5×5, 32)
BSC 28×28 (1×1, 16),(5×5, 16),(1×1, 32)
IUM 28×28 (5×5, 64), (1×1, 32),(5×5, 32),(1×1, 64)
Pool. 14×14 (2×2 max pool)/2
IUM 14×14 (5×5, 128), (1×1, 64),(5×5, 64),(1×1, 128)
IUM 14×14 (5×5, 256), (1×1, 128),(5×5, 128),(1×1, 256)
#params. 3.03M
TOP-1 Accuracy 60.3

4 Experimental Study

Deep residual learning was first introduced in [2]. This approach was shown to be efficient to improve the
training of large networks. This technique showed exemplary performance with very deep networks. For
our experiments, we mainly used network that consists of two types of residual blocks. We call them as
block of static channel (BSC) and block of incremental channel (BIC). Fig 1 shows the difference between
BSC (left) and BIC (middle) type of network.

Figure 1: Three types of Residual block 1) Block of Static Channel (left), 2) Block of Incremental Channel
(middle) and 3) Incremental unit for network of mixed blocks (right)

4.1 Residual blocks with incremental vs. double growth in width

The residual learning was claimed to be better as the output of the residual transformation considers the
input as well. This is because it is better to optimize the residual mapping than the original mapping. To
validate this hypothesis for lightweight deep networks, we designed two ResNet-10 models, one with incre-
mental and the other with double growth in width. The network details and results are demonstrated in
Table 1.
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In Table 1, “(" and “)" symbols denote the start and end of a layer. Within each set of these brackets ker-
nel size, number of output channels, type of pooling are mentioned. Stride is represented as “/2". ResNet-10
contains both BSC and BIC type of blocks. The other network at the right side shares similar network archi-
tecture but the growth in width is double than the first one. From Table I, we infer that deep residual learning
is failing for lighter networks and it is the width that is making the significant difference in accuracy.

4.2 Network of mixed blocks

In the previous section, we have seen that residual learning has not been very effective for lightweight deep
networks. Width or number of channels has been playing a key role to magnify the accuracy. Now we are
taking an attempt to design a lightweight network that can be comparable with ResNet-10 with much lesser
number of hyper-parameters. We designed a network that can exploit both type of blocks that are classical
blocks (convolution after convolution) and residual blocks (incremental unit shown at right in Fig. 3). This
network uses residual block that is shown at the right in Fig 1. We call this block as incremental unit for
network of mixed blocks (IUM). Block A contains convolution, batch-norm and ReLU layers respectively.
Block B is same A except ReLU layer. Such network details are furnished in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can conclude that while designing a lightweight network, residual blocks alone would
not be sufficient. Simple convolution layers at the early stage can make a significant difference. Most im-
portantly, if we compare this result with Table 1, then we can realize that this network of mixed blocks has
considerably lesser hyper-parameters without affecting the accuracy.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented findings in our ongoing research on designing efficient lightweight deep net-
works for embedded platforms. Based on our experiments, we found that smaller network that consists of
simple convolution layers and stacked residual blocks perform better. It provides reasonable accuracy with
relatively lesser number of hyper-parameters. In future work, the authors would like to conduct extensive
experiments on the different features of CNN to evaluate their support and performance for lightweight
deep networks. In future work, we plan to explore various efficient CNN design techniques like depth-wise
separate convolution, group convolution and shuffling operations within ResNet type networks.
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                                                                  Abstract 

Texture plays an important role in human everyday life. Through textures humans can distinguish 
different types of objects. Texture recognition has important application in fields like remote sensing, 
industrial surface inspection and biomedical image analysis. Vision is the pivotal way in which textures 
are recognised. Most existing texture identification algorithms use greyscale images to detect textures. In 
this paper a texture recognition approach based on the use of Gabor filters and Local binary patterns is 
used in conjunction with an SVM. An existing texture identification dataset is used to perform comparative 
analysis and results demonstrate that local binary pattern approach has superior performance. 

 
Keywords: Texture recognition, Local binary pattern, Gabor filters, Support Vector Machines 

1 Introduction  

Texture is a visual pattern of repeated elements that have some amount of variability in element appearance and 
relative positions. Texture is a useful cue for many image processing applications including detection and 
segmentation, classification, inferring object shape/orientation/deformation and synthesizing new images. Textures 
are normally grouped as regular, stochastic or a combination of these. Stochastic textures have high levels of 
variability in appearance of individual elements and in how they are placed in the image whereas regular textures 
have less or no variability in appearance of individual elements and in how they are placed in the image. The 
analysis of texture comes in various forms, namely texture estimation, texture categorisation, texture segmentation 
and shape from texture. Some of the general problems faced during texture identification are the semantic gap (the 
difference in representation of the image), viewpoint variation and illumination changes. Texture identification has 
numerous applications in various fields including robot grasping [1], material inspection [2], medical image 
analysis [3], document processing [4] and remote sensing [5]. In this work, we compare the performance of different 
feature extraction methods combined with machine learning for texture classification. Two feature extraction 
methods being evaluated are the Gabor filters and Local binary patterns approach. A Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) is used to train a classifier using a selection of kernels in order to classify various textures based on their 
features. The performance of the approaches is compared using an existing texture identification dataset 
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2 Background and related work 

An ideal texture detection system should be able to discriminate between a large ranges of different texture. The 
idea that two textures are not distinguishable if they had identical second order statistics (i.e. the distribution of 
intensities over pairs of pixels was identical) was proposed in [6]. The statistical theory of textons [7] replaced this 
idea; textons are fundamental texture primitives composed of features such as corners, intersections, line 
terminators, etc. Using this theory it was proven that two textures, having different texton densities, are easily 
discriminable. The drawbacks of the theory of textons are: a) how to formalise a list of universal textons and b) how 
to generalise the theory to greyscale images. Meanwhile, Bergen et al. [8] used filter banks for texture analysis to 
predict the difference between two textures using the responses of size tuned centre-surround filters. The advantages 
of filter banks are that they can be used to analyse greyscale images. Some filter banks used for texture analysis 
include Law’s filter masks [9], Ring and Wedge filters [10], dyadic Gabor filter bank [11], wavelet transform [12], 
discrete cosine transform [13], and quadrature mirror filters [14]. Leung and Malik [15] attempted to classify 3D 
textures under varying viewpoint and illumination however their approach was not robust to viewpoint changes. 
Additionally, Suen et al. [17] used correlation functions to obtain the texture across multiple colour bands. A multi-
resolution greyscale and rotation invariant texture classification was performed in [18] using local binary patterns 
and the approach was computationally simple and satisfied the criteria of illumination invariance.   

Standard texture analysis tasks such as texture recognition can also successfully use object recognition techniques. 
Typically, an object recognition algorithm, uses a pooling encoder to take a local descriptors of an image x and 
represents this as a single feature vector. Some of the best-known pooling encoders used are bag of visual words 
[16], locality constrained linear coding [19], vector of locally aggregated descriptors [20], fisher vector [21] and 
spatial pyramid pooling [22]. Recently, the use of CNN (convolutional neural networks) for texture classification 
has outperformed conventional texture analysis approaches and some of the standard CNN based methods used for 
texture classification are presented in [23].  

3 Texture Feature Extraction 

In order to classify textures, it is often useful to extract the underlying image features. In this section we review two 
commonly used texture feature extraction methods. 

3.1 Gabor filtering   

Gabor filtering is often claimed to have a lot of resemblance to visual processing in the human visual system [24] 
though there is no empirical evidence of this. Gabor filters are often used for texture analysis, which means that 
they basically analyse whether frequency content in the image has specific directions localized around a particular 
area. By applying the Gabor filter along different directions, features are smoothed in the respective direction 
keeping the information intact in other directions. A Gabor filter which is a Gaussian function modulated with a 
complex sinusoid is given as:  

                                         𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = (
)*+,+-

𝑒𝑥𝑝 0− (
)
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+,
5
)
+ 78

+-
9
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Equation (1) where the centre frequencies are U and V and variance is 𝑆4and 𝑆8  respectively. 
                                                                                                                                               
Due to the presence of the Gaussian term in Equation (1), smoothing is performed when a Gabor filter is applied to 
an image. The Gabor filter kernel used in this paper uses frequencies of 0.05, 0.15 and 0.25 and 𝜃 of 0, 0.785, 1.57, 
and 2.355 respectively. Here, images are filtered using Gabor filter kernels and the mean and variance of the filtered 
images are then used as features for the texture classification stage. The sample of Gabor filters used in the 
experiments is shown in Figure 1.   
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       Figure 1: Gabor filters  

 

3.2 Local binary pattern 

Local Binary Patterns (LBP), compare each pixel with a surrounding neighbourhood of pixels. In LBP, the image 
is converted to grayscale and a neighbourhood is chosen around a centre pixel. For a given neighbourhood, if the 
intensity of the centre pixel is greater than the neighbouring pixel the value it is set to 1 and otherwise it is set to 
zero. The binary array is obtained in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction around the centre pixel and the results 
are stored in an 8-bit array which is often converted to decimal. The LBP value is then stored in an array in decimal 
format. A histogram may then be created using these decimal values and used as an input vector to machine learning 
algorithms. In the experiments here, we use the histogram vector as an input into an SVM where the LBP descriptor 
uses 24 pixels with radius of 8 pixels from the centre pixel. Figure 2 illustrates an example image, the obtained LBP 
and the resulting histogram and Figure 3 illustrates the LBP radius and pixels used. 
 

                          
                                         Figure 2: Local binary pattern and resulting histogram example [25]. 
 

                                   
                                        Figure 3: Visualisation of radius and pixels used to compute LBP [26] 

4 Texture Classification 

Here we classify the texture image data (consisting of training images and testing images) using the label lists. Each 
image is first converted to grayscale and the features are computed using either the Gabor filters or the LBP 
approach. An SVM is trained on the image feature vectors. The model is fitted using the training data and label. The 
training set score is then calculated. Once trained the test texture images are used and the label is predicted.  
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In the experiments here both Linear and Radial basis function (RBF) kernels are used. Regularisation explicitly 
restricts a model to avoid overfitting and this can be adjusted using the penalty parameters L1 and L2 where L2 
regularisation gives sparse outputs and L1 gives non-sparse outputs. The trade-off parameter C determines the 
strength of the regularisation. Higher value of C fit the training data correctly whereas lower value of C adjusts to 
the majority of data points. Similarly, in the SVM RBF, the Γ (gamma) parameter determines the scale of how close 
together the boundary parameters are. Small Γ values reflect smooth decision boundaries and large Γ values reflect 
large variance in the decision boundaries.  

5 Performance Evaluation 

The well-known Kylberg texture dataset which contains 28 classes of texture is used to compare performance. Some 
of the classes include blanket, rice, scarf and different variations of stone. Each class in the dataset contains 40 
varying images of the texture. From this, 30 images are used for training and 10 images are used for testing 
respectively. Some samples from the 36 textures in the Kylberg database are illustrated in Figure 5.  
 

                                            
                  Figure 5: Example textures from the Kylberg database (Kylberg, 2011). 

 
When a Gabor filter is applied to an image, for example the Scarf Image in Figure 6, it is applied at various frequencies 
and theta values as outlined in Section 3.1. Table 1 and Table 2 displays sample results from Gabor filter and LBP 
respectively. 

                                         
                                                                  Figure 6: Example Gabor filtered images. 
           
                                            

Sr. no Image used Keyword used Classification 
1 Grass1 Grass1 correct 
2 Blanket1 Blanket1 correct 
3 Ceiling1 Ceiling1 correct 
4 Rug1 Rug1 correct 
5 Pearlsugar1 Scarf1 wrong 
6 Cushion1 Cushion1 correct 

                                                        
                                           Table 1: Table displaying sample results from Gabor filter 
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Sr. no Picture shown 
 

Keyword used Classification 

1 Grass1 Grass1 correct 
2 Blanket1 Blanket1 correct 
3 Ceiling1 Ceiling1 correct 
4 Rug1 Rug1 correct 
5 Pearlsugar1 Ceiling1 wrong 
6 Cushion1 Cushion1 correct 

 
                                          Table 2: Table displaying sample results from Local Binary Pattern 
                                                        
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to classify the Gabor and LBP images. In addition, the original greyscale 
image which has no features extracted is also used in the experiments. Both Linear kernel SVM and Radial basis 
function (RBF) SVM are used. In the Linear SVM, the C value is varied to be 100,500 and 1000 using the L2 
configuration. L2 configuration known as a penalty parameter in linear support vector machines produces non-
sparse outputs. Similarly, in the SVM RBF, the C value is varied to be 100,500 and 1000 and for each C value, the 
Γ is varied to be 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0. In the experiments here the SVM with parameter C=1000 and Γ= 0.8 using an 
RBF kernel provided the highest testing accuracy of 76% and training accuracy of 92%. The Gabor filter feature 
extraction approach with C=1000 using a Linear SVM and L2 regularisation achieves the highest testing accuracy 
of 80.3%, with a training accuracy of 92.7%.  
 
Experiments show that the highest testing accuracy of 98.5 % (training accuracy of 99.9%) is obtained when using 
LBP with Γ= 1.0 and C= 1000. Now using the 576*576 dimensional configuration of the image, the SVM is trained 
but during testing instead of giving the texture (image) with same dimension, image with 400*300 pixel (lower 
dimension) of the same texture is given and the results are checked. The testing accuracy reduces to 88.2% (training 
accuracy still remains 99.9%). This shows that the training is extremely specific and not generalizable. The result 
would not be satisfactory even if a more detailed view of the same texture is used and also if the object is present in 
different lighting conditions. The most common error in all the texture recognition algorithms is the recognition 
between sand and stone. With human eye, one could detect the difference because humans perceive texture in 3D 
and are able to interpret in 2D but computer systems perceive in 2D and have to interpret everything in 2D. Table 
3, 4 and 5 shows the training and testing data obtained using Gabor filter, image data and local binary pattern using 
the different parameters of support vector machine. 

 
Image Data Linear SVM RBF SVM RBF SVM RBF SVM 
 C=100 C=100,Γ=0.5 C=500,Γ=0.5 C=1000,Γ=0.5 
Training data 0.726 0.851 0.893 0.911 
Testing data 0.621 0.735 0.739 0.753 
     
 C=500 Γ=0.8 Γ=0.8 Γ=0.8 
Training data 0.483 0.861 0.910 0.925 
Testing data 0.464 0.742 0.75 0.760 
     
 C=1000 Γ=1.0 Γ=1.0 Γ=1.0 
Training data 0.373 0.871 0.913 0.931 
Testing data 0.371 0.742 0.75 0.739 

   
                                                      Table 3: Experimental results of image data 
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Gabor Filter Linear SVM RBF SVM RBF SVM RBF SVM 
 C=100 C=100,Γ=0.5 C=500,Γ=0.5 C=1000,Γ=0.5 
Training data 0.929 0.973 0.994 0.999 
Testing data 0.764 0.771 0.771 0.767 
     
 C=500 Γ=0.8 Γ=0.8 Γ=0.8 
Training data 0.929 0.982 0.999 0.999 
Testing data 0.796 0.753 0.757 0.753 
     
 C=1000 Γ=1.0 Γ=1.0 Γ=1.0 
Training data 0.927 0.993 0.999 0.999 
Testing data 0.803 0.735 0.75 0.785 

                                             
                                                 Table 4: Experimental results of Gabor filter 
 

LBP Linear SVM RBF SVM RBF SVM RBF SVM 
 C=100 C=100,Γ=0.5 C=500,Γ=0.5 C=1000,Γ=0.5 
Training data 0.954 0.994 0.999 0.999 
Testing data 0.935 0.982 0.978 0.985 
     
 C=500 Γ=0.8 Γ=0.8 Γ=0.8 
Training data 0.946 0.995 0.999 0.999 
Testing data 0.935 0.978 0.982 0.985 
     
 C=1000 Γ=1.0 Γ=1.0 Γ=1.0 
Training data 0.731 0.996 0.999 0.999 
Testing data 0.732 0.978 0.982 0.985 

  
Table 5: Experimental results of local binary pattern. 

6 Conclusions 

   This work has studied comparison of texture recognition algorithm using vision and machine learning. It uses 
   support vector machine as a machine learning technique with texture recognition algorithms like Gabor filter and 
   local binary pattern. It has also applied support vector machines on original image data. The experimental 
   conclusion is that the local binary pattern has the most promising results for parameters C=1000 and Γ= 1.0 using 

a Radial basis function (RBF) kernel which has the highest testing result of 98.5%, with a training of 99.9%.  
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Abstract 

As road use continues to increase worldwide, accidents and deaths are also increasing. This paper 
investigates one approach in the detection of pedestrians and cyclists in the motorist’s blind spots while 
driving. You Only Look Once (YOLO), a state of the art Deep Learning based real-time object detection 
system is used as the foundation to this approach along with a single 170$ wide angle roof mounted 
camera. A Head-up Display is used as the means of presenting the detection data to the motorist in a safe 
way. With this method, we present the results obtained from real-world testing.  

 
Keywords: Blind Spot Detection, Motor Vehicle, YOLO Object Detection, Convolutional Neural Network 

1 Introduction  
Attentional demands of driving are ever increasing as roads become 
busier with both vehicle and pedestrian traffic coupled with various in-
car distractions. The escalating use of advanced driver assistance systems 
(ADAS) in the motor industry has led to increased use of optical systems 
coupled with computer vision to augment and assist the driver’s human 
vision. These systems enhance and adapt vehicle systems for improved 
driving and safety, they include lane departure warning systems [Volvo, 
2016], self-parking functions and recent advancements in autonomous 
mechanically propelled vehicles, better known as self-driving cars [Tesla, 2018].  
This paper focuses on one approach in real-time detection of pedestrians and cyclists using a pretrained 
Convolutional Neural Network.  

2 State of the Art 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are a variation of Artificial Neural Networks which have expanded 
significantly due to their success in the recognition and classification of images. They are the underlying method 
of visual recognition in many different applications. Using object detection in a given image provides bounding 
boxes that localise and classify every instance of objects detected. 
Real-time detection systems currently available such as Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [Felzenszwalb, P. et al., 
2010] use a sliding window method to process the classifier at evenly spaced locations over the input image. R-
CNN [Girshick, R. et al., 2014] is another technique of object detection that takes the input image and uses a 
selective search method to extract approximately 2000 high-probability object regions within that image. These 
are then processed and classified by a CNN. Although this approach can achieve a mean Average Precision 
[mAP] of up to 73.2% (when tested on VOC 2007 & 2012 datasets), it is not acceptably fast enough for real-time 
applications and even a subsequent version called Faster R-CNN [Ren, S. et al., 2016] which runs at 5 fps, on a 
K40 GPU, cannot match the speeds of YOLO [Redmon et al., 2016]. mAP is the metric used in measuring an 
object detector’s accuracy. The YOLO methods developed by Joseph Redmon et al. differs from typical R-CNN 
methods by performing a single evaluation of the input image through a CNN. YOLO’s system architecture takes 
inspiration from the 2014 ILSVRC winner, GoogleNet which had a 6.7% top 5 error [Szegedy et al., 2014].  

Figure 1: Vehicle Camera Setup. 
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2.1 Tiny YOLO 

The YOLO method was chosen for its speed of operation while returning a high detection accuracy. It is available 
in many different variations, YOLO, Tiny YOLO, YOLOv2 and YOLOv3. The variant used in this application 
was Tiny YOLO, which contains 9 convolutional layers, this gave a faster detection rate than all other available 
variants but with a reduced mAP of 57.1% as compared to the original YOLO’s 63.4% mAP when trained on 
VOC 2007 & 2012 [Redmon et al., 2016].  
During vehicle testing, it achieved a 7 FPS (frame per second) detection rate when compiled in Pycharm using a 
Dell Precision M3800 laptop computer which utilised a 2Gb Nvidia Quadro K1100M GPU. Google Tensorflow 
and Darkflow-master were used as the neural network framework.  
 

Model Train Test mAP (%) FPS 
Old YOLO VOC 2007+2012 2007 63.4 45 
YOLOv2  VOC 2007+2012 2007 76.8 67 
YOLO 544*544 VOC 2007+2012 2007 78.6 40 
Tiny YOLO VOC 2007+2012 2007 57.1 207   

Table 1: mAP and FPS differences in YOLO variants when used on a Titan X (12Gb) GPU [Redmon, J., 2016].  

3 Method 

A 170$  wide angle camera which captures both nearside and offside blind spots was mounted to the roof of the 
motor vehicle. The camera was elevated by 450 millimetres, in order to overcome the obstruction of the roof line. 
The input camera feed is divided into three sections left, middle and right. Although detection was performed on 
the entire image, it was programmed only to indicate and display when a person or cyclist is detected in either the 
left, right or upon multiple detections, in both left and right simultaneously. Furthermore, the system was 
programmed to indicate detections only in the bottom two thirds of the image so as to avoid distant background 
detections outside either blind spot. In addition to these visual alerts, the system produces an audio tone of 1750 
Hertz upon successful detection. 

4 Experiments  

We limited testing of our system solely to the detecting pedestrian and cyclists. Testing was carried out under 
static and dynamic vehicle conditions. For static testing, the vehicle was parked with the engine running and 
testing involved having a person randomly enter the left and right blind spots ten times. After each round, the 
system was allowed to idle for five minutes before repeating the test. It was repeated five times resulting in a 
mean detection accuracy of 80% (eight out of ten positive detections). This test was repeated for cyclists, with the 
cyclist entering each of the blind spots ten times. Again, the test procedure was repeated five times. This produced 
a mean accuracy of 70% (seven positive cyclist detections out of ten). Examples in Figure 2 and Figure 3 show 
displayed images obtained during static testing.  
 

                                                
Figure 2: Pedestrian detection, left and right                                Figure 3:  Sucessful cyclist detection.  
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During this phase of testing, the system was also tested in a variety of environmental conditions, such as overcast 
and bright sunlit situations. The camera automatically adjusted its brightness to accommodate each of these 
conditions. Night-time test results were less than favourable with the system only detecting objects at less than 1 
meter when using an Infrared cluster LED cluster on the camera. 
Dynamic testing took place at speeds of up to 50km/h over a distance of 10km. This 10km test was repeated 5 
times. The live camera feed was recorded to allow for a more detailed investigation of the results post testing. The 
system was able to reliably detect pedestrians and alert the driver with a slight reduction (72%) in accuracy as 
compared to static testing while travelling at speeds of up to 30km/h (figure 4). However, at speeds of 
approximately 50km/h, it was observed that the refresh rate was not able to fully keep pace with the velocity of 
the vehicle and the constantly changing scene. Approximately 1.98 meters was missed between frames, resulting 
in a video stream that was slightly choppy. This resulted in missed detections. Another condition recorded was 
that on each 10km test, an average of 10 false detections was noted. Road signs and shaded areas, such as areas 
covered by tall trees tended to produce the most false detections. With these considerations in mind, the system 
was still able to distinguish and detect high velocity objects such as motorcyclists dressed in full protective gear 
and travelling in the opposite direction although with reduced reliability. 
 

                          
Figure 4: Pedestrian detected at 30 km/h.                 Figure 5: Detection of Motorcyclist.  
 

5 Discussion 

Although this method of using a single roof mounted camera proved satisfactory for testing, it can be easily 
damaged and may affect the streamlined design of the vehicle. A better approach would have been to place two 
cameras, one attached to each of the vehicle’s wing mirrors and stitch their camera feeds together before 
processing them. This would provide a more thorough coverage of each blind spot and would fit better with the 
aesthetics of the vehicle.  
Some downsides were observed during testing, such as how the system observed more than just the blind spots 
around the vehicle. This lead to detections that could be seen as a distraction to the driver as they were not in the 
immediate vicinity of the vehicle. As the test vehicle’s speed increased, so did Tiny YOLO’s rate of false 
detections. The effects of these downsides were decreased by reducing the size of the left and right detection 
windows. 

6 Conclusion 

The system was able to detect and display people in a host of different situations such as crouching, walking, 
cycling and on motorcycles. The system predicted potential accidents between vehicles and pedestrians which 
could result in injury or death. With successful detections, the approach taken provides the driver of the vehicle 
with adequate warning of a potential accident. It accomplished this while allowing them to monitor the road ahead 
of them.  
Throughout testing, the system showed missed detections occurring on average one out of every five instances. This is 
unacceptable as just one missed detection could result in serious injury or death of pedestrians or cyclists. False positive 
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detections although not as serious as missed detections, could have the effect of undermining the user’s confidence in 
the system. While an 80% mean detection accuracy is better than no detection at all, if a driver becomes reliant on the 
system they may neglect to check blind spots with their own eyes. For this, a more robust system would be required. A 
significant improvement would be needed before this could be useable in a real application. The results obtained in the 
project demonstrate that this system provides a framework towards the development of an effective system.  

7  Further Work 

Further work focusing on the use of two separate cameras situated at each vehicle wing mirror and night-time 
operation would allow a more focused blind spot detection in both daytime and night-time.  
By using a machine learning method called transfer learning, YOLO could be retrained from its original dataset of 
80 classes to a dataset such as the BDD100K [Yu et al, 2018]. This dataset is comprised of more than one hundred 
thousand 40-second-long clips which contain 86,047 examples of pedestrians. This would allow for a more 
accurate and fine-tuned pedestrian detection system.  
Testing the system on a GPU with a higher capacity memory than the 2Gb, 2.59 GFLOPS used would yield faster 
detections and a higher frame rate. This would have a positive effect in high speed operation. Further development 
should be conscious of balancing energy savings with system performance as advanced driver assistance systems 
cumulatively consume more of the vehicle’s electrical power.  
It is conceivable that with these further developments, the system would be commercially viable in the future to a 
broad range of vehicles ranging from private vehicles to commercial trucks, thus providing a means of blind spot 
monitoring with the safety of focusing on the road ahead.  
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